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- Simplified leakage and insulation resistance tests
- Easy to read clear scales
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IRC Power Wire Wounds are better built every step of the way

Starting right from the winding form IRC Power Wire Wounds combine the best of materials, workmanship and resistor "know-how".

Highest grade alloy wire uniformly wound on sturdy ceramic tubes. Terminals spot welded for security; heavily tin dipped for easy soldering.

Climate-proof cement coating provides dark, rough surface—best for rapid heat dissipation, moisture protection and ability to withstand reasonable overloads.

Resistors cured at LOW temperature prevents damage to resistance woundings, and loss of temperament in terminals. Bands for adjustable types feature stainless steel springs and silver contacts. Cannot corrode to cause high resistance.

For exacting, heavy-duty requirements you can rely on IRC Power Wire Wounds for balanced performance in every characteristic. Being full-sized, they can operate continuously at full rating. Derating in high ranges is unnecessary.

IRC Power Wire Wounds are available in a full range of ratings, sizes and terminal types. 91 new ranges have just been added. Next time you step up to your distributor's counter—stock up on IRC Power Wire Wounds.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

401 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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BRAND NEW
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IF TRANSFORMERS
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Wellseller Soldering Gun Handles

250 watts

5 second heating
no waiting, saves power
Rigid-tip
latest in tip engineering
Longer reach
full 3/4 inches

Solderlite
spotlights the work
STREAMLINED
perfectly balanced

DUAL HEAT
single heat
200 watts
dual heat
200/250 watts
115 volts
60 cycles

You can do every kind of soldering with this new 250 watt Weller Gun. Power-packed, it handles heavy work with ease—yet the compact, lightweight design makes it equally suited for delicate soldering and getting into tight spots.

Pull the trigger switch and you solder. Release the trigger, and off goes the heat—automatically. No wasted time. No wasted current. No need to unplug the gun between jobs. 'Over and under' position of terminals provides greater visibility with built-in spotlight. Extra 5/6" length and new Rigid-Tip mean real soldering efficiency.
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FIT ANY CABINET

The most versatile television chassis yet designed! Three basic units — power supply, RF chassis and deflection yoke assembly — may be placed side by side, one above the other, etc., to conform to any cabinet. Simply plug in the cable connectors. Each unit is soundly engineered and built to famous National standards of performance.
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5. Unique 36 mc IF minimizes interference.
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7. Improved intercarrier sound.
8. Magnetic deflection and "fly-back" high voltage supply.
9. 72-ohm unbalanced and 300-ohm balanced inputs.
10. Supplied with two six-inch PM speakers.

Specify either TV-10C or TV-12C

When ordering
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"Your Money's Worth in Good Radio and Television Service" is the title of this new 16-page booklet now available by the managers of Sprague Capacitors and Koolohm Resistors for distribution to your service customers and prospects under your own name!
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In short, it is a booklet designed to win confidence for you by showing customers how complicated the work really is and by proving to them exactly how and why good service work commands a fair price.
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The turret tuner is recognized as the most efficient television input tuning device yet designed because of (1) its exceptionally high gain and (2) its uniform bandwidth on all channels. It is used in today's finest television receivers. Now, for the first time, National makes available all the advantages of a turret tuner in a truly sensational-performing new television booster.
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(1) Turret tuner with an individually tuned set of coils for each channel. (2) Removable polystyrene coil-mounting contact panels. (3) A single 6AKS for maximum usable gain. (4) A built-in power transformer (not AC-DC — no "hot" chassis). (5) Selenium rectifier for long life. (6) Channel selector and fine tuning in a single, easy-to-operate, dual-purpose control. (7) Pilot light illuminates selected channel.

P.S. No other booster has a turret tuner!
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ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS

are sturdy built for the hard usage of industrial service. Have plug type tips and are constructed on the unit system with each vital part, such as heating element, easily removable and replaceable. In 5 sizes, from 50 watts to 550 watts.

TEMPERATURE REGULATING STAND

This is a thermostatically controlled device for the regulation of the temperature of an electric soldering iron. When placed on and connected to this stand, iron may be maintained at working temperature or through adjustment on bottom of stand at low or warm temperatures.
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Measurements and tests on new uhf TV antennas on roof of one of the RCA buildings at Camden, N. J. Vertical bars at rear are part of Philadelphia bridge, not a new antenna.

Color original courtesy of RCA
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Four Bay Stacking Kit provides added gain and directivity.
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Now you can get everything needed from one source, at one time . . . no need to waste time shopping around. Quick close-to-home service. Admiral prices are lowest. And every item conforms to Admiral's high quality standards. Send for your catalog today!
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assemble your own...

**CONTROL:** Select the correct carbon control—15/16” or 1-1/8” dia.—to meet requirements.

**SWITCH:** When required, choose switch in either the SWB or SWA series to meet specifications and attach to the control.

**SHAFT:** Finally, select any one of 12 different "Pick-A-Shaft" shafts and insert into the control. Note that Clarostat also offers "Pick-A-Shaft" 2, 3, and 4 watt wire-wound controls.

ASK YOUR JOBBER about these money-saving Clarostat "Pick-A-Shaft" and "Ad-A-Switch" controls for replacement or for initial-equipment needs. Ask for latest catalog.

CLAROSTAT CONTROLS AND RESISTORS
CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC. DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE
In Canada: Canadian Marconi Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

for like - new performance

replace with original ROGERS full-focus deflection yokes

Since most of the better TV sets are made with ROGERS Deflection Yokes, this same top quality yoke should be used for replacement. With over 25 years of electronic know-how, ROGERS Precision Engineered Products make TV sets perform like new. ROGERS Full-Focus Deflection Yoke assures double brilliance with knife-edge sharpness over the entire screen. Each ROGERS yoke—precision tested for perfect focus—is designed for peak performance and extra long life.

packaged individually—attractively

ROGERS ELECTRONIC CORP. 42-49 Bleeker St. New York 13, N. Y.

FREE: Send for new catalog "A", listing TV set models and ROGERS Yoke and Flyback replacements, or see your jobber.

**ARKAY** world's finest radio kits
Write for free Brochure
RADIO KITS, INC., 120 Cedar St., N. Y. 6

**ELECTRONIC HOBBYISTS**
Build and play my latest polyphonic organ without a knowledge of music. Or get blueprints for a miniature electronic brain, and other projects. Send 3¢ stamp for air mail reply.
JIM KIRK, W6JX
1552 Church St., San Francisco 14, Calif.
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THE "COQUILLE"

(Fat. pending)

High Fidelity Shell Rattle Mode of PIBREGLASS.
Three dimensions! sound with ONE SPEAKER!

Here for the first time is a speaker enclosure based on the acoustic principles of the world's great concert halls.

Increases speaker efficiency up to 1/2. Extreme wide angle projection of high frequencies with full bass response. Brings life to your music with concert-hall realism. Ideal for home or auditorium.

For 12" and 15" speakers, site 48" high—40" wide—$74.90.
For 8" speakers—site 34" high—38" wide $44.50.
Shipped P.O.S., our plants ready to assemble.
12% deposit with orders. Balance C.O.D.

MASTER ELECTRONICS CO.
534-90 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Los Angeles 22, Calif.

Spot TV trouble symptoms at a glance

...fix them twice as fast!

NOW! SAVE HUNDREDs OF DOLLARS IN TV SERVICING TIME!

The short cut way of handling up to 90% of your television troubleshooting by the easy PICTURE ANALYSIS METHOD!

PIX-O-FIX
TV TROUBLE FINDER GUIDE

By Ghirard! & Middleton

24 COMMON television troubles identified by actual TV screen photos. 190 POSSIBLE causes of these troubles identified and localized to the particular area of the receiver where they are most likely to occur.

253 DEFINITE, easily understood remedies for the antenna.

5,400 WORDS IN CAUSE and REMEDY section to explain step by step what to do.
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High Fidelity Shell Rattle Mode of PIBREGLASS.
Three dimensions! sound with ONE SPEAKER!

Here for the first time is a speaker enclosure based on the acoustic principles of the world's great concert halls.

Increases speaker efficiency up to 1/2. Extreme wide angle projection of high frequencies with full bass response. Brings life to your music with concert-hall realism. Ideal for home or auditorium.

For 12" and 15" speakers, site 48" high—40" wide—$74.90.
For 8" speakers—site 34" high—38" wide $44.50.
Shipped P.O.S., our plants ready to assemble.
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NOW! SAVE HUNDREDs OF DOLLARS IN TV SERVICING TIME!

The short cut way of handling up to 90% of your television troubleshooting by the easy PICTURE ANALYSIS METHOD!

PIX-O-FIX
TV TROUBLE FINDER GUIDE

By Ghirard! & Middleton

24 COMMON television troubles identified by actual TV screen photos. 190 POSSIBLE causes of these troubles identified and localized to the particular area of the receiver where they are most likely to occur.

253 DEFINITE, easily understood remedies for the antenna.

5,400 WORDS IN CAUSE and REMEDY section to explain step by step what to do.

HORSE OF TREDIAL, time-consuming troubleshooting can be cut to minimum. Remedies can be made twice as fast!

Just—"snap"—new Ghirard! PIX-O-FIX TV TROUBLE FINDER GUIDE and see how it works. A "yellow" page appears in a "window" that matches the "red" area on the defective set you are repairing. The proper repair is one that also appears on the guide. This directs you to the section of the guide where all possible causes of this particular trouble and the stage or section of the receiver in which it is most likely to occur. But this is only the beginning!

The PIX-O-FIX Guide not only tells you where the trouble is but shows you exactly how to fix it. Step-by-step repair instructions follow. In most cases, the particular component most likely to be faulty is identified. Quick tests to apply to it are explained. If parts substitution is likely to be more effective than an inspection test, this is recommended.

PIX-O-FIX is applicable to all television receivers. Operation is clear and simple. Money-back guarantee if you're not more than satisfied.

Only $1.00
10 DAY MONEY back Guarantee

Enclosed is $1 for which please rush a PIX-O-FIX TROUBLE FINDER GUIDE. If not satisfactory, | will return it postpaid within 10 days and you guarantee to refund my $1.

Name:
Street:
City, Zone, State:

PRICE OUTSIDE U. S. A. $1.15 res—send return privilege.
BE A TV EXPERT!

TV TROUBLESHOOTING AND REPAIR 'SIDE BOX', VOL 1 - R. G. Middleton

Finest practical book to make TV servicing easy. Spot your TV receiver troubles fast! 204 (8½ x 11") pp. $3.90

ENCyclopedia ON CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPES AND THEIR USES —
Rider & Ulstrand

Most complete 'scope book! Cloth cover. 992 (8½ x 11") pp. $9.00

RECEIVING TUBE SUBSTITUTION GUIDE BOOK — H. A. Middleton

Answers all tube problems by listing 2,500 radio-television tube substitutions in numerical sequence with accompanying wiring instructions, original substitute tube socket illustrations. 226 (8½ x 11") pp. $3.00

FIRST SUPPLEMENT, RECEIVING TUBE SUBSTITUTION GUIDE BOOK

750 completely new and different radio-television tube substitutions not listed in the first edition. Special section on substitutions tubes in transistor receivers. 48 (8½ x 11") pp. $0.99

Write for complete Rider catalog.

PHILCO TV TURRET TUNER (P. No. 79-5100), Joes and stripes. For '48 & '49 models. $1.49
PHILCO TUNER with 3-budget tuned dials. $2.00 to $2.50. All new and runs. Models 2181, 2182, 2185. $1.95
PHILCO TUNER WITH 3-BROADCAST TUNED DIALS. All new, runs over all VHF models. $1.95

ROTARY BALL-BEARING SWIVEL ASSEMBLY

Designed for TV, PHILCO, Bendix, etc. for those who want a SWIVEL ASSEMBLY with the finest bearings. $5.50

BARGAIN PARTS ASSORTMENTS!

OIL COMPRESSORS, 2-24 Volts, C. A. or D. C. $1.50
ROTARY SEPARATORS, 2-24 Volts, C. A. or D. C. $2.00
MOULDED RADIATOR CONDENSERS, 2-24 Volts, C. A. or D. C. $2.50
CARBON RESISTORS, 1 to 26,000 Ohms, D. C. $1.50
CAR TUNER, 2 to 5 Volts, 200 Ohms, C. A. $1.50
MOTOR TUBE SOCKETS, 6 to 10 Volts, C. A. $1.50
ELECTROLYTIC, 100 to 5,000 Volts, 5 to 2,500, $1.00
DIODE-RESISTORS, 2 to 5,000 Volts, 2 to 100,000, $1.00
POTENTIOMETERS, 100 to 5,000 Ohms, C. A. $1.00

FREE - How to Test Your Signal Generator (Garrard) Feb. 46
Inductance Meter Uses Heterodyne Principle Oct. 96
Instrument Output Indicator (Garrard) Dec. 54
Intermittent Alarm (R.C.C.) Aug. 87
Intermittent Recorder (Racker) Dec. 57
Low-Range Ohmmeter (Stratman) Aug. 30
Making Meter Scales (Halmbocher) May 59
Measuring Field-Strength for TV (Engineering Staff—Scala Radio) Nov. 39
Modern Watch-Recorder (Maxwell) Aug. 28
New Volt-Ohm-Micromicroammeter Sept. 80
Novel Capacitor Checker (Gold) Mar. 118
Novel V.T. Voltmeters (R.C.C.) Sept. 144
Peak-to-Peak Calibration (Row) Apr. 46
Practical Impedance Checker (Sohl) Dec. 55
Quick Capacitor Checker (Kelly) Jan. 114
R.F. Circuit Tester (Queen) May 62
Servicing TV with a Wattmeter (Ladbetter) Dec. 47
Signal-Tracking Amplifier (Leaders) May 64
Simplifying Meter Shunts (R.C.C.) Mar. 120
Simplifying Frequency Ratio Checking May 34
Scope and Your Power Supply (Eus) Mar. 30
Scope Measures D.C. (Queen) May 119
Subminiature Tube-Tester Design (Sandretto) Mar. 60
Test Crystals With Your Signal-Generator (Ives) July 47
Transistor Microammeter (Rhita) June 49
Tube-Fluorescent Lamp Tester (Shawer) July 91
Correction for above Nov. 15
TV Linearity Checker (R.C.C.) Jan. 148
Versatile Grid-Dip Probe (Queen) Oct. 111
Versatile Neon Tube (Haviland) Apr. 50
Versatile Scope You Can Build (Must) Nov. 49
Z-Axis for Your Scope (Ives) Nov. 44
THEORY AND ENGINEERING, SEE also Electronics

Artificial Delay Lines (Poines) Mar. 92
Atomic Dry Cell (R.M.) July 12
Bridged-T Network Makes Ideal Phase Shifter Apr. 100
Detector-Amplifier With Germanium Diodes (Gottleib) Mar. 86
Electricity From Atoms (Socar) Feb. 66
Electronic Flame Encyclopedia April 23
Electronic Flame (Conant—Come) Feb. 123
Understanding Mechanical Filters (Burns) Oct. 120
TOYS
Adofet, Mark II (Bukstein) Dec. 96
TRANSISTORS—See also Tubes and Transistor
All-Transistor TV Receiver Shown by RCA Feb. 51
Build This Transistor Hearing Aid (Turner) Sept. 38
4-Terminal Transistor (Potent) Aug. 86
Heterodyne Frequency Meter Uses Pair of Transistors (Turner) Oct. 88
Junction Transistors (R.M.) Feb. 12
Miniature Hearing Aid (Armstrong) Dec. 40
NBS Transistor Oscillator May 118
New RCA Transistors (R.M.) Sept. 12
Phototransistor Control Unit (Patent) Nov. 118
RCA Shows Transistor Progress (R.M.) Jan. 12

How to Build a Simple Receiver—All Tubes (R.E.C.) Apr. 20

Here is the complete story of high fidelity—clearly told, easily understood. This brand new, practical book covers everything from what 'high fidelity' is to the actual selection, purchase and installation of the proper high fidelity equipment. You'll find page after page of detailed, illustrated information concerning record players and changers, amplifiers, loudspeakers and tape recorders. It answers your questions as to what to buy and do to obtain perfect results. Learn how you can enjoy the most realistic musical reproduction possible. Order your copy of this valuable, new first edition today at your local bookstore . . . or simply send $3.25.

John F. Rider, Publisher, Inc.
Dept. RE-12, 490 Canal Street
New York 12, N. Y.
MISCELLANY

(Turner) Mar. 78
Transistor Amplifier (Patent) Dec. 109
Transistor Control Relay (Bohr) July 53
Transistor Equipped Hearing Aid [R.M.] Mar. 16
Transistor Fundamentals (Pierce) June 42
Transistor Microameter (Rihla) June 49
Transistor Mosquito (Patent) Nov. 118
Transistor Oscillator Is Powered by Light (Turner) Aug. 66
Transistor Preamp (Turner) Feb. 54
Transistor Trigger (Patent) July 85

TUBES AND TRANSISTORS
Feb. 82: Apr. 103; May 127; June 79; July 68; Aug. 71; Sept. 135; Nov. 105; Dec. 103

ULTRASONICS
Magnetostrictive and Electrostrictive Industrial Ultrasonic Apparatus (Clark, Quirk, Roske) Dec. 82
Stimulation of Plant Growth by Ultrasonic Waves (Oblonsky) July 76
Ultrasonic Therapy Unit (Milanowski) May 57

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS
C.L. Clinic
G.B. Government
R.M. Radio Month
R.E.C. Radio-Electronic
S.C. School Course
T.T.O. Try This One

Send for complete, easy-to-learn, home study course.

Crescent School
"One of the largest of its kind"

SEND COUPON TODAY!

Crescent School
500 Pacific Street, Asilomar, CA, U.S.A.

Name:
Address:
City:
Zone:
State:

Radio Thirty-Five Years Ago
In Gernsback Publications

Hugo Gernsback

December 1919

Electrical Experimenter

Ships Guided by Electrified Cable

Radio Experimenter

Modern American Radio Apparatus

Modern American Radio Apparatus

Radio Guides Ships thru Fog

Mica Condensers for Radio Sets

Dynamic Mutual
Conductance

Handy Size Portable

Tube Tester

SUN

Parts Distributors, Ltd.

S20 Tenth St., N.W. - Washington, D.C.
**TELEVISION**

**EASY TO LEARN CODE**

It is easy to learn or improve speed with an Instrumental Code Trainer. After a few minutes of practice, most beginners will have mastered the basic code. By practicing regularly with the Code Trainer, you can learn to send code at a high speed. The Code Trainer is designed for use by the advanced student or the experienced operator. The Code Trainer can be used for learning any of the Code Trainers. The Code Trainer is a valuable aid in learning code.

**TELEVISION**

**INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY**

4701 Sheridan Rd., Dept. RC, Chicago 30, Ill.
ANNUAL INDEX

Music Pickups*, String (QB) .... Jul 110
Organ, Waltz, Part 1 (Dort) .... Nov 46
Organ, Tuning Electronics (Bland) ..... Jun 27
Ultrasound, Transistorized* (Herzog) ... Jan 136
Oscillators, Phase-Shift (Harris) ..... Jan 136
Phone Pickups, Ferroresonance ... Sep 37
High-Quality Audio, Part VI (Dort) ... Feb 40
Magnet* ................................ Jan 110
Triode Ceramic Cartridge? ... Jul 40
Preamplifiers
A.F., from Radio (Park) ... Jun 100
Chids 522 Control Tubes (Park) ... Mar 43
Phone, for Golden Ears (Marshall) ... Jun 32
Pickering, 2CD1 ... Mar 46
Transistor, Low-Noise* ... Aug 64
Recording
Controlling Tape-Head High-Frequency Supply (Pat) ... Jun 104
Curve, New Standard ... May 63
Recorder-Receiver, Equalizer (Pat) ... May 112
Record Player, Mobile* (ED) ... Mar 26
Record Review, for Golden Ears Only (Monitor) ... May 53, Jul 61, Sep 39, Nov 88
Servicing
Distance Totalizer* (Fermer) ... Aug 39
Ground Loops & Hum (French) ... Apr 56
High-Fidelity, Goldstick & Places (Malcolm) ... Jun 37
High-Fidelity Audio Equipment (Marshall) ... Jun 37
Part I—High-quality Equipment ... Feb 38
Part II—Balance, Feedback & Hum ... Mar 43
Part III—Measurements with Special Test Equipment ... Apr 58
Part IV—Frequency Test Records, Audio Test Instruments ... May 64
Part V—Checking Distortion ... Jul 69
Part VI—Oscillograph Patterns as Trouble Locators ... Aug 66
Part VII—Checking Phone Needles ... Sep 42
Part VIII—Adjusting Tube & Needle Pressure ... Oct 82
Part IX—Equalization & Frequency Response ... Nov 66
Part X—Troubles, Rumble and Noise ... Dec 39
Receiving Speakers (Sorensen) ... Feb 86
Tools for Audio Television (Scott) ... Sep 46
Speaker Matching, Easy Way (Houston) ... Sep 34
Tape Recorders
High-Quality Audio, Part XV (Dort) ... Nov 79
Servicing, Mobile* ... Dec 54
Video, Mobile* ... Jan 10
Tuners—See Tuners under Radio

BROADCASTING & COMMUNICATIONS
Cable Break, Locating (Lineback) ... Apr 112
Circuit New Locking, (Dallas) ... Sep 50
Intercom, Quick-Heating* (QB) ... Nov 138
Noise-Filter (Ottawa) ... Oct 55
Radio, Low-Cost CD Mobile for (Nanney) ... May 78
Signaling, Transistor (Pat) ... May 114

C
CAPACITORS
Low-Value (Pat) ... Oct 110
Ceramic (Dines) ... Jan 70
Diode Correction on above ... Aug 16
Ceramic, More on (Dines) ... Oct 94
Electrolytics, Rechanneling (REC) ... May 132
Electrolytics, High-Quality ... May 15
Cathode Follower, Crowther ... Dec 50
Commercial, Transistor* ... Jul 93
CONSTRUCTION (See individual heads, Receivers, etc. Construction articles are designated with an asterisk* after the article.)

E
EDITORIALS
(H, Gernsbach, unless otherwise noted)
Automation ... Sep 31
Color TV Problems ... Jun 33
Decomplexity, Age of the Century, or the Other Way Around ... Jan 31
Letter by De Forest ... Apr 16
Letter by Ritchey ... Apr 18
Electronics, Aluminum ... May 31
Electronics, Hot or Cold? ... Nov 31
Industry, Our Fabulous ... Dec 51
Insurance, Service ... Oct 31
Radio-Electronics, A 1900 ... Jan 31
Specialization ... Apr 31
Success, Rocky Road to ... Aug 29
Technicians, Wanted ... Feb 29
Transmitters, 60,000 U.S. (Federal) Communications Commission) ... Mar 31

Electronics
Amplifiers
Smallast (Wallace) ... Feb 95
Diode, Introducing the (Finkel) ... Mar 92
Magnetic (Sanders) ... Oct 101
Astronomy and Electronics (Stauffer) ... Oct 9
Audioind, Controlled Output (Pat) ... Jun 102
Battery, Atom (Harold) ... Mar 6
Battery, Power (Ed) ... Aug 76
Blinking, Periodic (Pat) ... Feb 28
Burglar Alarm, Electronic ... Jun 47
High-Voltage Supply (Patterson) (Patterson) ... Dec 62
Control Circuit, Punch-Pass* (Stevenson) ... Nov 62
Control, Simple, Three-Stage (Coincident) ... Dec 94
Control, Universal, Triode (Sandsford) ... Jun 51
Diodos Amplifier* ... Feb 96
Electroconvexion (Shumaker) ... Nov 92
Electrotherapeutics, Display in (Vanden Bosch) ... Mar 97
Flip-Flop, 3 State (REC) ... Mar 13
Geiger Counter Tubes, Transistorized* (Sakal & Re tick) ... Jul 82

Writing today for new catalog including complete ary kit line of radio, phonograph, amplifier and test equipment kits.

arkay radio kits, INC.
120 Cedar Street
New York 6, N. Y.

hi-fi ac/dc amplifier kit
arkay kit model A-10: A high-quality AC/DC amplifier kit featuring a new, improved push-pull output circuit plus a specially designed output transformer utilizing 2 speakers for the new high-fidelity qualities of audio reproduction. Complete, including engineering developments back; hum 70 db below rated output at the lowest possible price. Kit is complete, except for speakers. $9,95

hi-fi pre-amp kit
arkay kit model PA-3: Complete compensation for LF, HART8, AES and 78 rpm record kits. Also may be used as a control unit for custom hi-fi installations. Includes basic and treble control and contains 5 turnover and push-pull switch positions, 3 dual triode tuners are used to give maximum performance always. $16,95

hi-fi with built-in pre-amp
arkay kit model FL-10: A striking new design with physical dimensions and style for use on a shelf or corner without plurality or expensive enclosures. Specifications same as model A-15 (above). $27,95

3-way portable radio kit
arkay kit model 3W-SE: A highly specialized portable radio kit that will operate on AC/DC or self-contained Batteries. Has 4 tubes and a cut-down rectifier with a fine quality ALCINO V speaker, built-in loop antenna and built-in coconut coils. Includes pictorial and schematic diagrams that are easy to follow. Colorful plastic cabinet. $18,95

ac/dc radio kit
arkay kit model S-SE: New, 5-tube superhet, 50-designed for radio students and hobbyists. Includes new 3D color instruction book. $50.1600 kc, complete with glistening walnut basket cabinet.

$14.95

Write today for new catalog including complete ary line of radio, phonograph, amplifier and test equipment kits.

arkay kits, INC.
120 Cedar Street
New York 6, N. Y.

27" Wired CHASSIS
FOR
CUSTOM BUILDING
27 TUBES, including CRT
with or without REMOTE CONTROL

CHASSIS and CRT-1239
plus 15% Tax
In Kit Form $199

This De Luxe Transvision Chassis is ideal for fringe area, UHF-VHF reception. Has super-sensitivity and stability. Keyed AGC ... 27 tubes, including CRT and 3 rectifier tubes. Also available with Remote Control and dual sound system for $69 additional. Order today, direct from:

TRANSVISION
THE OLDEST NAME IN TV KITS
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.

THE NEW TV DYNATRACER
ONLY $95
or C.O.D.
*2118
+ FREE BONUS
• TRACES TV SIGNALS
• LOCATES DEFECTIVE COMPONENTS
• MEASURES NO ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT

ESPECIALLY designed for the home TV technician and amateur who wants an accurate and affordable tool. The "DYNATRACER" will accurately locate most improper tubes and would pay for itself on the very first repair.

A Must for Every TV Technician

SPECIALIZATION: The "DYNATRACER" is a self-grounded test instrument developed to locate all TV troubles in all types of sets for home, A.F., M.F., H.F., or V.H.F. Its applications are widespread. Use the DYNATRACER in the home, at the school, or by the professional. The "DYNATRACER" will do what no other tube finder will ever do for you, and it will pay for itself within the first week of use.

ADDED FEATURE: The "DYNATRACER" will also trace voltages (+100 V, A.C.-D.C. and instantly locate all the voltages of the tube chain, without the aid of a test light. It is designed to assist in the study of the tube chain, and may be used as a tool for making a pictorial "how-to" instruction book. See page 138, 1954, for a complete description and price guide. See page 142, 1954, for a complete description and price guide. See page 142, 1954, for a complete description and price guide.

GUILE Electronics Co.
2118-29th Ave., Dept. 120
Owens Village, N. Y.

OSCIL-O-PEN
Extremely economical test equipment for all radio servicing, alignment, repair or as a pen. Self-contained, portable, battery operated, portable to over 600 mgAmp. 6 V, Output from 3 ma to 125 V,-1 Ohm in cone, 6 ma to 125 V, 1 Ohm in cone. Write for information.

GENERAL TEST EQUIPMENT
38 Argyle Ave.
Buffalo, N. Y.

DECEMBER, 1954

www.americanradiohistory.com
Coming next month

RADIO-ELECTRONICS 8th Annual TV ISSUE

This big 50c January issue is a year-round reference of important technical information on the latest developments in modern TV. A big oversize issue devoted to vital facts on—

Color • UHF • Transistors • Servicing

PLUS A feature on color servicing in FULL COLOR

On sale December 28th

You save on a RADIO-ELECTRONICS Subscription

3 YEARS $8.00 Saves you $5.05 over the newsstand rate.

2 YEARS $6.00 Saves you $2.70 over the newsstand rate.

1 YEAR $3.50 Saves you 85c over the newsstand rate.

RADIO-ELECTRONICS, Dept. 124
25 West Broadway
New York 7, N.Y.

Please enter my subscription as indicated, to begin with the 50c January TV issue.

☐ 3 YEARS $8.00
☐ 2 YEARS $6.00
☐ 1 YEAR $3.50
☐ $3.50 enclosed. ☐ Bill me.

Name ____________________________

Street ________________________________

City __________________ Zone ________ State ________

Solving up to $5.05

ANNUAL INDEX

Generator, Solar (Cadmium Sulphide) (RM) Aug 8
IRE Shows Electronic Progress (Shuman) Jun 47
Nim Computer, Digital* (Scleng) Jun 49
Musical Instruments (See Audio) Nomograph, Distributed Capacitance (Stevens) Oct 57
Parallel-Use, Novel (REC) Sep 140
Photo-Flash System* (Hedge) Sep 98
Photoelectric (Milen) (REC) Feb 104
Radiotrons, Microwave (Harris) Relay, Capacitance, Using Balanced Lines* (TTO) Jan 116
Refrigeration, Artificial (Pat) Sound Destructs Sound (Aug 70
Switch, Electronic (REC) Oct 134
Transformer, Electric^ (REC) Transistors, What's New in (Queen) Jul 75
Voice of Space, Air Traffic (Passian) Void Indicator, Visual, Aids Hard-of-Hearing (Jan 41
Wire Tester, Insulated* (REC) X-Ray Tube, Smallest (Mar 106

F FICTION, Cosmic-Generator (First) Apr 41
FREQUENCY MODULATION A.D. Adding to FM Tuner* (Ringal & Gunny) Nov 61
Boosted, Electro-Voice FM Booster* Based on Multivibrator* (Jul 112 Tuning Indicator, Adding* (QB) (See also Tuners, under RADIO) Aug 106

G Geiger Counters, Transistorized* (Sokel & Retnick) Jul 82
H Hearing Aid (Zenith Ray-Ta) Hearing Aid (RCA) Sep 36
Measurements, Decibel (French) Music into Light (Brainard) Dec 78

P Phone Oscillator, Transistor (Bohr) Photo-Flash System* (Hedge) Sep 98
PRINCIPLES CIRCUITS It's for Hi-Fi Tuners (Godinisky) Aug 50 Servicing Techniques (Rickens) Oct 88 TV Receiver (Bonhomme) Mar 55

R RADIO Cathode Followers (Crowhurst) Communications Radio—Citizens Band* (RM) Dec 10
Converter, V.H.F., 110–235 Mc (QB) Feb 16
Power Supplies Auto Radio (REC) Oct 133
Voltage Regulators, Selenium (Cataldo) Jul 84
Receivers
Converter, Low-Frequency (QB) Oct 126
Detect, Efficient CW (Cohn) Oct 103
Headphone, Electronic* (Irwin & Queen) Nov 54
High-Gain, Low-Drain Portable* (Queen) Mar 84
More Compact Battery Portable* (Queen) Sep 90
Correction on Radio for Junior's Car (Michael) Dec 142
Squelch (Pat) Dec 46
Transistor Pocket Radio Dec 49
Servicing
Card-File System (Johnson) Jul 90
Marine Radio (Robberson) Apr 78
Tubes with Damaged Etchings, Identifying (French) May 96
Tube Trap, High- Efficiency (TTO) Apr 113
Whistle (Darl) Jul 84
Tuners
Bogen R70, FM-AM? Apr 66
Craftsmen CR90 Aug 80
Fisher 221, FM-AM* Apr 86
Radio Craftsmen B100 Apr 63

SERVICING

Audio—See Audio Bandwidth, Variable* (REC) Sep 139
Best Teacher (Fenard) Mar 58
Capacitors
Ceramic (Dines) Jan 76
Correction on above Jul 84
More on (Dines) Oct 94
Electrolytic (Deutsch) Feb 67
Double-Stage Good for Tests (TTO) Jun 118
FCC Boosts Marine Radio (Robberson) Sep 82
Filament Checker* (REC) (QB) Jun 114
Ground Loops & Hum (Frencl) Dec 46
High-Fidelity Audio (Goldstiek & Palas) Jul 37
High-Fidelity Equipment (Mansell & Marshall) May 52
Save Time with Test Equipment (Noll) Nov 48
Switching, Automatic* (Queen) May 52
Tape Recorder (Smolin) Sep 40
Tech-Tricks (Lipsky) Jun 70
TM Audio Technician (Scott) Feb 132
Transformers, Protecting (Bell, TTO) Oct 177
Vacuum-Tube Testers & Kits (Maclaff) Jan 63
York Reformer in England (Burke) Jun 64

T TAPE RECORDERS—See Audio TV TELEVISION

Amplifiers, Video (Watson) Jan 52
Antennas


3. The known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 percent or more of total amount of bonds, mortg
ANNUAL INDEX
Corner Reflection (*Q8) Feb 135
Deion-Match System (GB) Jan 178
Grid (G-10) Mar 57
Hook & Linear (C-12) Oct 56
Novel (T-10) Dec 116
Rabbit (Fileworld) May 56
Receiving v.h.f. and u.h.f. (Kolar) Dec 60
Rf. Gain Amplifier Sep 63
U.h.f. Improving Performance (Noll & Mandl) Jan 74
V.h.f. Element Size Nov 38
Yagi, 10-Element for 7 & 9 (Q8) Apr 114
Attenuator, Ghost (Warren) Aug 47

Boosters
U.h.f., Electro-Voice 3600 (Hagler) Jan 40
U.h.f. Tubulations (manufacturers) Jan 79
Cabinet Work, Installation, Custom (Wicks) Oct 72
Channels & Frequencies Jan 39
Cleaning
630 Chassis (Scott) Jun 63
630 Chassis—Conversion to Larger Tubes (Scott) Feb 56
Color Receiver Jun 56
Noise Immunity (Scott) Apr 35
Sync, Noise-Free (Scott) Jul 33
Unusual (Scott) Nov 32

Color
Basic Color TV (Newman & Roeche) Jan 58
Part I—Principles of Color & Vision Feb 43
Part II—Mixing & Transmitting Colors Feb 33
Bandwidth Reduction Jan 58
Part III—Color Subcarrier, Color Difference Signal Mar 52
Part IV—Frequency Elimination; NTSC System Mar 40
Cabinet Circuits (Redon & Steinberg) Mar 40
Part I—Reception Problems Jun 53
Part II—Transmission Circuits Jun 53
Part III—Burst Amplifier, Color Oscillator & Control Circuits Aug 45
Correction on above Nov 21
Part IV—Modulator & Matrix Circuits Sep 60
Part V—I.C. Color Demodulation Oct 42
Part VI—3-D Gun Picture Tubes; Its Control Circuity Nov 40
Part VII—19-Inch Color Tube & Associated Circuits Dec 66
Correction on above Mar 35
CRT (Lieberman) Jul 30
Past, Present & Future (de Forrest) Jan 34

Problems (Editorial) Mar 35
Receiver, Adjustment Jan 57
Receiver Circuits Jan 57
Conversion, 630 Circuitry (Scott) Sep 56
Converters
U.h.f. (Transmission of Manufacturers) Jan 78
U.h.f. Lines & Converters (Mandl & Noll) Jun 60
U.h.f., Home-Built* (Ledere) Feb 52

Diagrams (see under "Schematics")

(Continued)

 Hun in TV Receivers (Clinic) Sep 66
 Instruments for Better Servicing (Scott) Jul 51
 Leading Circuits Jan 62
 Linear Circuits (Clinic) Oct 44
 Linearity Generator (Dunscombe) Oct 35
 Horizontal Sweep (Clinic) Oct 44
 Markers & Alignment Bugs (Scott) May 32
 Math & Service (Clinic) Aug 51
 Mechanical Bugs Deadlist (Lowens) Nov 41
 Non-Glittering Picture Tubes, Reconditioning (Ledebtner) Dec 74

Picture-Tube Replacement Guide (Scott) Jan 76
 Printed Wiring (Rickets) Oct 88
 Television Rectifiers (Clinic) Mar 60
 Spot Blanketing (REC) Sep 74
 Superimposed Lines (Anglado) Mar 131
 Test Probes (REC) Oct 131
 Tests for TV Sets (REC) Feb 58
 Vertical Hold (Loos) Jan 48
 Vertical Sweep Troubles (Glickstein) Jan 48
 Video Amplifier Problems (Waner) May 53
 Video Amplifiers (Scott) Mar 49
 Video Amplifiers (QB) Apr 138
 Video I.F. Understanding (Matsinger) Jan 44

Schematics
Admiral (991 V.t.h., U.H.F.) Jan 64
 Emerson (12019B-8, 12019D-8, 12019I-8, 12019B-8, 12019D, B, D) Jan 90
 G-E S-21225-8 Jan 92
 Motorola TS-202A-00, TS-522A,00 Jan 86
 RCA, 21-S-35AU to 21-S-525U Jul 44
 RCA, 21-S-25AU to 21-S-25AU Jul 32
 Stromberg-Carlson Series 217, 271 Jul 42
 Technics I-B-11, 2-1 (TV Chassis C03) Jul 14
 Westinghouse C-2244 & V-2263 Jul 40

Stations
List as of Nov. 23, 1953 Jan 80
W.H.C. (Fords; Feb. 8, Mar. 6, Apr. 12) May 6
WAP, 6; Jun. 10; Jul. 16; Aug. 6; Sep. 8, Oct. 10
WDA, 8, 10, 12 New Stations, Jan.-Jul. 1954 Apr 44
Subscription list as You Go (Kamen) Feb 48
Station in the Americas (Cash price $20.95). (Cash price $20.95). Or you can return the library prepaid in explosive 7 days and owe nothing! YOU BE THE JUDGE. Either way, the book of TV-Radio Patterns is yours FREE to keep! Offer is limited. Act NOW!

FREE BOOK—FREE TRIAL COUPON!
Regulations: Book Publishing Division.
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL Dept. C4-Tl
500 S. Paulina St., Chicago 12, Ill.
YES! Send 6-volume "Applied Practical Radio-Television" for 7 days FREE TRIAL per your offer. Include TV-Radio Patterns & Diagram Book FREE.
Name Age
Address City
Zone State
Where Employed (Continued)
(1) Check here if you want library sent COD. You pay postman $20.95 plus COD postage on delivery. 7 day money-back guarantee.

Send NO MONEY! Just mail coupon for 6-volume set on 7 days free trial. We will invoice book of 130 TV-Radio Patterns & Diagrams. If you keep the set, pay $2 in 7 days and $2 per month until $22.50 plus postage is paid. (Cash price $20.95). Or you can return the library prepaid in explosive 7 days and owe nothing! YOU BE THE JUDGE. Either way, the book of TV-Radio Patterns is yours FREE to keep! Offer is limited. Act NOW!
NEW STOCK OF FIRST QUALITY TELTRON TUBES GUARANTEED! . . . LOWEST PRICES EVER!

All tubes individually boxed . . . unconditionally guaranteed for one year!

GIFT OFFER! One 6S6G6 tube will be shipped F.O.B. FREE with any order accompanying this ad.

FREE $2.00 list value Bonus Box of three 6SN7 tubes and 25 assorted resistors with each order of $25 or more.

SAME DAY SERVICE
48 Hour Delivery To West Coast
TERMS: Save all freight and postage charges. All orders accompanied by full remittance will be shipped POSTAGE PAID anywhere in the continental U.S.A. 25% deposit required on C.O.D.'s. Minimum order $10.00. Open accounts to rated firms only. Send for free complete tube listing and monthly specials! Get on our mailing list!

TELTRO ELECTRIC COMPANY
428 Harrison Ave., Harrison, N. J.
Dept. RE-12 Phone Humboldt 4-9848

the ENCYCLOPEDIA of SWEEP CIRCUIT SERVICING AND REPLACEMENT

- 64 pages, 37 "Pix-A-Faults", 67 schematics, 34 "Trouble- Facts" - no other Manual comes anywhere near such completeness!

- Shows you how to find and replace faulty flybacks, yokes, vertical output transformers, vertical blocking oscillators, linearity and width coils - of every type and brand - fast and accurately.

- Latest field-gathered experience - saves you loads of time, money, labor.

Write for it now.
Ask for Ram Manual RE-12

RAM ELECTRONICS SALES CO.
Irvington-on-Hudson, New York
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10th half—Composite Video Signals
2nd half—Vertical Sync & Blanking Signals
11th, Heterodyning
12th, 1st half—R.F., Visible Noise, Collector tu Baseline
2nd half—Contrast Controls, Mixer Contents
13th, 1st half—Positive & Negative Detection
14th, 1st half—High-Frequency Compensation
14th, 1st half—D.C. Component and Brightness
Transmitters
Boosters, Increases Station Range
Tiny Transistors
Tuners, Cascade, U.H.F., V.H.F., '62 Channel
U.H.F.
Converters, Home-built* (Lederman)
Converters & Boosters
Convertible, Installing (Clinic)
Installation (Mahler)
Lines & Converters
Line Load-in (Transmission) (Richards)
Performance, Improving (Noll & Mendel)
Tuning, (Other) (Cascades) (Lucas)
V.H.F. comes on U.H.F. Area (Mahler)

TEST INSTRUMENTS
See also AUDIO, Servicing, SERVICING, and TELEVISION, Servicing
Bridge Test Unit, R.C.* (Sorensen)
Capacitance (Klimk) (Kimlin)
Capacitor Checkers
Bridge (Sorensen) (Kimlin)
With Dual Feature* (Nol)
Test (Sprague RT-1) (RT-11)
Contactivity Checkers* (REC) (Mahler)
Continuity Test* (Kimlin)
Dial-Type TV Checkers (Highstone)
Distortion Testers* (Valmer)
Eisco, Power Modifying (Bosma)
Field-Strength Meter, Relative* (Remly)
Voltmeter, Microvoltmeter* (REC)

Frequency Meters
Frequency Standard* (Five)
U.H.F. (Fall)
Gain Set* (Maxwell)

Grid-Dip Meters
Early Built* (REC)
Nodal, Uses 6ES* (McCreary)
Spot-Checking (Rec)
Tubeless* (Mitchell)
1st Analyzer, Using* (REC)
Intermodulation Analyzer (Scott)

Linearity Generators
Crowfoot (Price) (Lerner & Starks)
Do-All (Radio City 1951)
Improving* (ER)
Plug-in Bar (Crest)
TV (Duncum)
Marker Adder (Hickok 69)*
Marker Injector Scale* (Kimlin)
Meter-Protection Circuit (REC)
Modulation Monitor, C.R. (Minor)
Modulator, Pin-Jack (Owen)
Neon-Lamp Test* (Scott)
New Instruments for Better Servicing
(Spofford)
Oscilloscope, High-Accuracy (Crowhurst)

Oscilloscopes
Beam Positioning, C.R. Tube (Rec)
Frequency Compensation* (REC)
Heartbit 0t, Stabilizing (REC)
Switch for Double-Beam* (Dresser)
Power Supply, High-Voltage* (Passell)

Probes
A.F., R.F. Trace (REC)
Oscilloscope Head 6PF-2C-1
Oscilloscope Head 6PF-2C-1

Recorders, Test* (REC)
Ram Test* (REC)
Resistor Checker, Bridge (Sorensen)

Signal Generators (all types)
Audio Oscillator, miniature (Queen)
Dip Meter, Transistor (Bohr)
I.F., R.F., Uses Transistor (Queen)
Multimeter* (Garrap)
Noise, Transistor* (REC)
Oscillator, Phase-Shift (Harriss)
Oscillator, Phase-Shift (Larkin)
Square-Wave Square-Wave (Burke)
Square Waves—111"00" (Ketchum)
Subharmonic Oscillators* (Queen)
Transistor AM Test Oscillator* (Bohr)
U.H.V.H.F. (Radio City 75J)
Vacuum Range* (Graham)

Signal Tracers
A.F.R.F. Trace* (REC)
AM, FM & Intercarrier TV (REC)
AM-FM & Televisor (Bohr)
AM-FM & Televisor (Kimlin)
Antenna Amplifier and (REC)
Antenna Amplifier and (Bohr)
Substitution Box, Capacitor (TId)
Transformer Checker, Flyback (Kirby, 64J)
Transformer Tube Testers
For A.C.-D.C. Sets* (Kaufman)
Transistor Tube Tester* (Bohr)
VR* (Sadjad)
VR* (Sadjad)
Transmission Test* (Maxwell)

www.americanradiohistory.com
The new Gernsback Library helps you learn more—earn more!

The Oscilloscope—No. 52.
A practical book that gives you full details on how to use the scope for more efficient TV, radio or audio high fidelity servicing. You'll be amazed at all the new scope applications this book opens for you. 192 pages, fully illustrated. $2.25

TV Repair Techniques—No. 58.
Top technician-writers tell you how to recognize, find and correct quickly, the tricky TV servicing problems which stump even the experts. A few minutes reading this book can save you hours of servicing time. 128 Pages. Over 100 Illustrations. $1.50

An audio man’s audio book. How to get top performance from a high-fidelity system. New 3-way approach. 21 top audio men wrote this book. 128 Pages. Over 100 Illustrations. $1.50

Television Techniques—No. 46.
Cut routine trouble shooting to the bone in TV servicing. Here are the symptoms, causes and cure of over 600 troubles which occur in scores of sets made by leading manufacturers. 128 Pages. $1.50

5 CLASSICS ON RADIO AND AUDIO
Radio Tube Fundamentals—No. 45
Theory of receiving tubes from the technician’s viewpoint. $1.00
Model Control By Radio—No. 43
Theory and practical construction for beginner and expert. $1.00
High-Fidelity Techniques—No. 42
A commonsense guide to getting the most out of your equipment. $1.00
Public-Address Guide—No. 41
Shows you how to make extra money in profitable PA work. 75c
Practical Disc Recording—No. 39
Full chapter on each component. 75c

From the publishers of RADIO-ELECTRONICS
See your distributor—or mail this coupon
GERNBSACK PUBLICATIONS, INC., Dept. 124
23 West Broadway
New York 7, N.Y.
Enclosed is my remittance of $___. Please send me the following books postpaid.

NAME__
ADDRESS__
CITY__
ZONE__ STATE__

ANNUAL INDEX
Voltmeter
Audio Microvoltmeter (REC) Aug 109
Super-sensitive* Aug 46
Transistorized D.C.* (Turner) Dec 24
V.T.V.M.'s
Antenna Tuning* Nov 127
TV Servicing (Middleton) May 47
Voltage Breakdown Tester* (REC) Apr 110
Wave-Shaping Device (Berkshire Labmarker) Oct 34
Wow & Flutter Meter* Sep 46
THEORY & ENGINEERING
Amplifiers, Dielectric (Fink) Feb 97
Amplifiers, Magnetic A.F. Mar 176
Flip-Flop, 3-State (REC) May 134
Frequency Measuring Method (Appleyard) Sep 28
Load? What Is Optimum (Crowhurst) Mar 38
Multivibrators (Bukstein) May 84
Paralleled Resistors & Series Capacitors (Crowhurst) June 66
Power From Sun (RM) Jun 7
Space Sound (Klein system) Aug 69
Transistors from N to P (Cooper) July 77
Tracking, Improved (Erb) Feb 84
Unlinearizers & Flip-Flops (Bukstein) Oct 50
TRANSISTORS
Amplifiers
Preamp, Low-Noise* (Turner) Aug 64
Small (Wallace) Feb 95
Two-Way (Pat) Sep 117
Bias Circuit* (Pat) Nov 179
Checker, Junction* (Bohr) Aug 32
Code-Practice Oscillator* (Clendkin) Mar 78
Commercial Killer, Transistorized* (Red) Jul 93
Demonstration Circuits* (Bohr) Dec 45
Doll Maker* Aug 86
Failover (Pat) May 114
Filter Terminal (Bohr) Oct 108
Granger Counter* (Sokal & Resnick) Jul 82
Headphone, Electronic* (Irrwin & Queen) May 54
Keying Monitor* (Queen) Jan 124
Layout Board* (Queen) Mar 76
Microphone (RM) May 99
Phone Oscillator* (Bohr) May 74
Phototransistor (Michaud) Nov 96
Rate-Grown (RM) Nov. 6
Repetitive Receiver* (Bohr) Apr 75
Receiver* (Gracie) Aug 84
Signal Generators, Oscillators
A.F. Miniaturized* (Queen) Aug 38
AM Test* (Bohr) Sep 52
High-Frequency (Queen) May 92
I.F., RF (Queen) May 92
Noise Generator* (Queen) Aug 65
Overtone Generator* (Queen) Dec 59
Sawtooth, Controlled (Pat) Jun 98
Subharmonic (Queen) Apr 97
Signaling (Pat) May 114
Surface Barrier (RM) Feb 8
Theory, from N to P (Cooper) Jul 77
Thimble Size (RM) Jan 10
Tiny (RM) Sep 8
Trigger (Pat) Jan 161
Trigger (Pat) May 128
Voltmeter, D.C. (Turner) Dec 54
Wrist Radio May 62
What’s New in (Queen) Jun 75
U.I.F. (RM) Nov 12
Usual, Transistorized* (Herzog) Feb 30
Transmitter—Jim Creek Valley (RM) Aug 18
TUBES & TRANSISTORS—Jan, 150; Feb, 117; Mar, 119; May, 104; Jun, 94; Jul, 98; Aug, 92; Sep, 124; Oct, 119; Nov, 110; Dec 132

W

Wire-Tester* (REC) Feb 124
X-Ray Tube, Smallest Mar 136

KEY TO SYMBOLS & ABBREVIATIONS
*Construction Articles
Section of a full-length article
Clincian Television Clinics O.A. Question Box Q
REC Radio-Electronic Circuits RM Radio Month
ITO Try This One Items as marked above appeared monthly. Regular departments not indexed are Radio Business. With the Technicians, New Devices, Techniques, People, Electronic Literature, Book Reviews. In most entries the author’s name is included.

CORRECTION
There is an error in the diagram of the portable receiver in the article “A More Compact Battery Portable” on page 90 of the September issue. The 15,000- and 120,000-ohm resistors in the last two audio stages should return to the negative side of the 4.5-volt battery—not the positive side as in the diagram.
MORE POWER
35 Watts—RATED
45 Watts—PEAK

LESS DISTORTION
Under 0.1% at 10 Watts
Under 1.0% at 35 Watts

LOWER COST
$129.50
Slightly higher West of Rockies

The NEW PILOT HI-FI AMPLIFIER
Complete with Pilot AM-FM tuner and Tone Controls
Model AA-905

MAIL THIS COUPON FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS
PILOT RADIO CORPORATION
CM-6
27-36 36th St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

Please send complete description of the new AA-905, I am also interested in the following literature:
[ ] Pilot AM-FM tuners
[ ] Other Amplifiers
[ ] Pilot Component-System Controls

Name

Address

City Zone State
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(Key to abbreviations on pg 156)

A

A.C. Supply Circuit (Hedge)
A.C. Voltmeter* (Turner)
AFL, Goss Electronic (Shuman)
Abstract Oscillography
Accessory for Your Signal Generator* (Lewis)
Acquiring A High-F.I. Amplifier* (Leslie)
Adapting the A.D.C.-D. for Intercom Operation
Adding Feedback to Old Amplifier (Crowhurst)
Adding Tape Recorder Bias-Error Indicator* (Diels)
Adding Versitivity to Master Intercom Units (Free)
Again, the Captain (Middleton)
Add to Inventors Lured
Amateur
500-Watt Final (K8)
Audio Peaking for CW (REC)
Automatic CW Keyer (REC)
Crystal Calibrator (REC)
SSB Receiving Adapter* (Pyramid)
Sure-Fire Oscillator (3G)
180 Relays for Ham (REC)
Amplifiers
20-Watt* (Q8)
2-Way Transistor (Pat)
4-Input (Strati,metron)
Acquiring a Hi-Fi, (Leslie)
Adding Feedback to Old (Crowhurst)
Amper (223)
Bogen DOBNA
Bogen (Patson)
High-Power Williamson* (Hafer)
Low-Distortion* (Maldonado)
McIntosh MC-301
Correspondence on above
National Horizon 29
Power, Circuit Features of High-Fidelity System (Scott)
Power, Circuit Features in Hi-Fi (Scott)
Correction to above
Regency H-800
Remote Transistor* (Nel)
Scint A-20, (Marshall)
Sherwood Model S-100 20-Watt
Transplating, Variable (Crowhurst)
Ultra-Line, Designing (Miller)
Cartridges
Electro-Sonic
Electro Voice Ultra-Line
G.E. Baton Tone AM and G.E. Golden Treasum
Picketing
Ronite Crystal Phone
Changer, Garrison (Gdi)
Damping, Variable (Crowhurst)
Damping, Viscous (Scott)
Enclosures
12-Inch Reflex* (Q8)
Base Reflex TV Stand (Whelen)
High Power With Small Speakers
(Matthias)
Kaiser, Constructing* (Drenner)
Kartman
Loudspeaker* (Coates)
Fidelity, Variable Height (Kern)
For 50 and 75 Ohm, Mont. 15, Oct. 81
Mar. 15, Apr. 39, May 53, Jun. 54, Jul. 83
Aug. 47, Sep. 84, Oct. 85
Feb. 91
Gilding Golden Eagle* (Marshall)
Correction to above
Hifi-Dobinary Dictionary (Burstein)
Feb. 26, Mar. 66, Apr. 48, May 77, Jun. 81, Jul. 90
Intercoms
Adding Versatility to Master (Frey)
Baby Listening* (McMath)
FM Wireless (Niel)
Inexpensive REC (REC)
Multistation* (GB)
Shaved-Current* (REC)
Level Indicator, Dumbings D-5001
Load Line, What Is (Crowhurst)
Loudspeakers
Missing Link in Operation, Part II
(Stanford)
Hartley 215 and the Bootle
High Power With Small Speakers
(Matthias)
Horn Type System (Appugger)
Part IV—Horn speaker fundamentals
Correspondence to above Jul 14
Part II In Traps in Klipsch
Design, exponential lattice
radiation
Klipsch Horn

A.C. Supply Circuit (Hedge)
A.C. Voltmeter* (Turner)
AFL, Goss Electronic (Shuman)
Abstract Oscillography
Accessory for Your Signal Generator* (Lewis)
Acquiring A High-F.I. Amplifier* (Leslie)
Adapting the A.D.C.-D. for Intercom Operation
Adding Feedback to Old Amplifier (Crowhurst)
Adding Tape Recorder Bias-Error Indicator* (Diels)
Adding Versitivity to Master Intercom Units (Free)
Again, the Captain (Middleton)
Add to Inventors Lured
Amateur
500-Watt Final (K8)
Audio Peaking for CW (REC)
Automatic CW Keyer (REC)
Crystal Calibrator (REC)
SSB Receiving Adapter* (Pyramid)
Sure-Fire Oscillator (3G)
180 Relays for Ham (REC)
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20-Watt* (Q8)
2-Way Transistor (Pat)
4-Input (Strati,metron)
Acquiring a Hi-Fi, (Leslie)
Adding Feedback to Old (Crowhurst)
Amper (223)
Bogen DOBNA
Bogen (Patson)
High-Power Williamson* (Hafer)
Low-Distortion* (Maldonado)
McIntosh MC-301
Correspondence on above
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Power, Circuit Features of High-Fidelity System (Scott)
Power, Circuit Features in Hi-Fi (Scott)
Correction to above
Regency H-800
Remote Transistor* (Nel)
Scint A-20, (Marshall)
Sherwood Model S-100 20-Watt
Transplating, Variable (Crowhurst)
Ultra-Line, Designing (Miller)
Cartridges
Electro-Sonic
Electro Voice Ultra-Line
G.E. Baton Tone AM and G.E. Golden Treasum
Picketing
Ronite Crystal Phone
Changer, Garrison (Gdi)
Damping, Variable (Crowhurst)
Damping, Viscous (Scott)
Enclosures
12-Inch Reflex* (Q8)
Base Reflex TV Stand (Whelen)
High Power With Small Speakers
(Matthias)
Kaiser, Constructing* (Drenner)
Kartman
Loudspeaker* (Coates)
Fidelity, Variable Height (Kern)
For 50 and 75 Ohm, Mont. 15, Oct. 81
Mar. 15, Apr. 39, May 53, Jun. 54, Jul. 83
Aug. 47, Sep. 84, Oct. 85
Feb. 91
Gilding Golden Eagle* (Marshall)
Correction to above
Hifi-Dobinary Dictionary (Burstein)
Feb. 26, Mar. 66, Apr. 48, May 77, Jun. 81, Jul. 90
Intercoms
Adding Versatility to Master (Frey)
Baby Listening* (McMath)
FM Wireless (Niel)
Inexpensive REC (REC)
Multistation* (GB)
Shaved-Current* (REC)
Level Indicator, Dumbings D-5001
Load Line, What Is (Crowhurst)
Loudspeakers
Missing Link in Operation, Part II
(Stanford)
Hartley 215 and the Bootle
High Power With Small Speakers
(Matthias)
Horn Type System (Appugger)
Part IV—Horn speaker fundamentals
Correspondence to above Jul 14
Part II In Traps in Klipsch
Design, exponential lattice
radiation
Klipsch Horn
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Correction to above
Build This Ultrasonic Transponder* (Scott)
Build this Universal Transponder* (Quesen)

Mail this coupon for complete specifications
Pilot Radio Corporation
CM-6
27-36 36th St., Long Island City 1, N.Y.

Please send complete description of the new AA-905, I am also interested in the following literature:

[] Pilot AM-FM tuners
[] Other Amplifiers
[] Pilot Component-System Controls

Name

Address

City Zone State
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No Guesswork with Rejuva-Tube!

**Only Device That Meters Cathode Activity During Rejuvenation**

**Tells Exactly When Rejuvenation Should Stop—**

**Prevents Damage to Cathode Emitting Surface**

**Built-in Current Limiter Eliminates Possibility Of Accidental Cathode Ribbon Burn-Outs**

**COMPARE THESE FEATURES**

Tests — Repairs TV Picture Tubes Without Removing Tube From Set

- Compact, lightweight and easy to use.
- Complete Tester: detects open or shorted elements and leakage as high as 3 megs between heater and cathode.
- Highest quality lab instrument construction.
- Special metered circuit removes “pulsing” shorts between heater and cathode.
- Checks cathode emission and grid cut-off characteristics.
- Predicts approximate life-expectancy of tube — identifies gassy tubes.

**DEALERS! Now you can sell those “dim-out” trade-ins at a good profit, and rebuild them up!**

**SERVICEMEN! Sell rejuvenation service. Fully 80% to 90% of picture tubes that have gone dim in service can be quickly reactivated to furnish up to years of “bright as new!” service!**

**MODEL RE-1**

**MULTIPHASE**

“**Rejuva-Tube**”

CRT REJUVENATOR

Brings “Dim-Outs” Back to Life

SENSATIONAL MONEY MAKER

Complete Kit $49.50 Factory Wired $59.50

Condensed Instructions Printed Inside Case Lid

Write for Manual with Rejuvenation with the “Rejuva-Tube”

*Potent Pending*
Hit the Top in Hi-Fi Listening Pleasure

For the first time ALL the know-how revealed for you by Audio Experts!

Here's How You Can Master All The Tricks Of The Trade—Get True Sound Reproduction—Be An Expert!

Does your Hi-Fi system seem to be just short of what you really want—slight distortion—lost highs—muffled middle range—unsatisfactory lows—poorly balanced response? Perhaps adding just one low-priced piece of equipment would make all the difference in the world in listening thrills!

Audio Engineers and Technicians know the answers...know when a Hi-Fi system is out of balance...how to change a single component and improve the response 100%...how to build, repair and maintain any system...and do it without spending hundreds of unnecessary dollars. The only difference between you and these experts is knowledge! And now, for the first time, a publisher has gathered together in easy-to-read book form all the information these experts possess:

THE GERNSBACK AUDIO AND HIGH-FIDELITY LIBRARY...
brings the top men in the Audio field right into your home or shop...men who can tell you just what's right or wrong with any Hi-Fi system...men who can give you all the inside tips on tape recording—turntables—pickups—amplifiers—speakers—enclosures. Now you know how audio circuits work, how to use them properly—how to tell which parts work best in which systems. At last you will have complete diagrams—the latest tips, the inside dope—in 9 handsomely bound books. You will have at YOUR fingertips the FIRST AND ONLY COMPLETE library of practical, detailed Audio and Hi-Fi how ever published!

THE FIRST BOOK IS READY NOW!

BASIC AUDIO COURSE, by Donald Carl Hoefler the well-known RCA recording engineer, gives you all the lowdown on what audio systems must do—covers such vital subjects as: audio frequency amplifiers, principles of audio amplifier design, push-pull amplification, inverse feedback, volume compression, rectification, filtering. This important basic book tells you about the Forms of Sound, the Characteristics of Music, the Physics of Music and so much more it's impossible to list all the topics.

AND YOU CAN SAVE 25%

You may have any or all of the nine books at the low retail price of $5.00 each. OR you may become a member of the GERNSBACK AUDIO AND HIGH-FIDELITY LIBRARY PLAN and SAVE 25%.

Here Is How the Library Plan Works:
1) You may examine each new book IN YOUR OWN HOME for 10 FULL DAYS AT OUR RISK. If you don't like it, return it.
2) You only have to take four of the nine Hi-Fi books to get each one at the special low member's price of only $3.75 per copy—you can save $11.25 on the whole library!
3) You will receive the very latest book every three months as it comes off the press. Among the additional titles you will get are: High Quality Audio; Maintaining High Fidelity; The GoldenEar; Audio Hints; Constructing Audio Amplifiers; The Audio Data Book; Loudspeakers And Speaker Systems; Loudspeaker Enclosures.

--- NO-RISK COUPON ---

GERNSBACk PUBLICATIONS, INC.
12-85, 22 West Broadway, New York 7, N.Y.

[Box to be filled out by customer]

Send me postpaid the deluxe, hard-cover edition of BASIC AUDIO COURSE...$5.00 is enclosed.

Enroll me now as a member of the GERNSBACK AUDIO AND HIGH-FIDELITY LIBRARY. Send me postpaid the deluxe, hard-cover edition of BASIC AUDIO COURSE. I agree to send the special member's price of $3.75 and will take at least 4 books.

I want to know more about the GERNSBACK AUDIO AND HIGH FIDELITY LIBRARY. Send full information.

NAME __________________________ Please Print

STREET __________________________

CITY __________________________ STATE __________________________
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Failure-Proof Coiled Alarm* (Schauf) Oct 44

FICTION
Silent Sound (Fiske) Apr 36
Correspondence on above Jun 14
Teledictor (Gernsback) Feb 64
Flexible Radio Control System* (Dorf) Part II Apr 60
Part III Sep 38
Part IV Mar 38

6

Garage Door Opener, Induction-Operated (Friedman) Oct 116

Garage Door, Remote-Controlled (Scott) May 51
Gated Beam Discriminator (Haller and Shullman) Nov 50
Geiger counters, Poor Man's (McCreadie) Feb 52
Giant Parasolid Detects Radio Stars (Brown) Sep 120
Gilding Golden Ear* (Marshall) Feb 91
Correction to above Apr 120

M

High-Fidelity Dictionary (Bustein) Feb 70, Mar 76
Hi-Fi FM for Your Car (Hasings) Apr 106
High-Power Williamson Amplifier for Hi-Fi* (Hailer) Dec 42
High Power With Small Speakers (Molsinger) Nov 98
High-Voltage Supply Feb 60
Home-Built Grid Dip Meter* (Dresser) Aug 79
Home Audio Antenna (O'Leary) Apr 62
Correspondence on above Aug 14
Horn Type Speaker System (Augspurger) Part II-Junct. on speakers horn May 82
How Computer Works (Mumford) Apr 58
How Intercoms Work (Middleton) Nov 57
How Much Will a Resistor Take? (Manly) Jul 56
Correction to above Sep 156

I

Improved Transistor Regenerator* Nov 52
Improved Low-Power Tube Recorder* (Bustein) Apr 33
Part I-Preliminary Survey Apr 33
Part II-Bulk erasing; improving frequency response May 78
Correspondence on above May 54
Improvement in AM-FM Tuners (Stoner) Nov 53
Individual TV Set Trouble Record (Abensam) Apr 80
Induction-Operated Garage Door Opener* (Friedman) Oct 116
Intercom Relay Buzz (Middleton) Apr 50
Intercoms—See Audio Interfering Alarm* Jul 129
It's Service That Counts (Manly) Dec 59

J

Joe Doaks—TV Receivers (Farad) Jan 50
Junior Recorder Player-Amplifier* (Challis) Mar 42

L

Laboratory Type Tube Tester* (Dewer) Apr 47
L'Astron Gernsback Aug 70
Leave 'Em In or Take 'Em Out (Darr) Nov 45
Light-Sensitive Non-Tube Circuits (Brenbeck) Jan 136
Low-Frequency Compensation in Video Amplifiers, (Sodaro) Jun 52
Low-Frequency Sweep Generator-Adapter* (Graham) Jan 99

M

Machine Make TV Sets Dec 71
Making Photocell Circuits in your Workshop* Part I (Doir) Dec 56
Making Printed Circuits is Easy (Jaski) Sep 34
Magnetic Induction Flowmeter (Joy) Nov 60
Magnetic Tape Eraser (Green) Mar 86
Magnetic Tape Recorder Industry (Green) Jun 62
Metal Locators, Two Transistored* (Boy) Mar 54

METERS (See Test Equipment)

Microvolt Meters (Yves) May 100
Microvolt Tetrode/Interfer* (McCreary) Dec 79
Microvolt Transistorized Signal Instr* (McCreary) Jun 43
Microvolt* (Faute) Dec 64
Microvolts for Antennas Nov 60
Mollucor FM Receiver (Riscic) May 47
Missing Lines in Speaker Operation, Part II (Tomick) Jan 106
Mobile Radio Shop (Yvon) May 59
More on Matrix (Middleton) Sep 53
Multiple Speakers for High-Fidelity* (Kashai) Sep 100

N

New British Keyed A.G.C. Circuits Jan 70
New Chromatic Antenna (Gardin) Feb 70
New Departure in TV Antennas (Kamen) May 34
New Developments in Tape Recorders (Haller) Jun 36
Correction to above Sep 161
New Electronic Piano (Muller) Jun 64
New Loudspeaker Enclosures* (Cox) Jan 30
New Multimeters and V.T.V.M.'s (Scott) Aug 68

152
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New Picture-Tube Testers (Scott) Jul 37
New Simpson Portable Field-Strength Meter (Middleton) Jul 35
New Techniques in Color Demodulation (Cook) May 32
New Techniques in Electroencephalography (van den Boch) Apr 56
New Test for Capacitor Leakage (Middleton) Sep 44
Noisy Fishes (Leslie) Sep 44

1000 and 100 Cycle Filter* (Fred) Dec 86
Orient Your TV Antenna with a V.T.V.M. (Bourget) Dec 114

P
PFA-700 Portable PA System (Reed) May 77
Perk Up Your Little Set (Lemon) Jun 10
Phono Oscillator plus Signal-Bracing Amplifier* (Lederer) May 96
Photomicrography (Seashore) Feb 63

Pictorial Section Report
What's New? Nov, Dec 54
Picture Tube Replacement Guide (Davidson) Feb 36
Plastics and TV Dope* (Dorf) May 36
Poor Man's Geiger Counter* (McCreary) Jul 42
Portable Mag. Transformer Outlet (Stil) May 51
Post-Acceleration Tube (Shuman) Dec 90
Power Transformers Are Here (Turner) Jul 32
Practical Transformer Tests (Paggert) Jan 64
Printed-Circuit TV Chassis Dec 96
Print Your Patterns...Protect Your Transistors (Reed) Feb 56

R
R-C Controlled Oscillator* (Strade) Dec 80
Radio Beads, Ferrite, for Feedback Support
Amplifiers, Common-Collector Transistor (Turner) Sep 30
Circuits, A.C. Supply (Hedge) Oct 49
Circuits, Photocells* (Dorf) Dec 56
Communication on Secondary Waves (Beauregard) Aug 53
Communication Ship to Shore (Kohnsberg) Oct 50
Contact Potential (Manly) Sep 41
Contrast System, Flexible* (Dorf) Aug 03
Part I Aug 38
Part II Aug 38
Direction Finder, for Small Crafts* (Robb) May 48
Electrolysis Problem (Perkins) Dec 62
Gate with Discriminator (Heller and Shulman) Nov 50
Frequency Counter, Transformer (Pat) Nov 13
Harmoniums
Adapting the A.C.-D.C. (Receiver)* (Guarante) Nov 48
FM Wireless* (Neill) Oct 46
Mobile
460 M.C. (Sands) Jun 80
Radio Shop (Haleman) Jul 33
Printed Circuits in Easy, Making (Jast) Sep 34

Receivers, Tuners
DM Tune In* (Quenn) Oct 53
Emergency* (Dresser) Apr 89
Connection to above Jun 61
FM for Your Car, H.F. (Hastings) Feb 06
Inter, Transistorized* (Quinn) Aug 54
Portable, Has Transistor Output* (Leslie) Jul 51
Transistor Regenerator, Improved* (Amoroso) Nov 52
Transmitter Uses No Power Supply* (Grobe) Apr 95
Transmitter and Testor* (Gotlieb) Sep 45
Tuner, for All-Wave Set (GB) Jan 16
Talk Over One-Full TV Sound in Your Car* (Morrissete) Jan 16
Transistors, Some New...Tune this Up May 52

Resistor Take It? How Much Will a (Manly) Jul 66
Correction to above Sep 56
Resistor Ratings (Corres) Nov 10
Service Problems-Straightedge, Solving (Manly) Aug 56
Servicing Light Phone Radios (Haldin) Jul 53
Shortwave Conversion* (ITO) Dec 14
Signal, Novel* (Rey) Dec 14
Superregenerative Amplifier-Detector* (Rey) Dec 14
Transistor D.C., Transformer, Build* (Quenn) Dec 61
Vacuums
Volcanix, A.C.* (Turner) Sep 30
Waveguide, Long Distance (Rush) Aug 10
Wireless Wireless, Really (Hallows) Aug 58
Rainbow Generator (Starks) Jan 79
Rainbow Patterns With a Conventional Generators (Middleton) Dec 96
Re-Linear Generator (Hallows) Mar 18
Remote Wireless Wire (Hallows) Aug 56
Remote Transistor Amplifiers* (Noll) Dec 45
Revolutionary New Oscillator-Amplifier (Haldin) Jun 56
Rotating Loop Antenna for Broadcast Reception (Dewar) Feb 100

DEC. 1955

NEWARK ELECTRIC COMPANY
Dept. RE-12, 223 W. Madison, Chicago 6, Ill.
WEST COAST BRANCH
4736 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood, Calif.

BUILD 14 RADIO & ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS AT HOME
NO TOOLS NO SOLDER Experience Unnecessary

PERFECT GIFT
ELECTRONICS Kit requires no in-
struction, as every step is engineered into
it. Build 14 circuits including servicing of
antennas and transformers. No tools or
parts needed; every step clearly explained.
No more trying to learn circuits by guess
work. Complete kits are now available and
partially assembled. Build at your leisure.

ELECTRONIC SKILLBUILDERS

EDUCATIONAL
FUNDAMENTAL BASIS FOR RADIO, TELEVISION, Hi FI
ELECTRONICS Kit contains everything needed
to build all 24 circuits including servicing of
antennas and transformers. No tools or
parts needed; every step clearly explained.
No more trying to learn circuits by guess
work. Complete kits are now available and
partially assembled. Build at your leisure.

ELECTRONIC SKILLBUILDERS

LEARN PRINTED CIRCUITS
Get Your Free Literature Now. WRITE TODAY.

RAYTHEON CK722 TRANSISTORS
All you need to know is in this new
FREE!

Send for NEWARK's 1956 CATALOG
See the latest and finest equipment ever offered in High-Fidelity, Radio, TV, Amateur and Electronics. Select the fast, dependable way, from this new 250-page catalog.

RAYTHEON CK722 TRANSISTORS
All you need to know is in this new
FREE!

Send for NEWARK's 1956 CATALOG
See the latest and finest equipment ever offered in High-Fidelity, Radio, TV, Amateur and Electronics. Select the fast, dependable way, from this new 250-page catalog.
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S
SSB Receiving Adapter® (REC) Feb 121
Scanning With Ultrasonic (Milawski) Apr 54
Searching for Oil With Electronics (McKibbert) Dec 37
String-String Tubes in New TV Sets Aug 34

SERVICING
Beating the Service Technician (Philips) Mar 60
Leave 'Em In—or Take 'Em Out (Dover) Nov 45
Little Things That Count (Margolis) Nov 36
Meter Repair, Unusual (Gert) Jul 59
Mobile Radio Shop (Holman) May 59
Oscilloscope Probe Mar 56
Perk Up the Little Set! (Lemons) Jun 77
Phone Connect, RCA RA Feb 26
Pluto Radios, Light (Holoman) Jul 53
Correction to above Sep 156
Plastic Cabinets (YTO) Jan 59
Reactance That Counts (Mainly) Dec 59
Router Take, Here Will (Manly) Jul 53
Correction to above Sep 156
Signal Trace-Probester Mar 97
Simple Voltage Doubler (REC) Dec 32
Solving Problems With Straightedge (Mainly) Aug 56
Tuners, Improvement in AM-FM Nov 53
Valvomaster Probester Mar 68
Service Insurance That Works (Hallows) Dec 88
Servicing High-Fidelity Equipment (Marshall) Part XI—AM and FM tuner distortion—de-emphasis, pre-emphasis, noise Jan 115
Safeguarding Fm Radios (Holoman) Jul 53
Correction to above Sep 156
Sideband Modulator for Market Generals (Morresea) Apr 45
Silent Sound (Friso) Apr 36
Correspondence above Jun 24
Simple Frequency Meter (Copper) Mar 98
Simple Solving The FM Proagation Problems (Rockey) Jan 72
Simple TV/FM Antenna (Loveless) Jun 37
Small Corner (Small) May 10
Solving Service Problems with Straightedge (Mainly) Aug 56
Sound-Silencing (Riddle) Dec 44
Squash Panel Wire Dec 56
Strain in Vacuum Tubes (Demaria) May 53
Syncrohote Circuit (Gunzy) Mar 48

MODEL HF255
Golden Star AM-FM TUNER
Provides exceptional AM-FM reception, true high fidelity realism with "space-saver" convenience and price at remarkably low cost. FM response, ± 3.5 db, 20 to 20,000 cycles; AM, ± 4 db, 20to 5,000 cycles. Sensitivity: FM—5 microvolts for 20 db of quieting: AM—20 microvolts for 3 volt output. Includes AFC, drift-compensated circuits, FM di-pole antenna, AM ferrite loop, etc. Only 3/2" high. Ideal for use with amplifier below.

MODEL 1512
Goldstar Chief 12-WATT HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER
True hi-fi performance at moderate cost. Full 12 watts output; response, ± 3.5 db, 20 to 20,000 cps. Features 5 inputs, separate bass, treble controls; equalization for EUR, ffr, RIAA, Qxc, variable damping control, choice of volume control or loudness control in compact cabinet, only 3/4" high.

BEAUTIFUL "SPACE SAVER" DESIGN
RAULAND matching Hi-Fi units are decorator-cordless to handshome charcoal block with matched-finish panel, control panels in soft brushed brass. Designed to fit over existing no-cabinet required. (Extension shape available for behind-panel mount.)

RAULAND—BORG CORPORATION
3515 W. Addison St., Dept A, Chicago 18, Ill.
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Emerson 611 Apr 119; 614D Aug 99; 1106D (Clinic) June 45; 1206D May 127; 1207A Aug 98

Garod Telezum Jan 118

G-E 810 (Sept) 43; B14 Apr 120; 825 Jan Nov 13; 2117 (Oct) 34

Hickok 531A Tube Tester Mar 143

KIRSTON 357B CT Oct 123; CT 358 Sept 130

Magnavox-Collot 4-15mhp Mar 130

Monitor M-370 Feb 14

Motorola Feb 113; Apr 120; Aug 21; Feb 118; Jul 55; Jan 178; T 82 Jun 177; T 85E May 85 (Clinic) Oct 64; T 125; J 72; 292 June 106; J 75; J 108 Dec 136; T 410 Jul 55

Philco 938K July 107; 2284A (Feb) 113; 46-200 July 106; 46100 Sept 130; 50-11600 (June) 45; 50-11603 Mar; 46130 June 70; C108 May 127; R 19; DV1 Jan 71

Pure Oil 518 Sept 131

RCAT- Mar 134; 4C38 (Clinic) Nov 74; KS47A Feb 113; KS57 Sept 13; KS5B Mar 134; CT 98; CT 55A (Sept) 105; KS 96; Sept 105; KRC (Clinic) May 135; 1721I Apr 119; CT-1tJ6e, 66U2

Republic May 129; D-272 Aug 44; Simple-Sound May 129

Regency RC-2000 Converter Feb 114; TR July 107

Saatenna Tubes Sept 43; 456 (Clinic) Dec 102; 1995 Jan 130

Sears Tootsri June 144

Shorrock Stromberg line 16

Stromberg Carlson 624 Mar 52; 62CDI (Clinic) Dec 102

Stuart Werner 920 Feb 101

Sylvania Nov 130; Feb 114; 502-1 Apr 83; 1002 April 92 (Clinic) Mar 52; 52C7 Dec 102; 500C Feb 101; Oct 44

Telephone Line Transmission Feb 8

Television 1946—Year of Decision (Lachencrow) Jan 45

Age Circuits, Troubleshooting (Glickstein) Front Page and operating Apr 46

Age—Isolating defects, service notes June 46

Airborne [What's New] Nov 53

Airline Relay Telecast (RM) Jan 45

Amplifier, 2-bond (Pat) Apr 115

Antenna—See Antennas

Audio Emphasis—pre-emphasis (Clinic) Jan 70

Feedback Circuitry Jun 44

Improving Your Speaker (Brown) Jun 44

Improving Loop-Limited Sets (Lund) Apr 58

Multiple Speakers Jun 67

Noise (Minimize Elimination) Jan 36

Sound If Circuits Jun 44

Speaker—See Antennas

Audio Engineering Apr 64

Beam Amplifiers Jan 38

British Takes on Commercial (Dresser, Jan 68

Cathode Ray Oscillator Patent Apr 68

Channel Assignment Jan 45; (RM) Sept 6; (RM)

Circuits

Beginning in Electronics Jul 41

Capehart CX-385 Jul 41

Color Television Mar 44

Color/kinescope in rear (Clinic) Mar 44

Contact Flee-wood Jul 41

Deflection Output Jul 41

Du Mont Mandolls Jul 41

Magnavox Jul 41

Trends in Receiver (Scott) Jul 40

Zenith Jul 41

Closed Circuit (See also Television, Industrial) (RM) Jul 8

Color

Adjustment Problems (Mandl) Mar 44

Color国ador^ (Wartensee and DeGrazia) Apr 44

Copy—Color reception with black-and-white receiver for $35 and up: junk box owner might do it for $5 Apr 40

Copy II—Color wheel: drive mechanism alignment and adjustment Feb 97

Correction (Correct Age) Oct 122; Oct 22

Demodulator Alignment (Cervin) July 34

Field Service Experiences With Aides Jan 35

Future of (Garbusk) Information Apr 30

Installation Apr 30

Intermittent May 48

Interference

Circuitry Jul 41

Kinescope May 48

Transfer (Pat) Aug 105

Kinescope May 48

Color (Pat) May 48

Three-Gun (Pat) May 48

Matrix Operation, Y Signal in (Middleton) May 44

NTSC Signal Analyzed June 52

Receiving Tubes June 52

Sight-Seeker Tube (RM) Dec 12

Test Equipment (See also Test Equipment) Apr 30

Traps in Receivers (Mandl) Apr 52

TV REPAIRS

"Jim used to be an auto mechanic."

DECEMBER, 1956
HEARING AIDS REPAIRED

“Just hold still another minute, sir, a little solder will do the trick.”

DECEMBER, 1956

161
“The baby’s asleep! Fix it out here!”

Dynaflex Broadcast Receiver, Build a* (Tucker)  Feb 82
Correspondence  Apr 16

FM
AM. Modernize Your (DEAL)  Mar 105
Amplifier, Mobile, for (RE)  Mar 128
Antenna (REC)  Nov 141
Boosting 515-162.5/MC Signals  Dec 118
Easy-to-Antenna (Amsboda)  Jul 54
Radio  (NB)  Jun 10
Radio. Packet-Sized (What’s New)  Apr 47
Alc Improves (Healthkit FM)  (Montgomery) Jan 17 (OB)  Apr 123; Jul 53

Tuning Indicator (OB)  Jul 109
Free-Prone* (Hollentine)  Apr 85
Frequency-Changer, 2-Tube  Apr 49
Transformers, Defective (Garrett)  Feb 97
Interference  Nov 61
Broadcast System Front End Traps II* (vves)  Aug 60
Radar (OB)  Sep 143
Power Supply  Ac* (Pears)  Dec 46
Regenerative, Uses New SB Transistor*  Apr 49
Satellites, Tracking US (McOwey)  Dec 44
Shortwave, Transistor & (Boakh)  Nov 21
Signalfinder, Test for Series Tubes  Jan 12
Counter, X-ray, Photo-diode  Jul 17
Hologram, Full-Wave  Jan 71
Frequency Indicators  Garage-Door Operator, Light Switch  Nov 141
Low-Voltage  Mar 127
Mek, Pips, Polarized  Jun 99
Millamp, Revamped  Jan 70
Cochlear*  Mar 136
Audio, Stable  May 136
Phased Earphones  Mar 138
Phone Amplifier, Transformer  Jul 116
Power  Apr 135
Amplifier  Mar 135
Amplifier, for Vhf  Aug 120
Relay  Jul 116
Frequency-Sensitive  Jul 116
Impedance  Mar 137
Quieting  Aug 120
Relay, Operated With Adjustable Time  Jul 172
Resistance-Measurement Bridge  Mar 136
Selenium Rectifier Protection  Jan 78
Side-Tone Circuit  Sep 144
Signal-Powered Set  Oct 144
Tele-Recorder Monitor  Apr 127
Voltage-Step Indicator, Neon  Aug 120
Record Tracking (Crownhurst)  Oct 40
Records, etc—See Audio  Jul 142
Relay  Feb 91
Avery's Toadly Trapsody* (McRoberts)  Dec 102
Frequency-Sensitive (RE)  Jul 142
Impulse (REC)  Nov 142
Pitmed, Impenetrable (Lesker)  Sep 144
Ratchet (OB)  Sep 144
Schematic, Speedy Soundwave* (Driver)  Oct 84
Sound-Operated, Max. Adjustable Time  Jul 122
Sync-Triggers  Apr 49
Remote to the TV Speaker (Sodner)  Aug 39
Remote Controls  Oct 141
Garage-Door Operator, Light Switch  Nov 141
Controls (REC)  Oct 92
Touch-Plate, Controller* (Sandretto)  Sep 61
Zauberschalter (What’s New)  Oct 49
RF Capacitance Meter* (Queen)  May 95
Rhomboids for TV Reception (Kline)  May 56

S
Satellites, Tracking US (McOwey)  Dec 44
Saturate Reactor Controls  Apr 39
Second Speaker Adds Realism (Crownhurst) May 52
Selenium Diode Voltage Regulators*  Jun 48
Self-Calibrating, Marker Generator*  Apr 39
Semiconductor—See also specific subject—  Jun 48
Transistors
Amplification, 2 New Approaches to  Nov 32
Levers  (Leslie)  Jun 44
Chloroplasts as (NB)  Feb 112
Selenium Diode Voltage Regulators*  Jun 48
Silicon-Carbide Low-Temperature Resistors  Jun 48
Silicon Junction Diodes (Rhine)  Jun 65
Silicon Ultra-Pure (Pat)  Jul 16
Speaker (NB)  Sep 6; Nov 22
Thermo-compression Attachment of Leads  Oct 10
Thyristor (NB)  Dec 6
“First high-fidelity hearing aid on the market!”
"I'm afraid I'm going to have to take him into the shop."

Correspondence

Business Handbook

Remote Radiation (NB) May 12
Over-the-Horizon (NB) Feb 8, May 9, 8
Portable (NB) Apr 7
Radiation (NB) May 8, (OR) May 12
Scope (NB) Aug 6, (Corr) Oct 12
X-Ray from TV Sets Carries Dec 16
Remote Controls, 2 New Feb 42

Admiral 18241 (182445) FSA, LSA, JSA, JSA, (NB) Jan 19: 1443P-8 Plus Arrangement Jun 62
Du Mont KA-380/381 Aig and Sync Circ CP
Emerson 1200-P, 85T, 86T, 87T, 88
G-E E.S.-M.M.S. (17225) Aug 28
Muncie 600 Sound Section and Reflex Amplifier Jun 62
Philco 717T, 717D. (U-71) I
Philco Portable KC550 (SB-78-703, 1-4)

RCA Victor KCS999, C, E, F, (21-T17, 17-T17, 21-T152, 53, 57, 71-71, 73-71, 75-73)
Westinghouse V-2204 54, 55, 55
Zenith 150 Remote Control Feb 63; 162D/1625.

Testing—See also Testing, Test Instruments, Try Antenna, Stereophonic Speaker (CJ)
Bar Generator for Your Kit* (Bohr) Oct 55
Brief Dairy of Death Jan 112
Bar Color Generators (CJ)
Black-and-White Adjustments Jan 45
Gating Circuits (Waner)
Getting Antennas Aligned with (Middelton)
Local Loop, Used May 74
Picture Analysis (CJ)
Customers We Could Do Without May 98

Demper Circuits, Modern (Mandl)
Dummy Tube Aug 28
Extra TV Service... How to Sell It (Hightson)
Filter Impedance Gains (McRoberts)
Herts (Mandl) Aug 37
Advanced Channel (CJ)
Interference (CJ) May 106
Interface, Defective (Clason)
Intermittents, Location (Boyer)
Kaytestator Jul 78
Kin, Universal (Hightson) (NB)

Low-Voltage Power Supplies (CJ) Jun 60
Anode of Minimum Job Dec 9
Picture Quality-Control Signals (CJ) Dec 9
Printed Circuit (CJ) May 108

Proper Adjustments Keep Viewers Happy (Davis) Jun 76
Scope, Saved by the (Middelton) Jul 76
Self (Extra Service), How to Do (Mandl)
Set-Sides, Manner, How Your Marpols)
Shop on Wheels (Hightson) Jul 46
Signal Attachment (CJ) Aug 34
Sunsets and TV (WAT) Dec 33
Tails from Coast (Flam)
Thermal Control Jul 77
Tube Faults in Color Section (CJ) Dec 82
Two-In-One Proportion (Miller) Dec 82
Unusual Recovery (CJ) June 76

Voice from the Future (Hightson) (FICTION)

"Most severe case of corono I ever saw. Turn the light back on."

Correspondence

VHF for Your Kilometer* (Dean) Feb 57
Width (CJ) Jan 17, Feb 52

Correction Speaker, Remove the (Sadowski) May 99
Station List (Correct to Dec. 1, 1956) (Schulke) Jan 82

Latin American (Schiller)
Modifications Jan 16, Feb 8, Mar 22, Apr 10
May 12, Jun 8, Jul 10, Aug 9, Sep 5
Tape Recording of Pictures (Pat)

Test Instruments—See Test Instruments

Time of Thirty Years (Shuman) (CJ)
Dimensional (What's New)
Color (NB) Oct 4
C-4 Tube (Pat)
Test (NB) Jul 8 (Corr)

Trends in WD-9 Receivers (Scott) Jun 60
Tubes—See Tube(s)

Admiral Disc Type
Multipole Unit
Squid* (Graham)

Correction Tuning Indicator (Liddell) Jun 57; Apr 48
UHF/IF Demagnetization (NB) May 16
Underwater Camera
Video Stage, Reel (CJ)
Voice from the Future (Hightson)

Correspondence

World Wide (NB) Feb 8, May 8, Oct 6

TEST INSTRUMENTS

Absorption Analyzer (Kingston) V44 Aug 28
AGI, Modification (CJ) Aug 122
A.R. Generator Aug 78
Antenna Lead-In Tester (Super-75) Aug 74
Audio Oscillator, Extended-Range (CJ)

Bar Generator (PCB) Nov 55

For Your Service Kit* (Bohr) May 45
Eliminator (OB) Feb 100; (RE) Jul 51
Energy (CJ) Oct 165
C-K Bridge (Superior 761) Aug 74
Capacitance
Bridge Transistor* (D'Airo) Feb 60
METER R (Queen) May 95
Foster-Checker (QR) May 28; (Gooch) May 30

Carrier, Tube and Tool (TTO)
Continuity, Simple Method Checks (McCready)
Contact Potential for Loadless Metering (Bartholomew)
Continuity Tester
For Sever Tubes (REC) Apr 71
Phase, 2-Tone (TTO) Apr 43
Crystal-Controlled Generator (Pat) Aug 53
Gain meters (Tone) Apr 43
Field-Strength Meter, Add Tuner Test to (Centerline) Dec 35
Flyback
And Sweep Circuit Testers (Scott) Jul 42
Flyback (Knauss) Apr 46
Frequency-Marker Insertion* (Graham) Aug 96
Inter-Monster Assemble This* (Louis) Apr 53
Horizontal Oscillator (CJ)
Inductive Antenna Checks (TRO) Electronically (Gersbach) Sep 46
In-Circuit Horizontal System Tester (Simpson 2821) Jul 43
Inductors
Kilovoltmeter (Pat) May 45
Reflex (CJ) Apr 39
Light Plug, Three-Way (Corr) Feb 12, Apr 22
Marker Generator
Bondsworth (Amph)
Crystal (TTO) Aug 114
Self-Calibrating* (Graham) Aug 112
Timebase* (Arnold) Nov 110

Meter Pointers, Balancing (CJ) Sep 46
Motor Meter, Portable* (Pals) Jun 41
Correction Multivibrator, Adjustable (Pat) Sep 190
Motor Meter, Impact Transisters (White) Oct 50

Oscillator
Audio (REC) Oct 166
Audio* (J.C.) Sep 49
Pattern Generator
Flying Spot, (Eye Scan) (Scott) May 65
Portable TV* (Hansen) May 65

Power Supply and Control; Positive Lockin
II-Construction, Positive Lockin
II-Adjustment, Operation
Phase Shift Comparator, Measurements, Frequency, Ratio, Modulation, Phug

Pilots (CJ)
Pic-Meter (Cook) (Heathkit CC-110) Apr 55
Pic-Flip, Crystal, Test (TTO) Oct 162
Preamplifier for VHF Transistor* (MCready) Apr 44
Picprobe (Redmond 30) May 49

Probes
High-Frequency Peak-to-Peak (Middelton) Aug 91
Variable Build* (Hansen) May 65

Port—Direct Alignment, Isolation and High-Frequency
II—Low-Frequency Detector and Low Capacitance
Substitution (REC) Jul 95
Switch for Rapid Measurement* (Pugh)
Yam Signal-Marking (Middelton) Feb 46
Resistance Indicator (Dynamic 410) Aug 93
RF Signal Generator, More AF Output for (TTO)

Schematics

B&K 1000 Picture and Pattern Generator Mar 80

Digital 820 Sweep Analyzer (Ervin) Jul 42
Dynamic 358 SVFM Sweep Generator Heathkit Ignition Analyzer (A-1) Sep 46
Kerrson V44 Absorption Analyzer Knight Flyback Checker (CJ) Jul 44
Simpson 2821—Circuit Horizontal System Checker Jul 44

Scope
Amplifier (Philco 8000A) Aug 89
Cabinet, Transistor* (Bohr) May 45
Sawbuth From (CJ) Sep 144
Switch (CJ) (TBO)
Second-Remote (CJ) Aug 116

Service Aids, Inexpensive Radio-TV (Scott) Aug 88
Signal Generator
AM High-Speed (Hickock 29XI) Jan 45

Synchronized Color Subcarrier Signal Correction* (Novak) Dec 93
2-Transistor* (Chenier) Nov 14
Silicon-Wave Generator* (Queen) Apr 45
Substitution Box (Shaw) Jun 52
Capacitor* (Dawson) (REC) Sep 46

Solder
And Flyback Circuit Testers (Scott) Jul 42
Circuit Analyzer, Wide, High Dynamic Jul 42
Generator (ECO 90) Portable Reactor Controls (Scott) Apr 39
Surface Adapters (TRO) Mar 82
Three-Line Wave Plug (Corr) Feb 12, Apr 22
Timers
Three, Single Transistor* (Bohr) May 45
Improved* (Bohr) May 45
Power Transformer, Simple (Calwell) May 37
Rotary Heaters
Tube Tester (CJ)
Automation and (Mckay) Oct 53
Swantos (Corr) Mar 26
"We like the idea of having it built in but it leaves us a little short of closet space."
ANNUAL
Train
Tiny - Transistor
3-Way Timer
Translators, Television’s - Way Portables, Yoke and Wattmeter, Tube Transistor Checkers Wheatstone Bridge, Voltmeter, Testers, Amplifier(s) Tube, Tiny. Steals Sensitize Relay Past, Housing, Glass Diode, Battery Boat Horn Attenuarors Alarm in TV Corres Switch (Pat) Oscillator Furnace Frequency Ear, Christmas Cabinet Alligator Power (REC) Tape Ef

Try, This One (Continued)
Coil picture, May 123
Coils, Experimental, Apr 142
Connecting Stand, Aug 108
Contact Cleaning, Aug 106
Central Shunts, Cutting, Sep 131
Dial Cord, Mar 126
Drilling, Jun 114
Drill Stop, May 134
Drill Solder Aids, Jan 176
Fixed-Bias Tubes, Protecting, May 129
Fuse, Tape Codes, Apr 148
Heat Sink, Pipe Cleaner, Jan 130
Hot-Tube Puller, Jul 110
IF U-Gap, Protect, Mar 130
Knob From Toothpaste Tube Cap, Jan 131
Life Saver, Sep 143
Light Holder, Apr 143
Mercury Cell Mount, Jan 136
Microphonic, Tubes, May 133
Nicherome Elements, Apr 143
Nickel, Holes in, Aug 142
Power-Failure Alarm Simplification, Apr 142
Power, Portable, Feb 145
Radio, Auto,
Mounting Additional Circuits, Oct 147
Remote Speakers, Aug 106
Resistors, Light-Bulb, Dec 119
RF Ammeters, Salvaging, Mar 128
Chokes, Insulating, Sep 132
Inductor, Mar 115
Rotary-Switch Index, Feb 145
Soldering
Aid, May 134
Iron, Holder Jan 130; Jul 111; Sep 130
Keeping Clean, Jun 144
Save That, Dec 120
Tip, Mar 106
Handy, Mar 126
Phone Tips, Aug 105
Printed Circuits, Sep 131
Spathe, Drinking Straw, Jun 135
Surrounds, Glasses, Apr 106
Stethoscope, Electronic, Apr 146
S-V-H, Phone-Peg, Apr 145
Television Antenna, Combination, Apr 144
Chassis Support, Jul 122
Front End Amplification, Oct 144
Gain Compression, Oct 144
Gain Control, Dec 120
Pixel on Scope, Jul 112
Pin Tube Installation, Mar 121
Safety Glass, Plastic, April 142
Second Anode, Apr 142
Standoff for Sloping Roofs, Jan 130
Test Lead, Aug 143
Tip Jack Connections, Oct 143
Toolbox, Pop-Up, Jan 132
Transformer(s)
Batteries, Low-Cost, Oct 144
Chokes, May 132
Soldering, Jul 132
Soldering, May 133
Tube Uses, Feb 142
Twist-Drill Covers, Nov 132
Voltage-Regulating Transformers, May 126
Wiring, Dec 120
Wiring, Feb 143
TUBES
Microphonic (TTO), May 133
Now, and Semiconductors Jan 123:
Feb 131; Mar 148; Apr 132
Two-Way Telephone, Jun 108; Jul 92
Aug 90; Sep 118; Oct 138
Jan 116; Nov 118; Dec 40
Notes on the Getter (Becker)
Television, Apat Set (WN)
Bipolarm Plate Bonded to (NB) Oct 6:
Chromatograph, Color Selection With Flat (WN), Apr 115
New, Does 3 Jobs (Hadrick) Jan 45
Reach-atrons, (Chl) Apr 96
Shrapnel New, Sep 102
Tiny, Steal’s Transistor’s Thunder, Aug 32
Transmitter Amplifier (TTO), May 129
Uses for Half-Good (TTO), Feb 143
2 Multiband Transistor Sets (Scott) Nov 48
2 Way Stereo Amplifier, Bauer, Eichman and Hollywood), Dec 41
Uncommon Ground Difficulties, Driscoll, Apr 109
Utility Voltmeter, Strachan)* Apr 67
U V
Vanguard 108 (Graham)* Jan 101
Varrack, Using (Turner)* Mar 116
Vrm Calibrator (Sutton)* May 116
W
Watch Out for These Items (Lawden), Mar 129
Wattmeter, RF, for Mobile Radio Serviceing, Dec 39
Well-Thermistor Relative Humidity Meter, McKee, Aug 26
Wheatstone Bridge, Amplified (Wheeler), Jan 46
Wien-Bridge Analyzer (Hedge)*
SERVICING, Radio (Cont'd)

Printed-Circuit Grounds (Tech) Nov 118
Projectors, Parts for Nato (Corres) Oct 21
Radio
Audio Output (Tech) Jan 140
Audio
Cell Switches, Freeing (Tech) May 115
Generator (Motor) (Tech) Aug 109
Power Supply (Tech) Dec 31
Reverberation, And Oct 111
Resistance Reserve Power Rapid
Radiotelephones, (RCA 74611 (Tech) Oct 21
Stereo System, Tests to Single Out Best Sept 115
Television, Largest (WIN) July 55
Time Standard, New
Transistorized-Transistor (rated), Radios
Fracturing and Prevention of FCC
Ultra-Sensitive 3-Transistor (Analogous and
Underground (NB) Oct 6
Voice of America's New Transmitter (NB) Mar 10
Voice Intercept, (WIN) Sept 43
Waves and Life (Jaski) Nov 30
Corres
Radio Receivers, Small-Boat (Robbinsen) Apr 18
Rally-Pal Computer (Allison)* May 46
Radar-Cabinet Repair (Boh) Feb 118
Record Change, Servicing (Fant) Jan 22
Regulated Low Voltage Power Supply (Tech) Aug 23
Roma-Nemo (Rckl)* Dec 77
Reserve Power for Survival (Pitchford) July 66
Relay, Anti-Ringing Capacitor (CI) (Sava) Aug 72
Retouche, Repair, Relrehin Cabinets (Market) Mar 109
Part I May 107
Part II May 109
Reverberation, And Nov 25
R Stage Beats Sensitivity (Foldi) Oct 31
Roundabout Puzzle (Nadinovich) July 31
$677 Amplifier (Vgs)* Nov 40
$867 Amplifier (TTL) Looks Like It's Tuning* May 40
Safety Interlock, Industrial (Ives) May 39
SERVING—See also specific subject; TECHNOTES, Test Instruments; This One Is
Adapter, Phone-Tip (TPO) Aug 22
Air-Conditioner Fan Motors (Tech) May 122
Ambient Temperature (Tech) May 27
Distortion (Soundmimic 8K 414) (Tech) Feb 123
Hum (RCA 981) (Tech) Nov 17
Plug Adapter (TPO) Apr 10
Record Changers, Servicing (Shadman) Feb 57
Recorder Noisy (Soundmimic 414) Jan 16
Speaker Transformers, Measuring (TPO) Dec 123
Recorder Kimber (Tech) Mar 56
Recorder Tape (Tech) Sept 144
Transformer, Changing (TPO) Sept 21
Turbulence, New Flocking (TPO) Oct 120
Caliber, Repair (Pch) Feb 118
Repair, Rapid (Boh) Feb 118
Records, Repair, Relrehin (Markel) May 109
Part I May 25
Part II May 60
Cleaning-Saving (Corres) Jan 26
Electrolytics, Discharging Dec 129
Hoek Shrinkage Aug 114
Industrial Electronics—See also Industrial Corres
Feb 22, 26 Mar 18
If Headers Be Careful with (List) Oct 31
Inoc-Chex (Kenna)* Oct 88
Signal-Trace Industrial Circuits (TPO) Aug 72
Intermittents, Capacitor Test Box Finds (Tech) Oct 74
Intermittents, Fault Fails (TPO) Feb 145
Logic Faults (Paul) (Tech) May 120
Meter Scales, Brighten (TTPO) (Tech) June 114
Military Test, Equipment Tech to (Kaufman) Jan 48
Parts Substitution in Dogs (TPO) (Tech) Jan 42
Power Supply Transistor, for Service Bench (Fugli)* Aug 29
SERVICING, TV (Cont'd)

Conversion(s)
16SM to 16AZM (Philco 51-T 1601) (CI) Apr 59
16 to 17-Inch (Dumont RA-13) (H) Apr 58
16- to 21-Inch (Sarleton 110416.16) Feb 82
17 to 17-Inch (Arrows 3161) (F) Feb 82
17-Inch Replacement (CI) Nov 64
Inadvisable (RCA KCS-82D) (CI) Oct 46
Metal to Glass (CI) June 116
Silvertone 25WG 3075 (CI) Dec 68
Silvertone Winner 219216 (CI) June 117
Corona on Aap Line May 81
Corona Cures (Tech) Aug 109, Seq 115
CR Tuning (TO) Jan 3
ECRester (Cephalin) (CI) Dec 81
Depressor, Linking in Part (RCA 21720) Jan 31
Detectors, First and Second (CI) Feb 83
Dim Pix (Cephalin) (CI) Apr 57
Distortion, Scope Reading (CI) May 172
Doors, We Learned From (Cenonville) June 117
Electrodensity of (RCA 225MU) (CI) May 78
Fine Tuning (Almiray 12FD) (CI) Dec 68
Flyback Hub (Silvertone 12204.5) Aug 82
Focus Adjustments, Es-ing Feb 98
Focus Off (Dumont 16RA-14) (F) Sep 90
Foldover, Halos and Cuts (Algalas) Aug 78
Height Insufficient (Crosley G17TMT) Jan 52
Homograph Pattern (Tech) Apr 15
High Voltage Boost (Transistoring A1) (CI) Apr 76
Improving (Cephalin) (CI) May 31
None (RCA 2181) (CI) Jun 88
Emero 163 (CI) (Tech) Jan 141
(Heali)Calcs Dec 88
Halos, Compound Folls (TPO) Aug 114
Horizontal Forecide (Tech) Jan 141, (Cephalin) Mar 53
Hold Critical (Admiray 18KFPZ2) Nov 43
RCA 16107A May 83
EMF 16407A) (CI) May 81
RCA CTC7A) (CI) Sep 145
Rectifiers (Tech) Sep 145
Interference, Causes, Remedies, Location (Francis) Jul 98
Interlock, Industrial (CI) Oct 21
Man-Made, Variable Filter Eliminates (CI) Sep 128
Loops (Tech) (Tech) (CI) Nov 113
RI, How Much? (Chapel) Jul 97
Safety Level by Owners (CI) Mar 123
Selenium Rectifiers, Replacing (TPO) May 125
Soft-Fire (Desc) Aug 31
Speed Trends of Servicing (Transistor) May 120
Tracking (G-E 4160 Parasite) (Tech) May 120
Tricky Radios, Testing (Crosley) May 120
Warmup Time, Eliminate Oct 124
Relay, Cure Sticky (TPO) Aug 114
Relay, Sensitivity, Improve (TPO) Feb 145
Remote Relay, Output Oct 20
Remote Relay, Timing Oct 20
Locating (Tech) May 120
Trouble (Tech) May 120
Troubleshooting (Jacques) Oct 82
Vertical Fringe (Tech) May 120
Waveforms, Voltage Remedied, Location (Frantz) Jul 98
Waveforms, Graphing Scope (Frantz) Jul 98
Waveforms, Spotting (TPO) Mar 121
Waveforms, Voltage Critical (Admiray 12FD) May 135
Waveforms, Voltage Poor (Zenith 7104) Mar 125
Waveforms, Vertical None (Zenith 7104) Mar 125
Weathering (Westinghouse HZ1510) Sep 144
Weathering, Troubleshooting (Jacques) Oct 82
Weak-Cap Cavity (Tech) Feb 82
Weak-End (RCA 74611) (Tech) Oct 21
Whirlpool (Tech) May 120
Wideband (Tech) May 120
Wideband Tricky Multi-Turn Capacitor (Tech) May 120
Winding, Reversing (TPO) May 120
Winding, Resolving (TPO) May 120
Winding, Solving (TPO) May 120
Wiring, Repair (Tech) May 120
TEST INSTRUMENTS (Cont'd)

Null Amplifier, Boost Bridge Accuracy

Thermostat (Facts)*

Ommeters Can Be Accurate (Conant)

Oscillator

Multiturn, Terminal Crystal Merkley* 

Panel Meter Uses Printed-Circuit Coils

Picture-Tube Testers, Modern (Kelvin)

Power Supply, Portable (Queen)*

Dialing Make (Winklepleck)*

Probe, Battery-Charge (NC)

Rectifier, 6-1/2 Volt (4-Tube)

Scope

Deflection Correction (Pat)

Troubleshooting with (CI)

Volts and Current Waveforms (CI)

Corr

Wide-Band (CI)

Signal-Trace Circuits (Kernin)*

Sound-Intensity Indicator (Shippee)

Bias Voltages Use (Jeni)*

Square Waves, Using (Tech)

Stripes for Tape (McGimick)

Stroboscope, Battery-Operated (NC)

Stroboscope Flasher (Taylor)

Substitution, Diamond (Queen)

Substitution, Box, Improved (NC)

Sweep Circuits, Troubleshooting (Sylva)*

Sweep Generator, Simple, Uses Vanucap (Barron)*

Tachometer, Ignition-Operated (Schott)*

Test-Lord, Amplifier (Smith)

Trace Speeds, Transistor Radio Servicing

Transistor, Electronic (Wood)*

Transistor, Checker

Alpha Tester (NC)

Beta Tester (NC)

Voltage Indicator, Neon Lamps Make

Voltage, Transformer Standard Calibrates (Lederer)*

Vterm

Ac, Automatic (March)

Aug 34

Readings, Equalize (Sunth)

May 41

Soldering, Foot Pedal (Hughes)

Third Speaker, Add Easy Way (Burstein)

Oct 45

Third Speaker, Driving (Pannone)*

May 13

Tricolors, A-A-A, in (Steyl, Stecker)

Aug 36

Tough Ogal (Fred)

Feb 12

Transistor, Radio Servicing (Stevens)

Dec 36

Transistor, Standard (Valentine) (Lederer)*

Jul 10

Corr

Transistor, Copper-Transistor-Power

Transistors, Using Audio (Reeswood)*

Transistor Capacitor—What Is It? (Barling)*

Transistor Local, Hidden Wire (Parker)*

TRANSISTOR'S

Assembly System, Automated (WA)

Aud 38

Part II—Distortion in Amplifiers

Double-Emitter (ER)

Heat Power, (TTO)

Power, Microwatt (ER)

New Transistors in Tubes and Semi-

Conductors (Stekler)*

Parametric (ER)

Power, Mounting (NC)

Recoils (ER)

Socket Mount (TTO)

Power, Sources (TTO)

Soldering, Servicing, Soldering

Substitution Box (D'Airo)*

Test

Alpha (NC)

Aug 14

NC

Transististor's Workshop, More Hints

Treble, Electronics from (Klein)

Triple (Pat)

Oct 18

TRANSISTORIZED

Amplifier

Cathode-Follower (NC)

Cathode-Follower (Pat)

Series (Pat)

Cathode-Follower (Catrell)*

4E5 for (Turner)*

Bias (Burr)*

Clasp B (NC)

Field-Strength Meter, for Citizens Band (Burr)

Flash, Slave, Better Photos with

Flasher, Electronic (Wickham)*

Flasher, Control Circuit (NC)

Ignition System (Pat)

Integrated Circuit (Kampt)*

Integrators and Boot Holders (Scott)

Light Control Circuits, Two (NC)

Cocktail

Multipurpose Crystal (Merkley)*

Clock

PnP, PNP (Merkley)*

Pat (Pat)

Photoflash, Shoot with (Aronson)*

Positive Supply

Regulated, Low-Voltage (Murphy)*

Service Bench (Pick)*

Soldering

Vocaline 6271

Pseudo, Stereo (Meyer)*

TRANSISTORIZED (Cont'd)

Player-Circuit Board (WNN)

Fuse integrator (NC)

Patron (Pat)

Build This (Mortin)*

FM

Hoist Damage (Tech)

AM-1 Portable

AM-Portable Arcs Here (Scott)

Loopback, Transistor (Tech)

Matchbox (Martin)*

Remo-Nemo (Remo)*

Remote-Control Transmitter (NC)

Reserve Power for Survival (Prater)

7-Transistor Pocket (“Whittling”)*

Shirt pocket Ref for Local Sampling

Speaker, Bunch (Grace)*

Super-Eight (Klein)*

Corr

Transceiver, “Little Handful” (Tech)

Transistor Pocket (Davison)*

Ultra-Sensitive, 3-Transistor (Amosone and Hoffeman)*

Uses Original Transistor Amplifier (Cord)

World Series Special (Stany)

Reflux Stage (Pat)

Relay, Capacitive (Tuner)

Relay, Plate (NC)

Stroboscope, Battery-Operated (NC)

Tape Recorder A, A-Track, Matchbox Size” (Johnson)*

Television (Emerson) (NB)

Radio, Convertible (Ike)*

Japanese (NB)

Servicing Merle’s New Thermistor (Pat)

Transmitter, Remote-Control (NC)

Value Range, Bases for Car (Meyc)*

Corr

Triaxial Radio, Those (Darr)

Troubleshooting Circuits, Systems

Troubleshooting, Visible Oscillator and Output Stages (Jacobs)

TRY THIS ONE—See also Servicing:

Audio, Phone-Tip

Adapter Plug Adapter

Speaker Transformers, Mounting

Tape Splicer, Cleaning

Tunable, (Darr)

Flocking for Ballpoint Pen Use

Bushings from

Ink Stand, Experience from

Oil Drapper

Battery, Hold

Battery, Reminder

Battery, Replacement

Cable Connectors

Can Opener Is Service Tool

Caps, Correcting, Tightening

Chemicals, Tape Protects

Gloves, Durable, to Assist

Connectors, Solderless

Drop-Cloth Pockets

Experimenter’s Hint

File, Plastic, for Cleaning

Fuse Holder for Spares

Hose Shrinking

Intermittent, Foil Foils

Jumpers, Keeps Untangled

Liner Cord, Trimming, Reduce

Liner Cord Plug

Liquid Metal, Service Aid

Loop Oiler

Metal, Drumming Thin

Meter Case, Nonmagnetic

Meter Scales, Brighten

Mirror Holder

Panel Markings, Renew

Panels, Electrics, in

Parts, Bin, Handy

Parts Substitution in Dogs

Practical Guide, See-Thru

 Punch Card

Punch Sharpening

Ragio

Earpiece Repair

Finger Receiver, Boost

Goodwill Kit

Selenium, Rectifiers, Replacing

Warmup Time, Eliminate

Relay, Low

Relay, Sensitivity, Improve

Resistor, Capacitive Modifications

Scrubs, Tough

Scrubbers

APR 12

SHACK

Screw Oilers

Screw, Various Types at

Solder Dispenser

Solder, Spaghetti Insulates

Soldering

Air

Cast Iron

Heat, Sick, Handy

Transistor Life Saver

TRY THIS ONE (Cont’d)

Soldering Iron

Mar 13

Corr

Mar 10

Holder

Mar 10

Maintenance

Mar 10

Pencil-Iron Rest

May 11

Tips, Spot

Jun 12

Technics, Keep Tabs on

Mar 13

Antenna

May 13

Gimmick Reduces Noise Calls

Jun 11

Lighting Arrester, Tent for

Jan 13

July 13

Control, Dual

Jul 14

Crystal (Tech)

Aug 12

Fusible, Handy

Jan 12

Heat, Lamp Does Not Use

Jan 14

Hold, Compound Fills

Jan 14

Knick, Plastic

Apr 10

Mask—Replacement Tool

Apr 10

Shock-Absorb Ride

Oct 10

Test-Lead Extensions

Sep 12

Tools

Nov 12

Tools, Color-Code

Jan 45

Transistor Heat Sink

Dec 19

Transistor, Power

Dec 19

Trouble Light, Stay-Put

Jul 15

Tube Empires, Cables Mark

Feb 19

Tube Holder

Feb 10, Dec 12

Vim in Shipping Bag

Dec 12

Wire

Dec 19

Welding Sponge (Steckler)*

Mar 13

Shark Control (Pat)

Mar 13

What’s with Characteristic Impedance

Nov 13

World Series Special (Stany)*

Apr 13

ZHOO

Zener Diodes Prevent Speaker Burnout

Aug 12

[This AMERICAN INDEX is another service to readers, “One-side copy,” it is planned to be cut out for convenience if it is used.

Key to symbols on page 130.3]
Black Box No. 1
Black Box Puzzler
Current Problem
Electronics? (Cont.)
Frequency-Divider Puzzle
Improvised Calliope, Simple
Lighting Problem
Over-Heating
Parallel-Ball Puzzler
Phosphorescent Puff, Electronic
Voltagemeters, Impossible
What's Your Photo-Relay Circuit?
Resistor Mix-Up
Series-Parallel Capacitors
Servo Shaker No. 2
Switch Connect?
Synchronous Motor?
What's The Trouble
Yield Effect

Feedback, Puzzled About (Crowhurst)  
Flasher, Electronic (Mariner)  
Full Valve From Scope (Kemp)  

FM
Audio, High-Quality (Martin)  
Clean-Cutting, French (Carlson)*  
Multiplex, Stereo, Authorized (NB)  

Multiplexing Plenty of (NB)  
Receive No Airborne (NB)  
Rules FCC Proposes Changes (Sep)  
Stereo, Correct? (Jaski)  

Adapter (Stoner)?  
Canadian? (NB)  
Clear Road For (Crowhurst)  
Composite Directory (Steckler)  
Composite (Feldman) Oct  
Does It Follow Its Own Theory?    
From Your Own Tissue (van Klesheofen)  
G.E. Zenith Start (NB)  
Leads H. F. Snow (NB)  
Loudspeakers, Listened To (Aug)  
Recorders, "Wireless"? (NB)  
Spots, How Place (Augsburger)  
Special Report (Lachenburg)  

Tuners
Alignment (Marshall)  
Improving (Nic)  
TV Sound Added to (Moggi)  
UHF, Cable (Pat)  

Fuel Cells, Tomorrow's Electric Generators  
Fuses Work, How (Sterley)  

H
Handi-Talkie Covers 10-Meter Band  
(D'Airo)* Jan 51; (Corr) Apr 1 
Handling Do-It-Yourselfers (Darr)  
How To Do It (Mar)  
Hum, Puzzled About (Crowhurst)  

Ignition, Electronic For Your Car  

Industrial Electronics
Analog Converter, Digital to (Pat)  
Automation, Variation Control For  
Board-Art, Mar 46  
Broadbanding (Squires)  
Capacitors, Anti- Chatter (Darling)  
Computers Speak English (NB)  
Condition Indicator, Triple (Pat)  
Counter, Single-Pulse Circuit (NC)  
Diathermy, Case of (Lambert)  
Dictionary (Bulstine) Jul 64, Aug 66, Sep 77, Oct 82  

Dilution, Control- Ated (Darling)  
Dioda-4, Layer and Controlled Rectifiers  
What Are They? (Jackson)  
Feed Control, Automatic (Pat)  
Fuel Cells, Tomorrow's Electrical Generators  
Gage, Gas Pressure (Pat)  
Infrared Microscope (Kemp)  
Infrared Radiometer (Bernard)  
Klystron Tube For Over Space (Jaski)  
Magnetic Amplifiers, Switching Coles  
Magnetic Bubble (Pat)  
"Microwave" Elements Cut Digital Circuits To  
Motor-Control, One-Turn (NC)  
Particle Accelerator-Inspired (Jaski)  
Psychology Laboratory, Electronics In  
Radio, Induction, (Ryder)  
Quality Control, Automated (NB)  
Relay Circuits, Unusual (Jaski)  
Relays and Electronics (Jaski)  
Relays, Electronic (Jaski)  
Roller Evolution  

D  

D ES E M B E R,  19 6 1  

Remote Control System (Pat)  
RF Breaks Roders (NB)  
Search Coil, Miniature (WN)  
Sound Systems in Schools and Industry (Johnson)  
Strain Equations (Corres)  
Strain Gauges, What They Can Do (Kramer)  
Super Vacuum Tubes (Jaski)  
Switching Chokes to Magnetic Amplifiers  
Test Equipment, Is It Different? (Mandl)  
Test Speaker Needs Industrial Repairs  

Citizens Band Radio Pages (Jaski)  
Experimental Audio-Visual (WN)  
Interphones, Two  
Super Dual Model I (Vogelsang)  
Transmitter, Dual (Jaski)  
Transmitter, Fills Many Needs (Bisson)  
Wires, Ins and Outs of (Disher)  

Lawmower, Automated (Carlston)  
Light Beam, Talk On (Fetter)*  
Lighting, High Intensity  
Lightwave, Transistor, Electronic  
Long Range Photographic (GB)  
Low Wave, Communication By  

Marine Radio—See Radio \n
Communications on 500,000,000 MC (Collins & Co.)  
Optical, Low-Power, Announced by IBM  

Medicine
Analogous Device, New (NB)  
Battery, Electronic Stethos (NB)  
Blind and Deaf Electric Aid For (NB)  
Cancer, Electronic Fight (NB)  
Circulation Measured Through Eye (WN)  

Digital Analyser, Telephone Electronic  
Develop Electronic (NB)  
Electricity Replaces Ear (NB)  
Electronic Devices in Psychology Lab etc Corr  
Heart Block, Mechanic Instrument  

Microscope, Electron, Micron (NC)  

Microwave, Electronic, Designed At  
At Convention (NB)  
Psychology, Laboratory, Electronics In (Boskiss) Jul 82, Oct 82  
To Walk Again (Stecker)  
Ultrasound Effects Health? (NB)  
Model Railroad Track Pass Radios  

Multiplex—See FM  

Natures Invisible Radio Mirror (Van Datta)  
New Tough In Service Brushes (Sherman)  

O  

Organ  

Perception, Add To Electronic (Korte)  
Silent Instrument Tones (Dorf)  

PA  

Communicator, New Short-Range (Foy)  
Sound Systems in Schools and Industry  
Pacific Staff, Takes Me In DF (McCoy)*  
Path, Easier (Lamp, Wendle)*  
Photostat, Electronic (Henry) Mar 36, (Corres)  
Slave, Composite-Transistor  
Pocket VHF Receiver Interesting Project  
Premium—Receiver, High-Fidelity Stereophonic  
Printed Circuit (s)  
Breadboard, Electronic  
Circuit, Explosion  (Jaski)  

Citizens Band Transceiver From Car Radio  

Lawmower, Automated (Carlston)  
Radio, Flip-Top (Tax)*  
Radio Control System, 4-Channel  
Servicing Tips (Tech)  
Simplified General, RF Covers Marine Bands (Stoeck)  
Squelch, Transmitter For Citizens Band  
TV Designs for 11"  

R  

Radar  

Air Safety, FAA Pushes (NB)  
Angels* Have Wings (NB)  
Automatic Space-Scanning, I  
Dish, World's Largest (NB)  
Radar, Lineless (Coles)*  
Screen, Small (NB)  
Venus Contacts, New (NB)  

Radio Amateur  

CW Transmitter, Home-Made Tunnel Diode  
DXers, Vhf, Win Edison Award (NB)  
Handi-Talkie Covers 10-Meter Band  
Oscillator, 100mc Transistor (NC)  
Receiver, Special Services (Queens)  
Voltage Regulation, Improved, For  

Antenna Ferrite-Core, Wind Own (Lytle)  
Automobile, For Your  

Speaker, System, Wide Ranges, Install in  

Broadcasting 40 Years Old (NB)  

Circuit Band  

Circuit, Citizens Band  
Pagers Listen (Thomas)* Jan 62; (Corr) Apr 61  
Pocket VHF Receiver (Queens)*  
Receiver Sensitive, Double (Davis)  
Relay, Special Service (Queens)*  
Transmitter Testers, New (Lemons)  

Squelch, Transistorized (Jaski)*  
Squelch, High-Output For  
Transatlantic Flight  

Test Set, Nov, (Cyrnagar) (NC)  
Transmitter, From Car Radio, Tattoo Band  
Transceivers, Guide To Low-Power (Scott)* Sep 52,  

You and (Scotland)*  

Conrad Alert Monitor (NC)  

Cordless, Third Station Coming (NB)  
Cube System, 4 Channel  

Directed (Darling)  


ducible  

You What Did It Really Invent?  


TM
FM—See also FM  

Citation III Kit (Stecker)  
Communicator, New Short-Range (Foy)  

Don't Turn Off (NB)  
Hun, Puzzled About (Crowhurst)  
Intercoms  
Inverters—Hughes, Flat 51; Oct 56; Nov 55, Dec 54  

Marine  

Beacon, Electronic, Talks Boatmen  

Correlate, What Is It? (Robbenross)  
RF Signal Generator Covers Marine  

Microphone (NB)  

Smog Kills Higher Frequencies (NB)  

Mirror, Nature's Invisible (Van Datta)  

Mobile, Urban (Pat)  
Molecular Coming? (NB)  

MNA, Until Again (NB)  

OTL, Circuits in Transistor (Scott)  

Pacific Staff, Future-Link in US Defense (McCoy)  

Portable (see also Radio Transistor, Mobile) (Tax)* May 61; (Corr) Aug 48  
Pocket VHF Receiver (Queens)  

Radar, Large (NB)  

Ramo-Wooldridge, Simplified (NC)  

Squash, Communications Channels Shrinking  

Squelch, New Short-Range (Foy)  

Short-Wave Forecast (Leshew) Jul 86; Aug 35;  

Closed (see on page 86)  
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TV-RADIO Servicemen or Beginners.

2 WEEKS FREE TRIAL!

Just send name for Coynes Volume Seven
Job-Training Library!

Answers ALL Servicing Problems QUICKLY...
Makes You Worth More On The Job!

Put money-making, time-saving TV-RADIO-ELECTRONICS know-how at your fingertips—examine Coynes all-new 7-Volume TV-RADIO-ELECTRONICS Reference Set for TWO WEEKS at our expense! Shows you the way to easier TV-Radio repair—time saving, practical working knowledge that helps you get the big money! How to install, service and align ALL radio and TV sets, even color-TV, UHF, FM and transistorized equipment. New photo-document shows what makes equipment “tick.” No complicated math or theory—just practical facts you can put to use immediately. Over 3,000 pages; 12,000 facts! Ready to use in shop or home.

SEND NO MONEY!

Mail coupon for Coynes FREE BOOK:
TWO WEEKS FREE TRIAL Set on TV-Radio Set! We'll include FREE BOOK below. If you keep the set, pay only $3 after TWO WEEKS and $7 per month until paid in full. Cash price only $24.00. Or return set at our expense in TWO WEEKS and owe nothing. Offer limited; so act NOW!

Coynes
Job-Training Library!

1. Just mail coupon for FREE BOOK below.
2. Keep TV-Radio free for TWO WEEKS FREE TRIAL.
3. Mail payment of $3 after TWO WEEKS and $7 per month for two years.

FREE BOOK—FREE TRIAL COUPON!

COYNE SCHOOL PUBLICATIONS,
1455 W. Congress Parkway, Chicago 7, Illinois

You send me COYNE'S 7-Volume Job-Training Practical TV-RADIO-ELECTRONICS set for TWO WEEKS FREE TRIAL! Include "Patterns & Diagrams" books FREE!

Name ____________ Age _________
Address ________________________________
City ____________________________ State __________

Yes, send me COYNE'S 7-Volume Job-Training Practical TV-RADIO-ELECTRONICS set for TWO WEEKS FREE TRIAL! Include "Patterns & Diagrams" books FREE!

Check here if you are sending $24.95 in full payment. Same TWO WEEKS MONEY Back Guarantee applies.
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1963 SEMI-ANNUAL INDEX

RADIO-ELECTRONICS

A
Add Depth to Speaker (Travis) (Corres) Aug 28, Dec 21
Antennas—see Radio, Television

AUDIO-HIGH FIDELITY-STEREO
Amplifier, Ultra-Linear RF Type (NC) Jul 95
Amplifiers, Pretransistor Type (Cunningham) Sep 74
Booster for Transistor Radios (Adamske) Oct 62
Feedback, Cathode, Nomo (Kyle) (Corres) Jul 23, Oct 18
Improving Hi-fi Bottom (Marshall) (Corres) Jul 14
Metrone, Unjuncti'-s (Lederer) (Corres) Jul 40, Oct 18
Music All Over House—Without Wires (Scott) (Corres) Aug 21
Organ, Electronic, Tuning Made Easy (Korte) (Corres) Aug 30
Output Matching, Mysticism in (Ravenwood) Aug 37
Preamp, Stabilizing (NC) Sep 107
Sound, Wiring for (CI) Oct 51
Speaker
Add depth to* (Travis) (Corres) Aug 28; Dec 21
Bookshelf* (Neinast) Sep 70
Corner, Fits Your Home* (Bridge) Dec 58
Measurements, Simple (Groomhurst) Sep 37
Stereo
Adapter, Heathkit Multiplex (NC) Nov 102
Adapters, FM, MX for Johnson (NC) Nov 64
Amplifier, MX for Adapting (Johnson) Nov 64
Amplifier, 20 Watts, 3 Tubes* (Sethum) Nov 28
Balance Indicator* (Maxwell) (Corres) Jul 29, Oct 21
Multiplex, with Adapter (Burstein) (NB) Nov 44
Preamp and Control Center—Citation A-4 (Hegeman) Nov 36
Receiver, Bell Imperial 1000 Oct 26
Tape Playback Preamp Sep 43
Transistors in Ascendant at New York Hi-fi Show Nov 6
Volume Control, Remote (Pat) Sep 88
Wiring for Sound (CI) Oct 51

Advertisement Reminder and Alarm, Automatic* (Ives) Dec 56
Audio Sweep Generator* (Stein) (Corres) Sep 29, Nov 55
Automatic Announcement Reminder and Alarm* (Ives) Dec 56
Automobile
Owen Angle, Measure* (Bryce) Sep 52
Ignition
Engine Analyzers, Electronic Working With (Kramer) Nov 32
Quick-Start Circuits Improved (NC) Aug 24
Simple Transistor* (Scholemeyer) Aug 34
Radio
Reverberator int (NC) Nov 102
Servicing—see Servicing, Radio

B
Batteries, Watch Those Jul 67
Battery Charger, Solar-Cell (Pat) Dec 155
Battery Holder* (Pugh) Jul 66
Beginner’s Lab for Pennies* (Frantz) Aug 48
Beginner’s Lab, Using* (Frantz) Sep 49
Bell Imperial 1000 Nov 36
Bias Supply, Zener Diode* (Ives) Dec 38
Big Noise (Kernen) Aug 59
Blinder Circuit, Light-Controlled (Turner) Jul 41
Bookshelf Speaker* (Neinast) Sep 70
Booster, Audio, for Transistor Radios* (Addams) Oct 62
Cabinets and Antennas for Color TV (Cunningham) Dec 44

C
Capacitor and Dielectric Analyzer* (Sutton) Oct 44
Capacitor Tester, Simple (Heat CI-1 and (Nov) (TC)-22) (NC) Dec 108
Cathode Feedback Nemo (Kyle) (Corres) Jul 23, Oct 18
C B—see Radio, Servicing, Radio
Chopper-Stabilized DC Amplifier* (Hansen) Aug 40
Church Amplifier, Custom-Built* (Lemons) Oct 37
Citation A-Stereo Preamp and Control Center* Jul 32
Color TV—see Television, Color; also Servicing, Television

December, 1963

KEYS TO SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
* Construction Articles
1 Section of full-length article
] Transistorized

A
Announcement Reminder and Alarm, Automatic* (Ives) Dec 56
Audio Sweep Generator* (Stein) (Corres) Sep 29, Nov 55
Automatic Announcement Reminder and Alarm* (Ives) Dec 56
Automobile
Owen Angle, Measure* (Bryce) Sep 52
Ignition
Engine Analyzers, Electronic Working With (Kramer) Nov 32
Quick-Start Circuits Improved (NC) Aug 24
Simple Transistor* (Scholemeyer) Aug 34
Radio
Reverberator int (NC) Nov 102
Servicing—see Servicing, Radio

B
Batteries, Watch Those Jul 67
Battery Charger, Solar-Cell (Pat) Dec 155
Battery Holder* (Pugh) Jul 66
Beginner’s Lab for Pennies* (Frantz) Aug 48
Beginner’s Lab, Using* (Frantz) Sep 49
Bell Imperial 1000 Nov 36
Bias Supply, Zener Diode* (Ives) Dec 38
Big Noise (Kernen) Aug 59
Blinder Circuit, Light-Controlled (Turner) Jul 41
Bookshelf Speaker* (Neinast) Sep 70
Booster, Audio, for Transistor Radios* (Addams) Oct 62
Cabinets and Antennas for Color TV (Cunningham) Dec 44

C
Capacitor and Dielectric Analyzer* (Sutton) Oct 44
Capacitor Tester, Simple (Heat CI-1 and (Nov) (TC)-22) (NC) Dec 108
Cathode Feedback Nemo (Kyle) (Corres) Jul 23, Oct 18
C B—see Radio, Servicing, Radio
Chopper-Stabilized DC Amplifier* (Hansen) Aug 40
Church Amplifier, Custom-Built* (Lemons) Oct 37
Citation A-Stereo Preamp and Control Center* Jul 32
Color TV—see Television, Color; also Servicing, Television

DECEMBER, 1963

July-December, 1963 of Vol. XXXIV

Radio Astronomy and TV Struggle for Channel 37 (NB) Aug 12
Radio Telescope, Submillimeter, Housed in Standard Observatory (NB) Sep 8
Re-entry Blackout Equipment (Wang) Aug 47
Regulator Bridge, Self-Balancing (Pat) Aug 95
Regulator, Constant-Current (NC) Dec 100
Seo-Saw Circuit, Novel (NC) Jul 94
Signal Identifiers for Radio (Pat) Dec 107
Solar-Powered Boat (Wang) Nov 49
Solenoid, Superconductor, has 100,000- Gauss Field (NC) Oct 6
Speech From Written Characters, New Device (NB) Nov 6
Superconductor at Lowest Temperatures (Coll) Dec 6
Switch, High-Voltage Pushbutton (TTO) Sep 103
Terms Adopted (NB) Jul 69
Test Paper (Searbist) Jul 34
Thermistor Commercially Available (NB) Sep 18
Transients, Watch Out for (Leftwich) (Corres) Jul 14, Oct 18
Translates Chinese, Machine (NB) Aug 6
Transmospheric Telephone (NB) Nov 102
Type-Reading Device (Pat) Jul 82
Vacuum, New Techniques Make Fantastic (NB) Oct 33
Weather Bureau (NB) Sep 10
Zener Bridge, Temperature-Compensated (NB) Dec 115
Zener Diode Bias Supply* (Ives) Dec 38

FM
In Fringes (Marshall) Multiplex Aug 51
Adapter, Going Multiplex With (Burstein) Nov 44
Adapter, Heathkit (NC) Nov 102
Adapters, Alarm for MX, Stereo (Johnson) Aug 93
Stereo Indicator (NC) Aug 93
Wireless Microphones Legal* (NB) Dec 8
Frequency Synthesis Improves CB Coverage Show (NB) Aug 44
Fuses, Are They Resisters (Silver) Sep 63

G
Going Multiplex With Adapter (Burstein) Nov 44

H
Handy Log Scales (Jaski) Dec 46
Hexahedral Electric* (Allison) Dec 82
Home Electronics Study Takes Step Forward Sep 31
How Well Do You Know Your (Junke) Dec 43
Hybrid Dc Multimeter* (Hill) Dec 63

I
Ignition-see Automobile
Improving Hi-fi Bottom (Marshall) (Corres) Jul 14
Inductance Bridge, Precise* (Krueger) Sep 44

Industrial Electronics
Big Noise (Kernen) Aug 59
Contact Load Multiplier (Ives) (Corres) Aug 18
Flow Detection (Pat) Dec 115
Guide-Path Indicator (Pat) Oct 108
Monitoring, Instant (Pat) Nov 108
Scanner Works Fast (NB) Jul 8
Tone Alarm (NC) Nov 101
TV Image Switch (NB) Nov 6
X-Y Recorder Instant Curve Plotter (Kramer) Jul 69
Instant Curve Plotter, X-Y (Kramer) Jul 69
Integrated Circuity, What and Why of (Sten) Oct 34
Intercom, Simple* (NC) Jul 92
Is That Pic Tube Really Gone? (Fitgibbon) (Corres) Jul 26, Oct 21

J
Just Plain Flash* (Henry) (Corres) Aug 21

K
Kill that Mobile Noise (Dudley) Oct 26

L
Laser(s)
Erudition Orthoses for (NB) Dec 12
Frequency-Modulated (NB) Jul 6
High Pulse Radio by Sequence Firing (NB) Oct 12
Long-Wave, Carries 10 Messages (NB) Oct 12
Mail-order (NB) Dec 12
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| Plastic (WN) | Jul 35 |
| Pocket-Size (WN) | Nov 6 |
| Range of Injection Devices Extended (NB) | Oct 10 |
| Solid-State, Is Phone Transmitter Transmits 118 Miles (NB) | Sep 66 |
| Leakage Checker, Add to Vtm (Lemons) | Jul 39 |
| Light-Controlled Blinker Circuit (Turner) | Jul 41 |
| Low-Cost Transistor Regulated Power Supply (Powell) | Jul 48 |

**M**

- Major Improvements for Short-Wave Reception (Churchill) | Jul 20
- Marker Adder for Sweep Generator* (Wiles) | Jul 62
- Measure Dewl Angle* (Bryce) | Sep 32

**Medicine**

- Analgesic, White-Noise (Pat) | Aug 96
- Brain Waves Cross Ocean (NB) | Jul 8
- Hearing Aid in Tooth (Pat) | Aug 91
- Larynx, Artificial (Pat) | Sep 87
- Listening Aid (Chec) | Oct 108
- Nurse, Electronic (WN) | Jul 35
- Rad Power Rns Radios (NB) | Oct 6
- Transmitter Fits in Tooth* (Gilling) | Nov 60
- TV for Blind Forecast (NB) | Aug 12
- Metronome, Unjunction* (Lederer) | Corres

**Microelectronics, Thin-Film Approach** (Simmons)

**Minimizing Vtm Pointer Shift (Centerville)** | Nov 48

**More Signals-Less Space** (McQuay) | Aug 34

**More Talk-Power for CB Rig (Scott)** | Oct 48

**Movie Projectors, Servicing Sound-See Servicing**

**Music All Over House—Wireless Wires (Scott)** (Corres)

**Mythicism in Output Matching (Ravenswood)** | Aug 37

**N**

- New Tricks with Diodes* (Geisler) | Corres
- New Tricks with Diodes* (Geisler) | Jul 36; Oct 21; Dec 18
- New Tubes for Color TV (Saltheim) | Dec 42
- 1964 Color TV Roundup (Lemons) | Dec 32

**O**

- 100-kc Crystal Calibrators* (Queen) | Aug 77
- Organ, Electronic Trip Made Easy (Korte) | Corres
- Jul 58; Dec 24
- Our Policy on Freecibles (Margolis) | Oct 76

**P**

- Pattern Depends on Probe (Cunningham) | Nov 31
- Peeve Attacks Radio (Wayne) | Dec 65
- Photography | Darkroom Thermometer, Electronic* (Karp)
- Just Plain Flash* (Henry) (Corres)
- Power Amplifier, Transistor, Circuit (Kramer)
- Power Dissipation (in Resistors) | Aug 31
- Power Supply | Low-Cost Transistor Regulated (Powell)

**R**

- Radar | Jamming Suppressor (Pat)
- Helicyl Antenna (WN) | Jul 8
- Radio in N. Y. Harbor (NB) | Oct 30
- Short Pulse, High Resolution (NB) | Sep 15
- Weather, Makes Flying Safer (Bouwen) | July 50

**Radio(S)**

- Booster, Audio, for Transistor* | Oct 62
- CB Frequency Synthesis Improves Coverage (Scott)
- Operator, Illegal, Faces Several Charges (TTO)
- Servicing with CB Set (Sands)
- Talk-Power, More for Rig (Scott)
- Code Oscillator and Monitor (NC)
- FM in Fringes (Marshall)
- Investors of (Bethesda)
- Lodge, Sir Oliver Joseph
- Poppit, Alexander Stophonovich
- Millimeter Communications System (NB)
- More Signals-Less Space (McQuay)
- Rat Power Guns (NB)
- Remote Control Receiver, S-Channel* (Coile)
- Short-Wave
- Ox from VOA (NB)
- Ham Gossip, Space News Heard (NB)
- Reception, Major Improvements for (Churchill)

**standard Stations, New, on Lower frequencies** | Dec 6
- Transmitter Fits in Tooth* (Gilling) | Oct 62
- Transistor, Audio Booster for (Adamek)
- Tuner, S-Transistor, Saves Time and Money (D’Airo) | July 56

**R-R Reports on Do-It-Yourself TV Repairs** (Kramer) | Aug 26

**Random Noise Generator* (Lederer)**

**Relay, Photoelectric** | Oct 84

**Reminder and Alarm, Automatic Announcement** | Dec 56

**Replace Them with Silicon? (McCall)** | Aug 54

**Replacing Your First Color TV Tube?** (Davidson) | Dec 28

**Resistors, Are Fuses (Stiver)** | Dec 84

**Resistors or Transistors, Power Dissipation in (Todd)** | Aug 31

**Reviveration in a Car Radio (NC)** | Nov 102

**Reverse Voltage Protection for Transistors** (Ves) | Oct 36

**S**

Satellite(s)

- Computer Makes Movies for Research (NB)
- Corner Reflectors for S-66 (WN)
- Electric Boomerang for Signals (NB)
- Telstar Rides Again (NB)

**SERVICING—see also specific subject**

- Alligator Clips, Securing (TTO)
- Audio—High Fidelity—Stereo
- Adapters, Pin Plug to Mike Jack (TTO)
- Amplifier, Heathkit H-500 (Tech)
- Record Player, Magnet Anchors
- Washers (TTO)
- Record Player, Phone Carbridge, Two-Faced (GT)
- Sound, Wiring for (CI)
- Tape Recorders
- Microphone Hum (CI)
- Tone Control (Ekotape 111) (Tech)
- Tone Pool (Steelman, Airline) (Tech)
- Back-Savers (TTO)
- Cable Stripper (TTO)
- Capacitor Check, Vom (TTO)
- Case Histories, Bench Tape Recorder
- for (TTO)
- Clock Contusion, Relay Prevents (TTO)

**two big sections**

at the

NEW YORK COLISEUM

all 4 floors!

**• ELECTRONICS EXHIBITS**

**• CONVENTION PAPERS**

See the finest products of industry, hear famous men speak! Just one entrance fee lets you visit both sections.

Buses to the N.Y. Hilton every few minutes

**products • papers • people • products • papers • people**

march 23-26

9:45 A.M.—9 P.M.
ONE GREAT SHOW! at the NEW YORK HILTON
2 floors, including Hilton's main exhibition area

- ELECTRICAL EXHIBITS
- CONVENTION PAPERS

IEEE Members: $1.00
Non-members: $3.00
Minimum age: 18

Buses to the N. Y. Coliseum every few minutes

- PRODUCTS • PAPERS • PEOPLE • PRODUCTS • PAPERS • PEOPLE
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**A REVOLUTIONARY NEW METHOD FOR MARKING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT**

**instant lettering**

**DRY TRANSFER MARKING KITS**

This is the easiest way to get professional lettering instantly on all electronic equipment, drawings, schematics, etc. NOT A DECAL, NO WATER, NO TAPES, NO SCREENS, NO ENGRAVING. Goes on instantly and stays on practically any surface...looks like printing. Makes prototypes look finished. It's as simple as this...

1. Place "Instant Lettering" sheet over equipment with preprinted word in position. Rub entire word with ball-point pen or soft pencil.

2. Lift away carrier sheet carefully and there you have perfect lettering...professional looking lettering in an instant.

**INSTANT LETTERING**

**dry transfer**

**TITLES FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT**

...this set contains 24 sheets...thousands of pre printed titles...searched to give you up to 95% of all electronic panel marking. For labeling, marking, filling all electronic control panels and drawings, etc.

No. 958 Titles for Electronic Equipment (black).........$4.95

No. 959 Titles for Electronic Equipment (white).........$4.95

**WRITE - WIRE - PHONE**

FOR FREE FOLDER AND SAMPLE DATAK CORPORATION 63 71st STREET GUTTENBERG, NEW JERSEY OR YOUR PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 96

**A REVOLUTIONARY NEW METHOD FOR MARKING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT**

**TERMAL & CHASSIS MARKING KIT**

...24 sheets of all the necessary letters and numerals for marking prototypes, chassis, engineers drawings, printed circuit & terminal boards, schematics, rotating components, etc.

No. 966 Terminal & Chassis Marking Kit (black)........$4.95

No. 967 Terminal & Chassis Marking Kit (white)........$4.95

**ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT**

**SERVICING-Continued from page 93**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Test Patterns, Broadcasting (CI)</th>
<th>Jul 54</th>
<th>Test Equipment for (Scott)</th>
<th>Nov 50</th>
<th>Test Equipment for (Scott)</th>
<th>Nov 50</th>
<th>Test Equipment for (Scott)</th>
<th>Nov 50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tough Fight, Mark L. Won (Simpson)</td>
<td>Oct 59</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transistor, $15 Answer to (Tech)</td>
<td>Oct 79</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuner Replacement (G.E. 1772) (CI)</td>
<td>Jul 47</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuners, Fix or Trade? (Margolis)</td>
<td>Aug 57</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vertical Circuits (Zenith) (Tech)</td>
<td>Jul 80</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Video Amplifier (Motorola) (Tech)</td>
<td>Jul 80</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WATER, NO TAPES, NO ENGRAVING.**

**This** goes on instantly and stays on practically any surface...looks like printing. Makes prototypes look finished. It's as simple as this...

1. Place "Instant Lettering" sheet over equipment with preprinted word in position. Rub entire word with ball-point pen or soft pencil.

2. Lift away carrier sheet carefully and there you have perfect lettering...professional looking lettering in an instant.

**INSTANT LETTERING**

**dry transfer**

**TITLES FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT**

...this set contains 24 sheets...thousands of pre printed titles...searched to give you up to 95% of all electronic panel marking. For labeling, marking, filling all electronic control panels and drawings, etc.

No. 958 Titles for Electronic Equipment (black)........$4.95

No. 959 Titles for Electronic Equipment (white)........$4.95

**WRITE - WIRE - PHONE**

FOR FREE FOLDER AND SAMPLE DATAK CORPORATION 63 71st STREET GUTTENBERG, NEW JERSEY OR YOUR PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 96

**PRODUCT LISTING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generator (B&amp;K 8580) Precision E-4500</td>
<td>(Sencore CG 126)</td>
<td>Aug 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television Analyzer (Keb 1074, 1076)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Equipment for (Scott)</td>
<td>May 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Equipment for (Sencore CG 36-610)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variodot White-Dot Generator</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Dot/Bar Color Display Generator (Iscoo 660)</td>
<td>Dec 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity Checker (Patrick)</td>
<td>Sep 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Calibrators, 100-2000 Ohms (Queen)</td>
<td>Aug 77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Amplifier, Chopper-Stabilized</td>
<td>Aug 49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manometer</td>
<td>Dec 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Millivoltmeter, Hybrid’s (Hill)</td>
<td>Aug 49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric and Capacitor Analyzer (Sutton)</td>
<td>Oct 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolly (TTO)</td>
<td>Oct 105</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Meter as Oscillator Dial (NC)</td>
<td>Nov 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generator-Tracer, A-F (Kernin CL. 441)</td>
<td>Jul 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance Braking, 100-200 Ohms (Frugel)</td>
<td>Sep 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage Checker, Add to Vtm (Lemons)</td>
<td>Jul 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marker Adder for Sweep Generator</td>
<td>Jul 62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milliammeter (Simpson 457)</td>
<td>Oct 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimeter, Lafayette (Lafayette)</td>
<td>Oct 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multigrip Generator (Marshall)</td>
<td>Nov 70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Tester, 200,000 Ohms/Volt (Triplet 630-612)</td>
<td>Nov 76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ommeter, Transistors and Your (Madison)</td>
<td>Nov 76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscillator Dial, Frequency Meter As (NC)</td>
<td>Nov 108</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscilloscopes, New Electronic Pen</td>
<td>Dec 111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe Capacitance, Stay (NC)</td>
<td>Oct 85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe, Pattern Depends on (Cunningham)</td>
<td>Nov 31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pushbuttons Add Ohms or Ml’s (Feo)</td>
<td>Dec 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope (TTO)</td>
<td>Sep 70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random-Noise Generator (Lederer)</td>
<td>Aug 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope Kits (CI)</td>
<td>Jul 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope Meter Tray for (TTO)</td>
<td>Nov 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slim-Line-Square Wave Generator</td>
<td>Oct 44</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution Box for Power Resistors (Corres)</td>
<td>Dec 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep Generator, Marker Added for (Wiles)</td>
<td>Dec 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Prots, Bicycle Spokes Make (TTO)</td>
<td>Dec 113</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube Tester, 1-2-Megawatt (WN)</td>
<td>Jul 35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vomit Battery, Clip-In Molo for (TTO)</td>
<td>Sep 71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VTV- AC/DC/Audio (Radio Shack Realistic)</td>
<td>Oct 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leakage Checker, Add to * (Lemons)</td>
<td>Jul 39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pointer Shift, Minimizing (Centerline)</td>
<td>Nov 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Transistors In-Circuit (McKinney)</td>
<td>Oct 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-Center Reading, 20 Ohm (Frugel)</td>
<td>Oct 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Transistors In-Circuit (McKinney)</td>
<td>Oct 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tough Fight, Ma, But I Won (Saleri)</td>
<td>Nov 66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmitter Fin in &quot;Toothy&quot; (Gilling)</td>
<td>Nov 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transistors, Watch Out for (Leftwich)</td>
<td>Jul 14</td>
<td>Oct 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Transfer(s)**

- Ascendant at New York Hi-Fi Show (NB) | Nov 6 |
- Multi-emitter Units (NB) | Dec 12 |
- Ommeter and (Madison) | Dec 60 |
- Power Disipation in Resistors or (Todd) | Aug 31 |
- Test In-Circuit (McKinney) | Oct 40 |
- Reverse Voltage Protection (ves) | Oct 36 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tube(s)</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Cold-Cathode (BP) | Color Tube | $23-
| 23-Million Motorola 23-inch, 92° Rectangular | Aug 46 |
| New for (Swift) | CRT | Aug 46 |
| Six-In-One Electron Gun (WN) | Dec 48 |
| Steel Shell Protects (NB) | Sep 48 |
| 2-Way View (NB) | Sep 48 |
| Profusion of (Corres) | Jul 14 |
| Place them with Silicon/Cgings (Munzig) | Dec 54 |
| Tuner Inputted (Middletone) | Nov 30 |
| Tuner, 3-Transistor, Saves Time and Money (Salerno) | Nov 30 |
| 20 Watts Stereo, 3 Tubes (Salerno) | Nov 28 |

**U**

- UHF-see TV
- Unjunction Metronomos (Lederer) (Corres) | Jul 40 | Oct 40 |

**V**

- Vacuum, New Techniques Make Fantastic | Nov 56 |

**W**

- Watch Out for Transistors (Leftwich) | Jul 14 | Oct 18 |
- Weather Radar Makes Flying Safer (Bower) | Jul 50 |
- Wire Tamer, Electronic (Cramps) | Sep 51 |
- Working with Electronic Frequency Analysts (Kramer) | Nov 32 |

**X-Y-Z**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>X-Y Recorder, Instant Curve Plotter (Kramer)</td>
<td>Jul 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zener Bridge, Temperature-Compensated (Pat)</td>
<td>Dec 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zener Diode Bias Supply (Leeds)</td>
<td>Dec 38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-Center Reading for Dc Voltmeters (Pugh)</td>
<td>Aug 74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DATAK CORPORATION**

63 71st STREET

GUTTENBERG, NEW JERSEY
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**RADIO-ELECTRONICS**
Telescope, 15-Mile-High, Gather New Data (NB)
Mar 8
Voice of America Broadcasts News (NB)
Mar 10
Start an Audio Service Business? (Eugene)
Mar 12
Stereo: See Audio—High Fidelity—Stereo, FM Multivox
Mar 14
Stetho Stereo (Clifford)
Mar 16
Super Reception on Short Waves (Churchill)
Mar 18
Superregen Monitors Fire and Police Radio (Hawabak)
Mar 20
Take-along Amplifier (Adamek)*
Apr 22
Take(s) and Tape Recorder(s)—see Audio—High Fidelity—Stereo

The Ignistor
A new component for electronic ignition systems, the Ignistor, is now being produced by Bendix.

3-Phase Problem (Darr) (Corres)
Feb 18, Mar 27
New Fuel Gage for Cars (Sinclair)
Mar 29
This Is Daytonism (Jakes)
May 30
Transconductance and How to Measure It (Beatley)
Jan 74

TRANSISTORSIZED
Alignment Easy Way (Carlson)
Circuit Design, New Approach to (Davison)
Control High-Power Dc (Kyma)*
Ommeter and (Madison) (Corr)
Power Ampilifier Circuit Directory (Gratier) (Corr)
Power, Freecooling (NC) (Corr)
Save Your Breaker Points (Gyorki)* (Apl)
Timer, Electronic (NC) (Corr)
Vemeter (NC) (Corr)
Trimming Resistors and Capacitors (Patrick)
Troubleshooting, Installing, and, UHF TV (Davison)

Part 1—UHF tuners and converters are not hard to fix
May 22
Part 2—Installing uhf adapters in existing sets
Jun 4
Sets on Increase (NB)
Apr 26
Tuners, New (Lucas)
May 32
Video Linearly Circuit, Unsgal (NC)
Mar 4
Vertical Sync Stabilizer Circuit (NC)
May 28
Volume Limiter (NC)
Feb 86

Terminal and Cabinet Markings on Foreign Radios (Sutheim)
Jun 53
Test Compactions on Your Checkers (Ellisk) (Corr)
May 36

TEST INSTRUMENTS—see also Servicing
Audio Wave Generator (Steinshne) (Corres)
Capacitance Checkor, Olson KB-147 In-
Circuit
CB Checkor
Color Generator, Sencore CG-261
Compforts, Test on Your Checkor (Ellisk)
CR Analyzer, Lafayette TE-46
Distortion Meter and Ac Vlim, Eico 902
Dynamic Conductance Tube and Transistor Tester 1, Eico 657
Flutemeter (Wagner) (Corr)
Frequency Meter, CB, Int. Crystal C-128
Frequency Meter, Simplest Direct-
Reading (Queen)*
Inductime Bridge, Precise (Krueger) (Corr)
Motor Tuner, New (Corres)
Motor Tuner, New (Corres)
Microwave, Magnetic Fields Eliminate
of America Broadcasts

Scope Faces, Frame Holds Light Shielded
on (TC)
Short Finder, Flatisor Is (TC)
Signal Generator, Improving 30-8
(Wallace)
Stereo Analyzer, Black Box (White)
Substituting Box, Binary High-
Capacity (Math)
Swee on AM, Try Weber* (Aug)
Transconductance Tesor (Pat)
Transistor(s)
Alignment Easy Way (Ellisrson)
Analyzer, Tripplet 240-6 (Stlor)
Radio Tester Hickok 810
Tube and Conductance-Condutance
Testor Eico 667
Quick-Checking Power (TC)
Tube and Transistor Tester, Dynamic-
Condutance Eico 667
Tube Tester, GC-36-802
Tube-Testing Gizmo (NC)
Voltage Calibrator (NC)
Vom, 6-inch Meter, Lafayette Tabe-900
Vom, Transistor 630-5 A4 (Corr)
Volaper, Transistor (NC)
Vom, T-149, and Power Adaptor Measures (Torr)
Vom, T-149
Vom, A, and Distortion Meter (Dico 902)
Poor Boy’s (McCzenr)*
Test A 2-Way Radio Jobs (Barber)*
Test Tapes and Records, R-E Guide to (Scott)

emitter and collector, and housed in the same package. This of course takes less space, less time to install; is cheaper to make and cheaper to use than sep- rate semiconductor components.

The new device comes in TO-3 and TO-41 (similar to TO-3 for shape and orientation of connections) packages with a variety of voltage and current ratings to suit particular applications. The diagram shows the simplest of sev- eral possible transistor ignition circuits suggested by Bendix for the Ignistors. The devices must be heat-sunk with a thermal resistance of about 2°/watt.

Rectangular color CRT here
The long-awaited 23-inch rectangular-color TV picture tube is here. Motorola announced the new tube in a full-page ad in the Sunday, April 12 New York Times.


Compared to the standard 21-inch round tube, the new one has 274 square inches of viewing area, according to Motorola, instead of 261. The tube is 5.2 inches shorter than the conventional design. It is made by National Video Corp.

Tiniest diodes?
A diffused-junction diode with a double-glass hermetic seal may turn out to be the last of its kind. The conventional diodes are so bulky that it is difficult to imagine complete diode assemblies any smaller (see photo)—these are about .060 inch in diameter and .030 inch high.

The design is available from Hughes Aircraft Semiconductor Div in 10 varieties covering ratings up to 100 volts and 300 ma with 2-msec switching speeds. The diode consists of a glass ring, which contains the silicon die already sealed in a layer of glass, and two metal end caps. It can replace several dozen existing diode types.

Sylvania plans 90° color CRT
Samples of a new 90°, rectangular color TV picture tube are expected to be available late in 1964, according to Merle W. Kremer, general manager of the Electron Tube Div of Sylvania.

Tentative specifications are being made available to manufacturers so that they can get started on cabinet designs.

For the time being, Sylvania intends to continue producing its 21-inch 70° round tube.

END
**POTENT NEW PRE-AMPS FROM WINEGARD**

- **First Pre-Amps That Have Same Gain on Both TV Bands plus FM**
- **Will Take Highest Signal Input of Any Twin Transistor Antenna Amplifiers Made**
- **Have Lowest Noise Figure Ever Obtained on TV Antenna Pre-Amps**
- **Can Be Used on Any TV Antenna for Black and White, Color or FM**

AP1ST SPECIFICATIONS:  
- **Gain:** flat 33DB per band. SIGNAL OUTPUT: 2,000,000 MV. INPUT IMPEDANCE: 75 ohm. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 75 ohm, 117V 60CP. 1.8 watts. List price only $79.95.
- **AP2S0T** (300 ohm) and AP27ST (75 ohm). SPECIFICATIONS:  
  - **Gain:** flat 16DB per band. BANDPASS: 54MC-108MC, 174MC-216MC. INPUT IMPEDANCE: 300 ohm. OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: 300 ohm, 117V 60CP. 1.8 watts. List prices: AP2520T only $44.95, AP27ST only $49.95. Ask your distributor or write today for spec. sheets.

---

**Winegard Co. ANTEenna SYSTEMS**
3017 Kirkwood, Burlington, IOWA

---

**SEMITRON TRANSISTORS & DIODES REPLACE OVER 3000 SEMICONDUCTORS**

- **Pocket-Size Edition of Famous Semitron Replacement and Interchangeability Chart on Semiconductors**
  - The only complete replacement program for the professional technician, hobbyist, experimenter.
  - Performance-proven, guaranteed, American-made.
  - Service-engineered to the specs & safety ratings of the transistors they replace.
  - Instant availability thru local distributors coast-to-coast.

---

**Use Christmas Seals**
Fight Tuberculosis and Other Respiratory Diseases

C. B. ANTENNAS
Tel Stereo Ground Plane 8-11  4 Radials $125.95
Tel Star Super Ground Plane GP-11  9 Radials (G) $165.95

**KOMET ELECTRONICS**
P.O. Box 222  
W. Main Street
Tilton, New Hampshire

**Tran-Transceiver/Type Probe (Burke)**

**TRANSCISTOR(S)**
Checker, Better Scope (Warner)  Sep 49
Heat Sink, Quick Change (Patent)  Aug 55
Precaution for Positive Ground  Dec 31
Keep Roof On (Burch)  Jul 53
Metal-Based Extends Frequency Range (NB)  Aug 6
Numbering Improved (Corra)  Dec 22
Save Breaker Points (Kryglo)  Jul 62
Sets, Inexpensive Speakers Improve  Oct 22
Spark Power, Keep Where It Belongs  Apr 49
Speed Control for HO Railroaders (Tyler)*  Dec 34
Switch, Eliminate (Corra)  Sep 28
Voltage Measurements and (Anderson)  Aug 38
Vom, 10KV Range, Add to Eico (NC)  Sep 40

**TUBE(S)**
Color, 25-Inch Coming  Jul 59
UHF, Versatile Bands (Corra)  Sep 26
Transmitting, Longer Life for Ceramic  Nov 52

**TIPS ON TAPES**
Magnet Head Use From Vom and Vom (Lemons)  Nov 40

**TIPS ON TAPES**
Magnet Head Use From Vom and Vom (Lemons)  Nov 40

**TV TESTING**
Ac and Power, Read*  Nov 40
Alignment Generator (Texas Crystals TC-3)  Aug 71
Amplifier, Brain-Wave (NC)  Aug 84
Analyzer, tube and Pat (Pat)  Sep 107
Audio Generator, Lab-Quality, Pads for (NC)  Sep 101
DC Amplifier, Chopper-Stabilized (Hansen)*  Jul 26
DC Amplifier, Zener-Stabilized (Schatz)*  Dec 6
DC On Set Box Uses Power Resistors (Sutton)  Jul 28
Delay Line, Pulsed (Pat)  Oct 104
Field-Strength Meter  Oct 40
Field-Strength Meter, VHF/UHF (Hickock 235A)  Sep 79
FM Stereo Generators, Roundup of Low Cost (Greenlee)*  Oct 13
Horizontal Oscillator Frequency, Checking  Apr 12
Middle Chassis Checking (AP270S)  Mar 43
Hum Sniffer (Greenlee)*  Oct 52
Inductance Bridge, Simple, Checks Unknown Coils (Gower)*  Nov 42
Local Oscillators, Checking  Nov 42
Measuring  Jul 42
Align-and-Find (Nellitchin)*  Jul 42
For Beginners (Midland) Nov 44; More Dec 56
Borrowing Saves Expense (TTO)  Nov 106
Compact Precision Use Protection Optics (NB)  Nov 8
Digital, Electronic (NB)  Oct 8
Remembers Voltages (WN)  Jul 43
Use Extender Combination  Nov 43
When in Doubt, Calibrate (Centerline)  Nov 58
Milliamperes, Basic  Sep 44
Multi-metre (Dixon-1701)  Sep 78
Multi-metre, 30,000 Ohms/Volt (Philadelphia 1T 600)  Jul 59
Ommeters, Basic  Sep 44
Pick-Up and Wattmeter for CB (Greenlee)*  Aug 42
Power Supplies (Precise Power-Lab 711-71A)  Jul 70
Prob, Transceiver-Type—Tracex (Burke)*  Dec 54
Q Meter, Using (Bowen)  Sep 40
Rectifier Checker, Super-Simple (TTO)  Oct 103
Rectifiers, Scale Test with N-C Bridge (TTO)  Oct 103
Resistance Substituted, Low  Nov 41
Resistance Checker, High  Nov 41
Scope  Aug 68
Scope  Sep 102
Input Gimmick (TTO)  Aug 85
Input Gimmick (TTO)  Aug 89
Intensi-Modulating (Heath IO-10)  Jul 106
Seismometer (Pat)  Aug 34
Seismometer (Pat)  Aug 89
Servicing—see Servicing  Nov 109
Servo Test Box (TTO)  Aug 84
Signaet, Instant (NC)  Aug 84
Signaet, Component (Mercury 501)**  Jul 60
Sweeper, Audio, Tubeless, Transistors (TTO)  Nov 106
Switch, Electronic (D’Airo)*  Dec 34
Tachometer, Ohm-Dwell (Schatz)* (Corra)  Oct 28
Tracer—Transistor-Type Probe (Burke)*  Dec 53
Transistor Checker, Better Scope (Warner)  Sep 49
Transistor Radio, Checking  Aug 43
Transistor, VHF-to-UHF (Standard Kilssman 711)  Nov 55
Tube Checker Adapter Tests Old Tubes (TTO)  Nov 136
Use Right Equipment and Save Time (Raytheon)  Sep 104
Voltage Detector (Pat)  Nov 53
Voltage Reference Device: Precision (Erceg 1118A, R, C, O, D)  Jul 70
Volmeter Has High Input Impedance (Pippin)*  Nov 36
Vertical Basics  Nov 36
Volt-Ommeter, Switch Protector (TTO)  Nov 36
Volt-Milliammeter, Vacuum-Tube; (Ratcheller MM-1)  Nov 64
Vom, Basic  Nov 45
Vom, Ten Ways to Get More Use from Vom and (Lemons)  Nov 40
Vom, Ten Ways to Get More Use from Vom and (Lemons)  Nov 40
Vom, 2 KV Range, Add to Eico (NC)  Aug 84
Wattmeter, CB  Nov 40
Wattmeter, J Check and Pick-Off Box for CB (Greenlee)*  Aug 42
Xe Check, Finger Method  Nov 38
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ABC's of Color TV Service (Middleton) Jan 36
"Anonymous" Speakers, Radio-Electronics Report on (Sutphen) Feb 30; (Corres) Apr 16, May 14, Jun 14
Antennas for Color TV (Carter) Apr 34
At Last—Wireless Power Transmission (Sutphen) Jan 72; (Corres) Mar 16
AUDIO—HIGH FIDELITY—STEREO
Amplifier
Coiling Up an (Darr) (Corres) Feb 17
Transistor Amplifier, Output Circuit Protection for (Sutphen) Jun 65
distortion (Pat) May 61, Jun 103
Feedback with a different voice-coil impedance (Daven) Microphone, wide-range low-impedance (Sutphen) Apr 45
Mike Techniques for Amateur Recordists Mar 49
Multiplex tuner (Dynamiter Stereomatic M-318) Jan 64
Projector—"Pushbutton" (Brooks) Record player(s) Apr 60
Charging Brush—None Volt Record Portable (Shure M1000) Portable
Relaxation, announced (NB) Mar 6
Records, Play in Vacatuum (Sutphen) Turntable, Rumbling, Measuring (Vilchur) Mar 29
Servicing—Service audio—high fidelity—stereo
70 Volts or Not for What the Easy Way (Briggs) Jan 9, May 42, Aug 92
Speaker(s)
Acoustic-suspension system (Acoustic Research AR-41) Apr 61
"Foamizing" for Radio-Electronics Report on (Sutphen) Feb 30, (Corres) Apr 16, May 14, Jun 14
Bookshelf (Lamb) Improved What's (Brocine) May 46
What's Going On with (Brocine)
Stereo
Amplifier, T-40-40, 80-Watt All-Transistor-5 (Mayer) March, Apr 32, (Corres) Apr 92, May 48
Harmonic generator, locked-oscillator (Pat) Jun 86
Pickup, semiconductor phone, has 30-300-900 response (NB) Jan 6
Projectorist, Pushbutton (Brooks) Speakers, Low cost, Easy-to-build (Lemley) Jan 54
Tuner (Scott 312 FM) May 40
Tape recorder(s)
Choosing Right Machine Tape (Mayer) Mar 43
How Tape Recorders Work (Smith) Mar 36
and transistors, transistor radio, Guide April (Brooks) Mike Techniques for Amateur Recordists Apr 49
(Steger) (Baker)
Projectorist, Pushbutton (Brooks) Stereo (Sony TC-2001)
Vox Wanting, portable, low consumption (NB) Feb 66
Wave filter, mobile recorder (NB) Feb 90
Turntable(s)
Multiplex (Dynamiter Stereomatic FM-21) Feb 61
Stereo (Scott 312 FM) Mar 61
Turntable, Rumbling, Measuring (Vilchur) Mar 40
Automatic Deghosting (Davidson and Leslie) May 55
AUTOHAUL(ER)
Row, Electronic Musical, for Your Car's (Greenleaf) May 46
Ignition, Electron, Breaker Points, Transistors Save (Corres) June 22
for Positive Ground (Corres) Mar 21
Questions (Corres) Mar 20
Single-Transistor System* (Baker) Apr 40
Transistor (Corres) Zener Zener Transistor* (King) (Corres) Mar 20
Radio, Transistor portable, use in car (NB) Apr 89
Radio, New for Old (Darr) Tachometer-Dwellmeter for (Corr) May 21
Choosing Right Tape Machine (Burstein) Jan 48
Case for NTS transmissions in Europe (Brown) Jan 40; (Corres) Jan 12
Case Television Throughout the World (Asberg) Jan 40; (Corres) Jan 12
Color TV Checks With No Instruments (NB) Jan 54
Come Along on a CB Service Call (Manc Communications, future of (Pierea) Competitor's)
JUNE, 1965

KEY TO SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
- Construction Article
‡ Section of full-length article
Transistorized
CJ Service Clinic
Corr Correction
NB News Briefs
NR Clipboards
New Patents
Technote
TTO Try This One
WW What’s New
national departments not itemized in New Books, New Literature, New Products, Technics, News, What's Your Top?

Cobalt, Cobalt, cobalt (Ruskin) Jun 4
Family, new, announced by RCA (Corres) Feb 6
Languages prototyping (Pat) Jun 4
Sea, conditions, claimed by Sperry Rand (NB) Jan 14
Converters for UVH TV (Davidson) Feb 75
Cooking Up an Amplifier (Darr) (Corres) Jan 37
D Degaussing, Automatic (Davidson and Leslie) Mar 55
Node Applications, Unusual (Scott) Feb 52
Diodes, Gallium-arsenic, modulator light (NB) Jun 6
Dwellmeter-Tachometer for Your Car* (Corr) (Corr)
Mar 56, (Corr) May 21

E
EDITORIALS
S
SCHIBER
ELECTRONIC ORGAN
Amplifiers, Fluid, Sinclair (Sinclair) Feb 44
Amplifier, thin-film microwave, has 1,000—Tone memory bandwidth (NB) May 4
Atomic clock, Hydrogen-maser (Corr) Feb 43
Boats, Launching (Robberson) Mar 34; More on Apr 56
Bomb detection (Pat) Mar 103
Circuit breaker (Pat) Jan 104
Communications, Future of (Pat) Jan 31
Electrical, rapid recording method uses tape (NB) Jan 8
Explosives, testing (Pat) Apr 93
Flash-by-night (Pat) Apr 93
Fluid Amplifier (Sinclair) Apr 48
Frequency detection, normal (NB) May 85
Fuel cell (Pat) May 85
Gloss now measured by (NB) Jun 16
Image intensifier (NB) Jun 16
Industrial for TV, Basic (Corr) May 83
Light-dissipating, new (NB) Feb 103
Logic circuit, neon (Pat) Jun 86
Magnetically-field intensifier, superconductive (Pat) Jun 86
Microphone, new cross-section (NB) May 45
Moon mass, measure (WF) May 15
Multivibrator, complementary (Pat) Jun 109
Music, What Is Electronic (Sawright) Jun 36
Musical Horn, Car (NB) May 46
Newspaper, First electronic printed in Japan (NB) Feb 14
Nomogram, do-yourself parallel-R (Series-C (TTO) Feb 97; (Corr) Mar 14
Oscillator, variable-frequency (Pat) Apr 93
Permeance measurement (Pat) Apr 93
Photocells from selenium rectifiers (TTO) Apr 90
Primer (Sinclair) Feb 72
Radiography, neutron, complements X-rays (NB) Jun 48
SCI circuit breaker (NB) Jan 104
SCI Power Converter (Corr) May 54
SCI, "dizzy" (NB) Feb 43
Semiconductor, for illumination (NB) Jun 32
Shark repeller to be marketed (NB) May 4
Siren (Pat) Aug 85
Slide Rule for (Pat) May 60
Solar-Cell Circuits (Stoner) Jun 72
Sunspot, magnetic (NB) Jun 13
Superconductivity in graphite and alkali metal compounds (NB) Jan 11
Switch, solid-state (Pat) Jun 13
Thermoelectric, doped (Pat) Apr 93
Thyristor, Doped (Silver) (Pat) Apr 94
Tickets, unprovenly coded (NB) Feb 14
Vernor output control (NB) Aug 89

F
Flash-by-night (Pat) Apr 93
Feedback with different voice-coil impedance Fluid Amplifier (Sinclair)
Get All TV Channels (Reinken) Apr 36
Glossary of Color Terms (Buckston) May 36
How Tape Recorders Work (Smith) May 36
Hypersonic Photoelectric Relay§ (Shaw) Apr 52

This is the all-new, all-transistor Schiber Recital Model—the most versatile electronic organ available today. Its 32 voices (plus amazing "Library of Stops"), 6 couplers and 5 pitch registers delight professional musicians...make learning easier for beginners. Can be used to ready-built organs selling from $500 to $600.

The pride and satisfaction of building one of these most pig-like of electronic organs can now be yours... starting for as low as $550. The Schiber Spinet, only 3/4 the width, fits into the smallest living room. The new, all-transistor Schiber Console II is the aristocrat of "home-size" organs... with two full 61-note manuals, 17 pedals, 22 stops and coupler, 3 pitch registers and authentic theater voicing.

And you save 50% or MORE BECAUSE YOU'RE BUYING DIRECTLY FROM THE MANUFACTURER AND PAYING ONLY FOR THE PARTS, NOT COSTLY LABOR.

It's easy to assemble a Schiber Organ. No special skills or experience needed. No technical or musical knowledge either. Everything you need is furnished, including the know-how. Your supply only simple hand tools and the time.

You can buy the organ section by section... so you needn't spend the whole amount at once.

You can begin playing in an hour, even if you've never played before—with the ingenious Pointer System, available only from Schiber.

Thousands of men and women—teenagers, too—have already assembled Schiber Organs. We're proud to say that many who could afford to buy the Aristocrat chose Schiber because they preferred it musically.

Send for our free Schiber booklet, detailing in detail the exciting Schiber Organs and optional accessories; it includes a free 7-inch "sampler" record so you can hear before you buy.

THE SCHIBER ORGAN CORPORATION
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023

Could you send me FREE Schiber booklet and free 7-inch "sampler" record.

I enclosed $2.00 for 10-inch quality LP record of Schiber Organ music. ($2.00 refunded with purchase of first kit.)

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip No.

www.americanradiohistory.com
TEST INSTRUMENTS

Sutheim

JUNE, 1963

Small World (Sutheim) 49

This formula gives an acceptable close value only when the series feedback resistor is much larger than the resistor (or other ac impedance) across which the feedback is applied—usually the cathode resistor (or part of it) of an earlier stage. Generally, the series resistor is about 20 times the value of the cathode resistor, and since you will generally be using 10% resistors, the computation isn’t too critical anyway (10% voltage equals approximately 1 dB).

If there is a phase-shifting capacitor across the series feedback resistor, it must be changed also. Its value is found by the inverse relationship

\[ C_2 = \frac{1}{2 \pi f R_2 Z_2^*} \]

(Note that Z1 and Z2 are interchanged.)

—Radioelectronics (Australia)

CORRECTION

It looks like our EQ (editorial quality?) slipped when editing this column; the May issue. The polarity of diode D1 was inadvertently reversed in the diagram for the first question. This error was noticed by quite a few sharp-eyed readers. The first report it was E. Nowak, Jr., of Saginaw, Mich. We are sorry if this error made the problem harder to solve.

C2 = C1 \sqrt{\frac{Z_1}{Z_2^*}}

over

600 electronico parts distributors

now sell Radio-Electronics

for your convenience

www.americanradiohistory.com
TCS's, Make Tachometer, Reliable T40/40: Space Tape Spurious Radiation from Solid-State Muscle Signal-Bandwidth, Martian ionosphere AND tors Writing unit competitor with useful charts like EASY FULL EXPLANATION 128 New Competitor Rotator Remote Control MATV, Master, Ears invaluably, convenient work- Isn't and circuit TV, plugging into (Cantor) Jul 22: What's (Kramer) Hams (Bintliff)' Clark, (Armstrong), (NB) Aug 34; All That Great (Finkel) Vector Addition of Rf -TO 11 Your astronauts Own Capacitors (NB) Sep 34 - Mc. -Mc. -Stimulaters (Gross) Car up (CI) -READ TEXT -speed carried off - see circuit, What's (NB) Jul 49 -see Input Com- -SETTER Amplifier, Service Your circuit, What's (NB) Aug 39 -see service techs promote (NB) Oct 6 -wave stationary, compact planned (NB) Wasteland in Monte Carlo (NB) Sept 6 -Ten Transistor and Hybrid Auto Radio Troubles Help (NC) Oct 49 -TEST INSTRUMENTS—see also Servicing; Servicing, Test instruments Amplitier Look Inside (Bank) Aud 43 -Audio signal generator, continuous tuning for (Heath IG-72) (NC) Sept 95 -Auto Analyzer, Service Your Car with Electronic (Dazette) Jul 38 -Capsistor tester (B&K 8011) Nov 72; (Mercury 1400 in-circuit) Sept 66

Money-back guarantee within 10 days if not completely satisfied with book.

Permanently cloth-bound $5.95

Now save hours of design time with GERNSBACH LIBRARY'S new ELECTRONIC DESIGN CHARTS

By Norman H. Crowhurst

A comprehensive collection of nomographs in one convenient book. Simplifies design procedures. Saves hours of time and effort on computations. Helps solve virtually every electronic design problem quickly. Eliminates uncertainty and mistakes. Large, accurate, clear charts on 8½ x 11 page size. Lies flat or stands up.

Available at

- 59 CHARTS
- 128 PAGES
- FULL EXPLANATION
- EASY-TO-READ TEXT

GERNSBACK LIBRARY, Inc., Dept. 1265
154 West 14th Street, New York, N. Y. 10011
Enclosed is $_________. Please send copy(ies) of Electronic Design Charts @ $5.95.

Name
Street
City...State...Zip Code

Cheater box, fuse your (TTO) Color Bar Generator, How to Set Up Wrong (Darr) New Concept in (Gerns)
Curve Tracer, Component (Bleichman)* Cycloids for Frequency Measurements (Jaks) Dip Meter, Versatile (Turner) Frequency Standard (Viking VFS)* Horizontal deflection circuit meter (Lectrotech T-100)* Inductance Checker and Tone Generator (Poskelskiy)* LCR bridge, 10-turn pot is heart of (NC) Leakage detector (NC) Meter, Do You Understand What You Read on (Margolis) Meters, borrowing saves expense (Corres) 12 Multiplex Generator (Eico 342 FM) Probes, ultrasonic (NB) Scope Calibrate Your (Middleton) Dec 73 Diode wide-band (Eico 435) Grid, easy-to-make (TTO) 100 Improvers (Carlson) Dec 54 Measuring Q (Cohn) Oct 61 Plug-In Unit Seeks Range, Shows Waveform Dec 53 × 100 (Jaski) Nov 56 Wide-Band Your (Turner)* Aug 38 Semi-Swinger, Easy Alignment with (Stoner)* Signal injector (NC) Dec 96 Signal-Makers, Complete Directory Signal-Makers, Complete Directory Oct 6 Square-wave adapter, simple signal-powered Wave (NC) Oct 105 Test record, speaker balancing (RCS)* Tone Generator and Inductance Checker (Poskelskiy)* Apr 14 Voltmeter Meterless DC (Stanier) Nov 51 Volt-ohm-microameter (Triplet 630 M) Aug 64 Vom Scale Expander Measures Low Resistances (Roettger)* Oct 44 Burnout-proof, for less than Dollar (Davenport)

A U V W


We Built An Electronic Organ! (Shuman) Dec 40 What, No Color? (Davidson) Jul 57 What's a Delay Line (Kramer) Sep 56 What's a Keyed Circuit (Darr) Jul 17 What's Your Modulation % (Bleichman) Sep 41 Who Invented It (Middleton) Sep 44

Yoke Troubles (Darr) Aug 47 Your Shop—Service Tool (Darr) Nov 24
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§ Section of full-length article
\* Transistorized
\(\) Service Clinic
Corr
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Cor
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NC
Noteworthy Circuits
Tech
Technologies
TTO
Try This One
WR
What’s New

PA
Custom Equalization Enhances Sound (Davis)
Load, High-Power (Kerrin)
Line, Make A High Power
More Precise audio load (TIO)
Preamp for Popular (PHG)
Quick-Change System Saves $$$ (Darragh)
Preamp—Solid State and High 2 Too (Wherry)
Record Changes and Players
Record level control, automatic (NC)
Removing the Mystery from Matching (Crowhurst)
Variable Speed for Tapes and (DEIs)
Speakers and Enclosures
Art 2a (Acoustic Research) Jan 57; (Carr)
Long Ones, Short Ones, Fat Ones, Tall Ones (Augspurger)
Matching, Removing the Mystery from (Crowhurst)
Stereo

Audio

ECL800

Transistor Circuits

Sound and Video Systems

ECL800

stero

Audio Voltmeter for Lab and Shop (Hansen)
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Radio Phonos, Intercom Frequency meter, Bus Feedback howl on Comparison check, Rf Jig CB'ers Portables, stray and We pickup, -501 pickup volume + (CI) (Teel) poor (Tech) May (Korting in FM (CI) finding fuse tape recorders rf more (TTO) (Leeds jacket protects air players Its quick wire meter to (CI) Sep convenient (TTO) Feb秋 92, May 88, Sep 88 Lead, bleach loosens rusted (TTO) Feb 88, Apr 89, Sept 93, May 99 Leads, threaded, for wads and tubing (TTO) Feb 89, May 99 Steel wool, nonmagnetic (TTO) Feb 90, May 99

**Q**

Quick & A on an Electronic Career

**R**

**Race Drivers, Revolution-Time Testing of (Davidson)**

**S**

**Satellite(s)**

Comsat: Communication in the Space Age

**T**

**Toughest R/C Control?**

**U**

**UHF**

**V**

**Vacuum**

**W**

**Weather**

**X**

**X-ray**

**Y**

**Yearbook**

**Z**

**Zoo**
Servicing (continued)

Television servicing (continued)

Soldering

- Caddy for bench or box (TTO) Feb 88
- Blow, don’t suck (Tech) Apr 39
- Tool (TTO) Apr 39
- Iron (TTO) Aug 95

Masking tape as aid (TTO) May 42

Soil State

- and High-Z Two (Wherry®), Corr Aug 32
- Camera is Here (Clifton) Dec 46
- C/D Ignition under $25 (Ward) Feb 32; Corr
- Electric Appliances (Haskett) June 42, July 41
- MOTOR • MOST • MOSTEF • UEF • FRONT
- Understanding Your Radar (NB) Jan 32
- Relay, Updating the Self-Holding (ves) Sep 48; Corr
- Strube Staves, Twin 200 Watt-Second (Rice®) Mar 39; 40
- Title: “Silver Screen’s First®” (Nashville) Oct 27
- Television, color (NB) Feb 4
- TV Camera pickup “tube” (NB) May 40
- Something New in Color Generators (Allen) Nov 27
- Sound Relay, IC (Greene®) Jun 41

Special Sounds of Solid State Feb 40

- Instrument Servicing Jan 34; Feb 40
- Striping (Cl) Jul 25
- Rectifiers, Bias charts (Cl) Jun 19
- Scanning, Vertical (NB) Apr 39
- Feedback TV Shop (Smith) Dec 16
- Video sync, Flyback run hot (Tech) Dec 40
- Horizontal, Synchronization to Star-Lite TV-BID) Aug 30
- Height, In-Channel (Tech) Apr 32
- Trimble, Shaving, shorting stick for (TTD) Apr 39
- Horizontal, Hold, Lucky Hunts (Lemons) Feb 40
- Sync instability (Admiral 141/LVB) Jan 34
- Intermittent sound and pix (DuMont RA-400 and 4000) Apr 84
- Knob Twisting, Down with (Hedrick and Michelson) Jul 79
- Line adjustment, transformer (Tech) May 35
- Luck is a Lady (Galeno) Aug 34
- Picking up (NB) July 98
- Raster
- Gray spot (Cl) Feb 27
- Intermittent (RCA KCS 140) Tech
- Rectifier
- Substitution of HV (RCA CTC 16X) Tech
- Testing with scope (Cl) Jul 22
- Shop, Five-in-one (Smith) Jan 35
- Height, width those (Tech) Apr 25
- Transistor, Tools and Tests for (Darr) May 35
- Troubleshooting (Lowers)
- Jan 94; Feb 77
- Signal-Trace-Television and FM Radio with a Field-Strength Meter (Fitzibbon) Mar 57
- Vertical
- Output transformer (Tech) May 39
- Sweep, Manual (Davidson) Jan 39
- Amplifier (Admiral 222/71X) Tech
- Video amplifiers, transistor (Cl)
- Video reading reversed (RCA-CC2271X) Jul 22
- Video Services Like Servicing (Glass and Tracy) May 45
- Width, bars and glowing (Olympic CTC17, CTC18) Tech
- X-ray callbacks (NB)

Test Instrument Servicing

Meter-rejector hookups, at (Cl) at 25
- Soldering
- Adjusting kit (Eico 460) (Cl) Apr 26
- Signal frequency, vertical amplifier in (Eico 460) (Cl) Feb 26
- Tuning-circuit touchable? (Eico 425) (Cl) Feb 26
- Wavelength (Eico 435) (Tech) Tech
- Test lead, shorting, prevent (TTD) Apr 15
- Former, Simple Winding Aid for (Null Mar 81); (Corres)
- Transistorizing
- Fundamental (Cl) Mar 22
- Kink (TTO) Replacement (Admiral) (Tech)
- Ultrasonic testers (Ranger) Sep 40
- Vise jaws, electrical tape so soft (TTO) Dec 93
- Voltage, peak, measuring with scope and d'ells (Cl)
- Wire, stripping enamelled (TTO) Aug 39
- with D - U - D (Goodman)

Shrink on the Insulation (Jabin)

Solid-State TV and Radio Tuners with a Field-Strength Meter (Fitzibbon) Oct 57

Simple Winding Aid for Tool(s) (Null Mar 81); Aug 16

Slave Flash for 55, Electronic (Reith)*

D E C E M B E R 1967
85
Coming Next Month...

COLOR TELEVISION

Learn how to get rid of color ghosts and see the best possible picture. Keep up to date on modern high-voltage and shunt-regulator circuits in color sets. Find out how to make purity adjustments, and attack intermit-tents in chroma circuits.

SERVICING

Take a guided tour of your scope—how to get the most out of it. Learn how to troubleshoot relays and keep them in tiptop condition. Add to your file of case histories in CB transceiver troubles.

PLUS

Painless dB's—or how to use decibels without knowing logarithms. More applications for an 80-cent IC. Story of an unusual problem (how to use two-way radio in a subway tunnel) and its unusual solution. All these—and more construction projects—you'll find in our January issue.
COLOR TELEVISION

32 How To Kill Color Ghosts .................. Lon Cantor
One way to get rid of green giants and purple people

34 ABC's of Color Purity ....................... Wayne Lemons
In the beginning ... you need a pure screen

36 High Voltage Shunt Regulators
For Modern Color-TV Sets .................. Bob Barkley
Pumping and blooming rasters can be put to rest

38 How to Fix Intermittent Color-TV Sets ........ Matthew Mandl
Handle come and go troubles like a pro

42 New Color-TV Tuning Indicator
When 2 vertical bars on the screen coincide tuning is correct

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

50 30 Basic IC Projects ...................... R. M. Marston
Useful applications for an 80-cent integrated circuit — Part 2 of 2 parts

54 Build Low-Cost IC Signal Generator .......... Jack Althouse
Square waves at low cost for audio circuits

73 Build Quickie Spectrum Sweeper ........ Fred W. Rodey
Salvaged phono motor becomes saturable core tuner

SERVICING

16 In the Shop ... With Jack .................. Jack Darr
Service Clinic

40 Your Scope: A Guided Tour .............. Robert G. Middleton
It's not a travelogue, but it is well illustrated

44 How to Service and Adjust Relays ........... Leo Sands
Telephone relays can trip you up

68 CB Troubleshooter's Casebook ............ Andrew J. Mueller

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

56 Keeping In Touch Underground .......... Peter E. Sutheim
Two-way radio in an underground railroad

59 Imaginary Numbers Are a Cinch .......... Norman H. Crowhurst
Plus i times plus i equals -1

69 Equipment Report: Triplott 600 TVO

70 Equipment Report: Heathkit AR-15
AM-FM-Stereo Receiver

71 Equipment Report: Knight-Kit KG-663
Regulated DC Power Supply

THE DEPARTMENTS

6 Correspondence
92 New Semiconductors and Microcircuits

95 New Books
84 New Test Equipment

77 New Communications Products
4 News Briefs

82 New Component Products
96 Noteworthy Circuits

86 New Literature
88 Technotes

80 New Products
97 Try This One

74 Reader's Service Page

56 UNDERGROUND RADIO

54 AUDIO GEN

73 RF SWEEPER

42 TUNING BAR

38 COLOR TROUBLES

44 FIX RELAYS
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COVER FEATURE

Today's color-TV set is better than ever but requires specific skills to keep in tip-top shape. Starting on page 34 you can read about the foundation for color setup—purity adjustments. Then, on page 36, learn about the critical high-voltage regulator circuit.
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February 1968 • Over 55 Years of Electronics Publishing

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

Build a Mini-Tenna .......................... 32 James A. Gupton, Jr.
An experiment and a challenge

Build AC/DC Calibrator for
Scope and Voltmeter ....................... 42 Peter E. Sutheim
1% accuracy with a "hot" neon lamp

Binary Count Demonstrator .............. 62 Russel Ayers
One plus one equals three

AUDIO

How to Measure Reverberation Time ...... 50 Don Davis
Be an echo expert

Build an Electronic Tremolo ............... 53 R. H. Keenan
Step up to the big sound

Audio Levels on Long
Communications Lines .................... 60 Eugene Austin
Telephone techniques tame two-way radio

SERVICING

In the Shop... With Jack ................... 14 Jack Darr
Service Clinic

Update Your Solid-State TV Servicing ... 35 Matthew Mandl
Practical info in a palatable portion

Ultrasonics: New Tool for Industry ....... 58 Pat McDonald
Your chance to clean up

The Technician Who Knew Too Much ....... 68 Wayne Lemons
Who condemned the CRT?

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

Pulses and Pulse Circuits You Should Know 38 Robert G. Middleton
No respectable TV set is without them

Quiet—Noise Limiters at Work ........... 44 John D. Lenk
Down with QRM

The Useful Decibel ....................... 54 Eric Leslie
Look... no logarithms

Imaginary Numbers Are a Cinch ............ 56 Norman H. Crowhurst
Part 3... filter design

Equipment Reports: Dynamic Instrument .. 70
Plug ‘N Play PNP-10
Shure M68 .......................... 86
Microphone Mixer

DEPARTMENTS

Correspondence .......................... 4
New Literature .......................... 84
Miss-Q .................................. 83
New Products .......................... 77
New Audio Equipment .................... 79
New Tools ................................ 80
New Communications Equipment ......... 81
New Tubes for Television ................. 94
News Briefs ................................ 2

Noteworthy Circuits ....................... 96
Technotes ........................... 92
Try This One .......................... 97
Reader’s Service Page .................... 74

Handy voltmeter and scope calibrator, covers both ac and dc, with calibrating voltages of 1, 10 and 100. Uses only a handful of parts. Meter shown is a Tripplett 600 transistorized volt, ohmmeter. See page 42

Pulses are used everywhere in electronics. How much do you know about them? Find the answers and enlarge your electronics knowledge. See page 38

Transistors become part of the antenna elements in this experimental device you can build. It’s tiny and it’s broadband. How well does it work? See page 32

Member.
Institute of High Fidelity.
Radio-Electronics is indexed in
Applied Science & Technology Index (formerly Industrial Arts Index)
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CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

IC Crystal Calibrator ........................................ 32 .......................... Jack Althouse
Much precision with a few parts

Intermittent Filament Analyzer ............................... 37 .......................... Don Anglin
When it blinks, you've found the trouble

VOM Resistance-Scale Divider ............................... 41 .......................... J. F. Sterner
Split an ohm reading by a factor of 10

How to Use a DE-Q'er ......................................... 45 .......................... Leonard E. Geisler
An old trick with a modern twist

FET Field Strength Meter .................................... 48 .......................... Lyman E. Greenlee
It's sensitive and tunable

Modulation Scope Monitor .................................... 54 .......................... Robert J. Reed
Help clean the airwaves and improve your signal

SERVICING

In the Shop ... With Jack ..................................... 22 .......................... Jack Darr

How to Deal With RF Interference .......................... 35 .......................... Tom Jaski
No guarantees, but it should help

pH Meter Repairs Are A Cinch ................................ 42 .......................... John W. Dietrich
Keep it clean

CB Troubleshooter's Casebook .............................. 84 .......................... Andrew J. Mueller
More case histories

AUDIO

Tape Recorder Tips and Techniques ........................ 60 .......................... Earl S. Snader
Get the most out of your sound investment

How To Build A Crossover Network ......................... 46 .......................... Max H. Applebaum
Nomograph eliminates math work

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

MATV—It's Simple ............................................. 38 .......................... Eric Leslie
Now, a TV set in every room

Digital Computers At Sea ..................................... 51 .......................... Clement S. Pepper
Today the world, tomorrow the universe

Bioelectronics and Life ....................................... 57 .......................... Allen B. Smith
Man amplifiers, eyeball controls, etc

Battling Bollworms With Ultrasound ....................... 69 .......................... James A. Gupton, Jr.
Bailike sounds make 'em run for their lives

Horseflies, Tractors and Mr. Kirchhoff ...................... 70 .......................... Wayne Lemons
Vectors count

Equipment Report: Heathkit ................................. 67 .......................... Solid-State Vom
Model IM-25

DEPARTMENTS

Correspondence .............................................. 4
Miss-Q .................................................................. 80
New Literature .................................................. 79
New Patents ..................................................... 83
New Products .................................................. 75
New Test Equipment .......................................... 77
New Semiconductors and Microcircuits .................... 92
News Briefs .................................................... 2

Noteworthy Circuits .......................................... 94
Readers Service Page ........................................ 72
Technotes ...................................................... 90
Try This One ................................................ 95

Modulation Scope Monitor has relatively few parts, is easy to build and lets you see your signal's waveform. Simple, low-cost 100 kHz crystal calibrator, useful for troubleshooting and alignment work, has 0.0001% accuracy. With the R-Scale Divider you can check ground connections, switch contacts and other low-resistance devices.

Improve your tape recorder techniques and get more mileage out of your tapes. Norelco's Carry-Corder 150 portable Cassette tape recorder shown here is typical of the newest generation of popular type of battery-operated units. See page 60.

Join the FET set with this sensitive field strength meter. You can tune it to a specific frequency and gauge the output of most any CB, ham or commercial transmitter. See page 48.
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CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

Build High-Gain IC Audio Amplifier ..... 32 ..... Lyman E. Greenlee
Mount it on a speaker

Build: ESA-meter .......................... 51 ..... Edwin N. Kaufman
One way to conserve meter face space

Build A Voltage-Step Box .................. 55 ..... James Ashe
Good for simulating line voltage variations and testing

Testing With Black Noise .................. 72 ..... Peter E. Sutheim
Developed exclusively for Radio-Electronics Hi-Fi enthusiasts

ANTENNAS

TV/FM Antennas Are Getting Bigger and Better .......... 34 ..... Lon Cantor
Home Antenna Systems .......................... 38 ..... Cal Cortan
A TV set and FM radio in every room

1968 Crop of CB, Ham and Communications Antennas .......... 42 ..... Noel Penn
Skyhooks for two-way talk

Antenna Rotators .............................. 44 ..... Ron Roberts

How to Get the Most From TV Antennas .......................... 46 ..... Matthew Mandl
Installation and maintenance tips

Build A High-Gain 48-Element UHF Antenna .......... 56 ..... Charles L. Smith
Look, no snow

SERVICING

In the Shop ... With Jack ................. 16 ..... Jack Darr
Fix Color TV Troubles Fast .................. 48 ..... Wallace Waner
For experts only

How to Be An Expert Organ Tuner ............... 52 ..... Richard H. Dorf
For beginners, too

CRT Color Tracking Tests Simplified ............... 60 ..... Roger A. Anderson
New approach to an old problem

DEPARTMENTS

Correspondence .................................... 6
New Literature ..................................... 84
New Products ..................................... 83
New Semiconductors and Microcircuits ............... 92
New Test Equipment ................................ 79
News Briefs ....................................... 4
Noteworthy Circuits ................................ 94

Readers Service Page ............................. 76
Technotes ......................................... 74
Try This One ..................................... 90

Integrated circuits are now available for almost any electronics application. Among the new crop of IC's is RCA's CA3020, a low-priced, high-gain (58dB) device with enough power output to drive a speaker. With a microscope, you can find 7 transistors, 3 diodes and 11 resistors all on one chip in one TO-5 transistor case. Construction project described on page 32 tells how to assemble and use this high-gain audio amplifier.

Liberate your TV set from its fixed location. A home antenna system can make it possible for you to hook up a TV set in any one or every room. From bigger and better antennas on your roof down to the last line splitter, you will find well engineered equipment and suitable installation instructions. See page 38

A single tuning fork, a stopwatch and knowledge of tonal relationships can make you an expert organ tuner. Even if you don't intend to ever tune an organ, your appreciation for organ music discipline will be much enhanced. See page 52
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NEW FEATURE
Looking Ahead .............................................. 2 ... David Lachenbruch
Current happenings with future overtones

AUDIO
Installing An Intercom/Music System In An Existing Home .......... 38 ...... Gary Wayne
They said it couldn't be done
Get Started In Commercial Sound .... ... 42 ...... Len Buckwalter
Now you can break the sound barrier
Big Boom In Sound ........................................ 46 ... Arthur Cunningham
New designs, new concepts, shattered eardrums
Feedback Quirks ........................................... 51 Norman H. Crowhurst
Feed-forward can overcome feedback

CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Build Stereo FM Multiplex Generator ............ 32 .... Kenneth F. Buegel
A quality instrument
Vibrating-Wire Audio Filter And Oscillator .......... 52 ...... John C. Rankin
As sharp as it can be
Build A Panic Button .................................. 58 ...... Tommy N. Tyler
Not too loud, but an attention getter

SERVICING
In the Shop ... With Jack .................................. 16 ........ Jack Bench talk
Service Clinic .............................................. 70 ........ Jack Darr
Q & A
How to Signal-Trace Transistor TV ............... 36 ...... Matthew Mandl
Cut and try minimized
TV Service Puzzle
For SHARPSHOOTERS Only ......................... 60 ...... William Darragh
Don't peek at the solution

GENERAL ELECTRONICS
Operational Amplifier Basics ................. 54 ...... Thomas H. Lynch
Op-Amp Glossary ......................................... 84
Some Op-Amp Manufacturers ..................... 85
Equipment Report Knight-Kit .................... 68 ...... Wally Marshall
Solid-State Power Inverter/Charger Model KG-666
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New Audio Equipment .................................. 78
New Literature ............................................ 79
New Products ............................................. 75
New Tubes and Semiconductors ................... 90
News Briefs ................................................ 91
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Reader Service ............................................ 72
Try This One ............................................. 93
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FEATURE

Looking Ahead ........................................... 2  David Lachenbruch
Current happenings with future overtones

Unique New Home Protection
Wireless Alarm Kit ..................................... 32  Thomas R. Hackett
Neither fire, nor smoke, nor burglar shall escape detection

Audio

Recipe for A Solid-State Preamp ....................... 35  B. E. Johnson
Start with a transistor, add a few resistors ...

Construction Projects

20 Unijunction, Transistor Applications ............. 36  R. M. Marston
What it is ... how it works ... and some circuits you can build ... Part I

Poor Man's Power Supply ............................. 40  Donald E. Bowen
Capacitive reactance and no heat loss, too

Build-Low-Cost Solid-State
Tach-Dwell-Voltmeter ................................. 44  J. Colt & L. M. Boggs
Tuned engines just hum along

Reform and Measure Low-Voltage
Electrolytic Capacitors ............................... 42  Melvin Chan
Quick check 1 to 5000 V

Servicing

In The Shop ... With Jack ............................. 26  Jack
Vectorscope Speeds Color TV Servicing ............ 51  Floyd L. Berg
Color bar generator + ordinary scope = vectorscope

Solid-State Secrets .................................... 52  Glen M. Rawlings
Programmed text makes for easy learning

Service Clinic ........................................... 68  Jack Darr

Unusual TV Troubles .................................. 84  Matthew Mandl
Not all dual symptoms are due to single fault

General Electronics

Neon Lamp Meters ...................................... 47  J. Merino y Coronado
New Ultraviolet/TV-Microscope System ............ 48  F. J. G. Van Den Bosch
Spans gap between optical and electron devices
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CB Troubleshooter's Casebook ......................... 88
Correspondence ......................................... 6
New Antenna Equipment ............................... 82
New Audio Equipment ................................. 78
New Books .............................................. 22
New Communications Equipment .................... 79
New Literature ......................................... 83
New Products .......................................... 75
New Test Equipment .................................... 77
New Tools .............................................. 81

New Tubes and Semiconductors ....................... 90
News Briefs ............................................. 4
Reader Service ........................................... 72
Try This One ............................................ 93
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Now there's no need to reach for the windshield wiper knob every few seconds when driving through light mist or on slush-covered roads. You can set this Automatic Pause Controller to obtain any desired pause between sweeps, while the wiper still operates at normal speed. See page 32

Power relays are useful in dozens of projects, but usually lack sensitivity because of heavy contacts. Find out how to soup-up relay sensitivity and trigger 30-amp jobs as little as 200 µA. See page 36

Hall-effect devices are growing in number as today's technology makes possible new uses for Hall's 19th-century discovery. Learn about this important principle, and its applications in science and industry. See page 42
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Looking Ahead .................................................. 2  David Lachenbruch
Current happenings with future overtones
Getting Started in 2-Way Radio ......................... 32  George Wurtsworth
How to get your feet wet without drowning
Eavesdrop On Aircraft, Fire & Police .................. 37  Len Buckwalter
Modern receivers make vhf listening a cinch
Shortwave—Your Ear On The World ...................... 49  Charles J. Vlahos
How to pick the receiver that's best for you
Antennas For Mobile Radio ................................. 55  Don Blacklock
Is your skypiece first class?

BUILD ONE OF THESE
Computerize Your Car Lights—Part I .................. 42  R. M. Marston
Start building your "computer" today
Dipper And Crystal Oscillator ........................... 61  Issac Queen
Use it to check tanks, coils, capacitors

SERVICING
In The Shop . . . With Jack ................................... 22  Jack Darr
Trouble Shooting TV Detector Diodes ................. 46  Matthew Mandl
First step is to spot the problems they cause
Fix Automatic Chroma Circuits .......................... 58  R. L. Goodman
When they're off so are the colors
Equipment Report: Sencore TR-139 ........................ 66
Transistor Tester
Service Clinic .................................................... 81  Jack Darr

GENERAL ELECTRONICS
What's New ......................................................... 7
Starlight Scope Sees In the Dark ....................... 25
You Know I Can't Hear You When The Window's Closed ........ 86  David Lachenbruch
Tire Thermistors .................................................. 90
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Correspondence ............................................... 6
New Books ....................................................... 83
New Communications ...................................... 77
New Literature .................................................. 80
New Products .................................................... 75
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News Briefs ..................................................... 4
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Readers Service ............................................... 72
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VHF receivers tune in police, fire, aircraft, marine, weather and other broadcasts. Get up to date on what's happening. Listen in on some of the 5-million 2-way radio listeners now licensed by the FCC.

See page 37

Grid dip meter uses a 1-transistor circuit to check resonant frequencies of tank circuits and to test the values of unknown coils or capacitors.

See page 61

17 detector diodes play an important part in the deflection systems of b-w and color TV receivers. Yet they often develop faults that can be hard to find. See how they work and learn how to spot the troubles they can cause.

See page 46
IC music maker converts any guitar into an electronic guitar. Take a few hours and build a miniature amplifier for yourself. It’s easy to build and fun to use indoors or out.

see page 69

Know what this is? It’s the latest in blind-riveting tools. There are lots of other new tools around too. Find out what’s new in hand and power tools.

see page 32

Getting started in TV repair? Then you’ve just got to know about the latest TV and radio test gear. We’d like to bring you up to date on what’s available and what it can do.

see page 40

CB Troubleshooter’s Casebook ........................................ 94
Correspondence .......................................................... 14
New Books .................................................................... 98
New Literature ............................................................. 87
New Products ............................................................... 77
New Semiconductors and IC’s ........................................... 92
News Briefs .................................................................... 4
Try This One .................................................................. 99
Readers Service ............................................................ 74
Technotes ...................................................................... 91
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Radio-Electronics is indexed in
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STEREO AND TAPE RECORDING

What's Really New In Record Changers .... 32 Charles Wurtsworth
The new breed—changers that think they're turntables

FM Tuners—FET And IC Breakout ............ 36 Peter E. Sutheim
New devices make a new kind of tuner

Cassettes—New Shape of Tape? ............. 42 Walter G. Salm
What is it? And how does it work?

Recorders: What's Happening ............... 59 Fred Petras
Revolution time—which direction will you take?

How To Buy A Tape Recorder ................ 92 Fred Petras
These are the features you should look for

BUILD ONE OF THESE

Computerize Your Car Lights—Part III ...... 39 R. M. Marston
Final steps to complete your automatic system

New Life For Stereo Music .................. 52 W. E. McCormick
Compressor-Expander makes music come alive

Build Road Icing Alarm For Your Car ........ 56 James E. Pugh, Jr.
Detect icing roads, before they happen

HOW TO FIX IT

In The Shop ... With Jack ................. 24 Jack Darr
Input impedance matching

Color TV Troubleshooting—It's A Cinch ... 45 Matthew Mandl
Color circuit faults and how to find them

Service Clinic ................................... 83 Jack Darr

Equipment Report: B & K Model 970 ... 62 Radio Analyst

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

Looking Ahead ................................. 2 David Lachenbruch
Current happenings with future overtones
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New Literature .................. 82 News Briefs .................... 4
Noteworthy Circuit .................. 96

Record changers and cassette recorders. They may look the same, but what's under the hood has changed. Here's 13 pages of the latest happenings in Stereo & Tape Recorders.

starts on page 32

Do-it-yourself Comptador makes your records sound like you were sitting in the concert hall.

see page 52

Make winter driving safer this year. The Road Icing Alarm (above) tells you when roads may be icy.

see page 56
EDITORIAL

X-Rays One Year Later ................................................. 32 ........................................ Larry Steckler
X-Rays And Your Color Set ........................................... 32

BUILD ONE OF THESE

Go-Go Guitar Amplifier ................................................. 37 ........................................ Jack Jacques
For the musically inclined

Airframe Weather Receiver .......................................... 42 ........................................ Lauren A. Colby
inexpensive AM tuner conversion

Phototach For Your Shop ............................................. 46 ........................................ Brice Ward
A neat trick to measure rpm

Build a $10 Experimentor's
IC Decimal Readout Module ..................................... 60 ........................................ Ralph Genter
Building block for a digital voltmeter

TELEVISION

In The Shop... With Jack .............................................. 24 ........................................ Jack Darr
Service Clinic .................................................................. 27 ........................................ Jack Darr
Simple Detector Spots TV X-Rays................................. 33 ........................................ Richard K. Stoms and Edward Kuerze
An instrument used by professional X-Ray hunters

The Case of the Mysterious Glitch-Hausen .................. 36 ........................................ Jack Darr
TV troubles can be catching!

Solid-State Rectifier Repairs ......................................... 52 ........................................ Matthew Mandl
Expert tips on semiconductor problems

Equipment Report: B & K 465 CRT Tester .................. 88 ........................................ Ralph Genter
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Curtain of Sound .......................................................... 13 ........................................ Winston Tharp
Where to put those microphones

What's New In FM Tuners .............................................. 50 ........................................ Peter E. Sutheim
No-gain front ends and 100 dB rejection
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Looking Ahead ............................................................... 2 ........................................ David Lachenbruch
Current happenings with future overtones

Look What They're Doing With Electrosleep ............... 44 ........................................ L. George Lawrence
Tuning in on dreams

Electrons and Magnetic Fields ..................................... 70 ........................................ James G. Holbrook
An easy rule to predict electron motion
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Build a 10-watt guitar amplifier. First of an exclusive
eight part R-E series. See page 40 for more projects
to come.

starts on page 37

Convert AM tuner for aircraft and weather reception.
see page 42

Decade counting module. A decimal readout that
uses three IC's and costs only $10.
see page 60

Member.
Institute of High Fidelity.
Radio-Electronics is indexed in
Applied Science & Technology
Index (formerly Industrial
Arts Index)
Computer Lingo—Today’s New Machine
Languages .......................................................... 32 Matthew Mandl
The programmer is the middleman

Jobs For Electronic Testers ..................................... 52 L. L. Farkas
What’s the technician doing today?

Computer Schools .................................................. 89

BUILD ONE OF THESE

Stereo Headset Control Center .................................. 35 Wayne Lemons
Add a stereo phono for a complete stereo system

50-Watt Portable AC Outlet ..................................... 38 Jack Jaques
It goes anywhere your car goes

Stereo Tape/Slide Controller ..................................... 47 Earl T. Hansen
Don’t waste a channel for triggering

Dancing Christmas Lights ........................................... 50 R. W. Fox
Decorate the outside of your house this year

TELEVISION

In The Shop . . . With Jack ........................................... 22 Jack Darr
Signal tracing color TV

It’s Easy To Fix Solid-State TV ................................... 41 Matthew Mandl
Ins and outs of transistor TV circuits

Service Clinic .......................................................... 88

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

Looking Ahead ......................................................... 2 David Lachenbruch
Current happenings with future overtones

ABC’s of Transistors ................................................ 44
See how they work

For The Experimenter

9 Digital-Readout IC Instruments ............................... 57 Ralph Center
Digital instruments you’ll want to build

Equipment Report .................................................... 72 Fred Shunaman
Heathkit Band Box Playmate
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Correspondence ...................................................... 14
New Products ......................................................... 77
Noteworthy Circuit .................................................... 92
New Books ................................................................ 98
New Tubes and Semiconductors ............................... 90
Readers Service ....................................................... 76
New Literature ......................................................... 83
News Briefs ............................................................. 4
Technotes ............................................................... 70

Portable ac outlet delivers up to 50 watts. Just hook it up to a 12-volt battery. Simplified exploded diagrams make it easy to build.

Dancing lights this Christmas? It’s a cinch with this tricky SCR circuit to automatically vary the intensity of outdoor lighting.

You can make 9 digital instruments. A large assortment of equipment and the necessary building techniques are shown.

{www.americanradiohistory.com}
This Christmas Give Security

Gift selection can be a problem. This year give a gift that will be truly appreciated... Security. DeltaAlert ultrasonic intrusion detection security.

Burglary and vandalism are constant threats to your home, office or shop. With DeltaAlert on the job you have dependable and economical security. A silent ultrasonic blanket guards 150 to 300 square feet of critical space in the home or business.

When the ultrasonic blanket is disturbed by motion the system is activated, lights go on, and the separate DeltaHorn emits an ear-splitting noise... frightening even off the boldest intruder.

These sturdy units, finished in handsome walnut veneer, are maintenance free and plug right into the wall socket. The DeltaHorn plugs directly into the DeltaAlert. Small, the DeltaAlert is only 10 1/2" w x 3 1/2" d x 3 1/2" h and the DeltaHorn, 3 1/2" square, the units blend inconspicuously into your decor.

This Christmas, give a lasting gift of security... security for your friends, your family and yourself.

Order your DeltaAlert Security today!
DeltaAlert Only $69.95 pdp.
DeltaHorn Only $24.95 pdp.

"Delta Products, One of America's Finest Names In Electronics"

ANNUAL INDEX

(continued from page 68)

Peaked amplifier for single-signal CW (Queen) Apr 84
Penna's $140 game computer (Faddy) Apr 44
Phone cartridge, new (Shunaman) Mar 4
Photography Feb 27
Electronics in (Free) Feb 33
Electronics-70 (Free) Apr 41
Enhancer-timer meter, $3.50 (Ekbin)* Feb 35
Flash tester, electronic (Eslick) May 66
Sync-Slide adds sound to slide show (Brule) Apr 73
Time Dec 23
Half-hour interval (Tooker)* May 57
Pulse-light darkroom (Tooker) Sep 62
Power Box, Zener (Queen)* Jul 78
Supplies, low-voltage design Dec 49
Tools (Hackett) Nov 54
Probe (ER) Jan 74
For digital IC's* Feb 43
Public address Amplifier (ER) Sep 88
Do's and don'ts (Salm) Jul 33
Mike use, 10 steps to best (Wasoun) Jul 25
Pulse generator, lab quality (Bolster)* May 22
Pulsed-light darkroom timer (Tooker) Sep 44
PUT, puller with (Fox) Oct 50, Nov 50
Quart for 4-channel stereo FM (Gerzon) Dec 52
"Radar" burglar stopper (Baner)* Jun 36, Jul 44
Radio Antenna impedance bridge (Queen) Sep 68
Automobile—see Automotive electronics CB Fix CB fast (Mueller) Jan 70, Mar 78
New channel hand book (Cl) Dec 48
Remote station (CI) Apr 91
Door-call system, novel (Fahnestock) Feb 92
Troubleshooter's car card (Mueller) Feb 14, Mar 85, Apr 66, Jul 81, Aug 63, Sep 70, Oct 76, Nov 96
CW Amplifiers, peaked, for single signal (Queen) Apr 84
Keying, blocked grid (VFO, shouldn't Queen)* Sep 68
FM Aug, AM detector fort May 60
Stereo—see FM stereo May 59
Franextra, L. T. J. Dec 45
Servicing—see Servicing; test instrument names December
Superhet Jul 71
Record, 4-channel stereo Jan 86
Reference manual, R-E's Jan 54, Feb 52, Mar 52, Apr 49, May 48, Jun 56, Jul 60, Sep 54, Oct 54, Nov 54
Remote speakers for car stereo (Davidson) Apr 53
S
Semiconductors—see types Service clinic—see Servicing ("CI" indicates Clinic item)
Servicing—see also in the shop with Jack; subject Appliance, electronic (Darr) Dec 26
Audio Guitar amplifier speaker noise (CI) Aug 66
Hearing aid, super (CI) Oct 85
Tape recorder belt (CI) May 95
Tape recorder bias problem Apr 90
Tape recorder distortion (CI) Feb 77
Tape remote control, 10-channel (CI) May 98
Cassette connector hint May 35
Color television—see also television Alp, field adjustment of (CI) Feb 78
Bar generator for use in Europe (CI) Feb 58
Blue, dressing lines (CI) Feb 78
Blue picture (CI) Aug 66
Game Jun 54
Curve tracer, transistor (Williams) Nov 86
Flashes, intermittent (CI) Jul 58
Flyback, case of hot (Mugdies) Jul 58
High-voltage regulator, inside the (Mandl) Jul 76
Horizontal efficiency coil checker (Davidson)* May 67
Horizontal low droop (CI) Aug 65
Lines, service switch (CI) Nov 87
Little tube blows big one (Cl) Jun 78
Pattern generator, IC (Kostanty)* Jan 43
Picture, get a better (Mandl) Jun 78
Scopes, narrow-band (CI) Jul 68
Short, mysterious (CI) Jun 81
Tape bars (CI) May 95
345 vile short (CI) Jul 60
Vector scope vs Quasar (Prestons) Jun 88
Vertical bars, faint (CI) Nov 87
Vertical bars, multi-colored (CI) May 86
Vertical convergence (CI) Jan 78
Video link (Cl) Dec 45
Equipment cart (Shipman)* Sep 41
Gala switches, size-cataloged (CI) Mar 42
Hot-chassis operation, safe Feb 43
Metal know you (Marlow) Jul 60
Radio Car, 10 problems (Davidson) Apr 57
CB remote station (CI) Apr 57
Converter coils, 338-kHz (CI) Apr 69
FM stereo multiplex generator (Franza)* Jun 31
Remote control, low-frequency (CI) May 22
Tuba, hybrid (CI) Feb 77

PICK YOUR POWER

Quality bench regulated power supplies by BLULYNE offer excellent regulation and ripple characteristics and feature complete safety design with grounding cords and short circuit protection.

PS61C Single $49.95
Plus OR minus 1-15 VDC at 0-700 ma. (Usable to 1 Ampere) Ripple; less than 0.005v/rms at full load Floating output: either terminal may be grounded.

PS62C Double Power Supply... $74.95
PS62S Double Power Supply... $74.95
Same electrical specifications as PS61C for each output and may be used in any combination. Up to 30 Vdc OR up to 2 Amperes.

PS63C Triple Power Supply..... $99.95
Same electrical specifications as PS61C for each output and may be used in any combination. Up to 45 Vdc OR up to 3 Amperes. Ask us to add it to your Mastercharge or BankAmericard.

Write for literature on this and other BLULYNE products—power supplies, pulse adaptors, signal generators.

BLULYNE ELECTRONICS CORP.
Dept. 12R 3 Sand Springs Road
Williamstown, Mass. 01267

Circle 64 on reader service card

DON'T SETTLE FOR A HIT AND MISS IGNITION SYSTEM

Install a JUDSON ELECTRONIC MAGNETO

It offers the combined advantages of both the standard transistorized and capacitive discharge systems in one simplified patented circuit. Provides better performance, a smoother running engine and keeps your car in tune. Installed in twenty minutes.

Write Today for Literature

JUDSON RESEARCH & MFG. CO.
CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. 19428

Circle 65 on reader service card

Circle 14 on reader service card

DP 70-21
DELTA PRODUCTS, INC.
P. O. Box 1147 RE / Grand Junction, Colo. 81501
(303) 242-9900

Please send me literature immediately:

Enclosed is $.......................... Ship ppd. (

Please send DeltaAlert(s) @ $49.95 ppd. Ship C.O.D.

Name ............................ Address ........................................ City/State/Zip

Circle 14 on reader service card
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(continued from page 74)
Soldering—see Splicing
Television—see also Color Television
Antenna systems (Continued)
Case of the Siamese pentode (Margolis) May 84
CATV "leakage" (CI) May 84
CATV line-frequency conversion (CI) June 84
CRT, conversion, brightness low after (CI) May 84
Diode, hot, in GTC chassis (CI) Sept 78
Filament in series (CI) Oct 84
Filter capacitance (CI) Aug 67
Flash, intermittent (CI) May 84
Flyback replacement, white line in raster after (CI) Jul 84
Focus loss (CI) May 84
Flash on screen (CI) May 84
Horizontal coil "rings wrong" (CI) June 85
Horizontal shading (CI) May 84
Horizontal instability (CI) Jul 86
Hum bar (CI) Jan 78
Kwik-fix1/2" picture and waveform charts (shel and associates) Jan 61, Mar 62
Apr 39, May 52, June 43, (Serials) Oct 22, Nov 39, Aug 33, Oct 45, Nov 41, Dec 41
Negative picture (CI) Nov 66
On a chimp (Goodman) Mar 69
Orientation, high-frequency (CI) Sept 72
Raster, bars on left (CI) Oct 84
Recifier, SM-9 (CI) Apr 91
Remote control, adding (CI) Feb 78
Remote control, intermittent (CI) June 84
Sound, vertical' hum in Mar 90
Transformer core stack (CI) May 89
Transformer, horizontal output hot (CI) Nov 86
Transformer, open (CI) Oct 85
Transformer, signal tracing (CI) Oct 84
Transformer, thermal runaway (CI) Sept 72
TVI, line-noise (CI) May 84
UHF tuner problem (CI) Mar 88
Vertical white bar (CI) Sept 77
Vertical sweep out (CI) Feb 77
Width sleeve "shorts" (yoke) (CI) June 82
Yoke replacement (CI) Nov 87
Test instruments—see also names
Bar-dot generator, no vertical lines on (CI) Jun 84
Coaxial test eye squint (CI) May 86
CRT cheker test (CI) June 85
CRT, test modification (CI) Apr 90
Scope calibration voltage (CI) Aug 67
Scope distortion (CI) Apr 90
Scope, nonlinearity in old, Sept 45
Scope switch (CI) June 84
Scope sync loss (CI) Apr 91
Scope transformer, replacing (CI) May 88

Scope, vertical positioning in (CI) Apr 90
Vvm, zooming sketch (CI) June 78
Vvm, calibration with (CI) Apr 99
Power (Haskell) Dec 84
Short-wave converter, under-dash (Liste)* May 64
Siamese pentode, case of the (Margolis) Dec 84
Signal generator, calibrating with (CI) Sept 68
Silicon diode, PV tester (CI) Soldering Feb 43
Soldering, cold-paint indicator Feb 43
Solid-state work Tip-heat, more Jun 25
Speed alarm, solid-state tach and (Marston)* Apr 33
Solder, power (Haskell) May 89
Soldering (CI) June 54
Transformer, thermal (CI) May 89
Transformer, shaping (CI) May 89
Triode, vertical, position in (CI) Apr 43
Triode, tester (CI) Apr 69
Trend marker (CI) June 43
Trend marker, using (CI) Apr 91

FREE! Lafayette's Golden Jubilee Catalog
50th Anniversary
Your 1st Guide To Everything in Electronics

• Stereo/Hi-Fi Components • Musical Instruments and Amplifiers
• Photography Equipment • Ham and CB Gear • Public Address Systems • Tools and Test Equipment • Educational and Optical Equipment
• Black and White/Color Televisions • Police and Fire Monitor Receivers • Books and Parts

Plus Thousands of Additional Items

Send For Your Free 1971 Lafayette Catalog Today!
LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS Dept. 17000
P. O. Box 10, Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 11791

Mail This Coupon Today For Your 1971 Catalog No. 710
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Address
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State
Zip

(Originally included with your zip code)

LAFAYETTE GOLDEN JUBILEE 1971

Mail This Coupon Today For Your 1971 Catalog No. 710
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Address
City
State
Zip

(Include your zip code)

FREE! 468 PAGES

Lafayette's 1971 Golden Jubilee Catalog

Your 1st Guide To Everything in Electronics

Send for Your Free 1971 Lafayette Catalog Today!
LAFAYETTE RADIO ELECTRONICS Dept. 17000
P. O. Box 10, Syosset, L. I., N. Y. 11791

Mail This Coupon Today For Your 1971 Catalog No. 710

Name
Address
City
State
Zip

(Include your zip code)
STEREO TAPE TRANSPORT—7 feet—2 speeds—pause control—made for famous manufacturer—50 to 15,000 Hertz—with rec/play and error checking. Send M.O. or cheque for $19.50 to STEREO CENTER, 218 Columbus St., Dayton, Ohio 45402. $2.50 for prepaid shipping and insurance.

NEW BSR record changers: $13.00. McDonald 300 1200; M-3922, $28.80; B-2926, $50.25. A.M./F.M. component system $50.00. DAVIS, Dept. RE, 2737 Third Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10451.

SAVE over 331/3 on a pair of one of the World's Best Speaker Systems. Shipped Direct from factory. Try them in your home for thirty days. KOLL, Water Street. Lewiston, Maine 04240.


CASSETTECASH ON HAND on a tremendous All-year round market. Send for lowest pricing and details. Include $1.00 for 2 cassettes. DICTATION PRODUCTS, P.O. Box DPK, Hallandale, Fla. 33009.

INVENTIONS & PATENTS

FREE "Directory of 500 Corporations Seeking New Products". For information regarding development, licensing of patented/unpatented invention, write RAYMOND LEE ORGANIZATION, 230 U Park Avenue, New York City 10017.

INVENTIONS Wanted: Patented: Unpatented GLOBAL MARKETING, 2420 AE 77th Ave., Oakland, Calif. 94605.

PEP’S DOLLAR SALE

$1 Money Back guarantee 1
1 Amp Silicon Rectifier of choice package Bullet-Type: Miniature Glass: Metal
5-800V units $1.00
10-1600V units $1.00
3-1600V units $1.00
1-5000V units $1.00
2 AMP EMBAY Package
5-1000V units $1.00
5-2000V units $1.00
GERM GLASS DIODES
1-1000V 1 unit $1.00
1-1500V 1 unit $1.50
ZENER DIODES 1 Watt
1-1200V $1.00
1-1400V $1.50
1-1600V $2.75
7 AMP SCR
1-500V units $1.00
1-1000V units $1.50
2-2000V units $1.00
5-4000V units $1.00
TRIACS
PRV 1-10A
100 1.00
200 1.50
300 2.50
500 2.75
SILICON STUD MOUNT 20 AMP
1-500V units $1.00
1-1000V units $1.50
GERM PNP PNP TRANSISTOR SIMILAR TO 2N404
1-8 For $1.00
2 AMP BULLET RECTIFIERS
10-200V $1.00
8-1000V $1.00
6-2000V $1.00
1-5000V $1.00
ZENER DIODES 1 Watt
1-750V $1.00
1-1300V $1.50
1-1500V $2.00
1-2000V $2.75
1-3000V $3.00
SILICON 2N404 2N3051 2N3052 2N3053 2N3054 2N3055 2N3056
1-5000V units $1.00
1-15000V units $1.00
JECTION SPECIAL
14 Lead Dual Inductive Flyback Perform some function as 700 series Master: Slave Flip Flop 75c @ 5.00 75c @ 5.00
Quad 2 Input NAND Gate 75c @ 5.00 75c @ 5.00
16 Bit Memory Cell—$4.25
CIRCUIT BOARD COLOSSAL
3 different groupings to choose from
A) 200 diodes—7 transistors—over 50 resistors—simple, on board.
B) 500 diodes—over 100 resistors—capacitors—S.C.’s over 15 diodes—complete with board. Price $3.75
C) 10-14 lead dual in-line IC’s—over 50 diodes—50 transistors—50 resistors complete with board. Price $2.50
FULL WAVE BRIDGES
PRV 1 2Amp 3Amp 10Amp
50V 1.25 1.35 1.50 1.70
100V 1.50 1.60 1.75 1.95
200V 1.75 1.95 2.00 2.20
400V 2.25 2.45 2.50 2.55
600V 2.50 2.60 2.75 2.95
800V 3.00 3.10 3.25 3.45
PARK ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
P. O. Box 75 N. Salem, N. H. 03073
Tel. (603) 893-0276
NO SALES TAX WE PAY POSTAGE

Circle 83 on reader service card

ANNUAL INDEX (continued from page 75)

Tools for electronics (Haskett) Jan 54, Feb 52, Mar 52, Apr 48, May 48, Jun 50
Power (Haskett)
Transistors—see also Solid State Curies traces (Williams)
Cores
FET—see FET
Headphone amplifier (Gillette)
Keying, blocked-grid (Gillette)
Photocell from (Dish)
Tester (ER)
Triac circuits, 20 (Marsion)

U
UHF Antennas, ready for your rooftop (Rey)
Tuner problem (C1)
"Ultimate" FM stereo tuner (Bogert) (Cores)
Ulmpire, electronic (Miller)
Under the dash—a short-wave converter (Cores)
Universal manganese-alkaline battery charger (Mallory)

V
Vector scope on Quasar (Prinstein)
VFO, stable ham (Queen)*
Volmeter
Calibration
High-impedance audio millivoltmeter (Randall)
Voltmeter
Car tuneup with (Frenzel) (Cores)
Circuit, unusual
Solid-state (ER)

W
Watches—see also (1.C.) digital clocks
Waveform generator, 3-way (Heck) (Cores)
X
X-rays, TV (Ward)
Anti-X-ray circuit (James)*
How to stop them (Larbough)
Z
Zener
Experiment with amplified (Ash)
Power box (Queen)*

SERVICES CLINIC (continued from page 83)

Too Much Contrast, No Control
The picture in an RCA CT631 got gradually darker; color, sound, etc. ok. Brightness control works, but contrast control doesn’t seem to have much effect. Video peaking control has very little effect if any. Contrast control checks ok. Video output tube ok. Where is this?—H. T., Houston, Tex.

The contrast control here comes into play, type of "variable degeneration" type, like so many others. What it actually does is move a big electrolytic cathode-bypass capacitor up and down on the cathode resistor. If this capacitor opens, your picture will be "pale," and the control will have no effect.

However, you have the opposite effect: too much contrast. Note that this circuit actually has three branches: the contrast control itself; a small fixed peaking network, 270 ohms and 680 pF in series; and the video peaking network. I have a distinct feeling that something is shorted in here.

If the electrolytics were shorted, the control would still show some effect. Therefore, the short is most apt to be "at the top of the control" or

(continued on page 87)

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS & RECTIFIERS

SEMICONDUCTORS & TRIACS

TRIACS
PRV | 1A | 15A
100 1.50 1.00
200 1.75 1.40
400 2.00 1.80
500 2.50 2.20
600 2.75 2.50
700 3.00 3.00

MRTL IC’s
908 FULL ADDER .50
912 HALF ADDER .50
913 REGISTER .50
940 JK FLIP FLOP .50

TTL IC SERIES
DECADIC Divider $3.95
RF 112 Dual JK Flip Flop... .25
MC 415 JK Flip Flop... .85
MC 400 Dual 4 input NAND/NOR gate... .70
4 Bit Storage Register 1.25
9301 MSI ONE-OFF TEN DECIDER 2.95

Silicon Power Rectifiers
PRV 3A 12A 30A
100 1.00 .24 .50
150 1.10 .25 .50
200 1.20 .25 .50
400 1.40 .24 .50
600 1.60 .23 .50
800 1.80 .22 .50
1000 1.80 .20 .50

FIBRE OPTICS
1/32" 2.5 mil. fibers in PVC
3/Ft. $1.50

COMPLETE LIGHT GUIDE BUNDLES consisting of 1/32" dia. fiber optics with bend ends. $2.00 ea.

Controlled Avalanche or Excess Rectifier 1 AMP.

LINER CIRCUITS
709C operational Amp... .30
SE 501 Video Amp... $1.00
SE 518 Voltage Comparator...

Silicon Control Rectifiers
PRV 3A 7A 20A 70A
50 1.00 .25 .50
100 1.10 .25 .50
200 1.20 .25 .50
500 1.80 .25 .50

BARGAIN!!!

For our latest catalog featuring Transistors and Rectifiers: 325 Elm St., Cambridge, Mass.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q</th>
<th>Mar 55</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Mar 53</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multipliers (Scott)</td>
<td>Dual-generator, solid-state (Lancaster)</td>
<td>Signal generator (ER)</td>
<td>Signal tracer (ER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Radio**

- American Radio Hobbyists Association (Corresponding Editor) | Oct 63
- AM receiver (Mima) | Dec 70
- AM transmitter (Sutheim) | May 71
- Antenna for TV (Marlow) | Mar 69
- TV antennas (Barber) | Nov 68

**S**

- Switch for safety (Garborg) | Jun 49
- Touch, sensitive (Tooker) | Aug 54
- Switching in a daisy chain | Feb 61

**Television—also See Color Television**

- M'ARTV (Kobe) | Sep 62
- How it works (Volf) | May 44
- It's easy to install (Walton) | Jun 57
- Servicing—See Television servicing (video tape recordings) | Feb 73
- VTRs | Oct 68
- Right for your home? (Peters) | Jul 33
- What to do—What you can buy (Peters) | Jul 33
- Test equipment—See Test equipment, various types | May 36
- Test equipment—See Service equipment, various types | May 36

**Color bar generators, using (Bell and Dobson)**

- Color convergence generator, R.E.'s R15 (Rogers) | Dec 55
- Combined square and triangle generator (Rogers) | Aug 22

**Curve tracer, tuning fork (ER)**

- Curved trace, tuning fork (Lancaster) | May 50
- Curved trace, tuning fork (Garborg) | Feb 55

**Color television**

- Color bar generator, solid-state (Lancaster) | Feb 55
- Color convergence generator, IC-control, tracer (Davidson)** | Sep 59
- Frequency meter (ER) | Jul 32, (ER) | Nov 54
- Function generator (Garratt)** | Aug 23

**MIDLAND**

- Garchmal digital test equipment, IC-R's, | Sep 36, Oct 45

**IC tester, R.E.'s digital (Gates)** | May 33
- Minimum-shift method (Boozer) | Jun 54
- Microammeter, op-amp ac (Rogers) | Jun 54
- Oscilloscope copiers | Sep 67
- Output transformers (Avila) | Aug 52
- Power supply, versatile lab (Scott) | Nov 53
- Scope power transformer replacing (Czl) | Jul 60
- Scope, remote-control transmitter taken | Oct 78
- Scope, sawtooth voltage from | Nov 74
- Scope, triggered | Nov 74
- Scope, triggered sweep (ER) | Jun 25
- Scope, vertical deflection gone | Oct 74
- Signal generator, universal (Scott) | Nov 52
- Signal generator, universal (Scott) | May 74
- Signal generator, universal (Scott) | May 74
- Signal generator, universal (Scott) | May 74

**Test equipment**

- Amplifiers, TV (Edwards) | Apr 59
- Signal and filters (Barnes) | Jun 60
- Touch, sensitive (Tooker)** | Aug 54

**Audio**

- Audio, TV ( royalties)** | Dec 71
- Audio, TV ( royalties)** | Dec 71
- Amplifiers, TV (Edwards) | Apr 59
- Test equipment for TV (Kendall) | Dec 69
- Test equipment—See Service equipment, various types | May 36
- Test equipment—See Service equipment, various types | May 36
- Test equipment—See Servicing, various types | May 36
- Test equipment for TV (Kendall) | Dec 69
- TV controls, automatic (Forney) | Oct 26

**RADIO**

- Color Television
- Technical Topics (Scott) | Mar 53, Nov 52
- Telephone answering system automatic (Garborg) | Mar 59
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
- Video, still (Hoffman) | Sep 63
Clean up your church... school, club, or business sound system with the new Electro-Voice LR4B Line Radiator.

The new Electro-Voice LR4B Line Radiator squarely meets the challenges of critical listeners and demanding users. You get wide-range, smooth response that makes everyone sound good... voice or music. And the coverage pattern from our unique multi-faceted design helps reduce feedback compared to less sophisticated column speakers. This means more useful gain is available when inexperienced performers get off-mike or don't speak up.

The LR4B is just one of the useful tools E-V has designed for the thoughtful sound man. Our catalog is available for the asking. See your Electro-Voice sound specialist, or write today.

Why pay retail for hifi?
Buy direct from us, and you save money with our high-volume prices on more than 100 name brands. Order from the branch nearest you to save time and money on freight.

Midwest Hifi
Wholesale
& MAIL ORDER DIVISION

Send for our free catalog!

2455b Wisconsin Ave.
Downers Grove, Il 60515
3305 E. 11 W Carpenter Pwy.
Irvine, Texas 70008

Circle 30 on reader service card

Why pay retail for hifi?
Buy direct from us, and you save money with our high-volume prices on more than 100 name brands. Order from the branch nearest you to save time and money on freight.

Midwest Hifi
Wholesale
& MAIL ORDER DIVISION

Send for our free catalog!

2455b Wisconsin Ave.
Downers Grove, Il 60515
3305 E. 11 W Carpenter Pwy.
Irvine, Texas 70008

Circle 30 on reader service card
The HA-1, a new miniature control (3 amp continuous duty), will vary the speed of small fractional H.P. A-C motors. It’s small size makes it easy to install in hand-held electric tools and small appliances such as mixers and blenders.

A potentiometer used in conjunction with the HA-1 Control is all that is required for motor speed control. Control unit senses armature voltage with varying load conditions and regulates R.M.S current thru series wound field and armature. Motor speed can then be varied to desired speed by potentiometer setting.

HA-1 Speed Control only . . . $5.95 P.P.
HA-1P With Potentiometer . . . $6.95 P.P.

Send check or M.O. to Dept. R 12.
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Abbreviations: (AC) Appliance Clinic; (C) Construction; (D) Department; (ER) Equipment Report; (GE) Guest Editorial; (F) Filler; (SC) Service Clinic

A

ABC's Of Sound Reinforcement (Koller) Aug 49
Active Bandpass Filter (Lancaster) May 48
Admiral M20 M35 (F) Feb 57
Alarms
Installing Security Systems (Bell) Aug 33
Build An Electronic Security (Robbins) (C) Apr 33
All About Transformers (Waters) Apr 93
Appliance Clinic (D) (D) Automatic Light Switches Nov 24
Battery Chargers Jul 72
Getting Replacement Parts Oct 28
Ignition Problems—Small Engines Aug 26
Limit Switches Feb 26
Modular Appliances Mar 22
Ni-Cad Charging Rates Apr 22
Plug-In Refrigerator Analyzer Jun 57
Solid-State Ignition—Lawnmower Jan 14
Using The VOM Around The Car Sep 48
Aristotle And The Big Bottle (Darr) (SC) Feb 71
Audio—Hi-Stereo
Amplifiers
Audio Feedback Circuits (Horowitz) Dec 68
Design OTL Power Amplifiers (Horowitz) Aug 48
Build A Guitar Preamp (Kay) Jun 36
How To Measure Hi-Fi Performance (Feldman) Sep 61
New FTC Audio Power Rules, the (Feldman) Nov 61
BSR Metrotec FEW 1 Graphic Stereo Equalizer (ER) Feb 14
Direct-Coupled Audio Circuits (Horowitz) Jul 51
Fentomega—Here It Comes (Feldman) Apr 50
Getting To Know Hi-Fi Specifications Mar 39
Four-Channel Sound
Build This 3-1/2-SC Decoder (Nichols) (C) Oct 33
CD-4 Records—The Problems & The Promise (Feldman) Feb 42
Discrete With CD-4 Discs (Savon) Oct 36
Multiple Use For Logic Experiments (Corson) (F) Feb 58
Record Review (Staff) Oct 50
Lafayette SQW-W Decoder (ER) Sep 66
New SQ Generation, the (Feldman) Mar 33
Newest CD-4 Demodulator, The (Feldman) Jun 44
FM
Batter Tuning (Feldman) Jul 48
High Quality FM Tuners (Feldman) Dec 63
New Tuner Circuits (Feldman) May 37
Hi-Fi Stereo—New Sound For TV (Feldman) Aug 45
Improvements In Stereo Circuitry (Feldman) Jan 40
Improving Room Acoustics (Challis) Mar 42
Low-Noise Hi-Fi (Feldman) Mar 57
R-C Coupling In Audio Circuits (Horowitz) Dec 42
Selecting & Using Test Instruments (Scott) Jul 34
Speakers
Avid Model 102 (ER) Aug 24
Panel Speaker Designs (Grieg & Schoengold) Mar 36
Pioneer R500 Speaker System (ER) Feb 47
Tape
How To Install Car Players (Craig) Mar 56
JVC CD—1668 Cassette Deck (ER) Jul 23
Rewind While You Listen (Cabot) (F) Jul 96
Sony TC-15250 Portable Hi-Fi Cassette Recorder (ER) Nov 26
Technics RS-760U DCoby Cassette Recorder (ER) Nov 26
Test Instruments—see Test Instruments Technics SL-1200 Direct Drive Turnable (ER) Jul 22
Public Address—see Public Address
Audio Crossword Puzzles (F) Jan 52
Automatic Light Switches (Darr) (AC) Nov 24
Audio Feedback Circuits (Horowitz) Dec 66
Avid Model 102 Speaker System (ER) Aug 24

B

Battery Chargers (Darr) (AC) Jul 72
Benchtop Yoke Protector (Carlson) (F) May 49
Better FM Tuning (Feldman) Jul 48
Blanking Circuits (Darr) (SC) Jun 69
Books (D)
Feb 93, Mar 92, Jul 92,
Build A
Blitzmeter (Gupton) (C) Jan 50
Automatic Noise Eliminator (Wilson) May 51
Electronic Security Alarm (Robbins) Apr 33
Guitar Preamp (Kay) (C) Jun 36
Improved ASCI! Encoder (Lancaster) (C) Feb 59
New Music Synthesizer Module (Simon) (C) Jun 53
Op-Amp Tester (Prensky) (C) Sep 47
$35 Infrared Viewing System (Mims) (C) Sep 13
3-IC SQ Decoder (Nichols) (C) Oct 33
3-Way IC Function Generator (Colman) Nov 100
Burglar Alarms—see Alarms

C

CATV
Trouble—How To Pin Them Down (Darr) (F) May 48
CB
Alignment Made Easy (Mueller) Jan 44
Casebook (Mueller) Feb 48
New Circuits (Scott) (C) Jan 36
What's New In (Friedman) Jan 24
CCTV
On The Job (Harms) Apr 36
Casio, Electronic (Scott) Mar 45, Apr 58
CD-4 Records—The Problems & The Promise (Feldman) Feb 42
Circuits (D)
Mar 87, May 88, Jul 87, Aug 96, Oct 104
Color Oscillator—It's Easy To Know (Darr) (SC)
Color TV—see TV, Service
Color TV Picture, Getting It In Focus (Darr) (SC)
Computers
Build Improved ASCI! Encoder (Lancaster) (C) Feb 59
Commentary (Letters) Dec 16
Computer! (Tips) (C) Jan 29
First Terminal You Build From A Kit (Durston)
Modifications (Tips) Nov 42
Construction—see Build

D

Dead Stereo Tape Motor (Davidson) (F) Mar 44
Designing OTL Power Amplifiers (Horowitz) Aug 48
Digital Equipment For Electronics (Darr) Nov 50
Digital Multimeters Under $300 (Scott) Nov 45
Direct-Coupled Audio Circuits (Horowitz) Jul 51
Does Servicing Have A Future (Adler) (GE) Sep 4
Easy To Handle Epoxy (Queen) (F) Sep 96
Editorial, guest
Does Servicing Have A Future? (Adler) Sep 4
Energy Crisis & Electronic Service (Couch) May 4
Electronic Casino (Scott) (C) Apr 55, May 48
Electronic Logic For TV Tuning Mar 88
11 Ways To Use Your VectorScope (Middleton) Oct 54
Energy Crisis & Electronic Service (Couch) May 4
Equipment Reports
Avid 102 Speaker System B&K 460 Picture Tube Dec 48
Tester/Receiver
BSR Metrotec FEW-1 Graphic Stereo Feb 84
Equalizer
Continental Specialties Proto Board Sep 26
Heuwett-Packard HP-970A Probe Multiplier Jan 22
Heuwett-Packard Scopes, Two Nov 53
Hi9ck 111 Wideband Triggered Scope Feb 74
JVC CD-1668 Cassette Deck Apr 72
Lafayette SQSOW Decoder Sep 66
Leader LBO-302 Dual-Trace Triggered-Sweep Scopes
Onedia instant-Weld Adhesive Feb 44
Pioneer RS500 Speaker System June 22
PT5-3001 Port-A-Tuner RCA WR-255A Mark/Supplier Jan 90A
Simpson 360 Digital VOM Oct 97
Sony TC-15250 Portable Hi-Fi Cassette Recorder Jun 26
Sound Technology 100A FM Generator Aug 59
Technics RS-758US Dolby Cassette Recorder Nov 26
Technics SL-1200 Direct-Drive Tunable Jul 22
TeleMatic KC270 Crys-Mate Apr 98
TeleMatic KT-370 Tuner-Mate Apr 98
Triplet 615 Appliance Tester Vom Oct 96
Winegard CTS-1 Cablemater Sep 26

F

Femlowl—Here It Comes (Feldman) Apr 50
First Computer Terminal You Build From A Kit (Durston) Nov 42
FM—see listing under Audio
FM Stereo—see Audio
FM Tuners—see Audio
Flyback Transformer, The (Darr) (SC) Oct 69
Four Channel—see listing under Audio
4-Channel Record Reviews (Staff) Oct 90
4-Channel Multiplexer (Corson) (F) Feb 47
4-Channel Software—Who Makes What (Maynad) Oct 50
40 Projects Using COSMOS Digital IC's (Merton) (C) Sept 58, Oct 51, Nov 54, Dec 52
Getting To Know Hi-Fi Specifications Mar 39
Getting To Know SCR's (Bixby) (C) Jul 42
Getting Replacement Parts (Darr) (AC) Oct 26
Gyrorat, the—An IC Inductor (Leckerts) Feb 45

H

Heathkit IP-18 Power Supply (F) Sep 49
Heathkit New Digital TV (Steckler) Feb 33
Heuwett-Packard HP-970A Probe Multiplier (ER) Jan 22
Heuwett-Packard Oscilloscopes, Two (ER) Mar 52
Hi9ck 111 Wideband Triggered Scope Aug 47
Hi-Fi—see Audio
Hi-Fi Stereo—New Sound For TV (Feldman) Aug 45
High Quality FM Tuners (Feldman) Dec 63
How It Works—Discrete 4-Channel With CD-4 Discs (Savon) Oct 36
How It Works—IC MOS Shift Registers (Lancaster) Dec 55
How To Install Car Tape Players (Craig) May 56
How To Measure Hi-Fi Amplifier Performance (Feldman) Sep 61
I

IC's
Build A 3-Way IC Function Generator (Colman) Nov 100
How It Works—IC MOS Shift Registers (Lancaster) Dec 55
For Electronic Music (Lancaster) Feb 48A
40 Projects Using COSMOS Digital IC's (Marston) (C) Sep 58, Oct 51, Nov 54, Dec 52

DECEMBER 1974
Add a trace to any scope for only $108.*

RCA's new WM-541A Dual-Tracer...the sensible way to update your equipment and servicing technique.

Think of all the ways you could use a multi-trace scope and you'll see why the RCA Dual-Tracer is so popular. Use it to compare gain, frequency, response, distortion, phase shift, time delay and more. It's great for TV, stereo and digital equipment servicing.

Here are some of the reasons why:

The WM-541A features: Useable DC to 10 MHz. Two 6-step compensated attenuators (1, 2.5, ratio) 1 Megohm input. Choice of continuously variable "alternate" or "chopped" switching rate. 10 mV to 50 V direct input, 500 V with 10X probe. AC or DC coupling and vertical position controls for each channel. Separable, variable sync-level control with polarity reversing switch.

To buy the new Dual-Tracer WM-541A, contact any one of the more than 1,000 RCA Distributors worldwide. Or contact, RCA Distributor and Special Products Division, Bldg. 206-2, Cherry Hill Office, Camden, N.J. 08101 (Phone 609 779-5715).

Video waveforms can be checked quickly and precisely with the RCA Dual-Tracer.

Top: Composite video waveform.

Bottom: Color burst keying pulse.

Sweep: TV/H.

*Suggested price
Are you, of all people, still opening your garage the hard way?

Anybody who's into electronics certainly should be getting the everyday convenience and family security of automatic garage door operation... especially now, with Perma Power's great Electro Lift opener... made to fit in the trunk of your car, designed for easy handling and simple do-it-yourself installation. Available now at a surprisingly low price from your distributor.

P.S. Show off your opener to your friends and neighbors. You'll probably be able to pay for yours with what makes you installers for them.

Perma Power®
Chamberlain Manufacturing Corporation
Perma Power Division
5740 North Tripp Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60646
Telephone (312) 539-7171

F
Fix Loose Test Leads (Edwards) (F) Jan 24
FM—see listing under Audio
FM Tuner Costs $2500 (Feldman) Mar 30
FM Tuner Roundup (Petri) Apr 44
FM Tuners—see listing under Audio
40 Projects Using COSMOS Digital IC's (Marston) (C) Jan 47
Four Channel—see listing under Audio
4-channel Synthesizer (Nichols) (C) Oct 33

G
G-E MOV Variator (ER) May 30
Giant LCD Clock (Whalen) (C) Aug 33

H
Heathkit 1G-1271 Function Generator Kit (ER) Sep 88
Heathkit 10-4510 Scope Kit (ER) Jun 18
Heathkit 10-4530 Scope Kit (ER) Aug 24
Heathkit IM-2022 Digital Multimeter Kit (ER) Nov 122
Hickok 270 Function Generator (ER) Jul 25
High Fidelity—see Audio
High Voltage Hold Down Circuits (Darr) (SC) May 75, Jun 65, Jul 85, Nov 78
Home Video Players (Gerson) Jun 33
Horizontal Oscillator (Darr) (SC) Mar 71
How A Prom Works (Smith) Nov 72

I
IC Doorbell Plays Your Song (Cousino) (C) Sep 33, Oct 59
IC Breadboard System (Wadsworth) (ER) Feb 44, Mar 58
IC's also see State-Of-Solid-State
FM Tuners—see listing under Audio
IC Doorbell Plays Your Song (Cousino) (C) Sep 33, Oct 59
40 Projects Using COSMOS Digital IC's (Marston) Mar 47
How A Prom Works (Smith) Nov 72
Pseudo Random Circuits, Understanding (Lancaster) Apr 42
20 COSMOS Burglar Alarms (Marston) (C) Apr 33, May 48, Jul 50
Understanding The Op-Amp (Lancaster) May 61, Jul 42
Increased Focus Voltage (Darr) (SC) Sep 53
Increased Focus Voltage (Darr) (SC) Sep 53
Industrial—see servicing, Test Equipment
Inside Today's Tape Transports (Feldman) Aug 45
Installing CB Antennas (Kopetzky) May 50
Installing MATV Antennas (Wolfe) Sep 37

J
Jerrold TRC-12 TV Remote Control (ER) Jun 24

K
Kenwood KR-5400 Receiver (Feldman) (HFLTR) Kit
Archer VOM (ER) Jun 32
8 New Power Supplies (Steckler) May 57
Heathkit 1G-1271 Function Generator (ER) Jun 88
Heathkit IM-2022 Digital Multimeter (ER) Nov 122
Heathkit 10-4510 Scope (ER) Oct 88
Heathkit 10-4530 Scope (ER) Sep 24
DeLux 3-Channel Ignition System (ER) May 18

L
Leader LCG-395 Color Bar Pattern Generator (ER) Apr 24
Lectrotech TO-50 Scope (ER) May 26
Letters Jan 16, Feb 14, Mar 14, Apr 14, May 16, Jun 16, Jul 14, Aug 14, Sep 16, Oct 14, Nov 16, Dec 16
Logic Probe (Lingle) (C) Dec 42
Looking Ahead (Lachenbruch) Jan 4, Feb 4, Mar 4, Apr 4, May 4, Jun 4, Jul 4, Aug 4, Sep 4, Oct 4, Nov 4, Dec 4

M
Make PA Work (Yoshinari) Jul 45
Manual Cursor Board For TVT II (Colle) (C) Nov 59
MATV
Add C CTV To (Klug) Apr 36
Installing Antennas (Wolfe) Sep 37
Servicing Systems (Petri) May 41
Splitters (Klug) Aug 70
Maracon 4400 (Feldman) (HFLTR) Dec 44
MATV Splitters (Klug) Aug 70
Measure DB's With Your Scope (Gebbert) May 59
Millar-Stephenson Chemical Sprays (ER) Aug 24

C
Camera
Color TV (Davis) (C) Jul 29, Aug 42, Sep 36
Cartridges—see listing under Audio
Castle Master Subber (ER) Apr 22

CB
Equipment Roundup (Friedman) Jan 40
Installing Antennas (Kopetzky) Jan 40
New Rules For (Helm) (C) Apr 40
CB Equipment Roundup (Friedman) Jan 40
Construction—see Build

Clock
Giant LCD (Whalen) (C) Aug 33
3 Unique (Carringella & Robbins) (C) Jan 43,
Clock
Color TV Camera (Davis) (C) Jul 29, Aug 42, Sep 36
Color TV—see Television, Service

Computers
Manual Cursor Board (Colle) (C) Nov 60
Reading, Make Your Own (Braunbeck) (C) Oct 60
Screen Read Board (Colle) (C) Sep 60
TV Typewriter II (Colle) (C) Feb 27, Mar 60,

Construction—see Build


data precision 5740 frequency counter
dc volume controls (sc) oct 69
digital panel meters (darr) mar 69
horizontal oscillator (darr) mar 71

D
Digital Panel Meters (Darr) Mar 69
Digital Scope Memory (Titus) (C) Jan 44, Jul 48
Digital Storage Scope, Four Channel (Vice) Apr 50

E
8 New Kits—Lab Power Supplies (Steckler) May 57
Electronic Organs, Servicing (Darr) (SC) Apr 72
Electronic Stopwatch (Tyler) (C) Nov 43
Empire 4000D/III Cartridge (HFLTR) Sep 55
Equipment Reports
ACS MK-1 Function Generator Jul 22
Archimedes VOM Jun 82
B & K 280 DAM Nov 116
B & K 50 Transistor Tester Aug 22
Castle Master Subber Apr 22
Data Precision 5740 Frequency Counter Sep 22
G-E MOV Variator Sep 22
Heathkit 1G-1271 Function Generator Kit Jun 88
Heathkit IM-2022 Digital Multimeter Kit Nov 122
Heathkit 1G-4510 Scope Kit Jul 16
Heathkit 10-4530 Scope Kit Aug 34
Hickok 215 Semiconductor Analyzer Feb 25
Hickok 293 Color Bar Generator Feb 62
Hickok 246 Color Bar Generator Apr 14
Hickok 270 Function Generator Jul 25
Jerrold TRC-12 Remote Control Jun 24
Leader LCG-381 Color Bar Pattern Generator Jan 25
Leader LCG-395 Color Bar Pattern Generator Apr 24
Lectrotech TO-60 Scope May 20
Miller-Stephenson Chemical Sprays Aug 24
Schober TR-3 Power Amplifier Jan 25
Sencor FS229 Micro-Mite Scope Feb 22
Shure M688 Stereo Mixer Mar 23
Simpson 462 Color Generator Oct 164
Switchcraft 621 Dolby FM Compensator
Telequipment D61 Scope May 30
Triplet 89 VOM Apr 30
Tri-Star CD (ignition System Kit May 18
Walk-Therm-Spot-Test-Jun 26
Western 670 PET VOM Jun 79
Exhaust Fans (Darr) (AC) Feb 61
Circle 24 on reader service card
## 1976 ANNUAL INDEX

**JANUARY 1976—DECEMBER 1976**

**Abbreviations:** (C) Construction; (D) Department; (ER) Equipment Report; (LTER) Lab Tested Equipment Report; (F) Filler; (SC) Service Clinic

### A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKG P8E Cartridge (LTER)</td>
<td>Nov 28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All About Digital Multimeters (Gilmore)</td>
<td>Nov 45, Dec 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All About Function Generators (Gilmore)</td>
<td>May 40, Jun 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All About Probes (Gilmore)</td>
<td>Jan 44, Feb 58, Mar 81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All About SWR &amp; CB Performance (Friedman)</td>
<td>Oct 82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM (see listing under High Fidelity)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM Stereo (Maynard)</td>
<td>Oct 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Technology ATC-10 Color Pattern Generator (ER)</td>
<td>May 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Amplifier (see listing under High Fidelity)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antennas (see listing under associated subject—CB, TV, Radio, MATV)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Theft Devices (C) (Marston)</td>
<td>Nov 56, Dec 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASL To Baudot (C) (Smith)</td>
<td>Mar 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio (see High Fidelity)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automotive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Theft Devices (C) (Marston)</td>
<td>Nov 56, Dec 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car Stereo Systems (Petras)</td>
<td>Dec 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition System, Build Your Car For Your Pace (C)</td>
<td>May 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tach &amp; Overspeed Alarms (C) (Marston)</td>
<td>Oct 45, Apr 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Theft Devices (C) (Marston)</td>
<td>Nov 56, Dec 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock, Gas-Discharge, Alarm (C) (Emerald)</td>
<td>Nov 67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII To Baudot (C) (Smith)</td>
<td>Mar 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baudot to ASCII (C) (Smith)</td>
<td>Apr 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calculators</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator, Expand Novis</td>
<td>Dec 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calibrating Frequency With Your TV (Robbins)</strong></td>
<td>Sep 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Car Stereo Systems (Petras)</strong></td>
<td>Dec 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CB (also see Test Equipment)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All about SWR &amp; Performance (Friedman)</td>
<td>Oct 82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accessories</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundup, Now &amp; Unusual (Scott)</td>
<td>Nov 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antenna</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Your Car (Friedman)</td>
<td>Sep 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selecting (Scott)</td>
<td>Jan 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Base Station (Scott)</td>
<td>Jul 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Roundup, Transceivers (Friedman)</td>
<td>Jan 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Synthesizers (Scott)</td>
<td>Oct 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Of (Friedman)</td>
<td>Jan 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Getting Started In Servicing (Steckler)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Hi-Fi &amp; TV (SC) (Derr)</td>
<td>Jan 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Test Gear (Derr)</td>
<td>Jun 62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REACT—What’s It All About (Shuman)</td>
<td>Apr 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transceivers</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment Roundup (Friedman)</td>
<td>Jan 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundup (Scott)</td>
<td>Aug 38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Class-G High-Efficiency Hi-Fi Amplifier (Fieldman)</strong></td>
<td>Aug 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color TV (see listing under TV)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color Pmc Tube Tester</strong> (see testing under Test Equipment)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII To Baudot (C) (Smith)</td>
<td>Mar 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baudot To ASCII (C) (Smith)</td>
<td>Apr 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Terminal, Portables (C) (Edwards)</td>
<td>Jan 29, Feb 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8080 Micro (C) (Titus)</td>
<td>May 33, Jun 41, Jul 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolt 4K RAM Module (ER)</td>
<td>Jun 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komputer Konner (Barr)</td>
<td>Nov 30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komputer Konner (LTER) (Tony Titus)</td>
<td>Feb 14, Mar 30, Oct 26, Nov 24, Dec 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rainbow Color System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Color TV Test Equipment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Creation of a High Fidelity System</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed Sweep Scopes, How &amp; Why (Glaze)</td>
<td>Oct 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitalcoronor (C) (Meyer)</td>
<td>Oct 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Clock Kit Roundup (Blechman)</td>
<td>Aug 33, Sep 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Countertown Timer (C) (Bauamgrs)</td>
<td>Feb 89, Apr 18, May 18, Jun 22, Jul 22, Aug 24, Oct 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Digital Reverb</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Reverb For Today’s Hi-Fi Systems (Friedman)</td>
<td>Jul 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Time Delay System For Concert Hall Sound (Friedman)</td>
<td>Sep 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital TV Remote Control (Wilson)</td>
<td>Jan 58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equipment Report</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Technology ATC-10 Color Pattern Generator</td>
<td>May 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; K 510 Transistor Tester (ER)</td>
<td>Oct 36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; K 1040 CB Servicemaster (ER)</td>
<td>Jun 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; O 4000 Receiver (LTER)</td>
<td>Aug 55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baudot To ASCII (C) (Smith)</td>
<td>Apr 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bovie Feedback Thermistor (C) (Waite &amp; Brown)</td>
<td>Mar 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-Theft Devices (C) (Marston)</td>
<td>Nov 56, Dec 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock, Gas-Discharge, Alarm (C) (Emerald)</td>
<td>Nov 67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Computer</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCII To Baudot (C) (Smith)</td>
<td>Mar 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baudot to ASCII (C) (Smith)</td>
<td>Apr 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculator, Expand Novis (C) (Stearns)</td>
<td>Dec 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Terminal, Portables (C) (Edwards)</td>
<td>Jan 29, Feb 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8080 Micro, Dyna-Micro (C) (Titus)</td>
<td>May 33, Jun 41, Jul 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitalcoronor (C) (Meyer)</td>
<td>Oct 61</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fice, 10us-Electronice (C) (Waite &amp; Brown)</td>
<td>Mar 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Sensor, A (C) (Lewart)</td>
<td>Jul 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ignition System, Solid-State For Your Car (C) (Pace)</td>
<td>May 47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindpower: Alpha (C)</td>
<td>Jul 35, Aug 50, Sep 49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Synthesizer, Portables III (C) (Gilmore)</td>
<td>Jan 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OverSpeed Alarms, For Your Car (C) (Marston)</td>
<td>Apr 37, Oct 45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oscilloscope</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscilloscope, Electronic (C) (Tylor)</td>
<td>Dec 71</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopwatch, Electronic II (C) (Tylor)</td>
<td>Feb 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone Dialer, Automatic (C) (Wilson &amp; Funderburk)</td>
<td>Nov 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermometer, Biofeedback (C) (Waite &amp; Brown)</td>
<td>Feb 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timer, Digital Countertown (C) (Bauamgrs)</td>
<td>Aug 43, Sep 80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TV Game, Great (C) (Pichulo)</strong></td>
<td>Jan 35, Jun 55, Aug 57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calculating Frequency With Your TV (Robbins)</strong></td>
<td>Sep 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Car Stereo Systems (Petras)</strong></td>
<td>Dec 51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CB (also see Test Equipment)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All about SWR &amp; Performance (Friedman)</td>
<td>Oct 82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Accessories</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundup, Now &amp; Unusual (Scott)</td>
<td>Nov 40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antenna</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Your Car (Friedman)</td>
<td>Sep 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selecting (Scott)</td>
<td>Jan 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting Base Station (Scott)</td>
<td>Jul 32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equipment Roundup, Transceivers (Friedman)</strong></td>
<td>Jan 33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Synthesizers (Scott)</td>
<td>Oct 41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Of (Friedman)</td>
<td>Jan 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 Channel (see Quadrophonic under High Fidelity)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FM (see listing under High Fidelity)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FM Tuner Standards (New (Feldman)</strong></td>
<td>Feb 43</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency Counters (see listing under Test Equipment)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji FX-C60 Tape (LTER)</td>
<td>Apr 53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Function Generators (see listing under Test Equipment)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuse, Build 10 ps Electronic (C) (Waite &amp; Brown)</td>
<td>Mar 48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Of CB (Friedman)</td>
<td>Jan 68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### G

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Games, TV (see listing under Television)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garage Door Openers, Installing (Str)</td>
<td>Apr 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas-Discharge Alarm Clock (C) (Emerald)</td>
<td>Nov 67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Getting Started In CB Servicing (Steckler)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safety and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

ON THE COVER
Electronic music organs have been around for quite awhile, but portable organs are really unique. This one is completely self-contained with speaker, battery and keyboard, and it covers a five-octave range. The construction details start on page 31.

Spice up your car with this Digital LED Clock. The construction details start on page 13.

You can’t compare noise specs for Hi-Fi gear unless you know how they are measured. An in-depth look at how noise measurements are made starts on page 49.
ON THE COVER

40-channel CB went into effect January 1, 1977. Right now, all kinds of 40-channel gear is on sale. The 40-channel dial on our cover symbolizes this development. To bring you all the latest information we have produced the special 16-page section starting on page 69 of this issue.

THIS TEST SIGNAL was used to test a new concept in speaker design. Get the whole story. See story starting on page 64.

PITCH BENDER BOARD is important part of keyboard synthesizer. See page 58.

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safety and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
ON THE COVER
That's Len Feldman sitting in JVC's special biphonic chair. If you want to know what he is hearing, see our special story starting on page 40.
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37 Binaural and Biphonic Sound Today
Precise spatial effects are possible. Read about a new JVC system that makes it work. by Len Feldman

40 Tomorrow's Hi-Fi Gear
What happened at the Tokyo and New York Hi-Fi shows—Sennheiser infra-red headphone link and more. by Len Feldman

43 Get Rid of RFI
It can really destroy hi-fi reproduction but can usually be cured. Discover what you can do to stop this kind of interference. by Len Feldman

47 R-E Lab Tests Garrard GT-55
A new multiple play turntable system rates high in our report.

49 R-E Lab Tests Nakamichi 610 Preamp
Outstanding quality in performance and construction.

54 Easy To Build Digital Clocks
Semi-kits speed assembly. Roundup of available modules. by Fred Blechman

60 Action Football Games
Plays like the real thing. IC circuit-board construction makes it easy to duplicate. by Rudy Graf & George Whalen

76 Tone Probe for IC Testing
Checks digital IC's. Audible tones tell you high or low. Costs under $16.00. by Larry Fort

34 R-E Reports on Data Precision 175
A digital multi-meter worth looking at.

87 R-E Reports on Heath IP-2718
New power supply works well. You build it from a kit.

94 R-E Reports on Switchcraft 1002
Cable tester that really does a job.

58 Phase-Locked Loop
Part II—How Motorola's XC3390 PLL frequency synthesizer works. by Robert F. Scott

4 Looking Ahead
Tomorrow's news today. by David Lachenbruch

22 Komputer Konner
Stacking computer data. by Tim Barry

52 Auto Search Finds the Cassette Program
New circuit looks for and looks on to the music passage you want to hear. by Karl Savon

80 State-Of-Solid State
Music generating and synthesizing IC's. by Karl Savon

81 Service Clinic
Lightning protection. by Jack Darr

82 Reader Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves reader problems.

108 Advertising Index
6 New & Timely

12 Advertising Sales Offices
102 New Books

109 Free Information Card
88 New Products

14 Letters
103 Next Month

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newlywroth products, techniques and scientific and technological advancements. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
## BUILD ONE OF THESE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Build a 2650 Microcomputer (Cover Story)</td>
<td>Part I: NMOS processor on a single PC board does</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>some nifty things. by Jeff Roloff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Experiments With IC Function Generator</td>
<td>Part I: Practical circuits you can build using</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>versatile XR-2206 IC. by R.M. Marston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Build Teleswitch For Your Phone</td>
<td>Add-on circuit turns on and off appliances when</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>you ring your telephone. by Jules Gilder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## COMPUTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Komputer Korner</td>
<td>How a microprocessor addresses an I/O device by Peter Rony, David Larsen, and John Titus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Scelbi Book Report</td>
<td>8008/8080 programming manuals.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## CITIZENS BAND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Phase-Lock-Loop Synthesizers</td>
<td>How they work in CB gear. by Robert F. Scott</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## HI-FI STEREO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Equipment Report</td>
<td>Heathkit AP-1640 power amplifier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46</td>
<td>Dynamic Range Enhancement</td>
<td>Compression/Expansion for better hi-fi. by Len Feldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>R-E Lab Tests Yamaha CT-800</td>
<td>A tuner that rates excellent. by Len Feldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>R-E Lab Tests Kenwood KR-7600</td>
<td>80-watt receiver. by Len Feldman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TELEVISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Multimeter Servicing</td>
<td>Tips on selecting the right meter by A.N.M. Kluijtmans</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Install A Tower</td>
<td>How to get your antenna to where the signal is. by Jerry Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>Jack Darr’s Service Clinic</td>
<td>High-voltage hold down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Clinic Questions</td>
<td>R-E’s service editor solves technician problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GENERAL ELECTRONICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Looking Ahead</td>
<td>Tomorrow’s news today. by David Lachenbruch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>IC Data Sheet - Reticon SAD-1024</td>
<td>How to use the Reticon analog delay.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## DEPARTMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Authors/Editors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Advertising Index</td>
<td>6 New &amp; Timely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Advertising Offices</td>
<td>84 New Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Letters</td>
<td>91 Next Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Market Center</td>
<td>99 Free Information Card</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ON THE COVER**

A 2650-based microcomputer with impressive features. Built on a single PC board, the microcomputer contains RAM, ROM, video and cassette interface. Add a power supply, keyboard and video monitor for a complete working system. Get started in the microcomputer revolution today. Construction details starts on page 31 of this issue.

---

**SELECTING THE RIGHT MULTIMETER for servicing is important.** Tips start on page 57.

---
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---

**VERSATILE XR-2206 FUNCTION GENERATOR** is put through its paces in practical circuits you can build. Story starts on page 36.

---

**SYMmetry Adjust**

**WAVEform Adjust**

**ADJUS'T**

**VERsATILE**

**FUNCTION**

**GENERATOR**

---

**SELECTING THE RIGHT MULTIMETER** for servicing is important. Tips start on page 57.

---
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ON THE COVER
Programmable divider provides a wide range of frequency division by using three cascaded 555-timer IC stages. The divisor is selected by three 10-turn potentiometers and indicated by an LED readout. Complete story starts on page 37 of this issue.

THIS KEYBOARD CONTROLS channel selection and programs a new TV set to automatically switch channels for you. It's an important part of Heath's programmer system. For full details turn to page 49.
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6IX GREAT PROJECTS
31 Electronic Music Synthesizer
Infinite uses pink-noise sources to produce pink-noise music.
by Raymond A. Chamberlin
35 No-Digit Clock
It works like a conventional clock but doesn’t have hands and does have digital circuitry. by Terry A. Walters
38 Push-Button Phone Dialer
Works with dial phone. Automatically redials numbers and stores frequently-used numbers. by Dick Finwell
42 Quad Scope Adapter
Display 4-channel signals on your single-trace scope. by Stephen Dunilier
44 IC Identifier
Tests and identifies the unknown digital ones. by Earl R. Savage
47 Build A 2650 Computer System
Part 3: The supervisor program and how to use it. by Jeff Roloff

GENERAL ELECTRONICS
4 Looking Ahead
Tomorrow’s news today. by David Lachenbruch
16 Computer Corner
Microcomputer interups. by David G. Larson, Jon Titus and Peter R. Rony

CB RADIO
25 R-E Tries Wawasee Catalyzer
Oscilloscope, RF Wattmeter and SWR Bridge for CB Service.
54 CB Noise Limiters
A look at how these automatic circuits work. by Robert F. Scott

HI-FI STEREO
57 R-E Lab Tests Elcasel Deck
"Excellent" is the rating the Sony EL-5 earned.
59 R-E Lab Tests Integrated Stereo
Amplifier. Sherwood HP-2000 checks out "Very Good".
65 Solving the dB Mystery
Don’t misunderstand dB notations used in hi-fi specifications. by Len Feldman

TELEVISION
68 Jack Darr’s Service Clinic
Quick response voltage regulator. by Jack Darr

DEPARTMENTS
88 Advertising Index
12 Advertising Offices
14 Letters
85 Market Center
83 New Books
78 New Products
6 New & Timely

ON THE COVER
Four of the six projects in this issue are shown on this month’s cover. In addition to those illustrated, you will want to see the Quad Scope Adapter and Build A Computer stories. See the listing at the left for page numbers.

AUTOMATIC NOISE LIMITERS are used extensively in CB transceivers. This story tells how they work. . .turn to page 54

VOLTMASTER WITH dB SCALE referenced to 0.775 volt. See Solving The dB Mystery for more data. . .turn to page 85
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**BUILD ONE OF THESE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>On-Screen TV Clock (Cover Story)</td>
<td>Connect it to your set for a digital readout of the time. by Fred Blechman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>Electronic Slot Machine</td>
<td>A digital readout of your winnings plus illuminated display symbols makes this a great addition to your game room. by Gregory W. Hart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>Automotive Anti-Collision Systems</td>
<td>An in-depth look at these systems, with enough information for the advanced hobbyist to build one. by Martin B. Weinstein</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CB RADIO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Automatic Noise Blankers</td>
<td>A look at how these circuits improve performance. by Robert F. Scott</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HI-FI STERO**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>TIM DISTORTION</td>
<td>A new clue to explaining the difference between solid-state sound and vacuum-tube sound by Len Feldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>R-E Lab Test Report</td>
<td>Fisher RS-1080 AM/FM Receiver</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GENERAL ELECTRONICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Looking Ahead</td>
<td>Tomorrow's news today by David Lachenbruch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Computer Corner</td>
<td>The vectored interrupt by David G. Larson, Jon Titus and Peter R. Rony</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Digital Multimeters</td>
<td>What you should know before you buy or use one. by Charles Gilmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Extra Hands For The Hobbyist</td>
<td>Workbench accessories make PC board assembly easier and more pleasurable. by Earl Savage K4SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>State-of-Solid-State</td>
<td>New Telephone Dailer IC. by Karl Savon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TELEVISION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Equipment Report</td>
<td>Polors CT-751 Curve Tracer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>Step-By-Step Troubleshooting</td>
<td>Sync-Separator circuits. by Jack Darr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Service Clinic</td>
<td>Focus Troubles. by Jack Darr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>Clinic Questions</td>
<td>R-E's Service Editor solves technician problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DEPARTMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Advertising Index</td>
<td>80 New Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Advertising Sales Offices</td>
<td>78 New Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Letters</td>
<td>85 Next Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>New &amp; Timely</td>
<td>89 Reader Service Card</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ON THE COVER**

Another great construction project from *Radio-Electronics*. This one updates your TV set with an on-screen digital readout of the time. The clock is built around a character generator from National Semiconductor that provides you with a choice of either a 4- or 6-digit readout of the time. Get started today; turn to page 35.

**ELECTRONIC SLOT MACHINE** you'll want to build. Digital readout of the score plus realistic odds makes this a great addition to your game room. Construction details start on page 39.

---
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BUILD ONE OF THESE

33 Build This Video Modulator
One-transistor device with built-in isolation switch permits direct connection of composite video signals to the antenna terminals of your TV set. by Glen Dash

36 10-Function Digital Clock
Simultaneous readout of time, date, alarm. Includes built-in countdown timer by Jeffrey G. Mazur

40 Build A Logic Probe For $1
Easy to build TTL tester can save you hours of troubleshooting time. by Alex F. Burr

COMPUTERS

27 Microcomputer Trainer Equipment Report
Infinite Systems Model UC-1800

42 New Hobby Computers From Heath
Two new machines—one 8080 based, the other an LS1-11; make a powerful team.

TELEVISION

32 Picture Tube Restorer Equipment Report
Oneida Model 98

60 Service Clinic
Double, double, toil and trouble. by Jack Darr

66 Reader Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves reader problems.

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

4  Looking Ahead
Tomorrow’s news, today. by David Lachenbruch

45 Pictures That Talk
How to add sound to a silent, 8mm movie camera. by Andrew Jaremko

52 Automotive Anti-Collision Systems
Part II. How to make one that works. by Martin B. Weinstein

58 Restoring Antique Radios
How to get started with details on where to obtain parts and schematics. by Morgan E. McMahon

70 Hobby Corner
Homebrew breadboard every experimenter needs. by Earl R. Savage

STEREO HIGH-FIDELITY

54 R-E Lab Tests Optronica Tuner
AM/FM Stereo Model ST-3535 earns a "very good". by Len Feldman

57 R-E Lab Tests Hitachi Receiver
Model SH-903 rates "excellent". by Len Feldman

TEST EQUIPMENT

22 Digital IC Tester Equipment Report
Heath Model IC-7400

24 CB Tester Equipment Report
Hickok Model 368

49 All About RF Signal Generators
Part I: How they work, specifications, features and applications. by Charles Gilmore
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85 Market Center
6 New & Timely
74 New Products

ON THE COVER
Two major new computer systems are now available to the hobbyist. Teamed with a video terminal and a tape reader/punch/duplicator we photographed them for this month's cover. For full details see the complete story starting on page 43.
THE RADIO

As functioning departments

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

22 Fluke 8020A Digital Multimeter
24 Heath SG-1272 Audio Generator
26 B&K 530 Semiconductor Tester
32 Lunar Electronics DX-555 Signal Generator/Frequency Counter
89 Telematic SG 785
90 Tri Star Tiger CB Alarm

DEPARTMENTS
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108 Market Center
100 New Books

ON THE COVER

Special music effects just your style? Then try building the
Phlanger—it's a honey of an
effect generator, and you use it
with your hi-fi system. Complete
details start in this issue on
page 42.
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ON THE COVER
Biorhythm clock keeps you up to date on good versus bad days. Three-color digital readout tells at glance where you are in your Physical, Intellectual and Sensitivity cycles. For full details on how to build your own turn to page 33.
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SPECIAL FEATURE

49 WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT CB TEST GEAR.
by Forest Bell
50 Power Supplies
51 RF Generators
53 Frequency Counters
55 Digital Multimeters
57 Oscilloscopes
58 Dummy Loads & RF Wattmeters
59 Test Systems

BUILD ONE OF THESE

33 Digital Biorhythm Clock
Three pairs of digits—2 green, 2 red, 2 yellow tell you your status at a glance. And it costs less than $30 to build. by Fred Blechman

45 Remote Telephone Ringer
Plug it in anywhere in your house. It rings when your phone does. by R.K. Atwood

HIGH-FIDELITY STEREO

82 IHF Sensitivity
Understanding the new standard. by Len Feldman
85 R-E Lab Tests Sherwood Micro CPU100
Here's an FM tuner that earns a "Superb", by Len Feldman
87 R-E Lab Tests Spectro Acoustics 101B
Preamp Equalizer rated "Very Good". by Len Feldman

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

4 Looking Ahead
Preview tomorrow, today. by David Lachenbruch
41 Digital Car Clocks
Part II: Model-by-model coverage of the entire digital car clock market. by Fred Blechman
78 Computer Corner
Inside the 280 with a look at how it differs from the 8080. by William Barden, Jr.
80 State Of Solid State
A number-oriented microprocessor plus NMOS and bipolar monochips. by Karl Savon
89 Hobby Corner
Breadboards for the experimenter & hobbyist. by Earl R. "Doc" Savage K45DS

TELEVISION

38 All About Circular Polarization
An old technique now applicable to TV broadcast and reception promises vastly improved reception for many viewers. by Robert F. Scott
74 Jack Darr's Service Clinic
The absent-minded battery. by Jack Darr
78 Service Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves technician problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

22 Ungar 5001 Versa Torch
22 Tiger Cub Breakerless Ignition
26 Leader LBO-515 Delayed-Sweep Dual-Trace Scope
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RIGHT-HAND POLARIZED TV signal can bring better TV reception in US. For the whole story turn to page 38 now.

Interrupt Page Monitor is one aspect of the Z-80 microprocessor. For more data on the Z-80 see Computer Corner on page 78
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BUILD ONE OF THESE</th>
<th>33</th>
<th>Optical Synthesizer Makes 3D Patterns</th>
<th>Use it with your scope for patterns galore. by Walter Sikowowitz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Digital Capacitance Meter</td>
<td>4-digit LED readout makes reading values a cinch. by James Vernon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTERS</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Solving Secret Messages With A Computer</td>
<td>How to use a microcomputer to decode secret messages. by Fredrick W. Chesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Z-80 Computer Corner</td>
<td>A look at the pin-out of the Z-80 IC and the Z-80’s timing. by William Barden, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB RADIO</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Build A CB Switcher</td>
<td>Listen to AM or FM music between CB calls . . . automatically. by George Santil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>42</td>
<td>More Test Instruments For CB</td>
<td>Service instruments that make it easier. by Forest Belt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL ELECTRONICS</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Looking Ahead</td>
<td>Preview tomorrow, today. by David Lachenbruch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Digital Car Clocks</td>
<td>Part III: Final coverage of the many car clocks available today. by Fred Blechman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>IC Bricklaying</td>
<td>Construction technique for building IC-oriented projects into the smallest cases possible. by Walter T. Cardwell, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>State Of Solid State</td>
<td>Input analog signals to your microcomputer plus new UHF power transistors. by Karl Savon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Hobby Corner</td>
<td>SCR, Triac, Diac and Quadrac—What they are, how they work. by Earl “Doc” Savage, K4SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEREO HIGH-FIDELITY</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>AM Stereo</td>
<td>The FCC is getting closer to selecting a system. Here’s a preview of the ones being studied. by Len Feldman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>54</td>
<td>R-E Lab Tests Sylvania 2600 Receiver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>56</td>
<td>R-E Lab Tests Onkyo TX-8500 Receiver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEVISION</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Jack Darr’s Service Clinic</td>
<td>Are matched transistors necessary?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Service Questions</td>
<td>R-E’s Service Editor solves technician problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQUIPMENT REPORTS</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Fuzzbuster &amp; Fuzzbuster II Radar Detectors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Triplet 60-NA Ruggedized VOM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Huntron Micro Probes Test Leads</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25</td>
<td>UCE Microwave Monitor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Audiovox MA-30 CB/AM-MPX Car Antenna</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Sencore TF46 Transistor &amp; FET Tester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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SPECIAL SECTION

33 What You Need to Know About Handy Tools and Gadgets. by Forrest Bell
34 Coping With Wire & Cable
37 Handy Tools Speedup Service
40 Tricks of Soldering & Desoldering

BUILD ONE OF THESE

21 Digital Frequency Display for FM/AM Tuners
Add on device reads tuned frequency directly and when the tuner is off, the readout becomes a clock. by Gary McClellan
43 Pink Noise Generator
It's easy to build; measures only 5 cubic inches; and is great for hi-fi testing. by Jeff Mazur

COMPUTERS

68 Z-80 Computer Corner
How the Z-80 instruction set compares to the 8080 instruction set. by William Barden, Jr.

CB

48 Novel CB Circuits
Unusual approaches to common transceiver problems. by Robert F. Scott

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

4 Looking Ahead
Preview of tomorrow. by Dave Lachenbruch
46 Programmable TV Games
A photo report on some of the newest ones to reach the market. by Warren Black
66 Hobby Corner
Potpourri of hints and circuits. Something for everyone. by Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

STEREO HIGH-FIDELITY

51 Testing Hi-Fi Cartridges Yourself.
Using available test records to check-out your cartridge. by Len Feldman
58 R-E Lab Tests Dual Cassette Deck
Dual C-939 rates an "Excellent." 
60 R-E Lab Tests Sansui Stereo receiver
Sansui AU-717 gets an "Excellent"

TELEVISION

70 Jack Darr's Service Clinic
Finding a replacement power transformer.
70 Service Questions
Jack Darr solves technician problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

20 Simpson Model 481 Digital Multimeter
30 Triplet Model 64 FETVOM
31 Soncore CB44 Scope Frequency Converter
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ON THE COVER

Sitting atop the stereo receiver is this month's featured construction project. It provides a digital readout of the frequency that the receiver is tuned to. Works with AM/FM receivers; and, when not displaying frequency, it's a digital clock. For complete details on how to build your own, turn to page 21.

HANDY TOOLS AND GADGETS for the hobbyist, experimenter and service technician that will make life a little easier and will give your work a professional look. Story starts on page 33.

HOW TO TEST PHONO CARTRIDGES yourself by using readily available test records. The waveforms shown are recorded on a test record to test for IM distortion. For the whole story, turn to page 51.
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Radio-Electronics
THE MAGAZINE FOR NEW IDEAS IN ELECTRONICS
Electronics publishers since 1908

FEBRUARY 1978 Vol. 49 No. 2

ON THE COVER
We've combined an Apple II hobby computer, an RCA Videotape machine and an RCA 19-inch color TV to put this month's cover together. We used the VTR to record the many different color displays the Apple produced. For more info on hobby computers turn to page 45. If it's the VTR you want to know about turn to page 52.

BUILD ONE OF THESE

37 Digital Bicycle Speedometer
Measures from 0-30 MPH. Discrete LED readout. N.Cad battery power supply. by Robert Beaber

41 Programmable Drums
Tap out the beat with your fingertips when you use this add-on with your hi-fi system. Touch switches make it easy to play. by John Simonton

COMPUTERS

45 Mainframe Roundup
Everything you ever wanted to know about who makes it and exactly what it is that they make. by Chester H. Lawrence

72 Z-80 Computer Corner
The Z-80's addressing modes. by William Barden, Jr.

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

4 Looking Ahead
Tomorrow's news today. by David Lachenbruch

52 Video Tape Recorders Today
1978 is "THE" year of the VTR. See what you can get now, and it can do for you. by Fred Petras

68 Sherlock Holmes And The Missing Transistor Clues
Wherewith the master detective solves the three most baffling problems in all transistordom. by Gerald E. Williams

70 Hobby Corner
Your own workbench—the instruments you'll need. by Earl Savage

74 State of Solid State
Smoke detector circuits. by Karl Savon

STEREO HIGH-FIDELITY

56 Dolby FM
How it is used in FM broadcasting today and the effect it has on the sounds you hear. by Len Feldman

59 R-E Lab Tests Pioneer Cassette Deck
Pioneer CT-F1000 earns an "Excellent."

61 R-E Lab Tests Sony Receiver
Sony STR-7800SD rates "Very Good"

TELEVISION

78 Service Clinic
Find faults, then fix them. by Jack Darr

84 Service Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves reader problems

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

24 Olympic Controls OCI 990 Calibrator

26 Hickok 422 Mobile CB Tester

32 G-C Electronics Liqui-Kleen Contact Cleaner

34 Triplette 3300 Digital VOM
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Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
SPECIAL SECTION

49 What You Need To Know About Servicing CB Radios by Forest Bell
50. Repair Low Cost CB’s Profitably by Gary McClellan
52. Efficiency in CB Service Estimates
53. DC Trouble Up Front
56. Transmitter Keying
61. Servicing Synthesizers
63. 23-Channel PLL

BUILD ONE OF THESE

35 Portable Frequency Counter
Palm-sized 30 MHz counter with a 4-digit LED display that delivers 6-digit resolution. by Gary McClellan

40 Digital Multimeter
Start by building a 3½-digit panel meter; add a few shunts and range switches, and end up with a digital multimeter. by Dr. E. H. Borneman and Robert Benward

45 Programmable Drums—Part II
Conclusion of a 2 part series for a hi-fi add-on that lets you tap out a beat with your fingertips. by John S. Simonton, Jr.

COMPUTERS

68 Z-80 Computer Corner
A look at the different interrupts available with the Z-80 CPU. by William Barden, Jr.

70 Mainframe Roundup—Part II
Conclusion of who makes what and what it is they make. by Chester H. Lawrence

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

4 Looking Ahead
Tomorrow’s news today. by David Lachenbruch

76 Hobby Corner
A game circuit you can play with. by Earl “Doc” Savage

88 Police Radar Detectors
A look at the latest equipment.

100 Teaching Digital Counters To Count
How to make a decade counter IC count by some number other than 10. by Fred Blechman

TELEVISION

80 Service Clinic
Vertical OTL (Output Transformerless) output stages. by Jack Darr

81 Service Questions
R-E’s Service Editor solves reader problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

24 Motorola HEP Educator II Microcomputer kit.

26 Tenna PS99RD Mindblower stereo speaker/amplifier for your car

32 Sabtronics 2000 Digital Multimeter

66 Hi-Fi Lab Tests B.I.C. Beam Box indoor FM antenna

108 Sencore CB42 CB Analyzer
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ON THE COVER
This month’s feature construction project is a hand-held portable frequency counter. The unit measures to 30 MHz with a 90 mV sensitivity. The readout is a 4-digit LED display that provides 6-digit resolution. A must for any workbench. The complete construction details start on page 35.

A BASIC DIGITAL PANEL METER. Turn to page 40 to see how to build this and then turn it into a complete digital multimeter.

B.I.C.’s MODEL FM-10 BEAM BOX indoor FM antenna. R-E’s Hi-Fi Lab puts it through its paces. For a complete report, turn to page 66.
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BUILD ONE OF THESE
37 Digital Tachometer For Car Or Boat
2-digit LED display. Works with 2- or 4-cycle; 4-, 6-, or 8-cylinder engines.
46 Tuner Frequency Display
Part II: Add on 4-digit display for easy reading of AM or FM tuned frequency.

JUST FOR EXPERIMENTERS
87 Modifying Electronics Hardware
Make your own low-cost custom hardware to suit your own needs—it's easy.
82 Hobby Corner
Part I of a special 2-part story on breadboarding and prototype systems.

COMPUTERS
45 All About The S-100 Bus
Identification, voltages and signals to interface a microcomputer.
51 S-100 Directory
Plug-ins for the bus.
80 Z-80 Computer Corner
Part VI: Completes our coverage of the Z-80.

IC DATA SHEET
74 XR-2206 Operational Multiplier
Specs and applications for nifty things you can build.

STEREO HIGH-FIDELITY
52 New RIAA Equalization For Records
Delivers more dynamic range, requires preamp changes you can do yourself.
59 R-E Lab Tests Toshiba ST-910 FM Tuner
It gets a "Perfect" for dial tuning accuracy.
61 R-E Lab Tests U.S. Pioneer RT-707 Tape Deck
It earns a "Superb" for 34-IPS wow and flutter.

GENERAL ELECTRONICS
4 Looking Ahead
Preview of tomorrow.
40 Unusual Digital Clocks
They tick, they chime, they swing—see how they work.
63 Selecting DMM's
What to look for when buying a digital multimeter. Get the most for your money.
72 All About Audio Oscillators
Everything you ever wanted to know about this valuable piece of test equipment.
79 VTR Update
Latest data on video tape recorders. Updates our February 1978 report.
84 State Of Solid State
Delta modulation IC decodes and encodes.

TELEVISION
86 Jack Darr's Service Clinic
Troubleshuting horizontal sweep circuits.
87 Service Questions
Jack Darr solves technician problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
26 Wilson Frequency Counter
26 Huntron Circuit Tester
34 Keger Soldering Pistol
119 Hickok CB Signal Generator
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ON THE COVER
Ever see electronic clocks with digital readouts equipped with pendulums and tick-tock sound and chimes? We did! And here's a story on how they operate. It's an exploration into interesting circuitry you may not have seen before. The story starts on page 40.

NEW RIAA EQUALIZATION CURVES. Note the rolloff in playback response in the low-frequency region. For full details turn to page 52.
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ON THE COVER
That's a 12-band graphic equalizer you can build for your stereo system. It's just about everything a graphic equalizer should be plus it's fun to build. Check it out. Turn to page 37 now.

FIRST QUARTER
LORD THROUGH THIS HOUR,
BE THOU OUR GUIDE
SO, BY THY POWER
NO FOOT SHALL SLIDE.

HALF HOUR

THREE QUARTERS

FULL CHIME

THIS MELODY IS PLAYED by some of the electronic clocks described in this issue. You’ll find more details on page 51.

IF YOU ARE PROTOTYPING you’ll need sockets like these plus a lot of other hardware. Find out what’s available and where you can get it. Turn to page 57.
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## PERSONAL COMPUTERS SPECIAL SECTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Your Own Computer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Personal Computers—are they right for you?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Peripherals—arms and legs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Programming isn't simple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Computer Corner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Equipment Directory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Digi-Toll Times Your Calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>LED Bar Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82</td>
<td>Graphic Equalizer For Stereo Systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## GENERAL ELECTRONICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Looking Ahead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73</td>
<td>Cabinets For Projects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Audio Oscillators Part II: More information on this old standby test instrument.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Hobby Corner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>State of Solid State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Solar Controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124</td>
<td>What Is An LCD?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TELEVISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>New MATV System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Service Clinic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Service Questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## EQUIPMENT REPORTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>B &amp; K 1820 Frequency Counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hickok 517 Dual Trace Scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Heath 5280 Test Instruments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Spyderco Portable Hand</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
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<tr>
<th>Page</th>
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</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>Advertising Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Advertising Sales Offices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Editorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Letters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125</td>
<td>Market Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>New &amp; Timely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>New Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>Next Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Reader's Service Card</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**ON THE COVER**

When you want to keep track of long-distance phone charges, the first thing you need is a record of how long you’ve been talking. Digi-Toll does just that. It also reminds you, with a bright red digital readout right at your phone, of how long you’ve been talking. See construction details starting on page 69.

---

**LED BAR GRAPH** is a nifty substitute for an analog meter... and it's easy to read. Turn to page 78.

---

**CABINETS FOR PROJECTS** helps answer that problem question of “What cabinet should I use?” Five pages of listing start on page 73.

---
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GENERAL ELECTRONICS

4 Looking Ahead
Preview of tomorrow's news today

44 Disposable Batteries
How to choose between carbon-zinc, alkaline and mercury

61 Long Duration Timers
Accurate circuits for time intervals of 60-seconds or longer

66 Hobby Corner
How to build crystal oscillators

72 State-Of-Solid-State
Interesting applications of pressure transistors including solid-state barometer and blood-pressure meter

BUILD ONE OF THESE

33 Digital Darkroom Timer
Highly accurate timer has a range of from 0.1 second to 99 minutes and 99 seconds

37 Digi-Toll Telephone Call Timer
Part 2: Special purpose timer helps you save dollars on long-distance toll charges

41 Burglar Alarm Switches
How you can make your own

60 Little Pro Peep
Programmable beeper can be used as heart of a call system

COMMUTERS

56 Hobby Computer Program
Telephone Toll Totalizer written for Radio-Shack TRS-80 in Level I BASIC

74 Computer Corner
Microcomputer Interfacing—Data Acquisition

STEREO HI-FI PRO SOUND

50 R-E Lab Tests JVC RC-828 Radio Cassette
"Superb" price/performance ratio for this $250 unit

57 Digital Hi-Fi Recording
A new way to increase signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range in audio recordings

TELEVISION & TEST EQUIPMENT

42 Audio Oscillators
Part 2: Metering, attenuators, harmonic distortion and applications are all covered

47 How Pix Tube Brighteners Can Save You Dollars
A look at what they are all about

54 CET Test
Regular monthly study guide for the Certified Electronics Technician exam

76 Service Clinic
Troubleshooting faulty high-voltage shutdown

77 Service Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves technician problems

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

26 Chemtronics Electro-Wash Degreaser

26 Advanced Video Model FS11 Video Camera

30 A.F. Stahler PC Tools

DEPARTMENTS
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16 Letters
87 Next Month

90 Market Center
119 Readers Service Card

ON THE COVER
Unique darkroom timer counts down in either seconds or minutes and seconds. Precise digital readout and audible pulses too. See page 33.
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Special Features

38 Video Modulator Roundup
A look at the many different units currently available, their circuitry, their specs, and what we think of them.

47 Using RF Generators
The easy way to troubleshoot stereo systems.

Build One of These

29 Digital Thermometer Add-On For Your DMM
Connect it to your digital multimeter and read temperature in °C or °F. An extremely accurate yet easy-to-build unit.

33 Digital Darkroom Timer
Part II: Final construction and adjustment procedures get this unit ready for your darkroom.

General Electronics

3 Looking Ahead
Tomorrow's news today.

56 Reducing TV Interference
Use the right test equipment and it's easy to prevent unwanted interference from CB transceivers.

66 Hobby Corner
Build an inexpensive expanded-scale voltmeter to monitor AC line voltage.

72 State-Of-Solid-State
Temperature transducer and precision voltage reference all in one IC.

Stereo Hi-Fi

42 R-E Lab Tests Revox FM Tuner
B-760 Stereo tuner earns a "Very Good" for overall FM performance.

44 R-E Lab Tests Shure V15 Type IV
New stereo cartridge rates a "Superb."

Computers

32 Investment Evaluation Program
Lets you determine if your investment earned more for you than a savings account.

64 Computer Corner
Intel 6253—a programmable interval timer.

Television

24 Equipment Report
American Technology GTS-10 General Television Servicer

74 Jack Dar's Service Clinic
Pulse-width modulated DC power supplies and how to troubleshoot them.

Departments

110 Advertising Index

14 Advertising Sales Offices

14 Editorial

111 Free Information Card

16 Letters

82 Market Center

6 New & Timely

79 New Products
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ON THE COVER
Sitting on a background of video modulators is a digital thermometer add-on for a digital multimeter. It's a highly accurate instrument that reads out in both °C and °F at the flip of a switch. Story starts on page 29.

Simple Test Circuit is used to set up your new digital darkroom timer. For details on how to build the timer turn to page 33.

New Phono Cartridge plays stereo discs so well that it earns a "Superb" from our test lab. For all the details turn to page 44.
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BUILD ONE OF THESE

37 Digital Capacitance Meter
4-digit LED readout gives direct reading of all capacitor values from 1 pF to 9999 µF
41 Flue Bug
Energy saver warns you that the fireplace flue is open after the fire has gone out.

GENERAL ELECTRONICS

4 Looking Ahead
Preview of tomorrow's news today.
46 Pioneers Of Radio
Edison, Hertz and Lodge
47 Video Modulators
Part II: Capsule reports on every unit that we tested.
50 Antique Radios
Restore them to "like-new" operation—it's a cinch.
76 Hobby Corner
Power supplies and the experimenter.

COMPUTERS

34 Equipment Report
Heath EC-1100 Basic Programming Course
74 Computer Corner
8080—The 8253 programmable interface timer IC.
78 State-Of-Solid State
TMS1100—Microprocessor in a microwave oven.

STEREO HI-FI PRO SOUND

44 Pink Noise Testing
If you want to set up a graphic equalizer right, this is the technique to use.
51 Innovations in Phono Cartridges
Design parameters of the Shure V-15 Type IV and how they improve performance.
54 R-E Lab Tests RG Dynamics Pro-16 Dynamic Processor
55 R-E Lab Tests Leader LAS-5500 Audio Analyzer

TELEVISION

58 CET Test
Practice questions and answers show you what you know.
63 Special Report on TV Troubleshooting
How to use RF generators to make it a quick & easy job.
64 Modern Generators Make It Easy
65 Align & Conquer
67 Pattern Diagnosis
80 Jack Darr's Service Clinic
Low-voltage regulators and how to handle them.
80 Service Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves reader problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

24 Sencore VA-48 TV-VTR-MATV-VIDEO Analyzer
26 Chemtronics SD5 Solder/Desolder System
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84 New Products
83 Next Month
92 Stereo Products
98 Computer Products

ON THE COVER

A low-cost build-it-yourself capacitance meter you'll want on your bench. Get all the details. Turn to page 37 now.

Final Assembly of Flue-Bug. Spend a few dollars and save a bundle. Story starts on page 41.

ATV Research Pixe-Plexer. One of many video modulators reviewed in this issue. Turn to page 47.
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THE COVER
Compact function generator has a place on every readers bench. It delivers sine, square and triangle waves with minimal distortion. Build your unit from the details in this issue. The article starts on page 37.

VIDEOCASSETTE RECORDER ARE IN. This Q & A story answers typical user questions about this exciting new consumer electronics product. For all the answers, fast-forward to page 62.

KEEP IC PROJECTS SMALL. It’s easy to do once you know the basics. This month’s Hobby Corner tells all. Turn to page 80 now.
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ON THE COVER
That brick wall is made up of a large number of very special telephones. Take a look at the circuitry and how it works. Just turn to page 37.

NEW METAL-PARTICLE TAPE promises higher output levels with lower distortion. Story starts on page 49 and presents full details.

WIRED-OR/WIRED-AND is just one kind of digital circuit covered in digital troubleshooting story on page 41.
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### BUILD ONE OF THESE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Solar Energy Controller</td>
<td>A guide to interfacing and controlling solar energy panels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>Time-Compensated Speaker System</td>
<td>State-of-the-art design you can build yourself for true hi-fi sound.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>NOM Card For The 1802</td>
<td>Number crunching math board for 1802-based microcomputers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Remote Telephone Ear</td>
<td>Lets you monitor the sounds in your home from a remote location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74</td>
<td>Tank</td>
<td>Part II; Final details of this dedicated TV battle game.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DIGITAL ELECTRONICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>Making PROM's Work For You</td>
<td>New applications make digital circuits simpler.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Designing Hobby Computer Power Supplies</td>
<td>How to design and add a power supply for your S-100 mainframe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Digital Circuit Design</td>
<td>Everything from combinational switching circuits and the Karnaugh map to the Quine-McCluskey method and sequential circuits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Computer Corner</td>
<td>Software required to control an 8-channel analog signal monitor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### STEREO HI-FI PRO SOUND

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>R-E Lab Tests Sansui G-9000 Receiver</td>
<td>This 160-watt FM receiver rates excellent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>R-E Lab Tests Lectrotech Peak Power Indicator</td>
<td>A new add-on for your hi-fi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Dynamic Headroom</td>
<td>A new amplifier measurement from the IHF—it tells why amplifiers with the same rated power may perform differently under varying signal levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Hi-Fi Speaker Cables</td>
<td>Ordinary speaker cables can adversely affect sound quality. An in-depth look at newly developed uniquely constructed cables and how well they solve this problem.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TELEVISION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>Jack Darr’s Service Clinic</td>
<td>Trouble with the color and how to localize the problem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>Service Questions</td>
<td>R-E's Service Editor solves reader problems.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### GENERAL ELECTRONICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Looking Ahead</td>
<td>Preview of tomorrow’s news—today.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Radar Speed Traps, Detectors, etc.</td>
<td>Editorial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Hobby Corner</td>
<td>A look at clever reader solutions to radar problems including a rocket launching circuit, a super simple oscillator and a low voltage detector.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EQUIPMENT REPORTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Super Sleuth Descrambler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Continental Specialties LP-2 &amp; DP-2 Logic Probes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DEPARTMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Advertising Index</td>
<td>103 Market Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Advertising Sales Offices</td>
<td>6 New &amp; Timely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Computer Products</td>
<td>94 New Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131</td>
<td>Free Information Card</td>
<td>101 Next Month</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Stereo Products</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>New Books</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SEASON’S GREETINGS

The editors and staff of Radio-Electronics join in sending holiday greetings and our best wishes for a happy new year.

DESIGNING DIGITAL CIRCUITS from scratch. The step-by-step approach starts on page 63.
Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
BUILD ONE
OF THESE

37 Pro Quality String Synthesizer
Latest innovation in electronic music synthesizers is easy to build yet gives the soloist and small groups the background needed to enhance the performance.

42 Solar Tracking System
Electronic servo system swivels the solar collector panel so it follows the sun.

45 Audio Test Station
Part 2: Not an easy project. This all-in-one unit combines several important test instruments. Build it a section at a time.

GENERAL
ELECTRONICS

4 Looking Ahead
Tomorrow's news today.

49 Cases & Cabinets for Everyone
Another installment of a roundup showing cases for projects and where you can get them.

53 PC/Wire Wrap—New Construction Technique
Combining wire-wrap with a printed circuit is the answer to many layout and construction problems. See how an expert does it.

68 You Can Be A CET
Another quiz to help you get ready to take the NESDA/ISCET CET test.

COMMUNICATIONS

63 Troubleshooting Communications Receivers
The right signal generator plus good diagnostic ability and precise bench techniques lead to rapid 2-way radio repairs.

65 FM Detector and Filter Tests
Proper operation of FM detectors is vital to reliable operation of 2-way radio gear. Here's where they work and how to keep them working.

STEREO
HI-FI
PRO SOUND

56 New IHF Amplifier Specifications
New testing standard makes amplifier comparisons more realistic for the layman. Provides a closer correlation between what he hears and what the lab technician measures.

Earns a "Very Good" for overall sound quality.

62 R.E.A.L. Audio Tests SAE 4100 Time Delay System
Rates an "Excellent" for overall sound quality.

MONTHLY
FEATURES

74 Hobby Corner
Learn solid-state circuitry as you complete your monophonic music maker.

76 Computer Corner
8085—A look at two memory IC's that are among the 8085 family of devices.

80 Jack Darr's Service Clinic
Troubleshooting starter circuits in pulse-width modulated power supplies.

81 Service Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves technician problems.

EQUIPMENT
REPORTS

24 A.P. Products Powerace 103 Breadboard & Power Supply

26 Simpson 462 Digital Multiplier

32 C.W. Moser 6502 Editor Assembler

34 Hustler MOT Monitor Antenna

DEPARTMENTS

122 Advertising Index
97 Market Center

14 Advertising Sales Offices
6 New & Timely

92 Computer Products
96 New Literature

71 Communications Products
88 New Products

123 Free Information Card
95 Next Month

16 Letters
94 Stereo Products

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
ON THE COVER
Liquid crystal digital multimeters appear to be the wave of tomorrow. They may be inexpensive, highly accurate, offer multiple ranges and are readily available. In this issue we examine the circuitry and IC that have made this possible. For more info see the story starting on page 41.

PERSONAL COMPUTERS are the first two words out of the mouths of electronics activists these days. If you want to learn why they think computers first, our "Your Own Computer" Special Section that starts on page 47 is must reading.
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SPECIAL FEATURE
37 Videodisc Is Here!
2 systems—they are not compatible. See how they work.

VCR SERVICING
57 Forest Belt Tells What You Need To Know About VCR's
58 What Will You Do About VCR's?
59 VCR Tools & Instruments
62 Servicing VCR's—A Fundamental Approach
64 Where To Learn

BUILD ONE OF THESE
40 Intrusion Protection System
Stop burglars fast—as soon as they enter.
44 Motion Detector
Light-sensing IC spots nearby movement.
48 Three Special Projects For April 1.
1- One-Station Intercom, 2- Solar-Powered Night Light, 3- Single-Shot Logic Indicator With Memory.

GENERAL ELECTRONICS
4 Looking Ahead
Tomorrow's news today.
66 Troubleshooting Communications Receivers
How to use the test gear needed for this job.
70 Hobby Corner
Identifying unmarked transformers.

STEREO HI-FI PRO SOUND
50 Magnetic Field Amplifier—A New Technology in Sound
It can't be true, but it is; and it works. We tell how.
53 R.E.A.L. Sound Lab Tests Nikko Preamp & Amplifier
Nikko Beta II Preamp/Alpha II Power Amp earns a "Very Good."
55 R.E.A.L. Sound Lab Tests Realistic SCT-30 Cassette Deck
"Excellent" is the overall sound quality rating from our lab.

TELEVISION
47 How Comb Filters Work
The way it's used by Magnavox.
76 Jack Darr's Service Clinic
Tuners that use solid-state bandswitches.
78 Service Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves technician problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
26 Lab Science Model VLA-1000 Logic Analyzer
34 Data Precision Model 248 DMM
35 Apple Computer ROM Card
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ON THE COVER
Videodisc by Magnavox. The background is the MCA optical videodisc itself. The player is superimposed. At the top right you can see it in action. At the bottom the disc is being inserted. For more information on this system as well as the RCA system turn to page 37.
(Cover photos supplied by Magnavox)

THIS IS ONE OF THREE marvelous construction projects specially designed just for April 1, 1979. The one shown here is a one-station intercom. For full construction details along with two more turn now to page 48.
ON THE COVER
A Time/Voltage Calibrator is a must if you have digital test equipment. It’s the only way available to most of us to keep our test gear calibrated. Learn how to build your own calibrator. Story starts on page 35.

PACE 8117 is a computerized CB transceiver. For more data see our new Communications Corner on page 68.

TITANIUM DISULFIDE COMPOUND is used in new Exxon rechargeable lithium battery. Read the whole story starting on page 44.
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ON THE COVER

Intelligent Thermostat can save you big fuel dollars. It not only adjusts the temperature several times a day, but it also sets it at different levels on different days of the week. Interested? Read all about it starting on page 35.

INTERFACE DEVICE provides matching and isolation between telephone and Telecorder. Want to build Telecorder? Story starts on page 82.

VIDEODISC PLAYER USES LASER to scan the disc. We tell how the laser circuits work. Turn to page 50.
### BUILD ONE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 35   | Heart Rate Monitor  
Provides a direct readout of your pulse rate in beats-per-minute.  
by Mark C. Worley |
| 42   | Digital Thermometer  
With a 3½-digit LED display this device measures temperature in Celsius and Fahrenheit to 0.1 degree resolution.  
by Bill Owen |
| 54   | Audio Test Station  
Concluding article provides the step-by-step calibration procedures.  
by Ray Davison |

### VIDEO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 39   | Videodisc—A Look At The Circuity  
Part 2—What’s inside the new videodisc players  
by Larry Steckler |
| 74   | Service Clinic  
Intermittents can cause strange symptoms  
by Jack Darr |
| 74   | Service Questions  
R-E’s Service Editor solves technician problems.  
by Ray Davison |

### AUDIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 47   | DC Amplifiers  
New audio amplifier circuitry provides ultra-wide frequency response.  
by Len Feldman |
| 50   | R.E.A.L. Sound Lab Tests Yamaha CR-2040 Receiver  
Top-of-the-line receiver rates excellent |

### TECHNOLOGY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4    | Looking Ahead  
Tomorrow’s news today  
by Dave Lachenbruch |
| 58   | Make Your Own PC Boards  
A look at the tools and techniques.  
by James Temple |
| 61   | Switching Power Supplies  
How to design your own  
by L. Steven Cheairs |
| 64   | Secret Weapon Against Tough Dogs  
Temperature measurement helps localize faults  
by Hank Onstee and Stu Rauch |
| 66   | Hobby Corner  
Modification for digital clocks provide long delay alarm.  
by Karl "Doc" Savage, K4DS |
| 68   | State-Of-Solid-State  
New A/D converter fast enough to digitize video signals  
by Karl Savon |

### EQUIPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Article</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Graymark Model 540 Binary Clock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>BSR System X10 AC Remote Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>RCA COSMAC Evaluation Kit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<td>New Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>Stereo Products</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**ON THE COVER**

Using an infrared sensor that clips to your finger, this Heart Rate Monitor provides a direct readout of your pulse rate in beats-per-minute. It also "beeps" to provide an audible indication. Sounds interesting? Read about it starting on page 35.

**HEART WAVEFORM** is detected by Heart Rate Monitor circuit to provide a direct readout in beats-per-minute. To see how it works, turn to page 35.

**COMPLEX WAVEFORMS** are needed to compare the performance of DC amplifiers. To find out why, turn to page 47.

---
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Precision 4½-digit DMM has lab-grade performance and features, including true-RMS and temperature measurement. Basic DC accuracy is better than .05%. Internal rechargeable nickel-cadmium battery pack provides portability. Sounds interesting? Construction details start on page 37.

SATELLITE RECEIVING ANTENNA being mounted on pots in authors' backyard. To find out what's being broadcast and the frequencies, turn to page 47.

---
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**BUILD ONE**

37 4½-Digit Precision DMM
Lab grade instrument with true-RMS and temperature.
by Bill Owen

43 Adaptive Noise Filter
Add-on for your hi-fi system reduces noise by 14-dB.
by Tim Skormond and Gene Garrison

53 AC Polarity Checker
Don't get zapped! Simple device checks AC outlet sockets for correct polarity and ground connections.
by William D. Kraengel, Jr.

**VIDEO**

47 Home TV Reception Via Satellite
The TV satellite network—broadcasts and frequencies.
by Robert Cooper

50 TV Add-On Gadgets—Do They Really Work?
A look at ghost eliminators, interference filters, etc., and their effectiveness.
by Robert B. Grove

72 Service Clinic
Don't forget the filter capacitors.
by Jack Darr

72 Service Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves technician problems.

**AUDIO**

57 New FM Tuner Circuits
A look at the circuitry behind the super performance and features of today's FM tuners.
by Len Feldman

60 R.E.A.L. Sound Lab Tests Sony STR-V7 Receiver
Sony's most powerful receiver.

63 R.E.A.L. Sound Lab Tests dbx Model 2BX Expander
2 band expander increases dynamic range.

**TECHNOLOGY**

4 Looking Ahead
Tomorrow's news today.
by Dave Lachenbruch

54 Wiring Systems For Projects
A look at the different ways you can wire your projects.
by Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

66 Hobby Corner
How to modify an alarm clock for multiple alarms.
by Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

68 Communications Corner
Are computerized CB's really computerized?
by Herb Freidman

70 Computer Corner
A look at the 8085 and how it compares to the 8080.
by P. Rony, C. Titus, D. Larsen and J. Titus

**EQUIPMENT**

24 Sinclair Radiconics Model DM350 DMM

24 PTS Model 8001 Component Analyzer

26 Apple Disk II Floppy Disc System

33 Realistic Model DX-300 Receiver

**DEPARTMENTS**

102 Advertising Index

6 Advertising Offices

76 Communication Products

75 Computer Products

6 Editorial

103 Free Information Card

Letters

82 Market Center

81 New Books

74 Stereo Products

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
Cover Story
Polytonic Percussion Synthesizer
Easy-to-build modular system simulates congas, bongos, wood blocks and timpani. James J. Barbarelo

Adaptive Noise Filter
Part 2: Dynamic variable-cutoff low-pass filter removes the snap, crackle and pop from records and tapes. Tim Skormond & Gene Garrison

Home Reception Via Satellite
What's up there that you might want to watch. As many as 40 channels of more television than you've ever seen before. Robert B. Cooper, Jr.

VCR Video Signal Processing
How the video is handled by VHS and Betamax VCR's. Forest Belt

Service Clinic
Those pesky electrolytics. Jack Darr

Service Questions
R-E's Service Editor solves reader problems.

Antistatic Record Care
Spray treatment stops static electricity problems permanently. Len Feldman

R.E.A.L. Sound Lab Tests Setton Receiver
Model RS-660 Stereo receiver earns an "Excellent." Len Feldman

Looking Ahead
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch

All About Printed Circuit Boards
How to determine which board is best for your application. L. Steven Cheseirs

PROM Programmer
Application note tells how to build one. Fairchild Semiconductor

Hobby Corner
The programmable calculator—an important tool. Earl R. "Doc" Savage, KASDS

Communications Corner
Electronic amplification for weak signals is feasible. Herb Friedman

ATV Research MVX-500 RF Modulator
American Antenna K-40 CB Antenna
Electra BC220 Programmable Scanner
Motorola CMS40 CB Transceiver

Advertising Index
Advertising Offices
Books
Communications Products
Editorial
Free Information Card

Letter
Market Center
New Products
New Lit
Stereo Products
What's News
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ON THE COVER
Fascinating percussion synthesizer simulates a variety of percussion instruments. Modular accessories make it even more valuable. Circuits are straightforward...construction is easy...equipment is inexpensive. Full details begin on page 43.

Commercial satellite TV receiving station uses huge dish and supersensitive receiver, but you can build your own. Story starts on page 47.

Build this adaptive noise filter to remove the snap, crackle and pop from your records and tapes.
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The photograph shows the front cover of the first issue of Radio-Craft (which eventually changed its name to Radio-Electronics). That first issue was printed in 1929 and to celebrate this occasion, we've put together a memorable look at those 50 years. The voyage starts on page 39.
ON THE COVER

This is one of the most exciting computer projects we've seen. It will enable you to interface almost any prototype circuit to a TRS-80 computer. Modified, it can probably do the same job for any other computer system. If you've got a computer, this story is must reading. If you don't own a computer, read this article first....story starts on page 43.

TELEPHONE DIALER Roundup. Some even come equipped with a calculator and clock. Story starts on page 48.

JUST ONE OF THE MANY desoldering techniques illustrated in this issue. To see the other approaches you should know about, turn to page 67.
**ON THE COVER**

Projection TV is one of the most rapidly growing consumer products available today. This newest set comes in a kit and delivers 6-foot pictures. Learn more about it. Turn to page 39 now.

**FREEDOM DIALER** is just one of the many electronic telephone dialers covered in this issue. To see them all turn to page 42.

**SUPER AUDIO AMPLIFIER** has a bridge-type power-output configuration you'll want to know more about. Find the details on page 55.

---

**BUILD**
- **47** PERCUSSION SYNTHESIZER ACCESSORIES
  Add a snare synthesizer and sequencer to expand your music system. James Barbarelo
- **51** TRS-80 BREADBOARD
  Part 2: interfaces the TRS-80 with all the circuits that are used when designing or prototyping. Jon Titus, Chris Titus, David Larsen
- **55** SUPER AUDIO AMPLIFIER
  Bridge-type power-output configuration lets you use inexpensive transistors to provide a wide frequency response and a 100 dB signal-to-noise ratio. Dan Talbot

**TECHNOLOGY**
- **5** LOOKING AHEAD
  Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch
- **43** TELEPHONE DIALER ROUNDPUP
  Part 2: A look at the equipment and how it works. Fred Blechman
- **64** CUSTOMIZE YOUR PC BOARDS
  How to re-work finished PC boards so that they fit into desirable cabinets. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS
- **66** ALL ABOUT AUDIO OSCILLATORS
  How to get the most out of your test equipment. Charles Gilmore
- **78** STATE-OF-SOLID STATE
  Two new IC's make a DMM. Karl Savon

**VIDEO**
- **39** 6-FOOT PROJECTION TV FROM A KIT
  Heath's newest TV saves you dollars. Larry Steckler
- **70** CET TEST
  Check your technical knowledge. Dick Glass
- **83** JACK DARR'S SERVICE CLINIC
  Identifying blanking problems. Jack Darr
- **84** SERVICE QUESTIONS
  R-E's Service Editor solves technician problems.

**STEREO**
- **58** DOLBY HX NOISE REDUCING SYSTEM
  New Dolby system for tape provides better headroom. Len Feldman
- **61** R.E.A.L. SOUND LAB TESTS SHERWOOD RECEIVER
  Sherwood model S-7210CP AM/FM receiver earns a "very good". Len Feldman

**RADIO**
- **74** COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
  Directional Wattmeter--What it will do for you. Herb Friedman

**EQUIPMENT REPORTS**
- **24** LEADER LCR-740 LCR BRIDGE
- **32** MFJ-721 COMMUNICATIONS FILTER
- **33** MICRO SOFTWARE SYSTEMS PET PROGRAMS
- **34** SST T-4 ANTENNA TUNER

**DEPARTMENTS**
- **120** ADVERTISING INDEX
- **16** ADVERTISING SALES OFFICE
- **16** EDITORIAL
- **121** FREE-INFORMATION CARD
- **22** LETTERS

---

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
ON THE COVER

The radio-controlled R2-D2™ robot toy manufactured by Kenner Products contains two PC boards, 3 motors, a 3-cell battery pack and even a speaker, but it has nowhere near the capability of a true android. To find out what a household android would require and how you can go about designing your own, turn to page 37.

IDENTIFYING UNMARKED IC's can be a real headache unless you know how to go about it. The full story starts on page 45.

THIS INEXPENSIVE SATELLITE ANTENNA makes backyard reception of satellite TV a reality. If you’re interested in building an inexpensive earth station, turn to page 55.
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BUILD

43 AUDIO POWER LEVEL METER
Hook it up to your hi-fi and protect your amplifier and speakers against power overload. Joseph Gorin

47 SATELLITE TV EARTH STATION
Build your own backyard installation for under $1000. Bob Cooper

56 VERSATILE SWITCHING REGULATOR
This circuit can be programmed for step up, step down, positive, negative, voltage and current regulation. Robert Frostholm

61 NOT JUST ANOTHER DIGITAL CLOCK
5½-inch high single-digit LED readout makes this clock unique. John D. Warobiew

TECHNOLOGY

4 LOOKING AHEAD
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch

53 HOUSEHOLD ANDROID
Hints on how to design your own. Martin Bradley Weinstein

STEREO

66 UNDERSTANDING TURNTABLE SPECIFICATIONS
A look at the factors that affect how your records wear and play. Len Feldman

69 R.E.A.L. SOUND TESTS TECHNICS CASSETTE DECK
Technics model RS-M7 rates Very Good.

VIDEO

71 JACK DARR'S SERVICE CLINIC
Automatic brightness limiters. Jack Darr

72 SERVICE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

26 Speakerlab Model 2.5 Speaker System
32 Simpson Model 380 Microwave Leakage Tester
34 SF Model STD-36 Radio Operating Desk
36 Panasonic Model RF-9000 10-Band Receiver

DEPARTMENTS
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16 Editorial 85 Market Center
22 Letters 84 New Products

ON THE COVER

The LED bar-graph audio power level meter shown is not a wattmeter, but a level indicator that is calibrated to your amplifier's clipping level. Use the device to protect your amplifier and speakers from power overloads. Shown in contrast to the LED bar-graph display is an analog power level meter. Get started building your own LED bar-graph power level meter today. Construction details start on page 43.

ANNUAL INDEX

JANUARY—DECEMBER 1979

To present the maximum number of articles to our readers, we have not published the Annual Index as part of this issue. A 4-page brochure containing this index is available for those who need one. To get your free copy, send a stamped self-addressed envelope (legal size) to:

Radio-Electronics
Annual Index
45 East 17th Street
New York, NY 10003

Any requests postmarked on or before April 30 are free. After that date there is a 50¢ fee. Questions and comments about anything other than the Index that are included with your request cannot be handled. Send them separately to our Editorial Offices.
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**ON THE COVER**

Featured on our newly designed cover is OK Machine and Tool Corporation's Just Wrap tool shown being used to wire wrap a prototype board. Also shown is Vector Electronics P183 forming and cutting tool.

Wire-wrap construction has many advantages over printed circuit boards for prototype construction. However, there are also several disadvantages. To find out how to overcome many of these disadvantages and how to make your wire-wrap projects faster, easier and sturdier, turn to page 46.

---

**SUPER CLASS-A AMPLIFIER uses new circuit techniques to radically reduce crossover distortion without any of the drawbacks associated with negative feedback. To discover how it's done, turn to page 57.**
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Even though it costs less than $125 to build, the triggered oscilloscope contains some rather nifty features. For example, a reference display of the zero volt DC level. To find out more and to get started building your own, turn to page 39.

MULTI-LINGUAL VOICE SYSTEM from Votrax can talk to you in seven languages. To find out what other speech synthesizer equipment is available, turn to page 44.

IF BANDPASS FILTER provides satellite TV receiver with the required selectivity. To find out the other missing components of the receiver, turn to page 47.
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SPECIAL FEATURE 45 ELECTRONIC DEVICES FOR SELF-IMPROVEMENT
A look at how state-of-the-art electronics have combined with recent medical discoveries to help you master your mind and body's "voluntary" reactions. David R. Wheeler
62 NEW USES FOR YOUR CAP METER
If your capacitance meter is collecting dust, then you're not using it to its fullest advantage. Here's a look at some of its many uses besides testing capacitors. Martin Bradley Wolman

BUILD THIS 49 PROFESSIONAL DRUM SYNTHESIZER
Unique device provides many of the features only found in synthesizers costing several times more. Steve Wood
53 TRIGGERED OSCILLOSCOPE
Part 2—Final construction details for a scope with a 2-MHz bandwidth and a zero baseline display for under $125. Daniel Metzger and Dennis Perry
57 VERSATILE ANALOG INTERFACE
When connected to your computer, this simple device along with the proper software can be used for a wide variety of interfacing applications, including joysticks. John R. Hanson
70 WIDE-RANGE AUDIO GENERATOR
Great addition for your test bench produces sine and square waves over the audio band from 10Hz to 50kHz. Richard Schroeder

TECHNOLOGY 4 LOOKING AHEAD
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch
16 SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gery H. Arlen
82 NEW IDEAS
A winning circuit application from our readers.

COMMUNICATIONS 60 WARC-79
Here are the results of the long-awaited World Administrative Radio Conference with an analysis of its expected impact. Stanley Leinwoll
58 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
What is frequency companding and how can it jam more channels into the RF spectrum. Herb Friedman

VIDEO 65 TROUBLESHOOTING BETA TRANSPORT MECHANISMS
How to troubleshoot the transport mechanism in Betamax videocassette recorders and how to fix them. Forest Belt
59 SERVICING COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
Repair and installation of two-way radios can be an alternative field for service shops. Greg Grambo

AUDIO 72 MORE ON SUPER CLASS-A AMPLIFIERS
New amplifier design products ultra-low distortion levels. Here's a look at the driver stages. Len Feldman
74 R.E.A.L. SOUND LAB TESTS DENON CASSETTE DECK
Denon model DR-750 cassette deck rates excellent.

COMPUTERS 70 DIAL-UP COMPUTER SOFTWARE
A look at the national software networks that your computer accesses via the telephone lines—what they offer and how to connect up. Jules H. Gilder
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This professional drum synthesizer consists of four individual modules that combine to provide features found only on synthesizers costing several times more. A unique pressure-sensitive transducer mounted inside the practice pad lets you literally pound out a tune. Get started building your own today, the story starts on page 49.

IT LOOKS COMPLICATED, and in fact, it is! It's the transport mechanism of a Betamax videocassette recorder. But don't let looks scare you off. To find out how to troubleshoot and fix it, turn to page 65.

CASCODED CONFIGURATION of a common emitter and common-base amplifier stages provide ultra-low distortion. To find out how this circuit works, turn to page 72.
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This unique function generator uses phase-locked-loop technology to overcome many of the shortcomings of commercially available units. Frequency stability is superb. Sine, square, and triangular waveforms are provided via a 50-ohm output jack. The generator also has a separate set of outputs to drive TTL loads.

TELEVISION—from the drawing board to a reality. Shown above is the Jenkins Projection Radvisor, developed in 1931. For a look at the history of television, turn to page 43.

DIGITAL AUDIO for the 1980’s. The squarewave response of Toshiba’s PCM recorder shows the improved performance of this new audio technology. For the rest of the details, turn to page 63.
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Sitting on the desk in front of the window is the thermostat portion of the Environmental Control System. This system connects to your heating, air conditioning and ventilating systems and controls their operation in accordance with inside and outside temperature, and humidity. Energy savings of up to 20% can be realized with this system. Get started building yours today. The construction details starts on page 43.

COAX VS. TWINLEAD for your TV antenna. Shown above is one of 9 steps in making ideal coaxial connections. For the other 8 steps and the full story, turn to page 48.
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BUILD
37 UNICORN—I-ROBOT
Part 1. Complete with manipulator arms and mobile base, you can build this robot for under $400. Various levels of control and intelligence are described, including an on-board computer. James A. Gupton, Jr.
42 RACEWAY VIDEOGAME
After you build this video game, you can pretend to be an Indy 500 race-car driver without ever leaving the comfort of your armchair. L. Steven Cheairs
46 6 AUDIO TEST ACCESSORIES
Construction details for 6 easy-to-build accessories for the audio test bench. Useful for troubleshooting or checking the performance of your hi-fi system. Gary Stock
54 $10 LOGIC PROBE
A necessary instrument for troubleshooting digital circuitry. Fred Blechman

TECHNOLOGY
4 LOOKING AHEAD
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch
16 SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arlen
49 PICTORIAL GUIDE TO VHS THREADING
A look at the threading mechanism inside the VHS videotape recorder. Forest Belt
66 HOBBY CORNER
A quick and easy way to make one-of-a-kind printed circuit boards. Earl "Doc" Savage

VIDEO
62 STEP-BY-STEP TV IF ALIGNMENT
How to align the video-IF stages of a TV receiver. Jack Darr
74 SERVICE CLINIC
Hints for catching the touchy intermittent. Jack Darr
75 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

AUDIO
56 SERVO-CONTROLLED PICK-UP ARM
New JVC turntable includes a unique pick-up arm that electronically adjusts the damping characteristics to match virtually any cartridge. Len Feldman

AUDIO
59 TUNING IN WORLDWIDE SW STATIONS
The RF-spectrum is chock full of interesting communications, including INTERPOL, the Strategic Air Command, NORAD, even spies. Here's a look at what's out there and how to tune them in. Robert Grove
70 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
A look at a remote-controlled coax switch for switching bands easily. Herb Friedman

RADIAN
51 LEADER LSG-16 RF SIGNAL GENERATOR
26 Leader LSG-16 RF Signal Generator
32 MFJ Enterprises LSP-5206X Speech Processor
34 Hickok 240 Video Pattern Generator
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ON THE COVER
Finally, the construction article you've all been asking for: An 8-part series describing a full blown, fully mobile robot complete with manipulator arms. Options include remote control operation, operation via external computer via the remote-control link and an on-board computer. Suggestions are given for adding senses such as sight and feel. The basic robot, minus the options, can be built for under $400. Get started building yours today. Complete details start on page 37.
SPECIAL FEATURE
47 PLUG-IN MODULAR REMOTE CONTROL
The BSR System X-10 plugs into AC wall outlets to provide remote control operation of lamps and appliances in your home or office. Steven A. Ciarcia

BUILD THIS
55 UNICORN-1 ROBOT
PART 2. Assembling the manipulator arms and "hands." James A. Gupton, Jr.

66 WIPEOUT VIDEOGAME
Ten action-packed games in an arcade type videogame. Add on RF modulator and play it on your TV set. L. Steven Cheairs

TECHNOLOGY
4 LOOKING AHEAD
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch

22 SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arlen

59 PIEZOELECTRIC SOUNDER APPLICATIONS
Solid-state "beepers" have a variety of interesting circuit applications. This should give you a few ideas. Calvin R. Graf, W5LM

76 NEW IDEAS
A winning circuit application from our readers.

78 HOBBY CORNER
A one-arm bandit circuit plus a new packaging system for projects. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

VIDEO
52 HOW TO HOOK UP HOME VIDEO SYSTEMS
How to connect a programmable VCR, videogame, pay-TV, cable T.V., and other inputs to a single TV set. Frank Gates

70 VHS TRANSPORT CIRCUITS
A look at the circuitry that controls the transport mechanism in VHS videotape recorders and how to troubleshoot it. Forest Belt

96 SERVICE CLINIC
Typical problems with tripler circuits and some not so typical. Jack Dar

98 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

AUDIO
61 NEW NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM
The new High-Com II system from Nakamichi provides 18-dB more noise reduction in tape recorders than Dolby B. Len Feldman

63 R.E.A.L. SOUND LAB TESTS B.I.C./AVNET
MODEL T-3 CASSETTE DECK
Medium-priced cassette deck rates superb. Len Feldman

RADIO
86 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Transceivers with all the operating controls built into the microphone. Herb Friedman

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
38 The Defender TS-1 CB Antenna Tuner/Monitor
40 IET Model RCS-500 R-C Substitution Box
42 Datong Model AD-170 Active Antenna
43 Micronta BP-1 Blood Pressure Tester
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You can turn on and off lamps and appliances without ever leaving your armchair with BSR's System X-10. To install the system, you simply plug the various modules into existing AC wall outlets. The system features a hand-held ultrasonic remote control unit and a programmable timer. For a look at the circuitry and how the system works, turn to page 47.

NEW NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM for tape recorders provides 18-dB more noise reduction than Dolby B. For the complete details, turn to page 61.

HANDS FOR THE UNICORN-1 ROBOT are sole-noid activated. For details on how to assemble the manipulator arms and hands, turn to page 55.
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SPECIAL SECTION

45 YOUR OWN COMPUTER, Jules H. Glider
47 Radio Shack's TRS-80
51 PET Personal Electronics Transactor
54 The Apple Computers
57 OSI Superboard & Challenger
59 Heath Hgil Kit or Assembled
61 Here Comes TI
83 Computers, Computers, Computers
88 Peripherals and Accessories
74 Software and Data via Telephone
78 Computer Languages: The Human Interface

BUILD THIS

87 SYNTHESIZED FUNCTION GENERATOR
This is a precision laboratory or test-bench instrument capable of accuracy to 0.0001%. Use it with logic circuits or as an audio or RF signal generator. Gary McClellan

92 UNICORN-I ROBOT
Part 3. Design and construction of the mobility base James A. Grinston, Jr.

TECHNOLOGY

4 LOOKING AHEAD
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch

8 SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest developments in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arlen

36 DOT/BAR-GRAF DISPLAY DRIVERS
Two IC's that simplify construction of an LED display. and the IC's have other uses, too. Michael X. Meade

108 FLASHER LED APPLICATIONS
These LED's that blink by themselves can be put to many unusual uses. Calvin R. Graf, W5LTM

110 NEW IDEAS
A prizewinning application from our readers.

112 HOBBY CORNER
Digital panel meters, the easy way. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SOS

VIDEO

124 SERVICE CLINIC
What to do about too much brightness. Jack Dunn

125 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

AUDIO

106 R-E.A.L. SOUND LAB TESTS HAFLER MODEL DH-200 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
David Hafler's new amp rates excellent. Len Feldman

RADIO

105 PIONEERS OF RADIO: NIKOLA TESLA
This amazing man opened the door to modern-day communications. Fred Shuman

116 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Using one antenna with several radios. Herb Friedman

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

14 International Instrumentation C-Probe II Capacitance Meter
22 Regency Model M-100 Programmable Scanner
24 B&K Precision Model 3020 Sweep/Function Generator
32 Texas Instruments TM900/190 Single-Board Computer
38 VIZ Model WR5-15B Color-Bar Generator
40 IGM Model BAK-1 Broadband Amplifier
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As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newspaper products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
CIRCUIT DESIGN STATION
Prototype and debug your circuits using this battery-powered design station. James Barbarello

BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT

A BYTE OF POWER AC CONTROLLER
Interface card for your computer lets you independently switch on or off 6 AC power circuits. L. Steven Cheirs

LOOKING AHEAD
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch

SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arien

METAL DETECTORS
A look at the different types, the circuitry, and how they differ. Robert F. Gallagher

STATE OF SOLID STATE
High-efficiency photovoltaic solar panels. Karl Savon

TTL DESIGN: TIPS AND TRICKS
Tips and tricks you should know the next time you design a circuit using TTL IC's. Jim Essex

µA783 IC AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Circuit applications for this nifty IC. Jim Essex

NEW IDEAS
A winning circuit application from our readers.

TV INTERFERENCE
A look at the various types of TV interference and how to eliminate them. Jack Darv

SERVICE CLINIC
A look at several useful hints from our mailbag. Jack Darv

SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

HOW TO INTERFACE SYSTEM COMPONENTS
If you're the owner of a stereo system using separate components, here's how to put them all together. Len Feldman

RE.A.L. SOUND LAB TESTS SHURE M97HE PHONO CARTRIDGE
This medium/high priced cartridge rates superb.

COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Why pay extra for features and performance we may never use? Herb Friedman

USE A PIA FOR SIMPLER µP-BASED CIRCUITS
Your next microprocessor-based project should include a PIA for simpler circuitry. David R. Anderson

Heath IM-2215 Portable DMM
B&K-Precision 820 Digital Capacitance Meter
Bearcat BC-211 Programmable Scanner
Realistic TRC-209 Walkie-Talkie
daiwa CS-201/CS-401 Coaxial Antenna Switches
Netronics ELF II Microcomputer
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As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
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SPECIAL FEATURE
45 ELECTRONICS IN YOUR NEXT CAR
Part 1. Digital dashboards, trip computers, and microprocessors—a look at how electronics is changing the American car. Martin Bradley Weinstein

BUILD
49 LOW FREQUENCY CONVERTER
Add on accessory extends the low-frequency range of the Synthesized Function Generator. Gary McClellan
52 MINI-SPEAKER SYSTEM
A high-performance speaker system for your hi-fi in a mini-sized package. Gary Stock
55 BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT
Part 5. Construction details for completing the body and adding a voice. James A. Gupron
63 UNIVERSAL LOGIC TESTER
A one-IC device that checks out not only components, but entire circuits. Fred Blechman, K6UGT

CIRCUIT APPLICATIONS
84 HOBBY CORNER
A call for do-nothing circuits plus a light-panel project. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SSS
100 NEW IDEAS
A winning circuit application from our readers

AUDIO
71 CONNECTING SIGNAL PROCESSORS TO YOUR SYSTEM
How to connect multiple-signal processing devices to your system and insure optimum performance. Len Feldman
78 R.E.A.L. SOUND LAB TESTS DUAL 606 TURNTABLE AND ORTOFON ULM55E CARTRIDGE
Ultra low-mass turntable/cartridge combination rates excellent.

VIDEO
77 CCD COMB FILTERS FOR TELEVISION
How CCD devices are being used to improve picture quality. Karl Savon
102 SERVICE CLINIC
An unusual regulator circuit from Hitachi. Jack Darr
104 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R.E.'s Service Editor solves technician's problems.

RADIO
92 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
A look at "quartz-locked" receivers and what they're all about. Herb Friedman

COMPUTERS
75 HEWLETT-PACKARD'S HP-45
A rundown on H.P.'s entry into the personal computer arena. Jules H. Gilder

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
32 Flute 8050 Digital Multimeter
36 Cincinnati Electrosystems Model 113 Continuity Tester
38 Antenna Incorporated Persuader CB Antenna
40 Taco/Jerroid Maximizer TV/FM Preamplifier
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ON THE COVER
Digital dashboards, trip computers and microprocessors—electronics is finding its way into automobiles. This first part of a four-part series will explore how electronics is being applied to the automobile and its impact on the driver. For an in-depth look at digital dashboards, turn to page 45.

USING EQUIPMENT you already have, you can pinpoint the location of faults along coaxial transmission cables. This technique is especially useful for buried cables. For the complete story, turn to page 67.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE MINI SPEAKERS you can build for your hi-fi system. Complete construction details start on page 52.
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**SPECIAL FEATURES**

45 ELECTRONICS IN YOUR NEXT CAR
Looking under the hood will reveal advanced engine-control systems, including microprocessors. Here's a look at those new systems and how they function.

Martin Bradley Weinstein

56 UNIVERSAL COUNTERS/TIMERS
A new breed of test instrument for the technician and experimenter. Here's how they're used and what's available on the market. Martin Bradley Weinstein

**BUILD THIS**

41 PAY-TV DECODER
Adaptor connects to the video-detector output inside your TV to descramble over-the-air pay-TV signals.

Ray Pichulo

49 COMPUTER/TV INTERFACE
Adaptor lets you modify your TV set for use as a video monitor. David E. Cartier

51 UNICORN4 ROBOT
Modifying the arms to provide a twist-of-the-wrist function plus adding LED motor-direction indicators.

James A. Gupton, Jr.

**TECHNOLOGY**

4 LOOKING AHEAD
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch

22 SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arlen

64 MAJORITY LOGIC
Majority-logic IC's can make designing some digital circuits easier. Here's how those IC's work and how you can use them in your digital circuits.

John E. Cunningham

68 HOBBY CORNER
Another easy way to make circuit boards. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

73 NEW IDEAS
A prize-winning application from a reader.

**VIDEO**

78 SERVICE CLINIC
Catastrophic failures in solid-state circuits. Jack Darr

79 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

**AUDIO**

60 NOISE-REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
A look at the various devices available for reducing the noise level in your high-fidelity system.

Joseph M. Gorin

**EQUIPMENT REPORTS**

28 Digital Meter Research DMR-100 dB Meter

30 B&K-Precision 1850 DC Power Supply

32 IET CM-500 Capacitance Meter

33 Harada Model 50 AM/FM Automotive Antenna

35 Tri-Star Tiger 500 Capacitance Discharge Ignition
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SPECIAL FEATURES

47 PROJECT TESLA
Duplicating Tesla's high-voltage experiments in hopes of finding an answer to nuclear fusion.
Robert Golka

55 ELECTRONICS IN YOUR NEXT CAR
A look at some of the nifty new gadgets that are coming out of Detroit and into your next car.
Martin Bradley Weinstein

BUILD THIS

51 PAY-TV DECODER
Part 2—Construction details for an adapter that connects to the video-detector output outside your TV to descramble over-the-air pay-TV signals.
D. Landleer

59 UNICORN-1 ROBOT
Part 7—Construction details for an interface board that will permit motor control via remote control or an on-board computer. James A. Gupton, Jr.

66 DMM ACCESSORY FOR ULTRA-LOW OHMS
Add-on accessory for your DMM extends resistance measurements down to 1000 ohms. J.T. Cataldo

74 PROM PROGRAMMER
Program your own PROM's on your workbench with this inexpensive device. T. E. LeVerre

TECHNOLOGY

4 LOOKING AHEAD
Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch

44 SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arlen

80 HOBBY CORNER
Circuits solutions for an all-electronic judge for the Pinewood Derby. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

88 NEW IDEAS
A prize-winning application from a reader.

VIDEO

50 NEW DIMENSION IN TV SOUND
Stereo TV sound may not be here yet, but new circuitry from RCA offers the next best thing. Karl Savon

71 ANSWERS TO 10 HOME-VIDEO QUESTIONS
Here are the answers to the 10 most often asked questions about videotape recorders. Len Feldman

94 SERVICE CLINIC
If there's a capacitor that keeps burning up in your TV set, here may be the reason why. Jack Darr

94 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

AUDIO

64 NOISE-REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
Part 2—A look at today's devices that are available for reducing the noise in your hi-fi system. Joseph M. Gorin

RADIO

86 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Things are really different outside the big cities. Herb Friedman

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

24 VIZ WR-515B Color Bar Signalyst
26 Tripplet 3400 Digital VOM
34 Data Precision 938 Capacitance Meter
34 Exatron Stringy-Floppy Data Storage
42 Eico 330 Signal Generator
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The spectacular display of lightning is being produced by the largest Tesla coil in the United States. Erected inside an airplane hanger at Wendor Air Force base, it is a duplicate of Tesla's original coil, and is being used in a search for an answer to nuclear fusion.
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To present the maximum number of articles to our readers, we have not published the Annual Index as part of this issue. A 4-page brochure containing this index is available for those who need one. To get your free copy, send a stamped self-addressed envelope (legal size) to:
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45 East 17th Street
New York, NY 10003
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### SPECIAL FEATURE

49 ELECTRONICS IN YOUR NEXT CAR
- Microworcessors now make it possible for your car to tell you what's wrong with it. Martin Bradley Weinstein

---

### BUILD THIS

41 AUDIO SIGNAL RESTORATION UNIT
- Hear your records and tapes as you've never heard them before. Joseph M. Gorlin

60 DO-NOTHING BOX
- Does "nothing" like you've never seen it done yet. Noel Nyman

63 UNICORN-1 ROBOT
- The first step on the road to radio control. James A. Guplton, Jr.

---

### TECHNOLOGY

4 LOOKING AHEAD
- Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch

15 SATELLITE TV NEWS
- The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arien

55 IDENTIFYING UNMARKED IC'S
- Every IC has a "signature" that sets it apart from other types. An ohmmeter and a piece of paper will let you classify the contents of your junk box. Kenneth H. Recor

70 HOBBY CORNER
- More on Light Mystery No. 2, some reader ideas and some reader questions. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

---

### VIDEO

67 VIDEODISC SIGNAL PROCESSING
- How laser videodisc signals are encoded and decoded. Len Feldman

84 SERVICE CLINIC
- About sweep-circuit timing problems. Jack Darr

86 SERVICE QUESTIONS
- R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

---

### RADIO

45 SHORT WAVE JAMMING DEVELOPMENTS
- International broadcasts are still frequently plagued by jamming. Here's what's happening now. Stanley Leinwell

76 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
- How to suppress harmonic radiations effectively. Herb Friedman

---

### AUDIO

52 ALTERNATE MEANS OF DISTORTION REDUCTION
- A new system for minimizing distortion without having to resort to negative feedback. Len Feldman

---

### EQUIPMENT REPORTS

24 Keithley Model 169 DMM
25 A P Products Hobby-Blox
32 Hickok Model 216 Transistor Tester
36 Gold Line Model 1139 Power Supply
37 Sony ICF-6700W Receiver

---

### DEPARTMENTS

14 Advertising and Sales Offices
110 Advertising Index
90 Computer Market Center
14 Correction
111 Free Information Card
22 Letters
69 Market Center
74 New Products
80 Radio Products
6 What's News
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**ON THE COVER**

The ASRU (Audio Signal Restoration Unit) is a combination noise-reduction and signal-expander device that offers features not even found on some commercial units. Build one yourself and hear things from your records and tapes that you never heard before. The first part of this project begins on page 41.

FIND OUT HOW laser videodisc players handle the complex signals inscribed on those shiny platters. The story starts on page 67.

UNMARKED IC's can be a bargain. Learn how to find out what's inside those plain black packages on page 55.

---
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As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
### TECHNICAL FEATURES

**Build This**
- **52 COMPUTER-SELECTRIC INTERFACE**
  An easy way to use an IBM Selectric terminal/printer for output from your computer. E.G. Brooner
- **65 UNICORN-1 ROBOT**
  Finishing up the conversion to radio control. James A. Gupton, Jr.
- **70 AUDIO-SIGNAL RESTORATION UNIT**
  Build this and "expand" your listening pleasure. Joseph M. Gorlin

**Technology**
- **4 LOOKING AHEAD**
  Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch
- **12 SATELLITE TV NEWS**
  The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Aran
- **56 PROGRAMMABLE SOUND GENERATOR**
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**ON THE COVER**
Within a few months, three different videodisc systems will be competing in the marketplace. Each has its own advantages...and drawbacks. Find out how the systems compare with one another beginning on page 47.

**INTERFACING AN IBM SELECTRIC mechanism to your computer doesn't have to be complicated. A four-IC solution begins on page 52.**

**ELECTRONIC SERVICING is entering a new era. Discover how a small shop can provide the services of a large organization. Story starts on page 79.**
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To understand how computers and microprocessor-based equipment works, it is necessary to understand how microprocessors work and how they're programmed. This month, we evaluate several single-board computers and the supplied documentation to determine how effective each one is as a learning tool. The story starts on page 45.

ADD AN LED DIGITAL VU METER to your hi-fi system for precise recording. Construction details start on page 59.

SPEED VIEWING allows you to listen to the sound while the VCR is scanning the tape. For this and other video innovations being introduced in Japan, turn to page 56.
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39 $60 MODEM
Give your computer a telephone interface. There's a lot waiting for it at the other end of the line. Robert Ward

47 LUMITRON-4 LIGHT SEQUENCER
A four-channel light controller that will put many commercial disco installations to shame. David L. Holmes

57 UNICORN-1 ROBOT
Give your robot the senses of sight and touch. James A. Gupton, Jr.
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Tomorrow's news today. David Lachenbruch
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The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arlen
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Semiconductors that operate in the gigahertz range are now available. Here's how they operate. Joseph J. Carr

68 HOBBY CORNER
A new self-study course. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

### COMPUTERS

61 COMPUTER SPEECH-RECOGNITION
What's involved in getting computers to understand the spoken word. Martin Bradley Weinstein
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54 CHOOSING THE RIGHT VIDEOTAPE
All videotapes are not the same. Here's what to look for when choosing one for your recorder. Len Feldman
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An open mind is a valuable tool. Jack Darr
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**ON THE COVER**

There are many things your computer can do when it can communicate with other computers. This modem—that you can build for under $60—will allow your computer to use the telephone to interact with computers all over the country. The project begins on page 39.

**SOLID-STATE MICROWAVE DEVICES** are vital to our efficient use of the upper end of the RF spectrum. A history of these devices, along with a description of how they function, starts on page 43.

**A FREQUENTLY OVERLOOKED** part of a videotape system is the tape itself. To find out what qualities you should be looking for, turn to page 54.
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The B-Ball—a satellite TV antenna you can build for under $750. H.D. McCullough
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Don't blow your horn in traffic—play it! Fred Bleichman and David McDonald
57 $60 MODEM
Part 3—The conclusion of this article presents the software your computer will need to use the modem. Robert Ward.
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The latest happenings in an exciting new industry. Gary H. Arlen
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Some answers, some questions, and some useful information. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS
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A prize-winning application from a reader.
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R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.
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At last you can do digital recording at home. Here's a description of how audio information is stored in a "video" format. Leonard Feldman
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The first integrated circuit made its appearance 20 years ago. It held four transistors. Today, devices containing well over 50,000 transistors are available and IC's with several hundred thousand transistors on a single silicon chip are in the planning stage. Learn where we've been and where we're headed. The story starts on page 41.

ALTHOUGH PRICES are slowing coming down, satellite TV antennas still represent a substantial investment. You can build the B-Ball for under $750, using readily available materials. Plans for this antenna begin on page 45.

DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDING is now available to anyone owning a VCR. Turn to page 67 for a detailed explanation of the method involved and the standards that have been established for this technique.
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49 HOME ELECTRONICS
A look at some amazing new products that are almost here. Len Feldman
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43 HI-FI ANALOG REVERB SYSTEM
Attach this to your hi-fi system and expand your listening room into a concert hall. Carl Sewell

56 MUSICAL HORN FOR YOUR CAR
Part 2. Toot your own tune with this easy to build and install musical horn. PROM's allow you to program whatever tunes you like. Fred Blechman and David McDonald

59 SATELLITE TV ANTENNA
Part 2. Before you receive TV signals from satellites, you need an antenna. Here's an inexpensive design using commonly available materials. H.D. McCullough

65 SYNTHESIZED RF GENERATOR
Part 2. Construction details for a 300 kHz to 30 MHz RF generator for your workbench. Gary McClellan
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63 SOLID-STATE MICROWAVE DEVICES
Part 3. Explore the 100 GHz frontier with the latest solid-state devices. Joseph J. Carr

70 USEFUL TROUBLESHOOTING HINTS AND TIPS
Several easy-to-use ideas that really work. Elliot S. Kanter

72 STATE-OF-SOLID-STATE
An in-depth look at two useful IC's from National. Joseph Gartman and Robert Falkner
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An easy way to etch a one-of-a-kind PC board without a darkroom. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS
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A simple Tesla coil submitted by a reader
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Tomorrow's news and products in this quickly changing field. David Lachenbruch
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The more problems there are, the harder it is to find them. Jack Darr
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R-E's Service Editor solves technician's problems.
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Speech processing can add "punch" to your signal. Herb Friedman
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A reverberation system adds a sense of realism to any hi-fi system by duplicating the echoes associated with large concert halls. The reverberation device described in this issue is based on analog bucket-brigade IC's and it expands your listening room into a full-sized concert hall. The construction details start on page 43.

LISTENING TO A SCANNER receiver is becoming a popular pastime. This month we look at programmable scanners starting on page 53.

3D TELEVISION is just one of the amazing products that we describe. All are close to commercial introduction. Take a close look at this and other products starting on page 49.
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**ON THE COVER**

Flat-screen displays to make truly-portable, or "skinny" large-screen, TV's have been long awaited. Now, not one, but two, totally different means for achieving that goal have been demonstrated in working prototypes. The story of how those displays function starts on page 39.

**MANY FINE RECORDINGS** have been made without using noise-reduction techniques. A dynamic noise-reduction system can improve their sound. Find out how the process works starting on page 90.

Due to lack of space in this issue, Part 3 of the Programma-2 RF generator project will appear next month. We apologize for any inconvenience that may cause.

---
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**78 HOBBY CORNER**
Remote weather-sensing instruments. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

**90 NEW IDEAS**
A battery saver for your car.
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**82 COMPUTER CORNER**
Looking for a computer? Kathy Tekawa

**VIDEO**
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How to use an MATV system to distribute programs from your VCR. James E. Kluge

**92 SERVICE CLINIC**
New shutdown circuits. Jack Darr

**93 SERVICE QUESTIONS**
R-E's Service Editor solves technician's problems.

**AUDIO**
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How CBS produces companded records that can be played with or without a decoder. Len Feldman
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As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
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**ON THE COVER**

Television has already revolutionized the way we live. A second TV revolution is now under way with the introduction of videotex. Videotex will allow you to use your TV set to receive information on almost any subject you desire—news of all sorts, local special events, and even restaurant menus. In addition, it will permit you to transact much of your personal business—shopping, banking, etc.—from home. For a look at what's in store, turn to page 43.

VIRTUALLY ALL STEREO records contain very-low-frequency signals that can be annoying to listen to and, potentially, can damage your sound system. A low-frequency filter will remove those signals, and plans for such a device begin on page 47.

SOMETIMES IT'S DESIRABLE to connect several TV sets to the same VCR. If you have a master-antenna setup, you can use it for that purpose. Several methods for taking advantage of your MATV facilities are described, starting on page 72.
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Season's Greetings

The editors and staff of Radio-Electronics join in sending holiday greetings and our best wishes for a happy new year.

On the Cover

CBS's new CX noise-reduction system for records is the latest happening in hi-fi—and the system works! Build our CX decoder and take advantage of the new CX records. They're available now and more are being introduced every day. Turn to page 43.
ON THE COVER

Here's a video accessory that you can build for your videocassette recorder. It reforms the video sync pulse and produces rock-steady pictures from pre-recorded videotapes. To get started, turn to page 45.

SPECIAL 32-PAGE SECTION covering Video Entertainment. Complete coverage of all the products that make up a video-entertainment center and what the future may bring. Story begins on page 48.

VIDEOTEX PART 3

Due to space limitations caused by the Special Video-Entertainment Section, we were unable to include the conclusion of the Videotex Series. Videotex Part 3 will appear, however, in our next issue.
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ON THE COVER
A completely self-contained PROM programmer for storing your programs in reusable 2716 EPROM's. This project is a must for experimenting with microprocessors and designing microprocessor based projects. Construction details start on page 45.

ANNUAL INDEX
JANUARY—DECEMBER 1981

To present the maximum number of articles to our readers, we have not published the Annual Index as part of this issue. A 4-page brochure containing this index is available for those who need one. To get your free copy, send a stamped self-addressed envelope (legal size) to:

Radio-Electronics
Annual Index
45 East 17th Street
New York, NY 10003

Any requests postmarked on or before April 30 are free. After that date there is a 50c fee. Questions and comments about anything other than the index that are included with your request cannot be handled. Send them separately to our Editorial Offices.
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 26  Realistic PRO-2020 Programmable Scanner
35  GC Electronics Magnameter Microwave Oven Tester
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83  Books
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So far, the only way you could hear real digital sound reproduced on your own equipment was to invest in a $3000 PCM attachment for your VCR. Shortly, though, digital audio, using your existing amplifier and speakers, will be available for about the cost of a good turntable. New techniques—particularly in the area of laser scanning—will put 60 minutes of ultra-high-fidelity audio on one side of a disc you can hold in the palm of your hand. To find out what's in store, and how it works, turn to page 39.

GOOD UHF TELEVISION RECEPTION has always been more difficult to get than VHF. Part of the solution lies in a good antenna system. An antenna-mounted preamplifier can also help. A preamp you can build that offers 25-dB of gain is described starting on page 50.

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS (OP-AMPS) are an important—but frequently misunderstood—member of the IC family. Learn what makes them so useful and how to work with them beginning on page 54.
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SPECIAL SECTION 51 YOUR OWN COMPUTER: A buyer's guide to hardware and software.
53 Bally Arcade
55 Commodore VIC-20
57 IBM Personal Computer
62 Osborne
65 NEC PC-8000
67 Sinclair ZX-81
73 Pocket Computers
75 Xerox
77 Disc Operating Systems
80 High Level Basic
83 Word Processing
91 Data Base Management
97 Utility Software

BUILD THIS 39 VIDEO TITLER
Add titles to your home video movies with this microprocessor-based character and graphics generator. NTSC video output connects directly to your VCR. Michel Champagne
44 SUPER SIREN
Multi-mode siren is a great add-on to your burglary-alarm system. William D. Kraengel, Jr.
46 6 UNIQUE PROJECTS FOR YOUR CAR
Six projects for April 1. Joseph Gartman and Martin Bradley Weinstein

TECHNOLOGY 5 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch
14 SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS 32 NEW IDEAS
An RF automobile locator
108 HOBBY CORNER
Several new sound generator IC's. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS
114 STATE-OF-SOLID-STATE
A look at FET's and MOSFET's. Robert F. Scott

COMPUTERS 112 COMPUTER CORNER
Computers in education. Les Spindle

RADIO 110 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Digital communication is here. Herb Friedman

VIDEO 116 SERVICE CLINIC
An unusual overvoltage-protection circuit. Jack Darr
116 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS 15 Exact 514/514A Function Generator
20 Radio Shack PC-50 Personal Copier
21 Microtek ByteWriter-1 Matrix Printer
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154 Advertising Index 123 New Books
124 April 1 New Products 101 New Lit.
10 Editorial 119 New Products
155 Free Information Card 6 What's News
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The video titler is a graphics and alphanumeric character generator for the amateur videophile. Connect it to your VCR and video camera setup and use it to add titles to your home video movies. Get started today building this microprocessor-based video accessory. The story starts on page 39.

A SIMPLE COLLISION DETECTOR is just one of six easy-to-build projects for your car that were designed especially for April 1. Turn to page 46.

IBM'S PERSONAL COMPUTER is just one of the many hardware systems covered in this month's special section. Both hardware and software are covered. Turn to page 51.
SPECIAL FEATURE 57 DESIGN ANALOG CIRCUITS
A new 11-part back-to-basics series. Each month we'll cover analog components and tell you how to apply them. This month, its thermistors and varistors. Mannie Horowitz

BUILD THIS 49 SATELLITE TV RECEIVER
A high quality receiver for under $500. Add an antenna and an LNA for a complete satellite earth station. David Becker

54 AUTOMATIC POWER SWITCHER
An easy-to-build elegant solution to having to throw multiple power switches. Gary McClellan

64 UHF-TV PREAMP
Part 2. Improve UHF reception with this 2-stage amplifier. Ray Pichulo

71 VIDEO TITLER
Part 2. Add titles to your home video movies with this alphanumeric character and graphics generator. Michel Champagne

TECHNOLOGY 4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in the quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

22 SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest happenings in Communications technology. Gary H. Arien

91 STATE OF SOLID STATE
One IC voltage conversion. Robert F. Scott

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS 67 DIGITAL FILTERS
Here's a look at how analog signals are filtered using digital techniques. Arthur Makosinski

80 HOBBY CORNER
A new contest and notes from the mailbag. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

102 NEW IDEAS
A word counter for your typewriter.

VIDEO 61 IMPROVE VIDEO SOUND
A look at several methods to improve the sound quality of your home video movies. Len Feldman

94 SERVICE CLINIC
Troubleshooting IC's. Jack Darr

96 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R & E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems

TEST EQUIPMENT 77 TESTING FOR SAFETY
Here's a look at how the Underwriters Laboratories check the safety of test equipment and what the UL label means. Jack Darr

COMPUTERS 88 COMPUTER CORNER
Microcomputer memory devices. Les Spindle

84 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Shortwave listening on a budget. Herb Friedman

EQUIPMENT REPORTS 37 Radio Shack MG-1 Synthesizer
42 Microtek Bytewriter-1 Printer
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Build this high-quality satellite TV receiver for under $500. Add a satellite TV antenna and LNA for a complete satellite earth station. The kit comes with a pre-aligned IF strip and LNA power supply. Get started building your satellite receiver today. Turn to page 49.

HOW TO DESIGN analog circuits is a new 11-part series on analog components and how to apply them. This month, thermistors and varistors are covered. The story starts on page 57.

AUTOMATIC POWER SWITCHER solves the problem of having to turn on multiple power switches in your hi-fi or computer system. Throw one switch and the power switcher does the rest automatically. Construction starts on page 54.
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BUILD THIS
45 STEREO IMAGE EXPANDER
Turn your listening room into a "sonic stage" with this easy-to-use imager. Joel Cohen

49 POCKET CALIBRATOR
Use it to check and maintain the accuracy of your test instruments. Gary McClellan

61 SATELLITE TV RECEIVER
Part 2. Complete construction plans for this under-$500 device. David Becker

65 GATED IF AMPLIFIER
Locks in on weak UHF sync pulses for a rock-steady picture. Stephen B. Miller

TECHNOLOGY
4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

22 SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen

34 STATE OF SOLID STATE
A look into long-duration timer IC's. Robert F. Scott

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS
53 ANALOG CIRCUIT DESIGN
Part 2. Diodes: Theory and applications. Mannie Horowitz

67 IMPROVE AUDIO AMP PERFORMANCE
How to make certain that your amp is performing at its best. Kirk Vistain

70 PULSE GENERATORS
More about those versatile IC-testing devices. Charles Gilmore

74 HOBBY CORNER
Electronics for young beginners. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

VIDEO
58 GERMANY'S STEREO TV-AUDIO
An unusual—and very effective—approach to stereo/bilingual TV. Len Feldman

90 SERVICE CLINIC
Sync-circuit problems. Jack Darr

91 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems. Jack Darr

RADIO
82 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Digital-delay communications systems. Herb Friedman

COMPUTERS
86 COMPUTER CORNER
Data-base management systems. Les Spindle

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
24 Hameg HM203 Dual-Trace Oscilloscope
25 Japan Radio Company NRD-515 Communications Receiver
28 Metrawatt MA-2D Digital Multimeter
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A lot has been written recently about "sonic imagers." Those devices modify the sound reproduced by your stereo system so that it appears to come from outside of, behind, and even in front of your two speakers—in fact, the speakers almost seem to disappear. To find out how you can build your own stereo image expander for under $100, turn to page 45.

STEREO AND BILINGUAL programs are regularly broadcast on Japanese and German TV. The German system uses a technique quite different from the former, and it may be better. Learn how it works, starting on page 58.

HOW ACCURATE is your test equipment? You can check out volt- and ohmmeters—as well as oscilloscopes—with the easy-to-build pocket-size calibrator described, beginning on page 49.
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SPECIAL FEATURE
49 VIDEO AND HANDHELD GAMES:
A buyer's guide to electronic games

50 Videogame History
55 Magnavox Odyssey
58 Arcade
59 Mattel Intellivision
63 Atari
66 Activision
67 Kenwood KVA-500 Audio/Video Enhancer
69 Handheld and Tabletop Games

BUILD THIS
43 SPEECH SYNTHESIZER
Add a voice to your projects with just 5 IC's. L. Steven Chesairs

77 SATELLITE TV RECEIVER
Part 3—Testing and alignment procedures concludes this 3-part construction article. David Becker

TECHNOLOGY
4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

12 SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen

72 HOW TO DESIGN ANALOG CIRCUITS
Designing circuits using special-purpose diodes. Mannie Horowitz

80 PULSE GENERATORS
The correct test setup for using pulse generators. Charles Gilmore

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS
41 NEW IDEA
An adaptor for your meter.

84 HOBBY CORNER
More on electronics for youngsters. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

92 STATE-OF-SOLID-STATE
A dual low-noise, high-performance op-amp. Robert F. Scott

VIDEO
96 SERVICE CLINIC
Expect the unexpected. Jack Darr

96 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics' Service Editor solves technician's problems.

RADIO
38 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
A new design for a high-selectivity audio filter. Herb Friedman

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
26 Sabtrons 8000 Frequency Counter
32 Osborne 1 Computer
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180 Advertising Index
14 Editorial
139 Free Information Card
16 Letters
111 Market Center

ON THE COVER
A behind-the-scenes look at the Radio-Electronics Videogame Testing Laboratory. Many long hours were spent gathering data for this month's special section on video and handheld electronic games. For an overall look at what's available in video and handheld games, turn to page 49.

PIN DIODES are just one of the many specialized diodes covered in this month's installment of the analog-design series. The story starts on page 72.
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Up to now, about the only way you could add video to your telephone conversation was to go to one of a very few specially equipped Bell System centers. Even then, you could only talk with someone in another similarly equipped center—not a particularly convenient setup. Build a Picture Phone, and you can exchange pictures with anyone, anytime, anywhere, as long as both of you have one, and a telephone. The story starts on page 43.

GOOD VHF and UHF TELEVISION RECEPTION depends on many factors. Choosing the best system or configuration for your particular situation can be difficult, but for information that will make the task easier, turn to page 49.

THE SOUND QUALITY of even the best stereo systems can only be as good as the signal that is input from the phonograph cartridge. Find out more about phono cartridges, and whether you are getting the most out of yours. The story begins on page 61.

For those of our readers who have been awaiting the second part of our article on the stereo image expander, we promise that it will run in next month's issue.
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Using an opto-electronic sensor that attaches to your finger, this battery-powered monitor displays your heart rate in beats-per-minute on a digital display. Knowing how your heart rate varies under different circumstances can give you an idea of your physical condition. Get started building yours today. The story starts on page 45.

HOW TO PROPERLY BIAS a transistor circuit is the subject of this month’s analog design series. Must reading if your designs are to function the first time you plug them in. The story starts on page 59.

HOW TO TROUBLESHOOT AND REPAIR portable cassette recorders. The best results are obtained with a logical troubleshooting approach. The story starts on page 66.
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Microcomputers—for the home and for business—come in all sizes and prices. You can pay as little as $100 (or less!) or as much as $6000 (or more). To help you make an intelligent choice in selecting a computer that meets both your needs and your budget, our Special Section, "Your Own Computer," groups computers and computer systems by price. Also included are descriptions of software and services that you may find useful. And, to round things out, there's a discussion of 8-bit vs. 16-bit computers. "Your Own Computer" starts on page 43.

BUBBLE MEMORIES COMBINE the read/write features of RAM with the non-volatility of ROM, and approach tape and disk systems in storage capacity. Find out how they work and how they're used starting on page 39.

DERATING CIRCUIT-COMPONENTS can extend their life and make the equipment in which they're used more reliable. This month's Service Clinic covers that topic, beginning on page 150. Due to lack of space we are unable to include Part 2 of the "Heart-a-Matic" in this issue. It will appear next month.
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BUILD THIS

43 FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER FOR YOUR COUNTER
Add-on for your counter multiplies the signal frequency by either 10 or 100. This easy-to-build device increases the low-frequency range and accuracy of your counter. Gary McClellan

47 PICTURE PHONE
Final construction details as well as calibration, set-up, and use for this adapter that sends video signals over your telephone line. Josef Bernard

59 HEART-RATE MONITOR
Final construction details for a device that measures your heart rate and displays it on a digital display in beats-per-minute. Robert Grossblatt

79 GUITAR AND BASS TUNER
Easy-to-build musical "pitch pipe" that enables you to tune your guitar and bass instruments quickly. James I. Jarnagin

TECHNOLOGY

4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

10 SATELLITE TV NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary Arlen

75 ALL ABOUT BUBBLE MEMORIES
How those high-density memory devices work. Robert F. Scott

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

67 HOW TO DESIGN ANALOG CIRCUITS
An in-depth look at single-stage transistor amplifiers. Manny Horowitz

90 HOBBY CORNER
A new puzzle for our readers, plus a timer circuit using Schmitt gates. Earl "Doc" Savage, K45DS

92 NEW IDEAS
Sample-and-hold probe for a DMM. Jay M. Hesson, Jr.

VIDEO

84 SERVICE CLINIC
More about capacitors. Jack Darr

86 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

RADIO

100 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Using a computer to receive RTTY transmissions. Herb Friedman

COMPUTERS

96 COMPUTER CORNER
A look at the Osborne 1 portable computer. Les Spindle
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32 Byewriter Daisy-Wheel Printer
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
The editors and staff of Radio-Electronics join in sending holiday greetings and our best wishes for a happy new year.

ON THE COVER
If you like to tape those vintage black-and-white movies that show up late at night on TV—but don’t like to tape the commercials that accompany them—this automatic commercial editor is for you! It watches the movie along with your VCR and, when a commercial turns up, stops the tape until the movie begins again. The result is a tape of the movie, and nothing else. It’s easy to build, and will...literally...provide you with hours of pleasure. Get started building your own editor. Plans begin on page 43.

---

www.americanradiohistory.com
ON THE COVER

The plug-programmable Programma III allows you to perform static and dynamic testing of all TTL and CMOS digital IC's, and presents you with a graphic visual indication of the logic state at each pin of the IC under test. Instructions for building this valuable addition to your test equipment begin on page 39.

ANNUAL INDEX
JANUARY—DECEMBER 1982

To present the maximum number of articles to our readers, we have not published the Annual Index as part of this issue. A 4-page brochure containing this index is available for those who need one. To get your free copy, send a stamped self-addressed envelope (legal size) to:

Radio-Electronics
Annual Index
45 East 17th Street
New York, NY 10003

Any requests postmarked on or before April 30 are free. After that date there is a $0.05 fee. Questions and comments about anything other than the index that are included with your request cannot be handled. Send them separately to our Editorial Offices.

Because of space restrictions, the second part of the "Automatic Commercial Editor" will not appear in this issue. It will appear next month.
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Once considered a dream, the computer-controlled airplane has become a reality, with the introduction of the Boeing 757/767 aircraft into commercial service. This month, we’ll take you into the cockpit of that fascinating airplane, and show you the systems and features that help make it one of the most sophisticated in the sky.
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THE MAGAZINE FOR NEW IDEAS IN ELECTRONICS

SPECIAL FEATURE
49 POCKET-SIZED AND PORTABLE SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
A look at the newest "small" shortwave receivers. Their features often rival those of older top-of-the-line table models.
Danny Goodman

BUILD THIS
53 DIGITAL IC TESTER
Part 3. A versatile device that puts IC's through their paces and indicates how they function. Gary McClellan

59 TWO COMPACT DVM'S
Two inexpensive DVM circuits for your workbench. Clement S. Pepper

TECHNOLOGY
4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

12 SATELLITE TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen

14 VIDEOGAMES
A new stand-alone system and two game cartridge reviews. Danny Goodman

43 INSIDE A 757/767 COCKPIT
Part 2. A look at the Boeing 757/767's computer and automated-flight systems. Marc Stern

90 STATE OF SOLID STATE
A new IC for use in a professional-quality compressor, expander, or compandor. Robert F. Scott

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS
65 ALL ABOUT VLF ACTIVE ANTENNAS
Part 2. Some practical VLF active antennas for wideband and narrowband operation. R.W. Burhans

73 HOW TO DESIGN ANALOG CIRCUITS
Audio power-amplifier circuits. Manny Horowitz

78 NEW IDEAS
Control your household appliances using a clock radio. Howard Savage, K4SDS

80 HOBBY CORNER
Our readers solve the light-switch puzzle. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

82 THE DRAWING BOARD
Adding a digit select to the BCD encoder. Robert Grossblatt

VIDEO
86 SERVICE CLINIC
Thermal problems and how to correct them. Jack Darr

88 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R.E.'s service editor solves technicians' problems.

RADIO
56 HOW TO REPAIR ANTIQUE RADIOS
The ins and outs of restoring an old radio's appearance and performance. Richard D. Fitch

98 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Communications and the computer. Herb Friedman

COMPUTERS
94 COMPUTER CORNER
Choosing a printer. Les Spindle

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
28 Voicetech Industries Speech-Synthesizer Kit
32 Anders Model CM-100 Capacitance Instrument
38 Trio-Kenwood R1000 Communications Receiver
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6 What's News

ON THE COVER
Portable shortwave receivers with features like microprocessor-controlled PL, tuning and digital readouts, and pocket-sized shortwave receivers with "big" radio performance, were once just dreams. Both types are now realities, as you'll see in our story on pocket-sized and portable shortwave receivers. The article begins on page 49.

IF YOU'RE LOOKING for a DVM for your workbench, one of those described here may be for you. Thanks to the use of LSI IC's, the circuits are small and inexpensive to build. This story begins on page 56.

EVEN THOUGH MODERN RADIOS are sleek, and are great performers, there's something about the old ones that makes most of us feel nostalgic. Find out how you can restore an old radio's original sound and appearance starting on page 56.
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ON THE COVER
The fascinating world of microcomputers—whether it be a simple entry-level machine for education or entertainment, or a complex, full-featured computer for your business—there’s something there for everyone. And there’s something for everyone in our Special Section, “Your Own Computer.” This month we take an in-depth look at the hardware and the things you should know before you buy. To round things out, “Your Own Software” takes a look at one of the most popular types of software—the electronic spreadsheet—and a look at some software you may never have heard of, but that’s surprisingly useful and/or inexpensive. It all starts on page 57.

A CUSTOM CASE will give your project a professional look and get the attention it deserves. It can be surprisingly easy and inexpensive to build if you know how. Find out more starting on page 49.

COMING NEXT MONTH
On Sale April 19
• Build A Talking Clock. This clock not only tells the time, it says it.
• Car Alarm. Connect it to your car to help keep the burglars away.
• All About LSI Music Synthesizers. A look at the different ICs available to build your own music synthesizers.
• And more.
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ON THE COVER
Timepieces have come a tremendous way in the past few years—from wind-up and electric clocks to those with LED and LCD displays and—now—to clocks with no display at all! The talking alarm clock featured in this issue will announce the time either automatically or on request, and can also be set to tell you when it’s time to get up. Modern speech-synthesis ICs make it extremely easy to build, as you’ll find out starting on page 57.

THE MAINSTAY of today’s popular music is the synthesizer. Once incredibly difficult and expensive to design and build, its current popularity is due in part to the versatility built into the LSI ICs that are found at its heart. The story of those ICs can be found on page 65.

COMING NEXT MONTH
On Sale May 19
• Special Videogames Section: What’s new for 1983... and what’s in store for the future.
• Add-on RAM. A non-volatile 8K memory expansion you can build for your Timex/Sinclair 1000.
• LF Loop Antennas. The next installment on our continuing series on VLF-LF receiving techniques.
• And lots more!
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SPECIAL FEATURE
55 VIDEO AND HANDHELD ELECTRONIC GAMES
A buyer’s guide to electronic games. Danny Goodman
56 VIDEOGAMES ’83
59 NEW FOR COLECOVISION
62 ATARI 5200
65 STARPATH’S SUPERCHARGER FOR ATARI
68 VECTREX
70 SOFTWARE AND ADD-ONS FOR ’83
73 THE TOP TEN GAMES OF ’83
77 VIDEOGAMES THAT TALK
80 HANDHELD AND TABLETOP GAMES

BUILD THIS
51 AUDIO FREQUENCY-RESPONSE METER
Quickly and accurately find the frequency response of your amplifiers, tape recorders, and other audio equipment with this useful device. Ray Fish

TECHNOLOGY
4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow’s news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch
12 SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen
14 VIDEOGAMES
Computers vs. videogames. Danny Goodman
83 LOW-FREQUENCY LOOP ANTENNAS
Part 5—A look at some highly directional antennas that do an outstanding job at low and very-low frequencies. R.W. Burhans

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS
88 HOBBY CORNER
How to make your solar collector “follow” the sun. Earl “Doc” Savage, K4SDS
92 DRAWING BOARD
Turn fixed voltage regulators into adjustable ones. Robert Grossblatt
96 NEW IDEA
Frequency-boundary indicator.
109 STATE OF SOLID STATE
A solid-state brightness controller. Robert F. Scott

VIDEO
98 SERVICE CLINIC
All about countdown circuits—what they are, what you see when they fail, and how to fix them. Jack Darr
98 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E’s Service Editor solves technicians’ problems.

RADIO
106 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Satellite technology and the mail. Herb Friedman

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
26 Realistic Wide Range Stereo Frequency Equalizer
30 Micro-Professor II Microcomputer
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6 What’s News

ON THE COVER
Electronic games, both video and handheld, have been extremely popular for several years now. But this past year has seen the introduction of more videogame consoles, hardware add-ons, and game software than in all previous years combined. This month, we present a special section dedicated to helping you find your way through the evermore-confusing world of electronic games. We’ll tell you what’s new, what’s hot, and how to get the most out of your videogame system. The section begins on page 55.

FRONT PANEL of the audio frequency-response meter. This instrument will, among other things, allow you to set your tape recorder’s bias and equalization controls with extreme precision. The story starts on page 51.

COMING NEXT MONTH
On Sale June 16
• Automotive navigation systems. With these computer-based systems you’ll never get lost again.
• Loran-C. A look at this fascinating low-frequency, long-range navigational system.
• Add-on RAM. The article on how to add 8K of non-volatile RAM to your Timex/Sinclair 1000, bumped from this issue because of lack of space will appear in July.
• And lots more!
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SPECIAL FEATURE

43 ALL ABOUT AUTOMOTIVE NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Computer-aided navigation is expected to play a big part in the car of the future. But, as this report shows, that future is not all that far away. Danny Goodman

BUILD THIS

47 EXPAND YOUR TIMEX/SINCLAIR OPERATING SYSTEM
Upgrade your computer with 8K of battery-backed CMOS RAM. Paul W.W. Hunter

51 TALKING ALARM CLOCK
Part 2. With this fun project you'll never have to set it again. Lee Giinski

59 DIGITAL VOLTMETER FOR YOUR CAR'S DASHBOARD
This easy-to-build project helps keep an eye on your car's electrical system. Fred L. Young Sr. and Fred L. Young Jr.

TECHNOLOGY

4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

10 SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen

12 VIDEOGAMES
A new generation of videogames. Danny Goodman

63 USING LORAN-C FOR TIME AND FREQUENCY CALIBRATION
All about the Loran-C navigational system and how it works. R.W. Burhans

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

55 TRANS CONDUCTANCE OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS
What they are, and some practical examples of how to use them. Thomas Henry

68 HOW TO DESIGN ANALOG CIRCUITS
An in-depth look at positive- and negative-feedback circuits. Manny Horowitz

74 NEW IDEAS
An award-winning project from one of our readers

76 HOBBY CORNER
Some questions from the mailbag. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

78 DRAWING BOARD
More on voltage regulators. Robert Grossblatt

80 STATE OF SOLID STATE
Power MOSFET amplifiers. Robert F. Scott

VIDEO

82 SERVICE CLINIC
A dish full of bugs. Jack Darr

82 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

RADIO

90 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Communications and the disabled. Herb Friedman

COMPUTERS

88 COMPUTER CORNER
What's new in microcomputers. Les Spindie

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

24 Philips Model PM 3215 50-MHz Dual-Trace Oscilloscope

30 Vector P184-7 Sli-N-Wrap Tool

33 Kensington Microwave System Saver Protection

Device for Apple II Computers

38 Soar Corporation 8050 Digital Multimeter
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ON THE COVER

To most drivers, one of the most exasperating experiences is getting lost in completely unfamiliar territory. But an independent California inventor and a giant Japanese automobile manufacturer are hard at work trying to make that situation a thing of the past. If their efforts are successful, it won't be long until a common automotive accessory will be a navigational computer complete with a video display. This month, we'll preview the future and take a look at both systems. The story begins on page 43.

COMING NEXT MONTH

On Sale July 19
A special section devoted to electronics and photography. Among the things we'll look at are:
- The Sony Mavica system
- Autofocus and autoexposure electronics
- Electronics in the darkroom And lots more!
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ON THE COVER
One field that has been strongly affected by microelectronics is that of photography. Once-bulky equipment is now built right into pocket-size cameras. And, in the darkroom, microprocessors are making things as easy as 1-2-3. Sony has even unveiled a completely filmless electronic-photography system. All that, and more, is covered in our special section on electronics and photography beginning on page 57.

AS YOUR CAR creeps along in the stop-and-start summertime traffic, its most dangerous enemy is probably the heat. And you have no idea how badly your engine is suffering until the "idiot light" marked "TEMP" comes on...and the radiator blows its top! This digital temperature gauge will let you know at any time exactly how hot the engine is, and allow you to cool things off before it's too late. Construction details start on page 92.

COMING NEXT MONTH
On Sale August 18
- The Pianometric. An attention-getting programmable music maker you can build yourself.
- ECL. A tutorial on emitter-coupled logic.
- Plus lots more!

Because of lack of space, the installment of "Analog Design" scheduled to appear this month will appear in next month's issue.
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## SPECIAL FEATURE

49 INNOVATIVE CONSUMER PRODUCTS OF 1983
A look at some of the outstanding products of the past year as honored at this past summer's CES. Danny Goodman

## BUILD THIS

43 MINI PLAYER PIANO
A music box that can "remember" up to four tunes. Robert Grossblatt

57 POWERLINE TRANSIENT SUPPRESSOR
Keep your computer and its contents safe with this simple yet effective device. Herb Friedman

59 DIGITAL PRESSURE GAUGE FOR YOUR CAR
A handy instrument that can warn you of problems before they become critical. Fred L. Young Sr. and Fred L. Young Jr.

## TECHNOLOGY

4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

10 SATELLITE TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen

12 VIDEOGAMES
Rolling your own. Danny Goodman

62 FREQUENCY CALIBRATION USING WWV
How to calibrate your own frequency standard using WWV. R.W. Burhans

## CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

53 ECL LOGIC CIRCUITS
A look at a little-used logic family that offers some interesting capabilities. TJ Byers

67 HOW TO DESIGN ANALOG CIRCUITS
Working with high-frequencies. Manny Horowitz

80 NEW IDEAS
An award-winning project from one of our readers.

82 HOBBY CORNER
Some questions and answers. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

84 DRAWING BOARD
Designing and breadboarding. Robert Grossblatt

90 STATE OF SOLID STATE
Thermometer circuits and more. Robert F. Scott

## VIDEO

64 SERVICING HORIZONTAL SWEEP CIRCUITS
Some helpful hints. Frank A. Salerno

96 SERVICE CLINIC
Opening your own shop. Jack Darr

97 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics' Service Editor solves technicians' problems.

## RADIO

94 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Phones are for more than talking. Herb Friedman

## COMPUTERS

92 COMPUTER CORNER
Shopping for a word processor. Les Spindie

## EQUIPMENT REPORTS

24 Microbuffer In-Line Printer Buffer

30 Vidicraft Model IVE-100 Integrated Video Enhancer

38 Tektronix Model 212 Dual-Trace Oscilloscope

## DEPARTMENTS

8 Advertising and Sales Offices

136 Advertising Index

137 Free Information Card

20 Letters

105 Market Center

---

**ON THE COVER**

Projects that are built just for fun are sometimes enjoyed most of all. But what's even better is a fun project that can teach you something new. The Pianomatic mini player-piano does just that. Sure to be an entertaining conversation piece when it is finished, building it will introduce you to such topics as computer memory organization and retention, digital logic, keyboard encoding and decoding, and the like. As a bonus, the techniques you'll pick up here can easily be adapted for use in your own designs. The story begins on page 43.

**THE KOALAPAD** from Koala Technology, Inc., allows you to control your computer's cursor movement by just tracing on the touch-sensitive pad. It's just one of the most innovative products of the past year as honored at the Summer CES. Turn to page 49 to find out more about it, and others similarly honored.

**COMING NEXT MONTH**

On Sale September 15

Our special supplement: Your Own Computer. Among the things we'll look at are:

- Hardware—a comprehensive look at systems, and their cost!
- Word-processing software
- Software and hardware compatibility
- Everything you need to know about CP/M
- And lots more!
SPECIAL FEATURE

75 YOUR OWN COMPUTER
A round-up of the computer systems currently available, organized in price categories from under $500 to over $4500. Marc Stern

79 UNDER $500
95 $500 TO $1000
111 $1000 TO $1500
118 MANUFACTURER LIST
119 $1500 TO $2000
129 $2000 TO $2500
135 $2500 TO $3000
147 $3000 TO $3500
155 $3500 TO $4000
162 $4000 TO $4500
167 OVER $4500

BUILD THIS

53 MINI PLAYER-Piano
Part 2. Winding up the theory and beginning construction. Robert Grossblatt

TECHNOLOGY

4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

10 SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arten

12 VIDEOGAMES
Some different ways of distributing games. Danny Goodman.

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

56 NEW IDEA
An award-winning project from one of our readers.

58 HOBBY CORNER
A new contest. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

24 BK Dynascan Model 1653 and 1655 Variable Voltage Supply
30 Finger Print Control Module For Epson Printers
32 Global Specialties Model 6000 Frequency Counter
40 Tektronix Model 213 DMM Oscilloscope
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There's little doubt that personal computers have become the fastest growing segment of the consumer-electronics market. In the past year many new companies have been founded, and scores of new machines have been introduced. In addition, most of the "established" manufacturers (in this industry that's anyone that's been around longer than two years) have either unveiled new systems, or beefed-up their existing ones, to remain competitive. The result has been greatly increased selection, generally lower prices, and just about utter confusion for the consumer. That's where this special section comes in—it's designed to help you make sense out of the jumble of systems by summarizing what's available. To help make comparisons easier, everything is organized by list price. The section begins on page 75.

TO OUR READERS

Due to our large computer-hardware section, several articles that were originally scheduled for this issue could not appear, due to space limitations. Those articles will be published in coming months.

COMING NEXT MONTH

On Sale October 20
- Test Equipment. A look at what's new and unusual.
- Audio Tape. Audio-cassette tapes and how they differ.
- How To Design Analog Circuits. All about filters.
- And lots more!
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When you think about the products in the various different categories of electronic products—be they video, audio, broadcast, or what have you—there are always some that shine above the rest. The reason why they are thought of as superior may be due to a sophisticated design, the use of state-of-the-art technology, better reliability or accuracy, or any one of a number of similar reasons. The same holds true, of course, for test instruments. This month we bring you a special look at the ultimate in sophisticated or unusual test instruments. The story begins on page 59.

FEW PEOPLE REALIZE that the quality of your TV sound is limited only by the quality of your TV's audio section. Unfortunately, the quality of the audio in an average set is just not very good. But there is something you can do about it—build the TV sound converter and get audio quality you never thought possible from your TV. The story starts on page 45.

COMING NEXT MONTH
On Sale November 17
- Video Color Processor. An accessory you can build for your home-video system.
- Digital TV. A look at this fascinating new technology.
- Designing Analog Circuits. Another installment in our back-to-school series.
- And lots more!
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### SPECIAL ISSUE: VIDEO ELECTRONICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>VIDEO COLOR PROCESSOR</td>
<td>Roger Cota and Lloyd Addington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>NEW IC'S FOR DIGITAL TV</td>
<td>Robert Grossblatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>VCR REPAIRS AND ADJUSTMENTS THAT YOU CAN DO</td>
<td>John D. Lenk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>WHAT'S NEW IN PORTABLE VIDEO</td>
<td>Carl Laron</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### BUILD THIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>TYPEWRITER-TO-COMPUTER INTERFACE</td>
<td>Bill Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>INTERFERENCE TRAPS FOR SWL'S</td>
<td>R. W. Burhans</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
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<th>Author(s)</th>
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<tbody>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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<td>20</td>
<td>VIDEOGAMES</td>
<td>Danny Goodman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
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<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>NEW IDEAS</td>
<td>Mannie Horowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>HOW TO DESIGN ANALOG FILTER CIRCUITS</td>
<td>Robert Grossblatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>DRAWING BOARD</td>
<td>Robert Laron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>HOBBY CORNER</td>
<td>Earl &quot;Doc&quot; Savage, K4SDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
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<td>John S. Cota and Don A. Addington</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
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<th>Page</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>SERVICE CLINIC</td>
<td>Herb Friedman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### COMPUTERS

<table>
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<tr>
<th>Page</th>
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</tr>
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</table>
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### ON THE COVER

If you're like many home-video hobbyists, your videotapes leave something to be desired. Your colors may appear washed out, the picture is filled with noise, or, perhaps your edits are far from smooth. Well, there's a way around those problems, whether you're making new tapes or duplicating old ones. With the color processor you can create fade-ins and fade-outs, reduce background noise, and you can vary color saturation from black-and-white to full chrominance. The article describing its construction—which is only one of our special video features this month—begins on page 49.
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To say that cable-TV has undergone tremendous growth over the past few years would be an understatement.

One of the biggest reasons for that growth is the presence on cable of first-run movies and live sporting events. Of course, that programming is most often offered as a premium service, which means that the viewer must pay a charge to receive it. To prevent unauthorized reception, the material is scrambled. This month, we'll use an experimental descrambling circuit to illustrate the theory behind the techniques used to encode video signals. The story begins on page 47.

ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION is among the most important areas of electronics. One method of power generation that has received quite a bit of attention is MHD. This month, we'll show you the theory behind that technique and build a working model of an MHD generator. The story begins on page 51.

COMING NEXT MONTH

On Sale February 21

- Video Test Generator, A valuable instrument for video servicing.
- Airplane Landing Systems. A look at landing systems and the electronics behind them.
- And lots more!
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**SPECIAL FEATURE**  49  INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
Though many people are afraid to fly, airplanes are the safest way to go—thanks to Instrument landing systems. Bill Sewell

**BUILD THIS**  
43  VIDEO TEST GENERATOR
This test generator can be used not only for TV servicing. You can use it to service just about any video equipment. Gene Roseth

54  AUDIO-FREQUENCY GENERATOR
Use this AF generator with digital frequency readout to test your audio system. Richard Schroeder

59  NO MORE WRONG NUMBERS
Build this telephone add-on and never be bothered by wrong numbers or unwanted telephone sales calls again! Gary McClellan

**TECHNOLOGY**  
4  VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

8  SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arien

**CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS**  
31  NEW IDEAS
An award-winning project from one of our readers.

53  HOW TO USE DIGITAL PANEL METERS
Part 2. We'll show you how to use digital panel meters to measure frequency and temperature. Ray Marston

67  HOW TO DESIGN POWER SUPPLIES
This month, our back-to-school series shows you how to design regulated and unregulated DC power supplies. Mannie Horowitz

76  HOBBY CORNER
A look at a metal-sensing circuit. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

78  DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
A new column full of useful ideas. Robert Grossblatt

84  STATE OF SOLID STATE
A telephone-ringer IC. Robert F. Scott

90  DRAWING BOARD
Putting the 4018 to use. Robert Grossblatt

**VIDEO**  
92  SERVICE CLINIC
Testing integrated flyback transformers. Jack Darr

95  SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics service editor solves technicians' problems.

**RADIO**  
80  COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
What's to come in the future? Herb Friedman

**COMPUTERS**  
71  COMPATIBILITY
When you buy hardware or software, make sure that it will work on your system. Abe Isaacs

82  COMPUTER CORNER
A look at IBM's PCjr. Lou Frenzel

**EQUIPMENT REPORTS**  
22  Heath EE-103 IC Timer Course

26  Tektronix Model 214 Storage Oscilloscope

**DEPARTMENTS**  
6  Advertising and Sales Offices  102  Market Center
128  Advertising Index  99  New Books
129  Free Information Card  32  New Products
10  Letters  6  What's News

---

**ON THE COVER**
There are many manufacturers who sell TV test equipment such as dot-pattern generators. But if you want to service video equipment other than TVs, then you need something more. This month we'll describe how to build and how to use a full-feature video test generator. You can use it to test VCR's, monitors, video amplifiers—just about any video equipment. It not only generates standard test patterns. It even has provision for external inputs (from a computer, for example) so that you can create your own test patterns for your own specific purpose. The story begins on page 43.
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SPECIAL FEATURE
59 YOUR OWN COMPUTER
What to look for in accessories and software for your personal computer, and what's new in portable and totable systems, are among the highlights of this special section.

61 DON'T GET STUCK. Herb Friedman

64 PORTABLES AND TOTABLES. Herb Friedman

67 WHAT'S NEW IN PRINTERS. Marc Stern

73 GADGETS AND GIZMOS. Herb Friedman

75 WORKING WITH DATABASES. Herb Friedman

TECHNOLOGY
6 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

10 SATELLITE/TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen

BUILD THIS
47 HOME CONTROL COMPUTER
This device lets you put your appliances under computer control, without tying up your personal computer. Steven E. Sarns

56 VIDEO TEST GENERATOR
Part 2. A low-cost, general-purpose video test generator that you can build. Gene Roseth

83 NO MORE WRONG NUMBERS
Part 2. We continue our look at a handy accessory for keeping those annoying, unwanted calls away. Gary McClellan

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS
39 NEW IDEAS
A light-sensitive timer.

40 DRAWING BOARD
Generating sine waves with the 4018. Robert Grossblatt

45 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Low-voltage amplifier circuits. Robert Grossblatt

89 DESIGNING WITH LINEAR IC'S
The debut of our new back-to-school series. Joseph J. Carr

96 HOBBY CORNER
How to test transistors. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

98 STATE OF SOLID STATE
Making true RMS measurements. Robert F. Scott

VIDEO
99 SERVICE CLINIC
VCR control circuits. Jack Darr

107 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Our service editor solves technician's problems

RADIO
106 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
RF power measurements. Herb Friedman

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
22 B&K Model 1822 Universal Counter

29 Heath EE-3202 CMOS Digital Techniques Course

DEPARTMENTS
4 Advertising and Sales Offices

12 Letters

144 Advertising Index

114 Market Center

8 April 1 What's News

110 New Books

4 Publisher's Letter

112 New Literature

145 Free Information Card

43 New Products

KNOWING ABOUT LINEAR IC's and how to use them in your designs can greatly improve your enjoyment of electronics. But if you missed out on learning about those devices, where can you get the information you need to use them successfully? One place is in our new back-to-school series on designing with linear IC's. It all begins on page 89.

COMING NEXT MONTH
On Sale April 19

- Automotive Exhaust Analyzer. A unique device to help get your car ready for those tough emissions tests.

- 3-D TV. A look at what's coming in 3-D television.

- Home Control Computer. Part 2 of our build-it-yourself computer.

- And lots more!
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ON THE COVER
Does your state require that your car pass an annual emissions test? In those states that do, many "do-it-yourselfers" are beginning to feel left out. After all, who else but the state-licensed inspection shop can make the emissions test? If you build this month's featured project, you'll be able to keep tabs on your own emissions—even while you're driving.

The story begins on page 47.

WILL THERE EVER BE A 3-D TV system that will give us more than eye strain? Carl Laron, our Associate Editor takes a look at three systems that look promising. Each has its own advantages—and drawbacks. But one thing is sure: You'll be hearing a lot more about these systems in the future. But read about them here first, starting on page 57.

COMING NEXT MONTH
On Sale May 22

- Satellite TV. A special section that deals with antennas, downconverters, receivers, and more, including a look at DBS.
- Repairing PC Boards. It's easy—we'll show you
- Tuning Microwave Downconverters. It's easier than you think and you don't have to perch yourself on your roof!
- And lots more!
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SPECIAL FEATURE
45 RECEIVING SATELLITE TELEVISION
Learn about satellite TV and the components that make up a home TVRO system. Martin Clifford

47 ALL ABOUT SATELLITE TV

51 THE DISH

51 SATELLITE RECEIVERS

57 FROM FEEDHORN TO RECEIVER

75 DIRECT-BROADCAST SATELLITES

BUILD THIS
41 SOLID-STATE BAROMETER
Make your own weather predictions with this fun project. Sudhir M. Gupta

78 HOME CONTROL COMPUTER
Part 3. We wrap up our look at a control computer that's ideal for home-control applications. Steven E. Sarms

81 AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST ANALYZER
Part 2. A useful test instrument that helps get your car ready for those tough emissions tests. Philip M. Van Praag

TECHNOLOGY
4 TECHNOLOGY
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

14 SATELLITE TELETEXT NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary L. Aiken

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS
38 NEW IDEAS
Turn-signal alarm

86 HOBBY CORNER
Finding replacement parts. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

88 DRAWING BOARD
Smoothing out the waveform-generator output. Robert Grossblatt

90 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Charging indicators. Robert Grossblatt

92 STATE OF SOLID STATE
Regulator ICs. Robert F. Scott

VIDEO
94 SERVICE CLINIC
Fixing half of a computer. Jack Darr

95 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics' Service Editor solves technician problems.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
25 Triplet Model 3500 Autorange Digital Multimeter

29 Beta Electronics Pro-Kit 1 PC-Board Fabrication Kit

DEPARTMENTS
8 Advertising and Sales Offices

129 Advertising Index

130 Free Information Card

15 Letters

ON THE COVER
Satellite TV offers a lot of attractions, what with its promise of nearly unlimited viewer selection of TV programming. But is it for you? This month, Radio-Electronics turns its attention to satellite-TV, with a special section devoted, among other things, to home reception of satellite signals. It all begins on page 45.

COMING NEXT MONTH
On Sale June 21
- Energy Miter. This useful project will help you get the most out of your air conditioning system.
- Interfacing the ZX81. Put your Timex/Sinclair computer to work with this practical interface.
- A Unique Ammeter. Here's a DC clamp-on ammeter you can build.
- Repairing PC Boards. Fixing those broken PC boards is easier than you think.
- And lots more!
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www.americanradiohistory.com(1)
BUILD THIS

43 ENERGY MISER FOR AIR CONDITIONERS
You don't have to make yourself uncomfortable to save money on your air-conditioning bills. Bill Owen

61 CLAMP-ON DC AMMETER
This ammeter eliminates the undesirable side effects of measuring DC current; it uses Hall-effect transducers and a clamp-on probe. Hardin Stratman

TECHNOLOGY

4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

12 SATELLITE/TELETYPING NEWS
The latest happenings in communications technology. Gary H. Arlen

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

51 HOW TO REPAIR PC BOARDS
If you've ever had a PC board that you thought was ruined forever—it probably wasn't. Robert Grossblatt

54 DESIGNING WITH LINEAR IC'S
Part 3. A look at the noninverting follower and some typical op-amp applications. Joseph J. Carr

65 POWER-SUPPLY CIRCUITS
This article is chock full of practical power-supply circuits that you can put together now! Ray Marston

72 HOBBY CORNER
Testing your telephone. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

74 NEW IDEAS
Restoring tube-type auto radios.

76 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Frequency multiplication. Robert Grossblatt

VIDEO

47 HOW TO TUNE YOUR MDS DOWNCONVERTER
You don't have to run up and down your roof with a soldering iron. Lew G. Schuweiler

69 TROUBLESHOOTING THE TOUGH ONES
A look at how some TV-servicing problems that—although they took some time—were eventually solved. Frank A. Salerno

78 SERVICE CLINIC
Electrostatic discharge and its problems. Jack Darr

79 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics' Service Editor solves readers' problems.

COMPUTERS

57 INTERFACING THE ZX81
The ZX81 (or Timex Sinclair 1000) computer can be turned into a very powerful machine. Neil Bungard

Following page 72 COMPUTER DIGEST
A look at the new Sinclair QL, printing buffers, personal communications, and lots more!

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

26 Ungar Electronic Soldering System 9000

33 Sabre Electronics Calc-U-Dial Automatic Dialer

DEPARTMENTS

12 Advertising and Sales Offices

104 Advertising Index

105 Free Information Card

14 Letters

Index

104 Advertising

105 Free Information Card

14 Letters

ON THE COVER

You can save money on your air-conditioning bills and stay comfortable at the same time. No, it's not magic—it's what's known as time cycling. The energy miser lets your air conditioner operate more efficiently than it does when it is controlled by just a thermostat. Best of all, you can build the device just in time for the hot weather! The story begins on page 43.

THE TIMEX SINCLAIR 1000 or ZX81 has been described as being worse than a toy. Well, it doesn't have to be. You can put your ZX81 to work as a control computer with as many features as your imagination permits. This month, Interfacing basics are discussed, and an Interface circuit is presented. The story begins on page 57.

COMING NEXT MONTH

On Sale May 22

• Electronics And The Heart. The heart may have more in common with electronic devices than you think.

• An Infrared Transmitter/Receiver. How many uses for one can you come up with?


• And lots more!
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SPECIAL FEATURE

73 HUGO GERNSEY: A MAN WITH VISION +
On the 100th anniversary of his birth, Radio-Electronics looks back at the life of its founder. Robert A. W. Lowndes

BUILD THIS

41 COLOR-BAR GENERATOR
Turn your Atari 2600 into a color-bar generator with this novel cartridge. Jerry Lawson and Dan McElroy
57 INFRARED TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER
This easy-to-build project lets you add remote control to just about anything. Steven M. Margolin

TECHNOLOGY

4 VIDEO ELECTRONICS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch
44 CURING STATIC ELECTRICITY
All about static electricity, and the ways that this dangerous phenomenon can be controlled. Elliot S. Kanter
49 ELECTRONICS AND YOUR HEART
Learn about the heart, and the role electronics plays in that wonder of biology. Ray Fish, Ph.D., M.D.

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

14 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
One gate circuits. Robert Grossblatt
20 NEW IDEAS
An award-winning project from one of our readers.
33 DRAWING BOARD
Finishing up the sine wave generator. Robert Grossblatt
66 DESIGNING WITH LINEAR IC'S
69 CMOS ANALOG SWITCHES
These IC's offer an elegant solution to what used to be a very complicated problem. Robert Grossblatt
76 HOBBY CORNER
Some pointers on component specifications. Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SOD
84 STATE OF SOLID STATE
A power-supply monitor. Robert F. Scott

VIDEO

86 SERVICE CLINIC
Fixing the tough ones. Jack Darr
86 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics Service Editor solves technicians problems.

COMING NEXT MONTH

On Sale August 21

- Sonic Motion Detector. It uses sound to detect motion. Great for use with a burglar alarm.
- Electronics Measurements in Medicine. A look at the electronic instruments used to monitor our health.
- And lots more!

INFRARED COMMUNICATIONS is used these days in a wide variety of remote-control applications. This month we'll show you how you can add remote control to just about anything by building an Infrared transmitter/receiver pair. The story starts on page 57.

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the sale and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
BUILD THIS

51 SONIC MOTION DETECTOR
No alarm system is complete without a motion sensor. David M. Benzel

63 COMPUTER-CONTROLLED-IC TESTER
You can test digital IC’s by hand, but your computer can do it better! Floyd L. Oats

TECHNOLOGY

12 VIDEO NEWS
Tomorrow’s news and technology in this quickly changing industry. David Lachenbruch

55 ELECTRONIC MEASUREMENTS IN MEDICINE
Here’s a rundown on all of the “test instruments” that are used to monitor your heart. Ray Fish, Ph.D, M.D.

59 WHAT'S NEW IN BATTERIES
How do you choose the right battery for your project? Just how good are lithium batteries? Find out the answers to those, and other, questions. Robert Grossblatt

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

46 NEW IDEAS
This pulsating doorbell will get your attention!

67 SQUAREWAVE GENERATOR CIRCUITS
We’ll show you many practical variations of the squarewave generator—one of the building blocks of modern electronics. Ray M. Marston

77 DESIGNING WITH LINEAR IC’S
Part 5. A look at the current-difference amplifier and the operational transconductance amplifier, and how they are used. Joseph J. Carr

80 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Designing with Schmitt triggers. Robert Grossblatt

82 HOBBY CORNER
Modify your intercom to fit your needs. Earl “Doc” Savage, K4SDS

84 DRAWING BOARD
A look at the 4089 binary rate multiplier. Robert Grossblatt

86 STATE OF SOLID STATE
The COMFET—a new kind of FET. Robert F. Scott

VIDEO

90 SERVICE CLINIC
The most valuable test equipment. Jack Darr

90 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics' Service Editor solves readers' problems.

COMPUTERS

71 INTERFACING THE ZX81
Part 3. Your once-lowly ZX81 (or Timex Sinclair 1000) computer can control a security system and any AC device, and can even act as a thermometer. Neil Bungard

Following page 82
How to use a non-Commodore printer with a Commodore computer. A look at computer-aided PC-board design, and much more!

88 COMPUTER CORNER
Yesterday’s personal computers. Les Spindle

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

32 Paladin Screwdrivers
37 Hickok MX-333 DMM
43 Krista Model 308-240 Digital Capacitance Meter

DEPARTMENTS

6 Advertising and Sales Offices
114 Advertising Index
6 Editorial
115 Free Information Card
22 Letters
95 Market Center
48 New Products
16 What’s News
NOVEMBER 84

SPECIAL FEATURE
57 TURNKEY SYSTEMS
If putting together a satellite-TV system component-by-component scares you, you’ll be happy to hear about turnkey systems. Marc Stern

BUILD THIS
60 TELE-TOLL TIMER
Keep tabs on your phone bills! This device automatically times all of your phone calls. Gary McClellan

65 COMPUTER-CONTROLLED IC TESTER
Part 3. In the concluding part of this article, we expand the IC tester by adding an EPROM programmer. Floyd L. Oats

TECHNOLOGY
45 OSCILLOSCOPES IN COLOR
New breakthroughs in color-display technology may make the shadow-mask color CRT obsolete! Carl Laron

84 SATELLITE TV
A comparison of the past and present state of satellite-TV. Bob Cooper, Jr.

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

77 CMOS CLOCK CIRCUITS
A multitude of versatile and inexpensive CMOS squarewave-generator circuits. Ray Marston

86 NEW IDEAS
A novel continuity tester.

88 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Controlling the speed of small DC motors. Robert Grossblatt

90 DRAWING BOARD
Useful applications for the 4089 binary rate multiplier IC. Robert Grossblatt

RADIO
49 WARC 84
What is the future of shortwave broadcasting? Find out what went on at the latest World Administrative Radio Conference. Stanley Leinwoll

94 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Mobile digital communications. Herb Friedman

VIDEO
10 VIDEO NEWS
The present and future of the fast-changing video scene. David Lachenbruch

96 SERVICE CLINIC
Servicing the easy way. Jack Darr

COMPUTERS
70 INTERFACING THE ZX81
Part 4. Add a speech synthesizer to the ZX81. Neil Bungard

Following page 86
COMPUTER DIGEST
A new high-tech, high-density disk drive; Computer-designed audio networks, and more!!

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
28 Wersi Pianostar S2000 Electronic Piano
38 Bishop Graphics E-Z Circuit Printed Circuit Design Kits

DEPARTMENTS
120 Advertising and Sales Offices
120 Advertising Index
8 Editorial
121 Free Information Card
22 Letters
98 Market Center
42 New Products
14 What's News

As a service to readers, Radio-Electronics publishes information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and equipment used by readers, Radio-Electronics disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
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SPECIAL SECTION:

57 FLAT-PANEL COLOR TV
Thanks to a new type of LCD display, pocket-sized color TV's are here at last!
Carl Laron

60 LIGHTWEIGHT VIDEO CAMERAS
A guide to the new video cameras, and a look at the technology that makes them possible. Carl Laron

64 SERVICING VIDEO DISC PLAYERS
These hints and points can help make servicing almost all videodisc players easier.
John D. Lenk

BUILD THIS

43 HIGH-POWER FET AUDIO AMPLIFIER
A high-performance, high-fidelity stereo amplifier. Reinhard Metz

69 ATARI GAME RECORDER
Record your Atari videogames on audio cassette tape with this device. David A. Chan and Guy Vachon

TECHNOLOGY

10 VIDEO NEWS
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry.
David Lachenbruch

14 SATELLITE TV
A look at how satellite-TV receiving equipment has changed. Bob Cooper, Jr.

47 ELECTRONICS IN MEDICAL IMAGING
Part 2. More about the role of electronics in medical imaging. Ray Fish, Ph.D., M.D.

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

73 DESIGNING WITH LINEAR IC's
Joseph J. Carr

77 NEW IDEAS
A contrast meter for photography buffs.

78 HOBBY CORNER
How target games work.
Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

80 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Switch debouncing simplified.
Robert Grossblatt

84 STATE OF SOLID STATE
Power op-amp IC's. Robert F. Scott

VIDEO

86 SERVICE CLINIC
Helpful flyback tests.
Jack Darr

87 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronic's Service Editor answers reader's questions.

COMPUTERS

Following COMPUTER DIGEST page 78

A biofeedback monitor; Wordstar patches to help get the most from your printer, and more!

EQUIPMENT REPORTS

26 Paladin Solder Scooter Desoldering Tool

30 Krista Model 308-140 DMM

33 Global-Data Data Router 325 Breakout Box

DEPARTMENTS

30 Advertising and Sales Offices

110 Advertising Index

111 Free Information Card

22 Letters

89 Market Center

38 New Products

6 What's News

SEASON'S GREETINGS

The editors and staff of Radio-Electronics join in sending holiday greetings and our best wishes for a happy new year.
## JANUARY 85

### SPECIAL FEATURE:

**SERVICING VIDEODISC PLAYERS**  
Part 2. This month, we turn our attention to the CED system with a look at how a CED player works. **John D. Lenk**

### BUILD THIS

**RF SWITCHER**  
Gets rid of your video-switching woes and that jumble of cables at the back of your set. **Bob Grossblatt**

**ATARI GAME RECORDER**  
Part 2. This month we look at the software you need to operate the game recorder. **David A. Chan and Guy Vachon**

**HIGH-POWER FET AUDIO AMPLIFIER**  
Part 2. More on this high-performance, high-fidelity FET amplifier. **Reinhard Metz**

### TECHNOLOGY

**VIDEO ELECTRONICS**  
Tomorrow's news and technology in this quickly changing industry. **David Lachenbruch**

**SATELLITE TV**  
TVRO components. **Bob Cooper, Jr.**

**SATELLITE-TV ACCESSORIES**  
Add-on devices. **Marc Stern**

### CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS

**NEW IDEAS**  
Multiple-outlet control circuit. **Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS**

**ALL ABOUT THERMISTORS**  
Learn more about how thermistors work, and how they are used. This month, we'll look at the basics. **Harry L. Trietley**

**DESIGNING WITH LINEAR IC's**  
Part 8. Op-amp based sine wave, square wave, and triangular-wave generators. **Joseph J. Carr**

**HOBBY CORNER**  
A versatile expansion module for your calculator. **Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS**

**STATE OF SOLID STATE**  
Get rid of some of those house keys with an electronic lock. **Robert F. Scott**

**DRAWING BOARD**  
Doing division with the 4089, and more! **Robert Grossblatt**

### VIDEO

**SERVICE CLINIC**  
A look at kit building. **Jack Darr**

### RADIO

**COMMUNICATIONS CORNER**  
"Phantom" power. **Herb Friedman**

### COMPUTERS

**COMPUTER DIGEST**  
A machine-code development system for your ZX-81, expanding the VIC-20, Building the Bio-Box, and lots more!

### EQUIPMENT REPORTS

**Radio-Shack Model 4**  
Personal Computer **31**

**Computer Accessories P12**  
Power Director **38**

### DEPARTMENTS

**Advertising and Sales Offices**  
**Advertising Index**  
**Free Information Card**  
**Letters**  
**Market Center**  
**New Products**  
**What's News**

### ANNUAL INDEX

**JANUARY—DECEMBER 1984**

To present the maximum number of articles to our readers, we have not published the Annual Index as part of this issue. A 4-page brochure containing this index is available for those who need one. To get your free copy, send a stamped self-addressed envelope (legal size) to:

Radio-Electronics
Annual Index
45 East 17th Street
New York, NY 10003

Any requests postmarked on or before April 30 are free. After that date there is a 50c fee. Questions and comments about anything other than the Index that are included with your request cannot be handled. Send them separately to our Editorial Offices.
FEBRUARY 85

SPECIAL FEATURE:

47 SELECTING THE BEST RESISTOR/CAPACITOR
Finding the right value for your components is the easy part—there's a lot more to consider when choosing parts for your projects. Victor Meeldijk

BUILD THIS

55 TAPE STREAMER FOR YOUR COMPUTER
Can a cassette tape really be an alternative to a disk drive? This high-speed cassette interface comes close. And it works with any computer equipped with an RS-232 port! Mike Huddleston

69 ATARI GAME RECORDER
Part 3. In the concluding part of this article, we give you all the construction details you'll need to record Atari videogames on audio-cassette tape.
David A. Chan and Guy Vachon

TECHNOLOGY

14 SATELLITE TV
A look at how LNAs have changed during the brief history of satellite TV.
Bob Cooper, Jr.

51 STEREO AUDIO FOR TV
Stereo TV is here at last! Here's an in-depth look at the FCC decision on multichannel television sound and what it means.
Brian C. Fenton
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73 ALL ABOUT THERMISTORS
Part 2. This month we finish our look at the basics and start to use thermistors in real circuit applications. Harry L. Trielyt

77 DESIGNING WITH DIGITAL IC'S
If digital logic left you behind, it's time to catch up with our new "Back-to-School" series. Joseph J. Carr

82 HOBBY CORNER
Building a DC power supply.
Earl "Doc" Savage, K45DS

90 NEW IDEAS
A melodious telephone ringer.

92 DRAWING BOARD
Understanding memory IC's.
Robert Grossblatt

96 STATE OF SOLID STATE
High-power FET's. Robert F. Scott
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84 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Computers and communications.
Herb Friedman

88 ANTIQUE RADIOS
Here's our new column! Richard D. Fitch.

VIDEO

63 SERVICING VIDEODISC PLAYERS
Part 3. Here are some practical troubleshooting and servicing hints.
John D. Lenk

12 VIDEO NEWS
The present and future of the fast-changing video scene. David Lachenbruch

98 SERVICE CLINIC
Servicing electronic test equipment. Jack Darr

99 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Answers from Radio-Electronics' service editor.
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86 COMPUTER CORNER
All about printers.
Lou Frenzel
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The computer on a wrist is here!
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49 WHAT'S NEW IN DMM'S
A look at the specifications and features that you should know about before you shop for a multimeter. Herb Friedman

58 WHAT'S NEW IN OSCILLOSCOPES
The performance and features you should expect from a modern oscilloscope. Herb Friedman
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43 UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY
This inverter power supply can provide backup power to many AC devices from burglar alarms to emergency exit lights. Dave Sweeney

75 TAPE STREAMER FOR YOUR COMPUTER
Part 2. Complete construction details for building a universal, high-speed cassette interface. Mike Huddleston

TECHNOLOGY

46 IN SEARCH OF FIREBALL LIGHTNING
Ball lightning remains one of physics' biggest mysteries. But some recent experiments may answer some of our questions. Robert K. Golka

92 STEREO AUDIO FOR TV
Part 2. The dbx noise-reduction system. Brian C. Fenton
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63 SELECTING THE BEST RESISTOR/CAPACITOR
Part 2. This month we turn our attention to the myriad capacitor types available and how you can choose the one that's right for your application. Victor Meeldijk

67 ALL ABOUT THERMISTORS
Part 3. Practical thermistor applications including a digital thermometer. Harry L. Trielly

80 HOBBY CORNER
Backing up AC devices.
Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

88 DRAWING BOARD
Designing with memory IC's. Robert Grossblatt

98 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Putting an end to power supply ripple. Robert Grossblatt

102 STATE OF SOLID STATE
Microwave PSIFET's. Robert F. Scott

105 NEW IDEAS
An electronic watchdog.
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82 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Half-duplex communications. Herb Friedman

100 ANTIQUE RADIOS
Where to find antique radios. Richard D. Fitch

VIDEO

10 VIDEO NEWS
The present and future in the fast-changing video scene. David Lachenbruch

12 SATELITE TV
A look at TVRO features. Bob Cooper, Jr.

106 SERVICE CLINIC
Op-amps in TV's. Jack Darr

107 SERVICE QUESTIONS
Radio-Electronics' service editor answers your questions.

COMPUTERS

Following page 88 COMPUTER DIGEST
How to turn your IBM PC into an Apple—and more!

96 COMPUTER CORNER
Integrated software. Lou Frenzel
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49 COMPUTER-CONTROLLED ROBOT ARM
Experiment with robotics. Control an Armatron robot arm with your computer to learn the basics of robotics—or just to have fun! Jimmy Banas

73 POWER METER FOR YOUR STEREO
This meter does more than measure power. It protects your speakers from excessive power levels and provides a turn-on delay. Mark S. Cohen

97 THREE HIGH-PERFORMANCE SCANNER ANTENNAS
Part 2. Construction details for double-zepp and coaxial-collinear antennas that will beef up your scanner's reception. Loren Frieburg

TECHNOLOGY

14 SATELLITE TV
The personal dish. Bob Cooper, Jr.

54 ELECTRONICS AND BREATHING
A look at the respiratory system and the role that electronics technology plays in monitoring it. Ray Fish, Ph.D., M.D.

77 SERVICING CORDLESS TELEPHONES
As cordless phones grow in popularity, broken cordless phones will grow in number. But you can help put an end to that! Christopher Kite
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87 ALL ABOUT OPTOCOUPLERS
A look at how to use optocouplers to interface digital circuits to the real world. Daniel M. Flynn

91 DESIGNING WITH DIGITAL IC'S

101 HOBBY CORNER
Power-surge protection. Earl "Doc" Savage

108 DRAWING BOARD
Using our extra latch. Robert Grossblatt

112 STATE OF SOLID STATE
A light-dimmer circuit. Robert F. Scott

110 NEW IDEAS
An electronic heat-sniffer
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Stocks via satellite. Herb Friedman
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12 VIDEO NEWS
The present and future in the fast-changing video scene. David Lachenbruch

114 SERVICE CLINIC
 Bringing a dead TV back to life. Jack Darr
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81 HOW TO DESIGN MICROPROCESSOR-BASED PROJECTS
Part 2. This month, we look at Tiny BASIC and at a demo/development board. Then we put the INS8073 to work. Tom Fox
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28 Multiplex Technology
ChannelPlus Video Multiplexer

36 Mirage B23A 2-Meter RF Amplifier
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43 RECEIVING SATELLITE TELEVISION
If you're thinking about buying a satellite-TV receiving station, make sure to read this special section. It not only covers what you need to know before you go out and make your purchase; it also looks at what you can expect once you get everything home.
Bob Cooper, Jr.

45 KNOW BEFORE YOU BUY

49 INSTALLING YOUR TVRO
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39 TEMPERATURE MEASURING ADD-ON FOR YOUR DVM
Why just use your digital voltmeter to measure voltage? Turn it into a precision electronic thermometer. Harry L. Triety

60 BAR-GRAPH VOLTOMETER FOR YOUR CAR
The best way to keep tabs on your car's charging system is by using a voltmeter. This bargraph meter is perfect for your dashboard.
Steve Pence

TECHNOLOGY
12 SATELLITE TV
The evolution of TVRO antennas.
Bob Cooper, Jr.

57 ELECTRONIC AIDS FOR THE BLIND
Electronic technology can't restore sight, but it can help the blind in other ways.
Ray Fish, Ph.D., M.D.

67 SERVICING CORDLESS TELEPHONES
As cordless phones grow in popularity, broken cordless phones will grow in number. But you can help put an end to that! Christopher Kite
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63 HOW TO SALVAGE SURPLUS COMPONENTS
There are many bargains to be had in surplus components and equipment—if you know what to look for. Harold Wright

72 HOBBY CORNER
Generating 60-Hz clock pulses.
Earl "Doc" Savage, K4SDS

80 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Speed controls for DC motors.
Robert Grossblatt
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A high-energy ignition system. Robert F. Scott
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Computer security.
Herb Friedman

82 ANTIQUE RADIOS
Restoring the cabinet.
Richard D. Fitch
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The present and future in the fast-changing video scene. David Lachenbruch

88 SERVICE CLINIC
Multichannel television sound. Jack Darr
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The MSX standard.
Lou Frenzel
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BUILD THIS 49 SEE-IN-THE-DARK VIEWER
With this infrared viewer, you'll never be in the dark again! Robert Grossblatt

59 BUFFER/CONVERTER FOR YOUR PRINTER
This is no standard 64K buffer. It's a serial-to-parallel and a parallel-to-serial converter, too. It can even be used to program EPROM's. Bill Green

67 PC COMPATIBLE COMPUTER
You can put together a computer that's compatible with the IBM PC without paying IBM's price. And since the motherboard can be bought already assembled, anyone can do it! Elliott S. Kanter

75 PC SERVICE
Now you can use PC foil patterns right from the magazine page!

TECHNOLOGY 16 SATELLITE TV
Signal scrambling and the TVRO industry. Bob Cooper, Jr.

57 ALL ABOUT ELECTRIC SHOCK
The medical effects of electric shock on your body. Ray Fish, Ph.D., M.D.

80 ROBOTICS
Building a robotics lab for your experiments. Mark I. Robillard

CIRCUITS AND COMPONENTS 63 COMB FILTERS FOR YOUR TV
All about comb filters and how they're used to derive RGB signal from NTSC composite video to improve system performance. Neil W. Heckt

72 DESIGNING WITH DIGITAL IC'S
An introduction to the flip-flop. Joseph J. Carr

86 DRAWING BOARD
Using dynamic RAM's successfully. Robert Grossblatt
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A new P-channel conductivity-modulated FET. Robert F. Scott

RADIO 84 ANTIQUE RADIOS
Looking beyond the cabinet. Richard D. Fitch
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12 VIDEO NEWS
A review of the fast-changing video scene. David Lachenbruch

53 HOOKING UP YOUR VCR
It's not difficult, but the more equipment and services you have, the more complex it gets. Carl Laron

90 SERVICE CLINIC
Troubleshooting sync problems. Jack Darr

91 SERVICE QUESTIONS
R-E's Service Editor answers your questions.
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Digitizing tablets, and more!
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53 VERSATILE BENCH POWER SUPPLY
This supply features six outputs including two precision voltage references.
Vaughn D. Martin

80 IC TESTER
Test your digital IC's and troubleshoot your digital circuits. David H. Dage

83 PC SERVICE
Use the direct-etch foil patterns to make your power-supply and IC-tester circuit boards.

TECHNOLOGY

26 SATELLITE TV
Cable and satellite TV. Bob Cooper, Jr.

58 A PLYWOOD SATELLITE-TV DISH
A satellite dish made out of plywood? According to theory, it's possible, and an experimental dish proves it.
David J. Sweetnam, C.E.T.

62 ELECTRONICS IN MEDICINE
Lasers and fiber optics are important medical tools that make new techniques possible.
Ray Fish, Ph.D., M.D.

88 ROBOTICS
Building a robot kit. Mark J. Robillard
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46 NEW IDEAS
A low-budget logic probe

65 A VERSATILE REMOTE CONTROLLER
Two IC's make it easy to build a remote controller with 256-function capability.
J. Daniel Gifford

77 DESIGNING DOUBLE-SIDED PC BOARDS
Here are a few hints to help make the job easier. Robert Grossblatt

94 DRAWING BOARD
The Z80's control signals. Robert Grossblatt

102 DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK
Award-winning one-gate design.
Robert Grossblatt

110 STATE OF SOLID STATE
Precision operational amplifiers. Robert F. Scott
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Multipath distortion and how to fight it. Robert F. Scott

104 COMMUNICATIONS CORNER
Infrared communications for the hearing-impaired. Herb Friedman
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Wireless Speaker System (Fraf & Sheets)(C) Aug 37, (PCS) 66
Stereo Link (Graf & Sheets) (C) May 54, Apr 50
Subwoofer performance (Klein)(AUD) Nov 42

Subwoofer Simulator (Hilli)(C) May 57, (PCS) May 100
Sunspot(Lancaster)(HH) Oct 39
Superconduction Breakthrough (Fentou) Feb 43
Superconductor(Lancaster)(HH) Feb 73, Mar 71, Jun 65
Surface-mount technology (Lancaster) Jul 24, Feb 14
Micro-Sized Amplifier (Potter)(C) Aug 33
Surplus EGR Valves(Klein)(HH) Apr 72

Surround Sound Decoder(hill) Apr 45, (PCS) Apr 69, (LTR) Jun 22
Switching circuits Logic Circuit Design Basics(Sharp) May 57
Synchronous Inverters (ARE) Feb 12
(Lancaster)(HH) 12
Synergy Card (C)(PCS) Nov 71

Technical literature (Lancaster)(HH) Jan 71
Technology Marketing's PC Weather Pro(TM) Mar 23
Telephone Command Communications TF500 Autoswitch(TM) Nov 22
-co coupling transformers (Lancaster)(HH) Nov 32
ISDN: The Telephone of Tomorrow(Summer) Oct 41,(LTR) Dec 14
-line recording phones (Lancaster)(HH) Jul 69
Ring detectors (Lancaster)(HH) May 69
Tele-Guard II Digital Telephone Lock (Sokolowski)(C) Oct 58, Nov 59

Television (See Video, see also TV) Dec 63
Terminal interface REACTS(Tucker)(C) Sep 43

Test Equipment A W Sperry VH-400 Nov 22
Voltage (Sectar)(ER) Aug 20
Beckman HD5100 Series DMM's(ER) Jul 41, Aug 26
Digital
LC Meter (Beckman)(C) Jan 41
-in Circuit IC tester (Green)(C) Feb 26
Powerline Monitor(McC1ann)(C) Nov 55
-fluke 30 Series Monoprocessor Board Tester(ER) May 19
Generator
Sine-wave Simplex (Nasar)(NI) Apr 77, Jan 80
Versatile Function(Wannerman)(C) May 30, (PCS) May 100

VCRs (Phelps) Aug 37, (PCS) Aug 66
Video-Edit Controller(Nerry)(C) Dec 57, (PCS) Dec 77
Video-Edit Controller(Phelps)(C) Apr 27
Video Audio/Vide Switcher(Tomat)(C) May 77, Calibrating VCR Counters(Bloechner) Jan 57
Galad-Sync Decoder(Peller)(C) Dec 49, (PCS) Dec 77
Ghost busting(Darr)(SC) May 21
HDTV Update(Fenton) Jan 16
Health GR-9009 Portable Color TV(ER) Jun 12
IC's (Lancaster)(HH) Mar 71

-imaging devices(Lancaster)(HH) Apr 72
Interactive TV(Fenton) Dec 45

Palette (LTR) Feb 14
Signals ARE) Jun 14
Subwoofer Simulator(Hilli)(C) May 57
Surround Sound Decoder(Hilli)(C) Apr 45
Video-Edit Controller(Nerry)(C) Dec 57, (PCS) Dec 77
Video's Direct(EAR) Mar 54, (PCS) Apr 45
Video News(LaChenault)(D) Jun 12, Feb 6, Aug 12, Apr 7, June 6, Aug 5, Sep 6, Oct 9, Nov 6, Dec 5

W

Weather station Technology Marketing's PC Weather Pro(TM) Mar 23
Welcome to a new column(Lancaster)(HH) Jan 71
What makes shortwave possible (Lencorn)(SRI) Jun 78

What's News(D) Jan 6, Feb 4, Mar 6, Apr 8
May 4, Jun 4, Jul 4, Aug 4,
When a shield isn't a shield(Friedman)(CC) May 80

Wireless Speaker System (Graf & Sheets)(C) Aug 37, (PCS) Aug 66
Realistic Graf & Sheets (C) May 45

Working with Multistable (Lancaster)(HH) OTA Mar 63

Z

ZB0 hardware (Grossblatt)(DB) Aug 66
Realistic Graf & Sheets (C) May 45

upgrade(ARE) Nov 22

www.americanradiohistory.com
Solar power
SOFTWARE
Smart Data
SHORTWAVE

Shortwave (See also SERVICING
Sencore
SAM 2000, Robot, Repair (See SERVICING

10th Wilson Windoware's Command Post

Norton Utilities Advanced Edition
Mace's Gold
Sunrise and sunset affect Converter, One-Band

Hayes DG Products (SWR) (CD) (EW) Jan 88
Converter, One-Band

Products (SWR) (CD) (EW)

Wilson Windoware's Command Post

Norton Utilities Advanced Edition
Mace's Gold
Sunrise and sunset affect Converter, One-Band

Hayes DG Products (SWR) (CD) (EW) Jan 88
Converter, One-Band

ViewLink Standard Edition Version
Presentation Manager Version 4.5

OS/2 Presentation Manager

Thumbwheel 4.5 Jul 75

Wilson Windoware's Command Post

Solar power
(Lancaster) (HH) Aug 47, (LTR) Nov 16
Suppel Blacken (C) Aug 47, (PCS) Aug 16

Sony Walkman, Happy 10th Anniversary (Kidney) Oct 72

Light Beam Communicator (Sonntag) (C) Jul 41, Aug 42
Low Frequency (C) May 45, (PCS) May 59

Transponder, INMOS Corp. (Byers) (CD) Apr 77

Troubleshooting (See also SERVICING
Automatic Test Equipment (Stover)
Keep Your VCR Healthy (Hansen)
New Radios, New Problems
New Solutions (McClellan)

TV (See TELEVISION, VIDEO, VIDEO NEWS
Amateur TV Transmitter (Graf) Sheets & (C) (C) (C) Oct 45, Jun 46, Aug 47, (PCS) Apr 48

Editor
Computer Aided Video (Morton & Scott) (CD)
Video Scene Switcher

How to Repair CD Players (Phipps) Nov 52
Keep Your VCR Healthy (Hansen) Mar 61, Sep 65, Nov 75

New Radios, New Problems
New Solutions (McCullan)

Jul 57, Aug 60

Minnow, Cambridge Direct's (HWR) (CD) (EW)

Z-80 Processor, Z-80 Hardware (ARE)

Dec 82, Nov 83, Dec 84, (PCS) Sep 85, (C) Oct 86, Dec 87, (PCS) Oct 88, (C) Oct 89

Wireless, Microsoft (EW) (CD)

Dec 81

Remote A & Switch (Heil) Oct 37
Remote Control Extender (Heil)
Speed Up Your VCR Troubleshooting (Emerson) May 65, Tapes, Choosing the One That's Right For You (Feldman)

VIDEO NEWS (Lachman) (D) Jan 8, Feb 6, Mar 4, Apr 6, May 1, Jun 6, Jul 8, Aug 10, Sep 6, Oct 6, Nov 6, Dec 6

Video Scene Switcher (Sheets & Graf) (C) Nov 33, Dec 42, (PCS) Dec 79

High Definition Television (Godman) Feb 35

How television got to start (Hank) May 74, Improved Definition TV (Feldman)

Keep Your VCR Healthy (Hansen) Mar 61, Sep 65, Nov 75

Remote A & Switch (Heil) Oct 37
Remote Control Extender (Heil)
Speed Up Your VCR Troubleshooting (Emerson) May 65, Tapes, Choosing the One That's Right For You (Feldman)

Microsoft (EW) (CD) Jun 79

W

Walkman, Sony

Happy 10th Anniversary, (Kidney) Oct 72

WHAT'S THIS? (C) Jan 8, Feb 4, Mar 4, Apr 4
May 4, Jun 6, Jul 4, Aug 6, Sep 4, Oct 6, Nov 4, Dec 4

WideScreen TV (Lachman) (VH)

Windows, Microsoft (EW) (CD)

Dec 81

Wireless, FM Microphone (Sparks) (C) Mar 43, (PCS) Mar 74

Security System (Becker) Apr 47, (PCS) Apr 69

Working With Counters (Marston)

Working With Op-Amps (Marston)

May 43

X

X-Band EMS 0 & Memory Board
Telefax (HWR) (CD) (EW)

Z

Z-80 Hardware, A & (ARE) Jan 12, Mar 8

Z88 Laptop, Cambridge Direct’s (HWR) (CD) (EW)

Feb 96

Zero crossing detector (Lancaster) (HH) Mar 25

‘They use them in vacuum cleaners.’

‘No. There's no such thing as a tall circuit.’
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Abbreviations: (ARE) Ask R-E; (AUD) Audio Update; (C) Construction; (CD) Computer Connections; (D) Computer Digest; (D) Department; (DB) Drawing Board; (DN) Designer's Notebook; (E) Editor's Workbench; (ER) Equipment Reports; (HH) Hardware Hacker; (KR) Kit Report; (L) Letter; (PCS) PC Service; (SF) Shortwave Radio; (VN) Video News; (WN) What's News

A

AC Power Measurement (Tinley) Jan 35
Acoustic Field Generator (Templin) (C) Jan 35, Feb 39 (PC) Feb 59
Active filters [Lancaster] (HH) Oct 77
AdapTED Viiability (Kohl) Apr 43
Add a Display to Your Project (Arnold) Jun 59, Jul 56 (L) Oct 14
Alarm and security resources [Lancaster] (HH) Feb 67, Dec 8
All About Batteries (Bernard) Mar 43
Surround Sound (Bernard) Jun 51, LTR Sep 12
Alternate-energy resources (Lancaster) (HH) Apr 89
Allmeter, Rocket (Flescher) (C) Oct 37
AM Radio, Whatever Happened to? (Winter) Sep 71
Amplifier/precaster 1.6 GHz Counter Precaster (Hufft) (C) Oct 47
Amateur radio astronomy (Lancaster) (HH) Aug 67
Amplifier Transfer Functions (Klein) (AUD) Dec 76
Analog noise generator (ARE) Oct 12
Analyzer Powercard PC-Controlled Power Supply (ER) Oct 20
Announcements Booklet (Holtzman) (E) Mar 71
Antenna Portable 146-MHz Quad (Robertson) (C) Nov 41
ASK R/E (D) Jan 12, Feb 8, Mar 8, LTR May 14
Apr 12, May 8, Jun 8, LTR Oct 14
Jul 8, Aug 12, (LTR) Nov 16, Sep 7
Oct 12, Nov 14, Dec 8
Asymmetry Toolbook 1.0 (Holtzman) (CC) Sep 88
AUDIO (See also AUDIO UPDATE)

Acoustic Field Generator (Templin) (C) Jan 35, Feb 39 (PC) Feb 39
All About Surround Sound (Bernard) Jun 51
Amplifier IC's (Marston) Apr 53
FX, Forte (Holtzman) (C) Oct 86
Health's AD-2500 Surround-Sound Processor (BH) Jun 57
-Multiplex Circuit, Phone-Activated (Vaught) (C) Jun 43
Portable 146-MHz Quad Antenna (Robertson) (C) Nov 41
Power Amp IC's, Working With (Marston) May 52
Pro-Am IC's (Marston) Feb 54
R-12 Visual Stripper (Hufft) (C) Sep 75
R-12 Visual Switcher Circuit (Lancaster) (C) Dec 67
voltage [Lancaster] (HH) Jul 31, Sep 5
Volume Limiter (Johnson) (C) Mar 39, (PCS) Mar 57
What's New in CD Players (Bernard) (ER) Dec 45

AUDIO UPDATE (Klein)(D)

Amplifier Transfer Functions Jun 45
Audio Answerman strikes again, The Jan 40
Audio Test Reports: What they do and don't tell you Nov 85
High-End Hi-Fi Show, The Aug 81
Is Sound Quality Important to You? Apr 88
National Sound Preference? Mar 77
Progress in hi-fi hearing-aid design Feb 24
Receivers vs. separate components Search for the perfect tuner, The Jun 72
Taking care of your tapes Sep 81, Oct 84
The Sound of Audio: AES conference report

Audio Volume Limiter (Johnson) (C) Mar 39
Audio Amplifier IC's (Marston) Apr 53
Digital Audio Processor (Kohl) (C) May 52
R-1's Digital Dashboard (Arnold) (C) Jul 31, Sep 5
Solid-State Viper Control (Arnold) (C) Apr 46

B

Batteries, All About (Bernard) Mar 43
Beckman Industrial FG2A Sweep Function Generator (ER) Mar 18
RMS25 Professional DMM (ER) Aug 16
Benchtop Frequency Counter (Bernard) (C) Dec 33
Big screen TV (Lachenbruch) (HH) Jun 75
Binary coding (ARE) Jan 12
Digital readout (ARE) Feb 8
Book Reviews (See NEW LIT, EDITOR'S WORKBENCH) (ER) Apr 42, LTR Oct 14
Root from ROM (Holtzman) (E) Mar 71
Broadcasting software SPICE (Byers) Nov 63

C

CAD Systems Unlimited's Sick' (Grossblatt) (C) Jan 81
CD Players, What's New in (Bernard) Jun 45
CD-I (Lachenbruch) (HH) Jul 6
CDW (IN) Sep 4
Call Screener, Telephone (Kohl) (ER) Dec 52
Camcorder, still recording (Lachenbruch) (HH) Dec 6
Cassette Adapter (Kohl) (C) Apr 42, LTR Oct 14
Case-Histories, TV Service (Kohl) (E) Oct 67
Cases and Enclosures (Lancaster) (HH) Jun 83
Changing Face of Satellite TV, The (Arnold) Nov 58
Chaos science resources (Lancaster) (E) Jan 81
Choosing the Right Test Probe (Hansen) Dec 63
Christmas Card, The (Holtzman) (C) Dec 40
Circuit-simulation program SPICE (Byers) (C)

CIRCUITS

Audio Amplifier IC's (Marston) Apr 53
Pre-Amp IC's (Marston) Feb 54
Component Selection Guide (L chefh) (C) Dec 67
Data Disks, High-Speed Device Selection for the 90's (Prestwood) Sep 47
DTMF generator circuit (Grossblatt) (DB) Dec 78
Home-Security Cookbook (Marston) May 61
Power Processing and not-so-dynamic memory (Mulkin) (C) Dec 66
Security Circuit (Marston) Jul 56
Single-Chip Frequency Converter (Covington) (C) Apr 46
Why Are Those So Many Transistors? (Kohl) May 53
Working With Audio Power Amplifier (Kohl) (C) Mar 52
Cold-fusion papers and kis (Lancaster) (HH) Feb 67

Common Cathode Drivers (ARE) Sep 7

COMPUTER (See also COMPUTER DIGEST, COMPUTER CONNECTION, EDITOR'S WORKBENCH, HARDWARE REVIEWS, SOFTWARE REVIEWS)

Computer Time Standard (ER) Nov 24
Crystal-controlled video time generator, A (Grossblatt) (DB) Feb 72
Data Disks, High-Speed Device Selection for the 90's (Prestwood) Sep 47
Digital Keyless Entry System (Kohl) (C) Mar 31
DTMF generator circuit (Grossblatt) (DB) Dec 78
Experiments in Logic Design (Kohl) (C) Jun 73
Low-cost Logic Counter (Holtzman) (E) Aug 73
Mentor

NTSC-RGB Converter (Harrington) (C) Oct 59
Morse/RTTY Detector (Ashworth) (C) Apr 33
Ph-1 Audio (Lachenbruch) (C) Jan 81, Feb 75
R-1 Video, Frame Grabber (Lachenbruch) (C) Aug 31
Time Stamps (Kohl) (C) Aug 73

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS (Holtzman) (D) Sep 88

Oct 86, Nov 86, Dec 86

Electronics Lab Simulation Program (Holtzman) (C) Dec 86

Software compatible stereo music scores (Holtzman) (C) Oct 86
SCSI/EDDI-shootout (Holtzman) (C) Nov 86
Windows 3.0, and ToolBox (Holtzman) (C) Sep 88

COMPUTER DIGEST

Announcement (Holtzman) (E) Feb 75
Broadcast ROM (Holtzman) (E) Mar 71
Digital Keyless Entry System (Bernard) (C) Mar 71

System Labs Simulation Program (Kohl) (C) Dec 40
Experiments in I/O Card (Kohl) (E) Jun 73
Floppy Reaver (Holtzman) (E) Jan 81
Low-cost Logic Analyzer (Holtzman) (E) Aug 73

Software compatible stereo music scores (Holtzman) (C) Oct 86

Personal computers and the future (Holtzman) (E) Apr 69
Pent-A-Matic (Grossblatt) (C) Jan 81, Feb 75
Readers Letters (Holtzman) (E) Jul 75
SCSI/EDDI-shootout (Holtzman) (C) Nov 86
Taking PC, The Holtzman (E) May 81
Windows 3.0, and ToolBox (Holtzman) (C) Sep 88

CONSTRUCTION

1.6 GHz Counter Precaster (Hufft) Oct 47
100-MHz Frequency Probe (Lachenbruch) Feb 31
Custom Field Generator (Templin) Jan 35, Feb 39
Add a Display to Your Project (Avritch) Jun 59, Jul 50
Audio Volume Limiter (Johnson) (C) Mar 39
Benchtop Frequency Counter (Bernard) (C) Dec 33
Capacitance Adapter (Kohl) Apr 43
Chassis Card, The (Holtzman) (C) Dec 40
Digital Keyless Entry System (Marston) Mar 71
Digital Pressure Gauge (Caristi) (C) Aug 41
Experiment's I/O Card (Holtzman) (C) Jun 73
General Linear Power Supply Board (Wannmaker) Jun 41
Ion Meter (Lovejoy) Mar 35
Laser-Jet Memory Card (Green) Oct 55
Lawn Ringer, The (Rafaelson) Jun 31, Jul 45, Aug 45, Sep 53
Morse/RTTY Detector (Ashworth) Apr 33, May 49
NTSC-RGB Converter (Harrington) Oct 59
Phone-Adaptive Audio-Muting Circuit (Vaught) Jan 43
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Thermoelectric coolers (Lancaster)(HH) Jan 61

Surround Sound

All Abdul (Bernard) Jun 12

decoder

Acoustic Field Generator (Templin)(C) Jan 35

processor, Heath's AD-2550 (KR) Jun 57

VCR Ask R-E (ARE) Oct 12

Susie (Byers) Dec 57

Sweep/Function Generator

Bedich to A/D converter FG2A (ER) Mar 18

Sync regenerator

Universal Descrambler (Graf & Sheets)(C) May 37

Synchronous demodulation (Lancaster)(HH) Mar 58

System Steuth 2.0, DTGs (Holtzman)(EW) Jun 73

Three-Chip Logic Analyzer (Robinson)(C) Jan 41

Time Standard, computer (ER) Nov 24

Today's graphics coprocessors (Mullin)(ICS) Nov 81

ToolBook, Asymmetry (Holtzman)(CC) Sep 88

Touch-tone decoder (ARE) Jul 8

Translators, Why Are There So Many? (Bernard) May 53

Trade journals (Lancaster)(HH) Nov 68

Transponders, second-generation (Mullin)(ICS) Dec 66

Tracs, Telling SCPI's from (ARE) Jul 8

Troubleshooting Potentiometers

Test Methods (Rogalski) Mar 21

Tweeter, The search for the perfect (Klein)(AUD) May 76

2N2222 AHD gate (ARE) Jan 12

TV (See also Television, Video) screen captions (Lachenhbruch)(VN) Nov 6

Service Case Histories (Lachenhbruch)(VN) Oct 67

-VCR combos (Lachenhbruch)(VN) Apr 6

TVRO (VN) Sep 4

Vacuum gauge

-Ex Digital Dashboard (Ortman)(C) Jul 31, Sep 61

Various filters and a digital thermometer (Lancaster)(HH) Oct 77

VCR

Head Amp Tester (Bathgate)(C) Feb 51

programming aides (Lachenhbruch)(VN) Oct 10

VGA to CGA displays (ARE) Jul 6

VHS-C (Lachenhbruch)(VN) Feb 5

Video (See also Television, TV, VIDEO NEWS) compression (Lancaster)(HH) Dec 67

DTM controller (Grossblatt)(DB) Nov 83

Finally, a video signal (Grossblatt)(DB) Jun 70

Frame Grabber, R-E's Time (C) Aug 31

Lats plunge deeper into video (Grossblatt)(DB) Apr 66

line drivers (Lancaster)(HH) Aug 57

Scrambling and Macravision (Grossblatt)(DB) Jul 72

-scrambling techniques (Grossblatt)(DB) Aug 18

-sync generator (Grossblatt)(DB) May 78

Tapes, Taking care of your (Klein)(AUD) Jul 69

The world of (Grossblatt)(DB) Jan 78

Vortex coolers (Lancaster)(HH) Nov 69

Where did you think robotic arms came from?

I haven't got the eyesight figured out yet
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250-Watt Power Inverter (Melton)(C)
Oct 75
10-50-ohm Termination (OA)
Dec 12
SS5 Oscillators (Marston)
Nov 61
A Versatile Oscillator (Marston)
Sep 58
A Versatile Timer (Marston)
Sep 58
60-Hz Hure (ARE)
Jun 12, (LET)

ADC for your PC, Experimenting with (Barbara)(C)
Jan 59, Feb 65,(LET)Mar 14
AES: Audio Fact and Fantasy (Klein)(AUD)
Mar 80
AM Stereo, Syndicated Reviewers, and Consumer Fraud (Klein)(AUD)
Oct 78
Tries for a Comeback (Feidman)
Feb 48
Adobe Type Manager (Holtzman)(CC)
May 90
Air Hose

The Light Beam Communicator (Kreuter)(C)
Dec 51
AMATEUR TV

ATV Downconverter (Sheets and GMT)
Sep 79
ATV Limiter Amp (Sheets and GMT)
Aug 67
Alternate Action Latches (Lancaster)(HA)
Oct 79
Attenuator, Digital (Gan)(C)
May 50
AMPLIFIERS

Class Video Revisited (Perez)
Jun 57
Composite Audio Power Amplifiers (Klein)(C)
Nov 38
Analog Switch Loss (ARE)
Jun 12
Antenna, Stopping Vee (Formato)(C)
Sep 71
Apple Family, The (OA)
Sep 12
Apple’s PhotoGrade (Lancaster)(HA)
Aug 85
ASK R-E (G)
Jan 12, Feb 12, Mar 12, Apr 12
May 12, Jun 12, Jul 10, Aug 14
AUDI0 (SEE ALSO AUDIO UPDATE, RADIO)

Amplifier for your Car, Build this
High Power Metal (Ando and Boyce)(C)
Jun 57
FM Stereo Broadcaster (Stroud)(C)
Jul 33
Handy Talkie (Way)(C)
Oct 35
MIDI Interface for your PC (Simonton)(C)
Mar 33
Pulse Cap Rechargeable System (Sheets and GMT)
Mar 44
Power Controller for Automotive Accessories (Sweeney)(C)
Nov 57
Reflex Timer (Kennedy)(C)
Oct 43
Robot Bug (Sweeney and Chamney)(C)
Jun 33
Snopper Stopper (Wolf)(C)
Apr 37
Super Snooper (Simonton and Simonton)(C)
Nov 31

Buyers Guide to DM’s (Pentilla)
May 31

AUTOMOTIVE

Build a Power Controller for Automotive Accessories (Sweeney)(C)
Nov 57
Build this High Power Audio Amp (Ando and Boyce)(C)
Oct 35
Car Battery Tester (Fox)(C)
Apr 31
Car Battery Tester, Car (Fox)(C)
Jul 57
Beckman Instrument

Digital Multimeter (ER)
Sep 22
Digital Multimeter (ER)
Oct 57

Broadcasting

JPC International TD07
Nov 22

BUILD A THICK

FM Stereo Broadcaster (Stroud)(C)
Jul 33
Handy Talkie (Way)(C)
Oct 35
High Power Audio Amp for your Car (Ando and Boyce)(C)
Apr 31
Hyde Clock (Schmidt)(C)
Feb 33
MIDI interface for your PC (Simonton)(C)
Mar 33
Power Controller for Automotive Accessories (Sweeney)(C)
Nov 57
Reflex Timer (Kennedy)(C)
Oct 43
Robot Bug (Sweeney and Chamney)(C)
Jun 33
Snopper Stopper (Wolf)(C)
Apr 37
Super Snooper (Simonton and Simonton)(C)
Nov 31

Buyers Guide to DM’s (Pentilla)
May 31

C

CD-1 (Holzman)(CC)
Dec 97
CD-RO 5 Science and Technical Reference

Set, McGraw-Hill (ER)
Jan 22
CD-to-car Radios Connectors (Lancaster)(HA)
Jun 69
CDT Vot (Holzman)(CC)
Dec 97

CET EXAM

AEC-10, Electronics Technicians Day (Stegger)
Mar 16

CARL TV

Innovate Bullet (Firefox)
Jan 33
Build the Snopper Stopper (Wolf)(C)
Apr 37
Call-Waiting Dilemma (ARE)
May 12

Cable TV

Circuit (Lancaster)(HA)
Mar 73
Update (Lancaster)(HA)
May 77
Capacitor Meter

PC-Based Test Bench (Wolf)(C)
Jul 41
Car Battery Tester (Fox)(C)
Jul 57
Checker Computer-Monitor Tester. The (ER)
Oct 16
Cheshire Cat, Multimedia, and Vision (Holzman)(CC)
Sep 97
Christmas Ornament

Glitter Globe (Holzman)(CC)
Dec 35
Classic Video Amps

Revisited (Perez)
Jun 57, (LET)

Colorado Memory Systems Jumbo 250 (Holzman)(CC)
Sep 97
Commercial Limiter (ASE)
Jan 12, (LET) May 16
Communicator, Light Beam (Kreuter)(C)
Dec 51
Compositon Audio Power Amplifiers (Kline)(C)
Nov 38
CompuScope Anepic (DE)
Aug 22
COMPUTER (SEE ALSO COMPUTER CONNECTION,

Multimedia)

ADC for your PC, Experimenting with (Barbara)(C)
Jan 59, Feb 65
Agand, Family, the (OA)
Sep 12
Apple’s PhotoGrade (Lancaster)(HA)
Sep 85
Build This Microprocessor Development System (Dage)(C)
Apr 57, May 57
CIDI interface for your PC (Simonton)(C)
Mar 33
CrossTalk for Windows 1.2 (Holzman)(CC)
Mar 90
Dallas Semiconductor Touch Memory (Stark)(C)
Mar 24
Design 3.1 (Holzman)(CC)
May 90
Experimenting with ADC for your PC (Barbara)(C)
Jan 59, Feb 65,(LET)Mar 14
From Not-Worthing to Networking (McDell)
Aug 55, Sep 53, Oct 65
Gage Applied Science Compouce Scope LIe

PC Oscilloscope (ER)
Aug 22
Global Specialties Photolab
Release 3.0 (ER)
Apr 24
GRID GridPad RF Pen-Based

PC (Holzman)(CC)
Feb 91
Hard Drive Standards.

The Inside Story on (Miller)
Jun 63
IBM Personalization (Holzman)(CC)
Aug 80
IBM PC-2.0 (Holzman)(CC)
Aug 80
lntex’s NTSC (Holzman)(CC)
Nov 28
Landis 4.0 (Holzman)(CC)
Mar 90
Laser Printer Repairs (Lancaster)(HA)
Apr 63
Local Area (QA)
Oct 12

Locked-Up Computer (QA)

Nov 12
MIDI

Interface for your PC (Simonton)(C)
Mar 33, (LET) Jul 12
Light Controller (Keene)(C)
May 41

Microprocessor Development System (Dage)(C)
Apr 57, May 57
Microsoft

Excel 4.0 (Holzman)(CC)
Aug 80
TrueType (Holzman)(CC)
Mar 84
Windows 3.1 (Holzman)(CC)
Jun 84
Word for Windows 2.0 (Holzman)(CC)
May 90
Monitors (Lancaster)(HA)
Jun 77

Monitor Trouble-Shooter (Pasar)(C)
Dec 69

Monitor, Tester, The Checker (ER)
Oct 16

Monitor, the

Technology (Warner)
Dec 69

Test (Price)(C)
Jan 47, (LET) Jun 14
OS-2.0

Windows 3.1 (Holzman)(CC)
Jun 84

(BM) (Holzman)(CC)
Apr 80
PC

Password Protection (Hatten)(C)
Jul 51
Basic Test Bench (Wolf)(C)
Jun 39, Jul 41, Aug
60,120

Speed Limit (ARE)
Feb 12
PageAhead Software,

Publisher (Holzman)(CC)
Nov 88
Paper Software’s SideBar (Holzman)(CC)
Jan 84
Paragon Engineering LAXPSC

Logic Analyzer (ER)
Jul 21

Paragon Engineering LAXPSC

Logic Analyzer (ER)
Jul 21

PageAhead Software,

Publisher (Holzman)(CC)
Nov 88
Paper Software’s SideBar (Holzman)(CC)
Jan 84
Paragon Engineering LAXPSC

Logic Analyzer (ER)
Jul 21
in Fig. 8-a) in the center series arm. This is the most important bandpass filter in the receiver and it must be aligned correctly.

Check the filter in the receiver by listening with the headphones for a stable signal within the 16.45 to 17.1 MHz range. The 11th harmonic at 16.5 MHz of the band 5 (refer to Fig. 4-d) oscillator/divider output of 1.5 MHz will be satisfactory.

Tune across the band while monitoring the DC voltage on the detector AGC line. The voltage should rise very rapidly to more than 5 volts, hold steady, and then drop rapidly to zero. With a frequency counter connected to capacitor C48 and a voltmeter calibrated in decibels on the AGC line, verify that your filter output matches the curve in Fig. 9.

Obtain an RF signal generator and an RF voltmeter. Mount the four inductors on the copper-clad side of the 1 x 3-inch board 4. Then connect the end capacitors (fixed and variable) as shown in Fig. 10. To check the LC resonant circuit at each end, set the RF generator to the filter's mid frequency (16,772 MHz) and adjust the 1—16 pF capacitor in parallel with the 110 pF capacitor that forms C1 for a peak reading (parallel resonance) on the RF voltmeter.

Now connect inductor L4 and the two capacitors forming C2 (a 39 pF capacitor in parallel with a 1 to 16 pF capacitor) shown in Fig.11. Set the RF signal generator for 17,897 MHz and adjust for a null (series resonance). Repeat this step with L5 and C3 tuning for a null at 15,713 MHz. Then without changing capacitor settings, connect the filter components in their final positions as shown in Fig. 8-b. Frequencies for the other bands are shown in Table 2.

The first mixer converts each of the popular shortwave bands to the 16.45 to 17.1 MHz range. The mixer in this receiver is a double-balanced mixer.

**Filter construction**

Build the four crystal-controlled oscillators that tune the six bands of the receiver by referring to the schematics in Fig. 4. Note that 7 MHz-crystals are used in both the band 1 and 2 oscillators (XTAL 7 and XTAL 8), but a 10 MHz crystal (XTAL9) is used in the band 3 oscillator (Fig. 4-c). The oscillator in Fig. 4-d is able to provide three different frequencies because of its output countdown circuit (IC8, IC9, IC10 and IC11).

Filter details are given in Table 2. Filters are built with fixed-value capacitors and tuning is accomplished by adjusting the position of the wire turns on the toroid cores. Compressing the turns to less than 360 degrees of the toroid's circumference increases its inductance and lowers their resonant frequency.

For example, compressing a coil whose turns are spread out over 360° down to about an angle of coverage of about 120 degrees increases the inductance 75%, shifting the frequency 32% lower. Follow the procedure outlined for the first IF band-pass filter, but use the frequencies listed in Table 2. Filter components are mounted directly on the 6 x 3 1/4-inch circuit board 1. (See Figs. 1 and 2.)

**Automatic gain control**

Refer to Fig. 3 and build the automatic gain control (AGC) circuit last. It allows this receiver to cope with a wide range of signal strengths while the listener tunes across the band. The volume control knob can be left in a fixed position and all tuning can be done with the TUNE control.

Set the 10K potentiometer, R68, for 5 volts DC at the cathode of diode D5 with no signal input to the receiver. This level will increase to about 6 volts in the presence of strong signals, causing a reduction in the gain of the IF amplifiers. Refer to Fig. 12 and build the 9.83 MHz crystal filter on board 5 whose dimensions are given in Table 1.

**Precision tuning dial**

Cut and bend a mounting bracket for the air-dielectric tuning capacitor C49 from aluminum stock and drill a hole in it to accept the capacitor shaft and two holes at its base flange 1/4 inch back from the front edge so it can be mounted to the baseplate as shown in Fig. 13. (Capacitor C49 is part of the variable-frequency oscillator circuit.)

Mount tuning capacitor C49 on the bracket positioned about 1 1/4 inches behind the front panel as shown in Fig. 13. The tuning capacitor is rotated by an assembly shown in Fig. 13 consisting of a 3-inch diameter pulley turned by a nylon cord wound over the tuning knob spindle and located in the vee-groove of the pulley.

The pulley can turned from sheet plastic in a lathe or a suitable one might be obtained from electronic salvage. Two slots cut in the edge of the pulley allow the cord ends to pass through the wall of the vee-groove for fastening. A small continued on page 86
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Digital Diagnostic Software, Micro Scope V5.0 (ER)</td>
<td>Oct 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Band Receiver (Pivnichny) (CC)</td>
<td>Jan 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video (Greaves)</td>
<td>Feb 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cune Points (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>May 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doppler Radar (Holtzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Aug 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS Receiver Boards (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Sep 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of Force Feedback in Navigating (Oct 1992) (LET) (Feb 16)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Specialties 2003 (ER)</td>
<td>Feb 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fussy BSS (GA)</td>
<td>Nov 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Micrometer (Yost)</td>
<td>Feb 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddy Current</td>
<td>Apr 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start To Shape (Gray)(HH)</td>
<td>Jan 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diversity Antenna, Improve the Performance of Any Car Stereo (Nguyen and Levins)(CC)</td>
<td>Nov 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDM Kit, Elenco Model M-2655K (ER)</td>
<td>May 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRAWING BOARD (D)Gribbelsan Jan 63, Feb 63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 18, Apr 18, May 18</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Micrometer (Yost)</td>
<td>Feb 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMM Kit, Elenco Model M-2655K (ER)</td>
<td>May 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detecting Video Levels and Inverted Video</td>
<td>May 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostic Software, Micro Scope V5.0 (ER)</td>
<td>Oct 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialog Access (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Nov 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialog Access (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Nov 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Oscilloscope (Becker)</td>
<td>Apr 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty Cycle (GA)</td>
<td>May 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDM Machining (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>May 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrowelding Systems (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>May 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Discharge Machining (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Feb 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrowelding Systems (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Feb 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminate Those Software Document Checks (Gray)(HH)</td>
<td>Apr 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliminating Lockup (GA)</td>
<td>Apr 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging PC, The (Holzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Mar 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epox Encapsulation Myths (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>May 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPROM Emulator System ROM (Eady)(C)</td>
<td>Dec 66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQUIPMENT REPORTS (D) Jan 16,Feb 22,Mar 18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 16, Nov 22, Dec 18</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992 IC Master CD-ROM Plus</td>
<td>Jan 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWG 12, PSA-37D Spectrum Analyzer and PTRA-21A Portable Test Receiver</td>
<td>Feb 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B &amp; K Precision Model 1688 DC Power Supply</td>
<td>Mar 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elenco Electronics Model M-2655K DMM Kit</td>
<td>May 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Specialties 2003 Synthesized Function Generator</td>
<td>Feb 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Image Technologies</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronic Workbench</td>
<td>Dec 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro scope V5.0 Diagnostic Software</td>
<td>Oct 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stereo 3-D Print Software</td>
<td>Feb 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelet Model 2010 Digital Manual</td>
<td>Nov 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent Reference Book, An (Klein)(AUD)</td>
<td>Oct 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 31, Aug 64</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultrasonic Radar (Jackson)</td>
<td>Dec 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser-Printing Repair Kits (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Jan 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC Filters (Marston)</td>
<td>Jul 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCD Ammeter and RF Power Meter (McKean)(C)</td>
<td>Nov 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LETTERS (D)</td>
<td>Nov 57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 12, Feb 16, Mar 16, Apr 14, Jun 16, Jul 4, Aug 14, Sep 14, Oct 14, Nov 14, Dec 16</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light Beam Communicator (Kreuter)(C)</td>
<td>Jan 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting Control (QA)</td>
<td>Aug 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limiting LED Current (QA)</td>
<td>Mar 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of Data, Recovery of the Data (Kitchen)</td>
<td>Dec 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loudspeaker Power Ratings</td>
<td>Jun 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 1 (Klein)(AUD)</td>
<td>Jul 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part 2 (Klein)(AUD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make Your Own SAVI Descrambler</td>
<td>Apr 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make The Correct Sync (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
<td>Apr 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Power Transfers (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Jul 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Boost (OA)</td>
<td>Jul 8, LET Oct 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro Scope V5.0 Diagnostic Software (ER)</td>
<td>Oct 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microlab Instruments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krypton PE-3008 (Holzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Jun 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microphone, Wireless Micor (Steckler)(C)</td>
<td>Feb 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micropower Oscillators (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Dec 29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access (Holzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Mar 90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insteap To the World (Holzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Apr 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encarta Multimedia Encyclopedia</td>
<td>Oct 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia Bookshelf (Holzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Sep 91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word for Windows (Holzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Jun 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min-Max Slope Theory (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Jul 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed Families (GA)</td>
<td>Aug 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitor Bug (GA)</td>
<td>Mar 12, LET Oct 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More From the Audio Answerian (Klein)(AUD)</td>
<td>Apr 88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSFETS (Marston)</td>
<td>May 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-Computer Made Easy (Klein)(AUD)</td>
<td>Feb 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multimedia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desktop Video (Holzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Jan 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Musician's Friend (Eady)(C)</td>
<td>Oct 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muting Circuitry (OA)</td>
<td>Oct 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Electronics NOW**

**Abbreviations:** (AUD) Audio Update; (C) Construction; (CC) Computer Connections; (D) Department; (DB) Drawing Board; (ED) Editorial; (ER) Equipment Reports; (HH) Hardware Hacker; (LET) Letters; (OA) Q & A; (WN) What’s News

## A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abandon All Hope (Holtzman)(CC)</td>
<td>Nov 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC and DC Control Circuits (Marston)(C)</td>
<td>Aug 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Processing</td>
<td>May 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wattmeter (QA)</td>
<td>Nov 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Cancellations (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Jun 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Audio Filters.</td>
<td>High-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic Cancellations (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Sep 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add a 3-Digit Display to the Tachometer Circuit (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
<td>Feb 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Acrobat (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Jul 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Power (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Sep 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing Remote Control Output (Hamilton)(C)</td>
<td>Aug 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another Patent Horror</td>
<td>Story (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.P.E. SMD-250 Solder Desolderer Station (ER)</td>
<td>May 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio (See also AUDIO UPDATE, RADIO) Audio Amplifier</td>
<td>High-Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip (QA)</td>
<td>Jun 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connector Overview (Miller)(AUD)</td>
<td>Sep 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-Controlled (Covington)(C)</td>
<td>Feb 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switch Selector Circuit (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
<td>Jul 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A PC Board for the (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
<td>Aug 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General-Purpose Controller for (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
<td>Oct 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyboard Section of (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
<td>Jun 82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signals from your PC</td>
<td>Precision (Covington)(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build This Subwoofer for Your Car (Rumreich)(C)</td>
<td>Oct 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Vision (Kraft)(C)</td>
<td>Nov 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Odd&quot; Circuits and a Brand New Topic (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
<td>Mar 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**AUDIO UPDATE (Q)(kee)</td>
<td>Jan 65,Feb 64,Apr 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 89,Jun 81,Jul 81,Aug 84</td>
<td>Sep 134,Oct 53,Nov 120,Dec 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Audio Connector Overview (Miller)(AUD)</td>
<td>Sep 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Audio Instructions</td>
<td>Feb 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build a Super-Simple Audio Video Cable Tester for Under $10</td>
<td>Apr 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable SPL and Medical Music</td>
<td>Dec 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting a Quick Fix</td>
<td>Jan 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or Service with a Smile</td>
<td>High-Definition Compatible Digital Processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters: Bouquets and Brickbats</td>
<td>Listening Tests: Sex and the Experienced Listener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More Miscellaneous Matters</td>
<td>Nov 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning the Deafening Decibels Part I</td>
<td>Jun 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practicing &quot;Safe Sound&quot;</td>
<td>Jul 81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AUTOMOTIVE</strong></td>
<td>Add a 3-Digit Display to the Tachometer Circuit (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Audio Computer Basics (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Feb 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build This Subwoofer for Your Car (Rumreich)(C)</td>
<td>Oct 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converting Spark Count to Engine RPM (Grossblatt)(DB)</td>
<td>Jan 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProCar Security System</td>
<td>The (Miga)(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BASIC</strong></td>
<td>Stamp Manuals (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamp II Microcomputer (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Dec 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery Isolator (QA)</td>
<td>Apr 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchtop Function Generator (Bergquist)(C)</td>
<td>Nov 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bezier Cloth Book (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Jul 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Oxygen Measurement (QA)</td>
<td>Nov 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain Implants (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
<td>Mar 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge Circuits (Marston)</td>
<td>Sep 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridges: Matching Resistors and Capacitors (Marston)</td>
<td>Nov 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget Capacitance Meter (Babcock)(C)</td>
<td>Jun 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BUILD AUA/N THIS (See CONSTRUCTION)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C</strong></td>
<td>Cable Tester (Barbarello)(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tester Kit: Sescom CT-6 (ER)</td>
<td>Sep 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache Mystery (OA)</td>
<td>Sep 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Counter. The (Stern)(C)</td>
<td>Jun 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance Meter, Budget (Babcockx)(C)</td>
<td>Jun 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock-Dot Code (OA)</td>
<td>Oct 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Monoxide Detector (Gaffigan)(C)</td>
<td>Sep 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card Reader for Your PC (Barbarello)(C)</td>
<td>Aug 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career, High-Tech, for the ‘90s (Reis)</td>
<td>Apr 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier-Current Remote Control (Canals)(C)</td>
<td>Jun 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip</td>
<td>Adapter Resources (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick SMD Removal Kit (ER)</td>
<td>Aug 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tester, Build a (Hamelski)(C)</td>
<td>Jan 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classic Computer</td>
<td>Resources (Lancaster)(HH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clock, Universal (Tarchiski)(C)</td>
<td>Oct 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closed-Loop Control Systems (Eichenberg)</td>
<td>Feb 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COMPONER (See also COMPUTER CONNECTIONS)</strong></td>
<td>Cable Tester (Barbarello)(C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card Reader for Your PC (Barbarello)(C)</td>
<td>Aug 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip-Computer-Controlled Audio Generator (Cowgill)(C)</td>
<td>Feb 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Depot's PC Clinic SB (ER)</td>
<td>Dec 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five Easy EEPROM Projects (Xu)</td>
<td>Nov 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green PCs (Byers)</td>
<td>May 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-Cost Software</td>
<td>for Electronics (Byers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic Storage Tips (Rank)</td>
<td>May 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microprocessors (Bigelow)</td>
<td>Mar 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC Cards (Bigelow)</td>
<td>Jun 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PocketPOST Diagnostic Card (ER)</td>
<td>Nov 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Probe III, The (Lanskey)(C)</td>
<td>May 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling Memory for Your PC (Schmidt)(C)</td>
<td>Sep 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**COMPUTER CONNECTIONS (O)Holzmann)</td>
<td>Jan 27,Feb 89,Mar 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 90,May 27,Jun 84</td>
<td>Jul 85,Aug 26, Sep 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 61,Nov 130,Dec 52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONSTRUCTION</strong></td>
<td>AC and DC Control Circuits (Marston)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing Remote Control Output (Hamilton)</td>
<td>Aug 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchtop Function Generator (Bergquist)</td>
<td>Nov 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget Capacitance Meter (Babcock)</td>
<td>Jun 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build A</strong></td>
<td>Chip Tester (Hanslip)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Tester (Hanslip)</td>
<td>Isolation Transformer (Whitzenan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Tester (Hanslip)</td>
<td>Build This</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Controller (Rome)</td>
<td>Jan 14,LET Oct 61,LET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Sneewave Generator (Portugal)</td>
<td>Jan 43,(LET)Mar 14,LET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subwoofer for Your Car (Rumreich)(C)</td>
<td>Video Tinter (Michelson)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tester (Barbarello)</td>
<td>Jul 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Counter, The (Stern)(C)</td>
<td>Jun 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Monoxide Detector (Gaffigan)</td>
<td>Sep 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card Reader for Your PC (Barbarello)</td>
<td>Jun 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Meter Faces (Withrow)</td>
<td>Apr 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB-Meter (Plechich)</td>
<td>Jun 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-Trace Converter (McIntire)</td>
<td>Jun 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimenter's Video Receiver (Botts)</td>
<td>Dec 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handy, Hobby Power Supply (Sipak)</td>
<td>Jun 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Power Hi-Fi Audio Amplifier (Metz &amp; Boyce)</td>
<td>Oct 33,Nov 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared Logic Probe (Firmani)</td>
<td>Dec 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob's Ladder (Lanini)</td>
<td>Dec 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Light Show (Michelson)</td>
<td>Jun 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcomputer Signal Generator, Sencore CM125 (ER)</td>
<td>Mar 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Drain (OA)</td>
<td>Apr 8,(LET)Jul 12,Jul 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(LET)Aug 12,Oct 14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONSTRUCTION</strong></td>
<td>AC and DC Control Circuits (Marston)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzing Remote Control Output (Hamilton)</td>
<td>Aug 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchtop Function Generator (Bergquist)</td>
<td>Nov 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget Capacitance Meter (Babcock)</td>
<td>Jun 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Build A</strong></td>
<td>Chip Tester (Hanslip)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Tester (Hanslip)</td>
<td>Isolation Transformer (Whitzenan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Tester (Hanslip)</td>
<td>Build This</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Controller (Rome)</td>
<td>Jan 14,LET Oct 61,LET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmable Sneewave Generator (Portugal)</td>
<td>Jan 43,(LET)Mar 14,LET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subwoofer for Your Car (Rumreich)(C)</td>
<td>Video Tinter (Michelson)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Tester (Barbarello)</td>
<td>Jul 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Counter, The (Stern)(C)</td>
<td>Jun 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Monoxide Detector (Gaffigan)</td>
<td>Sep 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card Reader for Your PC (Barbarello)</td>
<td>Jun 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier-Current Remote Control (Canals)(C)</td>
<td>Apr 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Meter Faces (Withrow)</td>
<td>Apr 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dB-Meter (Plechich)</td>
<td>Jun 112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual-Trace Converter (McIntire)</td>
<td>Jun 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimenter's Video Receiver (Botts)</td>
<td>Dec 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handy, Hobby Power Supply (Sipak)</td>
<td>Jun 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-Power Hi-Fi Audio Amplifier (Metz &amp; Boyce)</td>
<td>Oct 33,Nov 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared Logic Probe (Firmani)</td>
<td>Dec 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob's Ladder (Lanini)</td>
<td>Dec 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Light Show (Williams)</td>
<td>Apr 33,(LET)Oct 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini Logic</td>
<td>Apr 13,LET Jul 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyzer (Barbarello)</td>
<td>Feb 47,(LET)Jul 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Visual (Kraft)</td>
<td>Nov 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-Line Regulators (Connell)</td>
<td>Apr 71,(LET)Aug 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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29 BUILD THE SOLAR BALL ROBOT

Down through the ages, Man has been fascinated by devices that mimic animal behavior. In centuries past, clockwork-driven automata were all the rage. Today, industrial robots have become common on the factory floor. Tomorrow might bring us the endearing, self-aware "droids" popularized in movies such as Star Wars. While we can't bring you R2-D2, at least not this month, we can and will show you an interesting light-seeking robot with an unusual, ball shape. It makes a fun project on its own or a great starting point for further experiments.
— John Lovine

Strange Management Device Made 200 Years Ago

Electronics NOW

BUILD THIS

34 NEGATIVE VOLTAGE CONVERTER
A simple way to get up to -12 volts for your projects and experiments. — Robert Ziller

34 NEGATIVE VOLTAGE CONVERTER
A simple way to get up to -12 volts for your projects and experiments. — Robert Ziller

40 FIVE-CHANNEL LOGIC ANALYZER FOR UNDER $50

Use our circuit and your personal computer to test and troubleshoot your digital projects. — Wayne Whitworth

47 MODEM COMMANDER

Use our remote-booting device to make sure that you are never caught without crucial data. — Raymond C. Buck

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry in ELECTRONICS NOW may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MOVES INTO THE 21ST CENTURY
Learn how new technologies will soon make air travel safer, more efficient, and more economical. — Bill Siuru

DEPARTMENTS

VIDEO NEWS
What's new in this fast-changing industry. — David Lachenbruch

EQUIPMENT REPORT
Kurzweil Voice 2.0 voice-recognition software.

TECH MUSINGS
Debunking techno-myths, linear-phase digital filters, and more. — Don Lancaster

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Windows NT 4.0 and the small office. — Jeff Holtzman

SERVICING
VCR tape-transport adjustments. — Robert Epperson

AUDIO UPDATE
Solving microphone-splitting problems. — Franklin J. Miller
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35 BUILD THE PCdrill

Except when dealing with the simplest of circuits, electronics projects invariably turn out best when a PC board is used. The problem is that making the board is often more work than building the project itself. And if you need to make several of the same board, the task can get to be overwhelming. This month, we present a project that can simplify at least one part of the task. It is a precision x/y drilling table that lets you make perfectly centered holes on even the tiniest of pads. Best of all, at under $100 to build (including drill), it costs just a fraction of what a commercial unit would command. — James J. Barbarelo

55 FREEZER SENTRY

Keep your expensive frozen meats and other foods safe from disastrous thaws with this monitor that warns you before trouble strikes. — Dave Sweeney

61 CONDUCTANCE ADAPTER FOR YOUR MULTIMETER

Measure very large resistances, very small leakage currents, and more with this reliable, precision add-on for your DMM. — Skip Campisi
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47 Using the NE602
Essentially a radio-front-end on a chip, the versatile NE602 can make the task of designing and building RF circuits easier than ever.— Joseph J. Carr

Equipment Report
RadioShack Probescope probe-style oscilloscope.

Audio Update
Designing and using microphone splitters.— Franklin J. Miller

Computer Connections
Microsoft’s biggest enemy.— Jeff Holtzman

Tech Musings
Miracle energy sources, new PICs, a history of color organs, and more.— Don Lancaster

Servicing
Troubleshooting camcorder zoom lenses.— Ray Furlong

Laser Experiments
Special effects with a galvanic coil.— Carl J. Bergquist
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When it comes to auto theft, the statistics tell a cold, almost staggering story. What they don’t tell is the gut-wrenching feeling you get when you discover that you have just become a statistic. This month, we present a project that could help prevent that from happening to you. Called the Guardian, it is an electronic watchman that keeps an eye on your car when you can’t, and alerts you if trouble is pending. As a bonus, it uses a sensing technique that keeps false alarms to a minimum.

— Anthony J. Caristi

BUILD THE GUARDIAN

It triggers your security system into action any time your telephone line is cut.

— James Melton

PHONE LINE MONITOR

A precision, computer-controlled drilling table that simplifies the task of making PC boards.

— James J. Barbarello

BUILD THE PC DRILL
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DESIGNING ACTIVE AC FILTERS
Learn how these filters work, when to use them, and how to design practical circuits you can use in your own projects.
— Joseph J. Carr

EQUIPMENT REPORT
Hameg Instruments HM1505 150-MHz oscilloscope.

TECH MUSINGS
The idea-mortality curve, table lookups, and more.
— Don Lancaster

LASER EXPERIMENTS
Modulating a laser beam.
— Carl J. Bergquist

SERVICING
Troubleshooting camcorder zoom lenses.
— Ray Furlong

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
The future of electronic commerce. — Jeff Holtzman
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33 BUILD A 200-WATT DIGITAL AMPLIFIER FOR YOUR CAR

Nothing beats a high-power amplifier for adding zip and excitement to your mobile audio experience. The problem is that once you get to serious wattage levels, the size and heat issues associated with standard amplifier designs become difficult to overcome. Not so with class D switching amps like the one described in this month's cover story. That amp can deliver up to 200 watts into a 4-ohm load, or 100 watts into 8 ohms, yet is relatively compact and efficient. Even better, it delivers great sound with low distortion.

— Alan Bayko

45 TESTING AND ALIGNING FLOPPY DRIVES

Modern software makes it easier than ever to pinpoint drive problems, and this article shows you what to do about them. — Stephen J. Bigelow

53 HIGH-TECH BATTLEFIELD MEDICINE

New technologies designed to save soldiers' lives on the battlefield will soon make their way home. — Bill Siuru
B U I L D  T H I S

58 "FUEL GAUGE" FOR YOUR BATTERIES
Know at a glance just how much juice your batteries have left with this easy-to-build project.
— John Pivnichny

DEPARTMENTS

16 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Olympus SYS.230 Magnetooptical Drive.

24 SERVICING
New oscilloscopes blend the best of digital and analog.
— Bob Oblack

28 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
How not to be a bad coder. — Jeff Holtzman

60 AUDIO UPDATE
A microphone primer.
— Franklin J. Miller

63 TECH MUSINGS
Video, video editing, video generators, and more.
— Don Lancaster
CONTENTS
MAY 1997
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29 BUILD THE CALLDIRECTOR

If you're like many, you probably have several telephones scattered around the house. After all, telephones are relatively inexpensive these days, and doing that can be a great convenience. That is, unless you answer a call in one part of the house that's intended for someone in another. Then, you have to find whomever the call is for, tell them to pick up the phone, and go back to the first phone and hang it up. If you have a teenager, or anyone else who gets a lot of calls, that can become a real nuisance. Well, while this month's cover story won't stop the phone from ringing, it can make the rest a lot easier to deal with. It is a PBX system that's ideal for a home or small office. Best of all, it uses the existing telephone wiring for easy installation.

— John G. Koller

50 EASY POCSAG SIGNAL DECODER

Learn how alpha-numeric pagers work and set up your own pager-signal monitor.

— Robert B. Whitaker

BUILD THIS

45 BUILD THE MOD BOX

A great way to perk up the sound of your guitar, bass, or keyboard. — Thomas Henry and Jack Orman
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NATIONAL ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS DAY
A great opportunity to join the ranks of the servicing professionals who have proven their skills and ability.
— Barbara Rubin

DEPARTMENTS

12 SERVICING
Making servicing adjustments with a remote control.
— Hitachi Technical Services Staff

14 EQUIPMENT REPORT
DeLorme Tripmate Hyperperformance GPS Navigation System.

20 LASER EXPERIMENTS
Making your own holograms.
— Carl J. Bergquist
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OS/2, the on-line world, Java, Delphi, and more.
— Jeff Holtzman
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31 BUILD AN FM STEREO TRANSMITTER

Are you tired of radio stations that play everything except the music you like, or have you ever envisioned yourself as a budding Howard Stern or Rush Limbaugh? If so, here's the perfect vehicle to get you on the air, even if only in a small way. It is an FM-stereo transmitter that offers several advantages over similar units, including better fidelity and sound quality, freedom from frequency drift, and more. Yet, it is easy to build either from scratch or from an available kit. You can also use it to pipe the music to every radio in your home or office, as a wireless FM microphone, and in many other ways.
— William Sheets, K2MQJ and Rudolf F. Graf, KA2CW

TECHNOLOGY

49 AN INTRODUCTION TO BOUNDARY SCAN TESTING

A new standard that makes it easier than ever to test complex digital ICs, even when still in circuit. — J. Daniel Connell

56 BENDING THE FUTURE OF SEMICONDUCTORS

Learn how researchers have put a whole new twist on the shape of semiconductor technology.
— Douglas Page
BUILD THIS

44 BUILD YOUR OWN BEAM ROBOT
Design and build a simple mechanical creature that seems to have a life of its own, then enter it in a competition against others of its kind. — John love

DEPARTMENTS

12 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Tektronix DMM916 true rms multimeter.

22 SERVICE CLINIC
Repairing remote controls.
— Sam Goldwasser

26 AUDIO UPDATE
Build your own audio test gear.
— Franklin J. Miller

27 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Port I/O under Windows 95.
— Jeff Holtzman

59 TECH MUSINGS
The right way to measure power, a cheap extension lock-out, and more.
— Don Lancaster

65 LASER EXPERIMENTS
Making two-beam holograms.
— Carl J. Bergquist
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While driving this summer, have you hit the gas pedal only to find that the pick-up you expect is missing? Or have you noticed that your vehicle is not getting the gas mileage it normally does? The reason for that, in many cases, is your car's air conditioner. One solution would be to stop using it—hardly acceptable, especially on those scorching 90-degree days. Another, better, solution would be to build this month's cover project, the Smartbox. That unit synchronizes the air conditioner's operation to the engine, improving your car's performance when accelerating or climbing, and saving money in the process.

— Anthony J. Caristi

Use this reaction timer as a game of skill, or to see if you've had a few too many.

— John Fleischer

Capture, decode, and display telephone tones on any personal computer.

— Raymond C. Buck, III
ALL ABOUT MONITORS
Often overlooked, or considered only as an afterthought, here's how one of the most important parts of a personal computer works. — Stephen J. Bigelow

DEPARTMENTS

15 Equipment Report
Interactive Efx personal scanning kit.

17 Service Clinic
Repairing remote controls. — Sam Goldwasser

21 Computer Connections
How to become a better coder. — Jeff Holtzman

50 Tech Musings
Using PostScript as a computer language, a great new printer, and more. — Don Lancaster

56 Audio Update
Build an audio oscillator. — Franklin J. Miller
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### ON THE COVER

**31 BUILD THE POOR MAN'S PLASMA GLOBE**

Since its earliest days, mankind has been fascinated by lightning and other kinds of high-voltage discharges. Even today, high-voltage experiments and displays remain among the most popular areas of the electronics hobby. This month, we present a way to have a little high-voltage fun of your own, without breaking the bank to invest in exotic display devices or electronics. In fact, the project uses a common incandescent light bulb as the display device. You can also use the circuit for other high-voltage experiments and displays, including a Jacob's Ladder.

— Robert Iannini and Marc Spiwak

### TECHNOLOGY

#### 40 ALL ABOUT SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES

When size and efficiency are important, these supplies are hard to beat.

— Stephen J. Bigelow

#### 48 MAKE YOUR OWN PC BOARDS

Once you've learned the right way to use toner-transfer products, there's no easier way to make PC boards.

— Larry Ball

---
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56 BUILD THE D.I.Y. FUNCTION GENERATOR
Great for your workbench, this battery-operated generator is equally comfortable in the field. Use it to generate accurate sinewaves, squarewaves, and triangle waves at frequencies of up to 100 kHz. — Skip Campisi

DEPARTMENTS

21 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Hacking the Pilot Palm computer. — Jeff Holtzman

24 EQUIPMENT REPORT
RadioShack AC circuit-breaker identifier.

28 SERVICE CLINIC
How to service microwave ovens. — Sam Goldwasser

63 TECH MUSINGS
Understanding source impedance, the energy density of gasoline, electrochemistry basics, and more. — Don Lancaster
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31 BUILD THESE NOISE-CANCELING HEADPHONES

In the roar and din of modern society, a little bit of peace and quiet is becoming an increasingly rare commodity. Well, while the demands on your time might make a trip to a gentle forest or an isolated mountaintop impossible, this month we bring you at least a measure of the solitude those locations offer with a device that blocks out annoying background noise. Even better, our Noise-Canceling Headphones let you mix in the output from a CD or tape player so you can listen to your favorite music quietly, and without distractions.— Jules Ryckebusch

TECHNOLOGY

42 ETHICS AND THE INTERNET

Be a good "Netizen" while keeping yourself safe from scams, spams, viruses, and more. — Michael A. Covington

46 FREEDOM'S RADIO

The true story behind America’s "black" radio operations. — Stanley Leinwoll

54 ALL ABOUT REMOTE EMISSIONS SENSING

How technology is helping to get polluting vehicles off the road. — Bill Siuru
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38 BUILD A VIDEO SWITCHER
Watch the outputs from several cameras using just a single monitor with this versatile switching circuit.
— Frank Montegari

DEPARTMENTS

14 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Hewlett Packard Logic Dart.

24 SERVICE CLINIC
More on microwave ovens.
— Sam Goldwasser

27 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
A hybrid digital camera.
— Jeff Holtzman

59 TECH MUSINGS
A new TV typewriter, hydrogen as a fuel, and more. — Don Lancaster

85 AUDIO UPDATE
Building the Wien-bridge audio generator.
— Franklin J. Miller
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41 BUILD THE MARINELIFE UNDERWATER ACOUSTIC SENSOR

Most of us think of the sea as a quiet, tranquil place. In truth, however, it is anything but. The denizens of the deep create a wide variety of sounds—some familiar, some mysterious. Then there are the sounds created by Man. The problem is, human ears are just not built to hear the cacophony of sound that exists under the sea. But this month’s cover story, about an educational and fun listening device with a special transducer that’s designed to withstand the rigors of undersea use, gives Humans a way to eavesdrop on the wondrous world that exists under the water. — Bill Green

TECHNOLOGY

45 A NEW VOLTAGE STANDARD
How superconductor technology is being used to create a new, programmable voltage standard.
— Douglas Page

50 RECRUITING TOMORROW’S ELECTRONICS TECHNICIANS

What can be done today to prevent a shortage of technicians tomorrow.
— Joel Goldberg, PH. D, CET, CA

56 ENERGY FROM FUEL CELLS

Will fuel cells help us extract the most energy possible from our dwindling fuel reserves?
— Alvin Sychor
53 BUILD THE QUICK-TESTER
Test a wide variety of devices—even in-circuit—with an oscilloscope and this handy tester.
— James Melton

59 BUILD A SOLAR-CHARGE CONTROLLER
Get the maximum efficiency from your solar-power system.
— Blake Reed

DEPARTMENTS

18 EQUIPMENT REPORT
RF-Link Wavecom Sr. A/V rebroadcaster.

22 AUDIO UPDATE
Setting up the Wien-bridge audio generator.
— Franklin J. Miller

29 SERVICE CLINIC
Repairing microwave ovens.
— Sam Goldwasser

34 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
The Internet, Java, and hype aplenty.
— Jeff Holtzman

69 TECH MUSINGS
Measuring low-voltage signals, reading Web site log files, and more.
— Don Lancaster
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**33 BUILD THE JUMPER CABLE WIZARD**

It has happened to all of us: We get in our car, turr the key in the ignition, and nothing happens. The battery is dead. The fix is simple; all we need is a set of jumper cables, a good Samaritan, and we are set—or are we? The truth is that this seemingly simple procedure results in many serious injuries and damaged automobiles each year. Well, thanks to this month’s cover project, the Jumper Cable Wizard, that’s all in the past. Not only will this device make sure your cables are connected properly before disaster can strike, it also lets you check the condition of your car’s battery and alternator.

— Tom Fox

### TECHNOLOGY

#### 40 ROADSIDE REPAIRS FOR YOUR CAR’S ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

These simple hints and some common supplies will get you back on the road again in a hurry.

— Tom Fox

#### 52 A NEW WAY TO MAKE PC BOARDS

Flexible copper is the secret behind what could be the easiest way to make your own PC boards.

— Bill Green

---
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Since some of the equipment and circuitry in ELECTRONICS NOW may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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BUILD THE LAZER FAZER
Give your car’s LIDAR detector a check up, then use this device to play a fun game.
— Douglas Page

SOLID-STATE WIND-SPEED INDICATOR
Measure wind speed with a device that uses no moving parts.
— Anthony J. Caristi
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EQUIPMENT REPORT
National Instruments DAQScope 5102 Digital Oscilloscope.

SERVICE CLINIC
An introduction to troubleshooting.
— Sam Goldwasser

COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Command line C.
— Jeff Holtzman

TECH MUSINGS
Homopolar generators, electromagnetic principles, melody and speech ICs, and more.
— Don Lancaster
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35 BUILD THE ASTRO-TREKER

Every once in a blue moon, a project crops up that has nearly no practical applications, yet still is so impressive that everyone who sees it in action wants to try it for themselves, or better still, get one for themselves. This month's cover story is just such a project. Called the Astro-Treker, it puts the user at the controls of a simulated hovercraft. But this is no video game; instead it is an electromechanical device that obeys all the laws of physics, and is as hard to master, and fun to do, as flying a helicopter or even piloting a lunar lander. It can even be modified to provide a variety of different diversions and games, and makes a great Christmas gift.
— G. Randy Stone

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
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TECHNOLOGY

9 PROTOTYPE

Driverless cars for intelligent roads, a biology lab on a chip, and lots more.

51 ALL ABOUT DVD

A look at what DVD is, how it works, and why it could soon replace CDs, laserdiscs, and CD-ROMs.
— Stephen J. Bigelow

59 READING AUTOMOBILE COMPUTER-SERVICE CODES

It's easy to do, can save you lots of money, and you don't even need any special equipment. — Thomas Fox
BUILD THIS

42 TWINKLING HOLIDAY ORNAMENT
It's just the thing to brighten up your holidays with some electronic sparkle.
— David Williams

45 A REMOTE CONTROL FOR YOUR ANTENNA
Add the convenience of a remote control to any outdoor antenna rotator system.
— William G. Grimm

DEPARTMENTS

6 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Hi-Val combination DVD-ROM/DVD-video player.

18 SERVICE CLINIC
On-line tech tips, tools, and test gear for the troubleshooter.
— Sam Goldwasser

25 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Inside the Pilot palmtop computer.
— Jeff Holtzman

28 AUDIO UPDATE
Building a resistor-substitution box.
— Franklin J. Miller

64 TECH MUSINGS
Radio astronomy, the enigma of the Faraday disc, and more.
— Don Lancaster
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Many, if not most, Americans have a love affair with their cars. They wax; they wash; then try every new performance-enhancing gizmo or gadget that comes down the pike. Still, every so often, it seems like our favorite chariot's get-up-and-go has got-up-and-went. What gives? Is our car just having a bad day? Was that premium gas we just purchased not up to snuff? Or are we simply playing mind games with ourselves? This month's cover story gives you a way to quantitatively measure your car's acceleration and cornering ability and to make sure all is as it should be. — Dan Harrison
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BUILD THE JOYMousse

Use your joystick as a mouse. It works with any PC and any software application.
— Brian Beard

DEPARTMENTS

22 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Independence Electronics Capacitor Wizard ESR tester.

24 SERVICE CLINIC
Where to find schematics, manuals, and more.
— Sam Goldwasser

28 AUDIO UPDATE
Performing our first tests.
— Franklin J. Miller

62 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Pilot development tools.
— Jeff Holtzman

66 TECH MUSINGS
A look at reactance limiting, more on miracle motors, handheld data acquisition, and more.
— Don Lancaster
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33 Build a Multichannel Oscilloscope Trigger

While an oscilloscope is among the most useful pieces of test gear one could own, there are times it falls short of our needs, such as when troubleshooting a computer or another complex digital circuit. For example, have you ever tried to confirm that data was being written to the correct address or that the correct bit is being set during a memory operation, using just a standard, two-channel scope? Impossible, you say? Well, not anymore—thanks this month’s cover story. If you troubleshoot digital electronics, this is one accessory that you just can’t do without.
— Thomas Peterick

TECHNOLOGY

13 Prototype

Tiny medical sensors, 50-inch high-definition plasma TVs, using space technology to treat tumors, and more.

37 The Great Compression

MPEG is what makes many of today’s high-capacity multimedia technologies possible; here’s how it works.
— Yasuda Hiroshi

46 Restoring a “Reel” Recorder

Bring those marvelous open-reel recorders of yesteryear back to life.
— Phil Van Praag
BUILD THIS

42 Build this POCSAG Encoder
Generate your own pager signals with your computer and this simple interface.
— Robert B. Whitaker

51 Build this Precision Voltage/Current Reference
Perform laboratory-grade measurements on your own workbench.
— Skip Campisi

DEPARTMENTS

11 Equipment Report
Nomai 750.c portable SCSI hard drive.

12 Computer Connections
Pilot port I/O.
— Jeff Holtzman

22 Tech Musings
A tiny TV test generator, investigating Brown's Gas, and more.
— Don Lancaster

63 Service Clinic
How printers and copiers work.
— Sam Goldwasser

66 Audio Update
Build a capacitance-substitution box.
— Franklin J. Miller
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33 **Build a High-Performance Logic Analyzer**

If you've done any amount of digital-circuit troubleshooting, you no doubt know how valuable an instrument a logic analyzer can be. But if you've ever shopped for an analyzer, you also know how expensive a top-flight unit can be. Yes, there are a number of lower-cost PC add-ons that can be bought or built, but most have limitations; either they have a low sampling rate or have only a few sampling channels. That is until now. This month's cover story introduces a PC-based logic analyzer that features a 40-MHz maximum sampling rate, 16 channels, and more. Even better, it's expandable. — Robert G. Brown

23 **Prototype**

Miniature unmanned aircraft, a radar flashlight, analyzing blood disorders, smartcard ICs, and more.

44 **Maintaining Your Own PC**

These simple steps can ensure the health of your personal computer and your valuable data.

— Stephen J. Bigelow

51 **Restoring a "Reel" Recorder**

This month we show you the first steps in bringing your cherished treasure back to life.

— Phil Van Praag

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry in ELECTRONICS NOW may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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BUILD THIS

59 BUILD A "HOME-BREW" TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
One key to making your own beer and wine is precise temperature control, and this unit makes achieving that a snap. — David W. Boertjes

DEPARTMENTS

13 EQUIPMENT REPORT
RadioShack AccuWeather personal weather station.

16 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Pilot graphing, Small C, e-mail, and more. — Jeff Holtzman

18 SERVICE CLINIC
Servicing CD players and CD-ROM drives. — Sam Goldwasser

27 AUDIO UPDATE
Using the capacitance-substitution box. — Franklin J. Miller

62 TECH MUSINGS
FM transmitters, understanding the Faraday disc, and more. — Don Lancaster
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33 BUILD THE DATA MONITOR

In the lab, on the workbench, or around the house, there are many instances where we need to gather information over a period of time. The traditional approach is to use a computer to first collect that information, and later to analyze it. But is it really a good idea to tie up an expensive piece of hardware like a computer for hours, days, weeks, or even longer? Of course not, and thanks to the Data Monitor there is now a better, lower-cost way to perform the information-gathering part of the task. What's more, through the use of simple plug-in modules, it can be configured to handle virtually any data-collecting application.
— Jon Varteresian

13 PROTOTYPE

Using technology to fight crime and terrorism. A camera on a chip, geothermal heating, and more.

49 EXPERIENCE THE FECHNER PHENOMENON

Astound your friends and family when you conduct this simple workbench experiment that explores how we perceive colors.
— Dave Sweeney

52 RESTORING A "REEL" RECORDER

This month we show you how to return your treasure to its original glory.
— Phil Van Praag
BUILD THIS PERSONALITY MODULE FOR YOUR DATA MONITOR
Put your Data Monitor to work with this general-purpose I/O module that can accept both analog and digital data, and includes a temperature sensor. — Jon Varteresian

DEPARTMENTS

12 EQUIPMENT REPORT
National Instruments virtual digital multimeter.

17 SERVICE CLINIC
How to "repair" CD and CD-ROM discs, and an introduction to repairing CD players and CD-ROM drives. — Sam Goldwasser

22 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Stayin' Alive: The great Pilot Plot. — Jeff Holtzman

66 TECH MUSINGS
All about quadrature, a new scanner, and more. — Don Lancaster
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37 BUILD THE INFOCARD CARD SCANNER

We've seen them in airports, office buildings, laboratories, and anywhere else where it is important to restrict access to any area to only those who have legitimate business there. We've also used them on an almost daily basis to gain access to our money at an ATM and even to buy groceries or gas. What we are talking about are the now ubiquitous swipe cards that are used to provide an extra measure of security to people, places, and information. In this month's cover story, we'll show you how to add that same type of security with a system that can be integrated with computers, locks, and more. — J. J. Barbarello

Consumer Electronics Show roundup and a look at how the new large-screen, flat TVs work.

Are fuel cells the technology that will replace today's polluting internal-combustion engine? — Bill Suzuki

It's a time to honor those who have shown a commitment to the electronics-servicing profession, and an opportunity to join their ranks. — Alice Brown
BUILD A DIGITAL STORAGE OSCILLOSCOPE
Combine this add-on module, the High-Performance Logic Analyzer from last March's issue, and almost any PC, and get a powerful digital storage scope for your workbench.
— Robert G. Brown

DEPARTMENTS

10 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
The platform is the user interface. — Jeff Holtzman

22 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Fluke Model 77 III digital multimeter.

23 SERVICE CLINIC
CD information storage and playback. — Sam Goldwasser

57 TECH MUSINGS
The right way to measure AC power. — Don Lancaster
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39  BUILD AN AM TRANSMITTER

Individuals have been fascinated with the concept of sending their words and ideas to others located at some distant point since the days of our earliest ancestors. Of course, these days radio, especially AM radio, is not exactly a cutting-edge technology. However, the medium still holds a lot of fascination for many. After all there are millions of ham-radio operators worldwide. Then there's the phenomenon of "pirate" radio. This month, we present a modern version of an all-time classic. It's a low-power AM transmitter that meets FCC part 15 requirements. It won't let you challenge the "big boys," but it could make you the most popular "jock" on your block.

— William Sheets K2MGJ and Rudolf F. Graf KA2CWL

TECHNOLOGY

13  PROTOTYPE

Virtual reality for more than fun and games, NASA's solar-powered plane, a world record in disk storage, and more.

56  EXPERIMENTING WITH MAGNETIC SENSORS

Though not as well known or popular as Hall-effect devices, flux-gate sensors offer superior performance in many applications, and now they're easier to use than ever.

— Joseph J. Carr

87  ALL ABOUT BIOMEDICAL TECHNICIANS

Here's a great career choice for an electronics technician with a knack for understanding how things work, and a desire to help others.

— Albert Lozano-Nieto, Ph.D

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry in ELECTRONICS NOW may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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48  BUILD AN EARTHQUAKE DETECTOR
This super-sensitive vibration sensor can help protect your property and your life.
— Robert Bullock

61  ADD A VIDEO TRIGGER TO YOUR OSCILLOSCOPE
This handy accessory works with different broadcast standards and can be set to pick out any individual line.
— Dan Michelson

DEPARTMENTS

17  TECH MUSINGS
Some "extraordinary" science papers and videos.
— Don Lancaster

23  SERVICE CLINIC
CD player/CD-ROM-drive troubleshooting guide.
— Sam Goldwasser

27  EQUIPMENT REPORT
Sony MVC-FD7 Mavica digital camera.

28  COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Turn your postscript printer into a virtual line printer.
— Jeff Holtzman
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31 BUILD AN S-VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIER

There has never been a better time to be a videophile. For one thing, in recent years there has been an explosion of high-quality video sources, such as DSS, DVD, S-VHS VCRs, laser discs, digital camcorders, and more. But there is one catch: To get the highest-quality images from those sources you need to use something other than standard composite video. Most often, that something is S-video, and most high-end gear is equipped to handle those signals. This month, we present a unit that lets up to four devices share S-video signals from a single source. It's great for things such as tape dubbing, or as the heart of a multi-room S-video system.
— Tod T. Templin

13 PROTOTYPE
Pulling faster chips out of thin air, an "intelligent" highway in NYC, growing virus antibodies in space, and more.

45 PATIENT-FRIENDLY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
New technologies are helping to make medical procedures safer, less costly, and less frightening for patients. — Bill Siuru

49 EXPERIMENTING WITH MAGNETIC SENSORS
Using flux-gate sensors to build practical magnetometers and gradiometers.
— Joseph J. Carr

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry in ELECTRONICS NOW may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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40 BUILD A PORTABLE PULSE GENERATOR
An economical and easy-to-build instrument that's equally at home in the field or on your workbench.
— Skip Campisi

DEPARTMENTS

17 SERVICE CLINIC
This month, we begin the task of repairing a CD player or CD-Rom drive.
— Sam Goldwasser

24 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Cybex 4-port keyboard/video/mouse switch.

25 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Who controls the DTD?
— Jeff Holtzman

53 TECH MUSINGS
Understanding crest factors, temperature-sensing circuits, and more.
— Don Lancaster
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35 BUILD A SUPER-SENSITIVE HEAT DETECTOR

One look at your heating bill and you know that you have a problem. Despite all of the insulation and weather stripping you’ve installed, some of your expensive heat is clearly escaping, but from where? You could painstakingly search every inch of your work, but that could take hours, and you might still not find the weak spot. Now there’s a better way—the Heat Detector. It will make quick work of the task as it can easily pinpoint even tiny temperature differences. It can also be used to find hot spots on circuit boards, car engines, and more. — Skip Campisi

TECHNOLOGY

17 PROTOTYPE

Pinpointing lightning strikes in seconds, coming closer to sustainable nuclear fusion, using ultrasound to improve tire safety, and more.

51 MAKE YOUR OWN SHUNTS

They’re nearly as accurate as the commercial units, but cost a lot less. — Dean F. Poeth II, Ph.D., K8TM

53 WHAT’S NEW IN SOLAR POWER

New technologies and initiatives are bringing down the cost of solar-power systems, and making them a lot more attractive to look at. — Bill Siuru
42 **Build a Telephone-Usage Monitor and Controller**
It keeps a running log of every call received or placed, and can also be used to control up to eight devices using any telephone.
— Dave Dage
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14 **Equipment Report**
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16 **Computer Connections**
An XML update, C++ Builder, and more.
— Jeff Holtzman
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— Sam Goldwasser
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35 BURN YOUR OWN MICROCONTROLLERS

As if you did not already know it, a quick look at the pages of this or any other electronics magazine will reveal that microcontrollers are at the heart of many projects and products these days. The reason is simple: One microcontroller can replace handfuls of active and passive components and do their job better and more economically. However, they do present one problem - they need to be programmed to do their job. Actually, that is no problem at all as this month's featured project will prove. Called the "No Parts" PIC Programmer, it is possibly the simplest and easiest solution to programming some of the most popular microprocessors on the market. — Michael A. Covington

TECHNOLOGY

15 PROTOTYPE

Cars for the asphalt and information superhighway, the origin of water, semiconductor breakthroughs, and more.

44 ALL ABOUT ATTENUATORS

Learn about fixed, variable, and passive designs, and how you can build and use them.
— Ron Tipton

49 "HOT WHEELS" IN SPACE

"HOT WHEELS" IN SPACE

Are a new breed of tiny microsatellites the key to the next step in our exploration of Space? — Douglas Page

61 ONSTAR TO THE RESCUE

General Motors' OnStar—and similar systems—can be a lifeline for drivers when trouble strikes on the road. — Bill Siuru

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry in ELECTRONICS NOW may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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BUILD THE DIS•PLAYER
This valuable musician's aid lets you see musical pitches as you play them. It also makes learning to play keyless instruments like the violin or trombone much easier. — Fred Nachbaur

DEPARTMENTS

14 EQUIPMENT REPORT
IBM Home Director home-automation starter kit.

22 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Generating random numbers. — Jeff Holtzman

25 SERVICE CLINIC
Troubleshooting CD-player start-up problems. — Sam Goldwasser

63 TECH MUSINGS
"Free Energy," capacitor bounceback, DAA telephone interfaces, and more. — Don Lancaster
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39 STORM-WARNING LIGHTNING MONITOR

Even in normal times, everyone always talks about the weather. But this year has been something else again. Between El Niño, La Niña, killer tsunamis, increased tornado activity, a predicted very active hurricane season, paralyzing ice storms, scorching heat waves, droughts, and more, it seems like no one is talking about anything else — and, at least this month, that includes us! Our cover story this month is a circuit that can give you a few precious extra minutes to prepare in the face of an approaching storm. It monitors the airwaves for the telltale RF crackle caused by dangerous lightning and signals that trouble is on the way when it detects it. — Kenton Chun

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.
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BUILD THIS

41 AN ELECTRONIC WIND VANE
Build this attractive and useful addition to any home weather station. — Steve Botts

50 ADD DAYTIME-RUNNING LIGHTS TO YOUR CAR
An easy-to-build and install circuit that can add this valuable safety enhancement to cars that don’t already have it. — Dan Harrison
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15 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Tektronix TX-3 digital multimeter.

16 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
"Celestial reasoning," more on PRNGS, and a new project. — Jeff Holtzman

26 SERVICE CLINIC
CD-player system problems and alignment. — Sam Goldwasser

63 TECH MUSINGS
Class D audio amps, how to buy surplus electronics, and more. — Don Lancaster
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A Solar-Powered Robot Bug

If you are a fan of science fiction, you know that the literature is full of tales of robots. In most cases, those robots are creatures that faithfully mimic the behaviors of a living creature—Man. Well, while such robots are still science fiction, robots themselves are very real and have been for some time. Most are industrial devices that perform repetitive tasks either under direct control of a person or by following a set program. But there is another, more interesting class of robot—the kind that reacts to its environment just like simple creatures do. While such robots are a far cry from the robots of fiction, if human-like robots ever become real, these robot creatures—including the subject of this month's cover story—will be remembered as their early ancestors. — David Williams

Prototype

New technology to catch smugglers, ultra small computers, a lab on a chip, and more.

Mobius Circuit

The current mirror, a basic IC building block, has some interesting properties.

Fast But Forgotten

It's one of the fastest display devices available, yet few modern engineers have ever seen a sampling oscilloscope.

No More Accidents

Here's how engineers hope to some day eliminate dangerous intersection accidents.
38 A SPEED-DOUBLING ADAPTER FOR THE HIGH-SPEED LOGIC ANALYZER
Build this adapter for one of our most popular recent projects and capture samples at an 80-MHz rate.
— Robert G. Brown

DEPARTMENTS

11 EQUIPMENT REPORT
EDWin NC circuit design and simulation software.

18 SERVICE CLINIC
Specific CD-player problems, interesting signals, and more.
— Sam Goldwasser

24 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Comparative anatomy.
— Jeff Holtzman

54 TECH MUSINGS
Pseudoscience today, theater lighting controls, and more.
— Don Lancaster
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31 A MICROCONTROLLER-BASED PRECISION PULSE GENERATOR

If you do any amount of benchtop design or troubleshooting, you know how important it is to have a reliable, accurate source of test signals at your disposal. It would also be handy to have one with as wide a range as possible. This month's cover story is just such a unit. And, as a bonus, it is inexpensive and easy to build.

The secret to that is a PIC microprocessor, and a careful balance of hardware and software. The result is a compact unit that can produce pulses as short as 100 nanoseconds, and is accurate to nearly 100 ppm. — Tom Napier

As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry in ELECTRONICS NOW may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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40  **Solid-State Soldering Gun Switch**  
Give your aching hands a rest when you replace your gun’s stiff switch with a modern tactile sensor.  
— Dean F. Poeth, II

53  **Electrostatic Voltage Probe**  
Use it to see if sockets, extension cords, or anything else that carries an AC voltage is hot. — David H. Cowling

---

10  **Computer Connections**  
Going mobile with the Palm Pilot.  
— Jeff Holtzman

12  **Equipment Report**  
Checkpoint Laser Tools SA-S Pro audio laser level.

19  **Service Clinic**  
Servicing Monitors.  
— Sam Goldwasser

57  **Tech Musings**  
Experimenting with rail guns, and more.  
— Don Lancaster

---
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**JANUARY 1999**

**ON THE COVER**

25 **The Airport Buddy**
Among the most boring activities known to modern Man is waiting for a flight at an airport. This month's cover story is a project that can help make that wait a little more interesting. It is an easy-to-build receiver that lets you eavesdrop on the always fascinating—and sometimes terrifying and dramatic—chatter between pilots, and between the pilots and the control tower. Once you’ve built one, you’ll always be “in the know” while you wait for your plane. — Anthony J. Caristi

**BUILD THIS**

29 **The Video Palette II**
Need a low-cost way to add high-impact special effects to your home-video productions? This update to a popular project of years past could be just what you are looking for. — William Sheets, K2MQJ, and Rudolf F Graf, KA2CWL

45 **A Garage-Door Keypad**
Are you always losing the remote control for your automatic garage-door opener? Well, build this super-secure keyless-entry system and you can stop searching. It’s also great for other applications. — Reinhard Metz and David Wickliff

**DEPARTMENTS**

9 **Computer Connections**
Hard-disk upgrades. — Jeff Holtzman

12 **Equipment Reports**
Protek Scope Card 220 PC-Based Oscilloscope.

18 **Service Clinic**
Monitor safety, CRTs, and adjustments. — Sam Goldwasser

55 **Tech Musings**
Optical rangefinding, the right way to measure AC power, and more. — Don Lancaster

**AND MORE**
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4 **Q&A**

23 **Letters**

50 **New Literature**

53 **New Products**

100 **Advertising Index**
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As a service to readers, ELECTRONICS NOW publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of materials and workmanship used by readers, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitry in ELECTRONICS NOW may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, ELECTRONICS NOW disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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## CONTENTS
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### BUILD THIS

36 **Build The Q-Sort**
A quick and easy way to test and sort your growing collection of bipolar transistors.
— Larry Ball

44 **An AC Proportional-Voltage Controller For Your PC**
Give your computer the power tp do more than just turn connected devices on and off.
— Neil Bungard

### TECHNOLOGY

13 **Prototype**
Microbatteries, robot surgeons, an unbreakable code, and more.

41 **Iris Recognition Systems**
They put the "eye" in ID.
— Bill Siuru

52 **A Stamp of Approval**
The history of radio and electronics can be seen in the postage stamps of the world.
— James E. Bie and Raymond Schuessler

### DEPARTMENTS

6 **Computer Connections**
Portable embedded C.
— Jeff Holtzman

16 **Service Clinic**
Monitor power-supply problems.
— Sam Goldwasser

21 **Equipment Reports**
Micro 2000 Centurion Year-2000 solution for the PC.

54 **Tech Musings**
Measuring luminosity, hydrogen absurdities exposed, and a "remote control" for your cat.
— Don Lancaster

### AND MORE

2 **Editorial**

3 **Q&A**

22 **Letters**

23 **New Products**

25 **New Literature**

94 **Advertising Index**
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**The Real McTube**

Whether you miss the good old days or are just looking for a different sound for your music, this month's cover project is one you won't want to pass up. It is an easy-to-build vacuum-tube-based amplifier that's perfect for the "retro" musician. It also makes it easy to experiment with the vintage sound and mellow distortion that tube amplifiers produce, and could perhaps settle the question, at least in your own mind, of whether tubes are really better than semiconductors.
— Fred Nachbaur
## CONTENTS
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### ON THE COVER

33 Surface-Mount Shortwave Radio

Every once in a while we come up with a project that has something to offer almost everyone. This month’s cover story is just such a project. The key is its unique circuit board—it is designed so that either traditional through-hole components or surface-mount devices (SMDs) can be used at almost every location. The result is a project that’s an effective yet inexpensive way to listen in on shortwave broadcasts, and/or is a valuable teaching tool to help you master the techniques required to build circuits using SMDs. Either way, it’s a winner.

— Paul Yost

### BUILD THIS

45 Test Digital Circuits With The SmartProbe

A significant improvement over the typical “dumb” logic probe, it can resolve four voltage levels, store the last 20 readings, and show the frequency and pulse width of signals on an oscilloscope-like display.

— James J. Barbarello

### TECHNOLOGY

25 Prototype

Crash-data recorders for your car, a virtual microscope, tiny chips, a healthy video monitor, and more.

51 Measuring RF Power

RF power is one of the most difficult parameters to measure correctly; here’s how to do it.

— Joseph J. Carr

55 A Brain/Computer Interface

A medical breakthrough that could one day allow paralyzed individuals to effectively communicate with those around them.

— Bill Siuru

### DEPARTMENTS

7 Equipment Report

Matrix Multimedia interactive Digital Electronics CD-ROM.

8 Service Clinic

Monitor deflection circuits. — Sam Goldwasser

13 Computer Connections

What’s coming next from Intel. — Konstantinos Karagiannis

57 Tech Musings

AC and DC lamp-dimmer circuits, a surplus update, and more. — Don Lancaster
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29 Learn to Relax With A Brainwave Synchronizer
Have you ever been mesmerized by a candle or a fireplace flame? Maybe you’ve felt either somewhat nauseous or very distracted by flashing lights. Those effects and others come from the tendency of your brain to “synchronize” with the input presented to it. That property is also the key behind this month’s cover story. It uses flashing LEDs to nudge the brain, and your body, into a state of rest.
— James Melton

DEPARTMENTS
8 EQUIPMENT REPORT
Soundsmith Corporation CDT-4 Automated CD-Player Tester.

10 SERVICE CLINIC
Troubleshooting HOT problems. — Sam Goldwasser

26 COMPUTER CONNECTIONS
Pentium Busters? — Konstantinos Karagiannis

51 TECH MUSINGS
Underwater arc absurdities, character generators for video, and more. — Don Lancaster
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7 LETTERS
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34 Build A Step Attenuator
If you build or experiment with RF circuits, a step attenuator can be a very valuable workbench accessory. — John Pivnichny

TECHNOLOGY

22 PROTOTYPE
Urban GPS, recycling NiCd batteries, microdrilling technology, and more.

38 SIFTING SIGNALS FROM NOISE
It is incredibly hard to do when working with very weak signals, like those from deep-space probes. — Tom Napier

42 "QUANTRISTADOR" CONQUERS QUANTUM COMPUTING
A new type of transistor that works ten-times faster than anything currently available. — Douglas Page

44 THE EC909-12 ANALOG MICROPROCESSOR
Could this “brilliant” technology render the digital microprocessor obsolete? — Ken Kemski

48 SPY SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHY ON THE WEB
See your town, block, or even your house through the eyes of a Russian spy satellite. — Bill Siuru
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32 The Y2K Bug...And a Few Other Worries

Unless you've been in hiding the last little while, you've no doubt are aware of the so-called Y2K bug that some feel could end civilization at midnight on December 31. Well, while nothing that dire is likely to really happen, the end of the century could still cause headaches for many, especially computer users. This month we look at what's behind the Y2K problem, ratchet up your paranoia level just a little bit more by introducing you to a couple of other less publicized but still nasty date-related surprises, and show you how to get through the coming "bug season" painlessly as possible—if you don't count your New Year's Day hangover. — Bob Dyball and Greg Swain

TECHNOLOGY

13 Prototype
A police-training simulator that shoots back, a traffic-hazard warning system, a sensor that sees like a person, a Motorola chip set that masters multimedia, the right antenna at a glance, and more.

27 Digital Vegas: News from the 1999 CES
DTV, DVD everywhere, a hard disk for your TV, Polaroid photos from your computer, wireless home networks, and lots more from the recently concluded Consumer Electronics Show. — Carl Laron
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41 Demodulate TV Signals with a Video IF Strip
Three low-cost, easy-to-build video demodulators that let you separate the baseband video from nearly any RF signal. If you work with video signals, one of these—or all three—are a must for your bench.— William Sheets and Rudolf F. Graf

Departments

6 Equipment Report
Summatec portable hard-drive system.

8 Computer Connections
All about the Universal Serial Bus (USB) and why you need it. — Konstantinos Karagiannis

10 Antique Radio
A new home for an old column, radio designs during the depression, and more. — Marc Ellis

20 Service Clinic
You can often tell what's wrong with a monitor or TV by looking at its screen. Here's a guide to display symptoms, and what they mean. — Sam Goldwasser

91 Tech Musings
Will "pulse radio" be the next great thing, brain parity, the work of Richard Feynman, and more. — Don Lancaster
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27 Pirate Radio
You may have heard about radio pirates on the news or from an acquaintance, or you might have heard one of their broadcasts, but what is it that makes these clandestine broadcasters so interesting to listeners and the authorities? In this month's cover story, we take a behind-the-scenes look at the ever-changing world of unlicensed radio stations, the motivations of the individuals who run them, why they are so well loved by those who listen to them, why the government wants to shut them down at all costs, and where you can hear them for yourself. — Andrew Yoder

34 Parallel-Port Optical Isolator
If you build or use computer-controlled circuits, you want one of these to protect your PC should something go wrong. — Dave Sweeney

41 The BreadBlox Prototyping System
These handy modules make the job of testing your circuit designs easier than ever. — James Melton

74 Build a Solar Dosimeter
Is your garden getting enough sunlight? Are you getting too much? Build this simple circuit and find out. — Paul Neher
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DJ MixMaster
Have you ever wondered why some party DJs seem to sound better than the competition? Have you ever tried your hand at spinning tunes at a party only to find your efforts less than stellar? Well, the answer may lie largely in the mixing board. A good one can help anyone sound great; a less ideal one will make your mixes sound, well, less than ideal. The problem is that a good board can be very expensive, unless you build this month's cover project: A professional-grade mixing board with top-notch sound and some features not found on even the best commercial products.
— Jules Hyckebusch

The RF Informant
This tiny, easy-to-build signal sniffer can do anything from finding hidden RF bugs and other transmitters to testing a microwave oven for leakage. — Rick Duker

Prototype
A "pill" monitor, ultracapacitors, super-fast on-the-job training, a long-distance spectral analyzer, and more.

Measuring Capacitors and Inductors at RF Frequencies
To get the right results you need to use the right techniques.
— Joseph J. Carr

A Super-Safe Smart Crosswalk
A new safety system that could help pedestrians avoid getting that "run down" feeling when crossing busy streets.
— Bill Siuru

How to Succeed in Soldering
These tips and hints could be just what you need to get perfect results every time.
— Skip Campisi, Jr.
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31 Automate Your Home With an Expandable X-10 Controller
Say "automated home" and many will conjure up an image of cartoon-character George Jetson's house. Well, we're not quite there yet, but we're coming closer. For example, consider the venerable X-10 standard. Though it's been with us since the late 1970s, products using the standard are still very viable, and new capabilities are being added all the time. Its one shortcoming, however, is that it is difficult to control the various modules in a system in a unified, logical way—until now. This month's cover story is an expandable controller that lets you take complete control of your X-10 system and your home. — Christopher A. Nielsen

TECHNOLOGY
14 Prototype
Flywheel-based mechanical batteries, "smart" airplanes, super-sensitive magnetic-field detectors, and more.

37 Low-Power FM Transmitters
Here's the gear you need if you want to join the growing ranks of clandestine radio broadcasters. — Andrew Yoder

78 Taking the "Ouch" Out of Drug Injections
Get the medicine your body needs in the most efficient way possible without getting "stuck" in the process. — Bill Siuru
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29 The Wild Mouse
Often individuals have more than one hobby or interest, and often those hobbies or interests intersect. One common example of that is music and electronics. While the price of music-related electronics is lower than ever, if you like picking up a soldering iron when you are not playing your guitar, this month's cover project is one you'll surely want to try. It's an easy-to-build guitar-effects box that can dramatically change the sound of your instrument with the tap of a button. — Steve Daniels

41 Add a Digital-Frequency Display to Your Equipment
These PIC-based, versatile modules can be easily added to almost any piece of radio or test gear that lacks a digital display. — Neil Heckt

85 Add a Phono Adapter to Your Home Stereo
Have you long since abandoned vinyl? If so, here's a simple way to reclaim those unused phonograph inputs on your audio gear. — Joe Gustains

8 Computer Connections
Digital photo printers. — Konstantinos Karagiannis

10 DX Listening
A radio pirate walks the plank. — Don Jensen

12 Service Clinic
Miscellaneous monitor problems. — Sam Goldwasser

22 Antique Radio
The Model 70 comes to life. — Marc Ellis

88 Equipment Report
Intelligent Computer Solutions Image MASSter Solo hard-drive duplicator.

90 Tech Musings
SETI at home, hot-tub economics, and more. — Don Lancaster
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**27 Universal Noise-Reduction System**

Most noise-reduction techniques require that the original source material be specially encoded. One example of that is Dolby noise reduction that is often used with pre-recorded audio tapes. However, there are countless other audio sources that suffer from white noise—or hiss—that could benefit from some noise reduction...and this month's cover project provides it. The Universal Noise-Reduction System is easy to install and does not require pre-processed material to be effective. It also features an audio compressor that can be used to reduce the volume of excessively-loud TV commercials.

— Richard Panosh
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**34 PIC Assembly Language for the Complete Beginner**

This month we "PIC" up the pace as we look in more depth at what the various instructions do and tackle a more advanced project.
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**75 TV-Audio Hearing Wonder**

Build one of these and return the joy of TV watching to someone who is hearing impaired.

— Ray Green
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33 A Seismic Detector
Recent events in Turkey and elsewhere around the world have once again shown us that the solid Earth is not nearly as solid as we often assume. If in light of such things you want to keep a closer eye on the ground under your feet, or if you want to investigate earthquakes and similar natural phenomena, then you'll want to build this month's cover project. It is a computer-based seismic detector that's great in the lab, and—since it is battery powered and portable—even better in the field. — Ron Newton

BUILT THIS

43 Precision Audio Dummy Load
Test audio amps without using speakers. — Gary McClellan

47 Infrared-Based Rotary Encoder
This simple circuit lets you accurately measure the position of any rotary shaft. — James J. Barbarello

87 Frequency Probe
A quick and easy way to measure frequency of any waveform up to 2 MHz. — Skip Campisi
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Blood tests without needle sticks, super-small IC masks, verifying extraterrestrial contacts, safer train crossings, and more.

39 Audio Gets Easier: Using the New LM4862
National Semiconductors' new "Boomer" audio-amplifier ICs are an audio hobbyist's dream come true; here's how to use one of them. — Michael A. Covington
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Olympus C-2000 Zoom Digital Camera.

8 SERVICE CLINIC
The easy way to test semiconductors. — Sam Goldwasser

24 DX LISTENING
Weird antennas of yesteryear. — Don Jensen
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Troubleshooting a dead receiver. — Marc Ellis
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Really bad computer "deals." — Konstantinos Karagiannis
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Sub-pixel secrets, diodes as RF switches, and more. — Don Lancaster
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33 Freeze Motion With The Laser Scope
When it comes to measuring the speed of a rotating object, nothing can take the place of a stroboscope—and that just scratches the surface of the possible applications for that piece of test gear. However, commercial units are often expensive and are line operated, making field use difficult. But why buy when you can build? This month’s cover project is an easy-on-your-wallet stroboscope that’s a snap to put together yourself. Even better, it is battery powered making it completely portable. — Skip Campisi
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Higher disk capacity through colossal magnetoresistance, mini-robots in space, fast SRAM, and more.

38 Understanding Digital Modulation
It’s the key to today’s high-speed data transfers. — Fernando Garcia

83 Component Notebooks
A new way to organize your workbench. — Peter B. Reintjes

86 A Computer Display in Your Eyeglasses
Technology that makes keeping your eye on your PC easier than ever. — Bill Siuru
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41 Balanced-Line Converter
The easy way to interconnect professional and consumer audio gear for testing or other applications. — Gary McClellan

45 A Scrolling LED Clock
It gives new meaning to the expression “time marches on.” — David Williams
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